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ABSTRACT 

This research investigates the development of concepts crucial to the scientific study of 

earthquakes and volcanoes amongst Primary school, Junior and Senior High school 

students in Taiwan, a country in which earthquakes are a common phenomenon and hazard. 

It investigates how children understand these phenomena and how their notions develop at 

different ages. 

The data was gathered by means of a series of one-to-one interviews with students in Year 

3 (age 8-9) and Year 6 (age 11-12) of Primary school, Year 3 in Junior High (14-15) and 

Year 3 in Senior High school (age 17-18). Additional data was obtained by asking all 

students to submit one drawing each of a volcano and an earthquake. Preparatory to the 

main research undertaken in schools in Taiwan, a pilot study was conducted with students 

from two of the same age-groups in England, as a result of which some modifications were 

made to the interview schedule. 

The interview responses were analyzed according to experts' understanding of earthquakes 

and volcanoes and comparison was made across ages/study levels. 

The analysis suggests that understanding of concepts proceeds unevenly with age, and 

shows that a significant proportion of concepts taught at a particular age may not be fully 

grasped by students. These findings lead to the proposal for a combinative learning model, 

in which young pupils could be supported in mastering important and essential concepts in 

the curriculum through the existing approach but older pupils supported by a rotational 

approach which also relates to the development of combinative learning. 

The results of the main study have relevance for syllabus design and pedagogical practice 

in Earth Science, as currently taught in Taiwanese schools, as well as for earthquake 

preparedness amongst the general population. 
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Chapter 1 Research Outline 

1.1 Introduction 

This work concerns children's ideas about earthquakes and volcanoes. The main study in 

Taiwan involved children from four age bands (year groups). Earth science education has 

already been taught for more than 20 years in Taiwan. The content of the Eruth science 

curriculum covers the lithosphere, oceanography, the atmosphere and the Earth's internal 

structure. In Taiwan, earthquake and volcano education is widely available, and students as 

a result are provided with the chances they need to assist them to come to learn about 

earthquake and volcanic events, to understand their causes and to deal with the results, 

especially of earthquakes in their local environment, they represent the most "immediate 

and practical of threats" and are serious hazards in Taiwan. The idea for this project (how 

students think about earthquakes and volcanic events and why they think thus) stems from 

the author's interest in Earth science following the 921 (geologists' reference to the 21 5t of 

September) earthquake events in 2000, resulting from Taiwan's location on an active 

tectonic plate boundary. 

A clarification should be made here as to the nature of the two hazards (earthquakes and 

volcanoes). The catastrophe of earthquake in Taiwan was well-documented across the 

world in year 2000. Volcanoes, on the other hand, are a hazard that needs consideration, 

but also qualification. Basically, volcanoes are divided into the categories live, dormant 

and extinct (dead). Apart from muddy volcanoes, there are no live volcanoes (that have 

erupted in recent centuries) in Taiwan; there are many dormant ones (having erupted some 

hundreds of years ago). There is evidence of normal activity in the presence of hot springs 

commonly found in the country. Indeed, the natural beauty of the mountain regions and the 

presence of natural spas attract many Taiwanese visitors and school parties. The study of 

volcanoes can be an important part of the curriculum. This could be justified entirely on a 

geographical (national feature), geological and topographical basis. The land around the 

volcanic mountains is rich in mineral resources that have been extensively mined, but 

without concern for eco-tourism or the environment in general. Thus, any minor volcanic 

activity could entail large-scale commotion. But this commotion is subservient to other 

considerations in the thesis, which are knowledge of geology among students and general 

safety issues. 
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In the 1970s, students' concepts regarding earthquakes and volcanic events might not have 

been very clear, because there was no formal Earth science course; but nowadays Earth 

science is a specific subject from junior high school level. The detailed nature of related 

concepts and how students acquire and piece together items of knowledge in their learning 

about earthquakes and volcanic events in regular classroom teaching presents a large and 

potentially fruitful area of investigation. This proj ect is to study the development of pupils' 

ideas as they learn about earthquakes and volcanic events from primary level to secondary 

level. 

The research focus is thus on pupils' understanding of earthquakes and volcanoes and the 

implications for teaching and learning. 

A cross-age study is chosen. As a background to the research, the Earth science curriculum 

in Taiwan is analysed to show the expected development of ideas. Findings from the 

detailed interview study can then be compared with intentions of the curriculum, to explore 

matches and mis-matches in learning. So that understanding at four different ages can be 

explored fully. 

1.2 Location and participants 

The children's ideas were elicited through interviews, which were carried out in the Great 

Taipei area of Taiwan. The participating primary school is located within Paitou District 

(which is in the north-west of Taipei City). The junior level and senior level schools 

involved are in the Shih-Lin District, which is in the north-east of Taipei City. These 

schools are average sized state schools. Students' academic performance is variable, and 

students invited to participate were picked from different academic levels (as explained in 

Chapter 3), the reason being that by this kind of "average" selection, the results of 

interviews are more representative and open to generalization. The project on the other 

hand actively avoided carrying out interviews in private schools, precisely because most 

private school students are selected for their high academic level; for this reason, if the 

project were to include private school students in the research sample, the results of the 

interviews would not be representative of schoolchildren's concepts in general. 

2 



Figure 1.1 The location of Taipei, Taiwan 
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The participants in the main research were 25 year-3 and 25 year-6 students (primary level), 

25 students from junior level (year 9), and 25 students from senior level (year 12). Each 

level contained a mix of boys and girls, and the 100 students were between 9 and 17 years 

old. The names of the students are not revealed to protect their privacy and to conform to 

the pledge of anonymity. All interview processes were carried out in a single room in each 

school, and just once for each individual student. 
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1.3 Research questions 

Research into pupils' concepts in the field of Earth Science attempts to find out how 

students conceptualize phenomena, events and their causes. Quite often, for this purpose, 

researchers have to elicit the students' interests as well as their understanding of the 

phenomena. 

Four inter-related research questions guide the study: 

1. How much knowledge do students have about earthquakes/volcanoes and 

related events, and what is the status of their understanding of the 

phenomena? 

2. What are the students' ideas concerning the relationship between 

earthquakes and volcanic events? 

3. Have the students own experiences of earthquakes and volcanic events 

prepared them to know what to do when they happen? 

4. Can the findings be used in curriculum development in Taiwan? 

In order to explore development of understanding with age either a longitudinal or a cross

age study could be employed. In order for the study to be completed within a reasonable 

time-scale, a cross-age study was used. The dominant method of data-collection was 

interview in which multiple techniques, including annotated drawings, were used to obtain 

evidence of pupils , understanding. Details and justification are given in Chapter 3. 

1.4 Theoretical and analytical framework 

This research is based on constructivist frameworks of development of understanding of 

concepts (Chapter 2 contains discussion of the theoretical framework). 

Earthquakes and volcanic events can be regarded as a complex of phenomena involving 

related objects and natural events. The objects, events and phenomena form conceptual 

categories essential in communication of knowledge about them. This research tries to 

gauge both the variety and clarity of thought and understanding of students. The variety or 

clarity can be used as an indication of their grasp of multi-concepts regarding the 

phenomena, and, if students show a lack of such thinking, they may be presumed not to 

have acquired the concepts from the curriculum. Evaluation of pupils' understanding may 

provide useful information about the conceptual challenge of learning about earthquakes 
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and volcanic events as both geological phenomena and events which can have societal 

impact. 

1.5 Science and Earth Science National Curriculum at primary, junior 

and senior levels. 

The National Curriculum provides a background for the expected development in learning. 

Nowadays, Primary science in Taiwan is a multi-Science curriculum, which includes 

Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Geology, Astronomy, Atmosphere science, Oceanography 

and Biology. More than 90% of the textbook material is concerned with Chemistry, 

Physics and Biology, and only about 10% with Earth Science. The textbook's material 

directly related to earthquakes/volcanic events comprises less than one complete chapter 

(only mentioned in Chapter 3 Our Home-Earth). 

In Junior and Senior high school, Earth Science is a specific and compulsory subject for 

students, but the material dealing with volcanic events and earthquakes is still limited. The 

concepts of earthquakes and volcanic events from primary level to senior level as they 

occur in the textbooks, seem to be inadequately linked (more detail will be given in 

Chapter 2), and although there are practical exercises in the secondary textbooks, it seems 

that most teachers and students hardly focus on them (according to teacher's handbook, 

these practical exercises are optional. And many primary teachers told me that they hardly 

asked pupils to do these exercises). This might make it difficult to raise interest and 

motivation. Sharp et al (2002) maintains that "Primary science is regarded as an 

intellectual, practical, creative and social endeavour which seeks to help children to better 

understand and make sense of the world in which they live by involving them in thinking 

and working in particular ways in the pursuit of reliable scientific knowledge". This 

viewpoint is particularly relevant to Earth science at junior and senior level, where there is 

a clear need to increase pupils' curiosity and thirst for knowledge. It is almost impossible 

for an adequate understanding of Earth Science at junior and senior levels to be achieved 

through theoretical study only (the teacher's hand books suggest that a complete 

conceptual understanding in general science should be carried out by both theoretical study 

and practical exercises). Students' understanding of volcanic and earthquake events could 

be developed in different ways. 
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1.6 Creativity of the Research 

This research can be considered original in several ways. Although the study of pupils' 

conceptual development is not new, those specifically regarding earthquake and volcanic 

events have not been investigated from primary level to senior level in Taiwan, or even 

elsewhere. Interview studies and cross-age studies of knowledge acquisition/understanding, 

and conceptual development are unusual, and, in recent years especially, have not been 

undertaken seriously within Taiwan. The range of earthquake activity is broad, with 

considerable relevance to students' daily lives and the local environment. Hence the 

research will also concern students' understanding of plate tectonics, the Earth's internal 

structure and the various kinds of geological stress, all of which, studied systematically, 

should result in a fuller perception. Taken as a whole, it is hoped that the research will 

provide an opportunity to reconsider active Earth Science teaching and possible 

modifications to the curriculum. 

1.7 Summary 

Research on students' ideas in Earth Science education generally attempts to find out how 

students conceptualize the natural environmental events and the phenomena of geological 

study by means of eliciting their ideas, thoughts and understanding. Multi-method 

interviews are a useful technique for data collection. The cross-age study presented here 

endeavours to examine, in such a way, students' ideas more specifically regarding 

earthquake and volcanic events and to investigate how/why these ideas alter as a result of 

conceptual development in the context of study in Taiwanese primary and secondary 

schools. The research attempts to do this through "field work" undertaken in four age 

bands in state schools in Taipei (interviews and data collection). The student participants 

included 100 students from primary to senior level. There were 25 students from each 

stage (Year 3, Year 6, Year 9 and Year 12); and each stage contains high, medium and low 

achieving students. In Taiwan, educational policy does not discriminate between more or 

less able students, and classes in all state schools from primary to senior level are of mixed 

ability. The three schools are likely to be representative of students' status and 

performance throughout the area. The interview was designed to investigate their 
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understanding of key concepts and conceptual structures (the most basic and the most 

important) in Earth Science (earthquakes and volcanic events), through relatively simple 

verbal and visual expression. The study of Earth Science, and, more particularly in the 

context of this research of earthquake and volcanic events, is conceived here in broad, 

practical terms and as part of an educational process that is intimately related to the real

life concerns of the students and the local community, seeking to bring students to a clearer 

appreciation of the roles and relevance of geological movement to their own lives and their 

own immediate environment, in the pursuit of reliable knowledge through scientific 

method. 

In the following chapter I first review the literature that seems most relevant to this study, 

looking at research that has already been carried out on children's ideas in science 

generally and more specifically in the fields of geo-science and Earth Science, and 

narrowing that down to research on particular topics and notions, including those of 

earthquakes and volcanic events. The textbooks that are used in Earth science education in 

Taiwan are also reviewed. The succeeding chapters present the study methods, the study 

results and the conclusions. 

, ,. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the literature review is to obtain an overview of the field of research and to 

clarify perceptions of the methodological issues, as well as the thinking behind the research 

project as a whole. From initial points of departure in existing work, the review may create 

a space in which to draw and test new lines of enquiry and the review may expand upon 

the context and background to the research area. 

This chapter highlights children's perceptions about general science, Earth science, and 

specifically volcanoes and earthquakes. The implications of this research, for the teaching 

and learning of Earth science also constitute an important topic. 

The first purpose of the literature review is to consider a theoretical framework for the 

research in terms of learning theory. 

2.2 Learning theories and Children's ideas in Science 

This section outlines constructivism as a learning theory and its use in research relevant to 

my study. Ascertaining children's perceptions about science topics has been a very active 

and fruitful area of research over the past 30 years (Hodson, 1998). It is significant and 

perhaps fortunate, too, that there appear to be certain kinds of understanding held in 

common by children. Imagine the task facing a teacher, Hodson points out, if there were no 

common elements in children's understanding. The beliefs that children hold prior to 

instruction have been variously termed: alternative frameworks, alternative or prior 

conceptions, mini-theories, naive theories, children's science and so on. 

Students' may build ideas according to the theory of "constructivism". Piaget (1932) 

proposed the four-stage theory of intellectual development, according to which a child is 

only able to grasp a particular concept when a prior concept has already been attained. For 

example, intellectually, the metaphorical usage of a word cannot be understood until the 

concrete meaning has been grasped. The four stages Piaget identified are: 

First of all, in the sensori-motor phase (birth to about age 2), children learn from 

information which they gather directly through their senses and physical experiences; 
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secondly, in the pre-operational stage (from about age 2-7), children reason directly from 

what they perceive, though their reasoning may not always be logical. The third stage is 

that in the concrete operational stage (from about age 7-11), thinking becomes 

characterized by logic and does not require real objects to be to hand. The characteristic of 

thinking which most significantly marks the transition to this stage is the ability to 

conserve, to see that quantities such as mass and volume (for example) remain constant in 

operations. This age range conesponds in my research with Primary level, and the fourth 

stage is that in the formal operational stage (from about age 11 onwards), children become 

capable of abstract thought and are able to grasp ideas such as those involved in the control 

of variables and ratio and proportion. This conesponds to Secondary level in my research. 

These four stages of identification represent a background to my research, particularly 

from age 7-11 and age 11 onwards. I think that Piaget's points of view might help me to 

look at my data closely. 

Nowadays, Constructivism can be regarded as one of the classic theory for explaining how 

students learn. Piaget was the initiator of a constructivist view of learning focusing on 

explaining how pupils construct new knowledge/concepts from existing 

knowledge/concepts. Many scholars subsequently deVeloped versions of constructivism. 

For example, Holt's (1995) ideas on students' learning tie in with constructivist theory; he 

believed that most children construct knowledge through a number of aspects, such as 

games & experiments, talk, reading, sports and art, which are useful catalysts to students' 

learning procedure and knowledge construction. 

Firstly, Holt believed that children's learning depends very much on their mood. He was 

concerned about pupil mood changes over a short period of time and recommended taking 

off the pressure, reassurance consoling, giving time to re-group, "As in time they will have 

enough energy and courage to go back to the task". Holt believed that students could learn 

well if in a good mood, which can be fostered through playing games, exercising and 

experiments. This point of view can help me to inspect the connection between students' 

learning and live activities (games & experiments) in my research; for example: many 

pupils in Taiwan regularly have earthquake exercises at school and have experience of 

earthquake simulators at the museum or school. These are sort of live activities and 

experiments. Holt's point of view suggests to me to look at whether or not such activities 
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help students to learn about volcanic and earthquake concepts. In other words, they may 

contribute towards the construction of knowledge. 

Secondly, Holt believes that "Talk" is also a very important learning element for children. 

"Talk" may be additionally seen in my interpretation as including written communication 

(children expressing themselves in words). Holt indicates "A child who does not talk will 

not have many things that he wants to say, and hence will not know what to write about. 

He will often feel that nothing he might want to say or write could possibly be of any 

interest to anyone else, and that if he did say or write something, others would only laugh 

at it. As fast as thoughts come to him, he censors them, rules them out. When he does try to 

express his thoughts, he finds it hard, because he has had so little practice in putting words 

together". Holt suggests that good self-expression can improve children's learning in an 

effective way. On the other hand, if children feel difficulty in self-expression, this might 

indicate that they have not learned enough. I believe that this point of view suggests that 

different forms of expression can be used to elicit the greatest amount of information. In 

this study, drawings can be used to supplement data from interviews with students. Also, 

during the interviews, I can observe how students express their understanding about 

earthquake and volcanic events through their natural reactions, such as body language, 

verbal language, tone, and eye expression. These mUlti-expressions could be helpful in 

understanding pupils' understanding. 

Holt points out that students may obtain stimulation through sports or live activities. Holt 

believes that students can obtain new knowledge or skills in practical activities, or 

experience something in person. In other words, these sorts of new knowledge and skills 

can be picked up by students while relevant activities are being canied out at the same time. 

In terms of practical experience, there are many tangibles in my research field relating to 

the earth's movements. For example, students in Taiwan might have the chance to make a 

geological tour; they might have a chance to visit a mud volcano, a hot spring pool, a 

lagoon, or a reverse fault. These geological phenomena are caused by volcanic and 

earthquake movements. Nowadays, many of the above phenomena have already become 

tourist attractions. People are allowed to jump into the mud volcano and enjoy the warm 

mud. It attracts female tourists interested in skin care. Some children enjoy playing and 

swimming in the hot springs or fishing in lagoons. Hence, students might increase their 

volcanic/earthquake knowledge while they are enjoying these geological tours. Tourist 
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guides or other tourists might introduce some relevant knowledge to them. Holt's ideas 

suggest to me to scrutinize the data from my research with this point in mind. 

Holt believes students' artistic expression shows how they learn, observe and gain 

knowledge, because, in drawing, students need to observe, learn or maybe copy the very 

basic features of the object. The procedure constitutes leaming. I feel that these points of 

view related to art can be used to check and confirm students' conceptual and knowledge 

development, and I believe that the idea of picking up the characteristics from students' 

annotated drawings can be useful to my research. 

From the significant body of early research undertaken within the constructivist or 

"altemative frameworks" movement, Driver and Bell (1986) argue that children form their 

own ideas about the world in which they live long before any formal teaching takes place 

in school, those ideas frequently differing from the science taught at school and the ideas 

of scientists themselves. They consider that the ideas can be strongly held and resistant to 

change even in the most supportive, caring and stimulating of learning environments, but 

when they do change, it can often be in unanticipated ways, with what the teacher intended 

being at odds with what the child perceives. 

According to Driver and Bell (1986), the main features of constructivism are building the 

knowledge of the learner within the school learning environment, learning involving the 

construction of meaning. They go on to indicate four features of constructivism. Meanings 

constructed by students from what they see or hear mayor may not be those intended. 

Construction of meaning is influenced to a large extent by the existing knowledge of the 

learners. Furthennore, the construction of meaning is a continuous and active process, and 

meanings, once constructed, are evaluated and can be accepted or rejected. Finally, there 

are patterns in the types of meanings students construct due to shared experiences with the 

physical world and through natural language. 

These main features of constructivism will be bome in mind during my research. 

Driver (1981) also indicates that largely because of the insights offered by constructivism, 

the passive role of children in science learning, which assumed children to be merely 

empty vessels waiting to be filled, is no longer considered acceptable. 

Scholars, including Driver et al 1994, have developed constructivism further. Driver et al. 

(1994) identified several possible forms of development that relate to constructivism. The 
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fIrst point is about developing existing ideas as long as no misunderstandings appear; the 

second point is differentiating between existing ideas (where two or more scientific ideas 

may have been seen as one by pupils, a learning phenomenon known as dissolving and 

melting, which can be exemplifIed in my research by the confusion of, for example, lava 

and magma); the third point is about integrating existing ideas (where pupils may hold 

several ideas relating to one scientifIc idea). The above points are helpful in looking at 

pupils' existing ideas and their conceptual development, differentiation and integration, for 

example, in the building of a more complete picture of a range of phenomena, like 

earthquakes, tremors and landslides. The fomih point is about changing existing ideas 

(where pupils hold ideas which differ from the scientifIcally accepted ideas). Trend (1988) 

suggests: "It is well embedded in the constructivist view of learning that new learning is 

dependent on existing understanding". It seems that Trend's suggestion is a practical idea 

to look at how students may have relevant concepts about earthquakes and volcanic events 

and check whether or not (by asking additional and coherent questions), as time goes on, 

students would revisit existing concepts and see if they are able to connect new concepts 

with existing ones. Although the above points of view did not appear in Piaget's (1932) 

theory----four stages, Driver et al (1994) believed these were learning possibilities 

dev:eloped from Piaget' s theory. 

Driver (1994) has mounted a robust defense of constructivism in science education. 

According to Driver, the view of learning science as acts of personal and social 

construction does not imply relativism (an often voiced concern) but realism. This 

acknowledges the more scientifIcally acceptable view that scientific knowledge is 

constrained by how the world is and that its knowledge claims are considered to reflect or 

work towards that reality. 

Referring again to Driver (1994), if children are to adopt scientifIc ways of working and 

knowing, then intervention and negotiation of meaning with a teacher are essential if the 

cultural tools and conventions of the scientifIc community are to be made available to them. 

As Driver pointed out, "the challenge is one of how to achieve the process of enculturation 

successfully in the round of normal classroom life, particularly when the science view that 

the teacher is presenting is in conflict with the learners' prior knowledge schemes." 

Learning that is characterized as a straightforward process of knowledge acquisition, 

conceptual change and the associated generation of new meaning or sense-making may 

however be overly simplistic. Driver (1994), for example, suggested that children need not 
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be expected to abandon their "alternative framework" or common-sense ideas as a result of 

science teaching. Instead, they should have these new ideas available to them for 

communication within appropriate scientific contexts, even whilst continuing to use 

common-sense ideas within their own "common-sense contexts". 

My research aims to explore the frameworks that pupils have about earthquakes and 

volcanoes in order for these to be developed further through sensitive teaching. 

A number of constructivist approaches to science teaching and learning have been 

developed (Cosgrove & Osborne, 1985, Driver, 1989, Haden, 1992, Appleton, 1993). 

While they differ a little in detail (as I mentioned earlier, Piaget's constructivism has not 

been universally accepted as a learning model), their prescriptions can be usefully 

summarized as including: 

• Identifying students' ideas and views 

• Creating opportunities for students to explore their ideas and test their 

robustness in terms of explaining phenomena, accounting for events and 

making predictions. 

• Providing stimuli for students to develop, modify and, where necessary, change 

their ideas and views 

• Supporting their attempts to rethink and reconstruct their ideas and views. 

Of course, there are some topics, phenomena and events of which children may have no 

prior experience and for which they will not have formed any prior views. 

Steffe et al (1995) believed that any epistemic improvement must be constructed from 

students' clear understanding; in other words, if students' existing concepts are not clear, 

no further concepts/knowledge can be constructed on the existing concepts without a gap 

or disconnection in understanding. Steffe's point of view suggests to me that some students 

might have a general understanding of earthquake or volcanic phenomena, but their 

understanding might not be connected well. It might also be that students have a different 

level of understanding in each key concept. Spivey (1997) applies another constructivist 

theory to explain why students might have a different level of understanding in different 

concepts. Spivey says that when students read texts alone (before any instruction), it is like 

reading a metaphor, of which each student might have a different 

understanding/comprehension, so that when teachers might give a formal lesson on the 
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subject, the students do retain part of their own understanding/comprehension. The first 

impression contributes to the construct of knowledge, concepts or belief, and it will take 

time to alter it. 

Spivey believed that different comprehension of the texts causes students to create 

different meanings for texts and hence they might have a different construction of the 

knowledge/concepts. As soon as pupils read or write (practical exercise) part ofthe texts, 

they might link certain parts of what they have read or written to one of their existing 

knowledge, and this is called making of meaning (ibid). Spivey's view provides a good 

point of interest for my research. I can check whether or not students do understand the 

connection between phenomena and causes by asking coherent and additional questions in 

the interview. 

Larochelle (1998) believed that pragmatism and epistemology are two related and useful 

bases of conceptual construction. He indicated that students might be able to make a 

connection between theoretical concepts and practical experiences, but it is difficult to 

make a connection between theoretical concepts and phenomena they are not familiar with. 

In other words, Larochelle suggests that a complete construction must be based on familiar 

concepts and practical experience. Larochelle's theory along with Spivey's view also 

generates for me the idea of looking at whether Taiwanese students are able to connect the 

implications of earthquake nature (theoretical concept) and their attitude (practical 

experience) to earthquakes, as compared to volcanic events, of which they usually have no 

experience, by asking additional related questions. 

Selley (1999) demonstrated that classroom experience, for example reading and writing, 

could influence children's learning outcomes, she believed that these classroom 

experiences provide practical exercises to support learning, and from these practical 

exercises students seem to obtain a clearer impression of concepts and construct a 

relatively solid understanding. Both Selley (1999) and Spivey (1997) emphasize the 

importance of practical exercises in the constructivist framework. Spivey emphasizes that 

the practical exercise should be complete, incompleteness perhaps causing conceptual 

misunderstanding or mis-construction. Selley focuses on the idea that practical exercise is 

vital in completing conceptual construction of new knowledge based on existing 

knowledge. As I mentioned earlier, the pupils in Taiwan might not have enough practical 

exercises. Both Selley and Spivey's points of view might help me to look into my data. 
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2.3 Children's ideas in geo-science and general aspects of Earth science 

Researchers have used the ideas of constructivism (described in section 2.2) to explore 

pupils' understanding of many scientific concepts. This section considers such research 

relevant to my study. 

A considerable amount of information is now available about alternative conceptions in 

the general geo-science field and their implications for students. Before students 

understand the range of Earth science fully, the meaning of general geo-science could 

possibly be described as "whole world phenomena" rather than any specific field. In other 

words, real world phenomena interweave and interact in ways too complex for children to 

grasp at a young age. Their ideas may be naive or vague and quite general. I outline the 

literature on some children's ideas of general geo-science below, according to various 

authors writing on topics such as river systems, soil and landscape. 

2.3.1 Children's ideas in geo-science 

Children have some interesting ideas in different areas of general geo-science, Dove (1996) 

points out that children's ideas of Geography (basically a part of geo-science) stem from 

children's literature, maths, science, art and a whole world of activities. Dowd (1990) 

believes that folktales as a genre of children's literature are a source of information about 

geography, since their origins and settings are traceable to a particular geographical region. 

The words as well as the detailed and authentic artwork reveal many interrelationships 

between people and their environment, for example, common crops and foods, house types, 

clothing styles, vehicles, typical occupations, recreational activities, and indigenous flora 

and fauna. 

Cullinan (1989) has some suggestions as to how such sources of knowledge may be 

actively used: after reading or hearing several stories from the same country or culture, 

children in third grade could make a chart with categories labelled, (i.e. landforms, animals, 

place names, climate, foods, dwellings, and so on) and they could include in it 

geographical facts gathered from the books about that particular country; or the classroom 
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teacher and the school librarian may team together to locate and share with students several 

variants of the same basic folktale from different countries, from which they can fill in the 

charts and compare and contrast the geographical information revealed about each country 

in which a version ofthe story is set (Cullinan 1989). 

In Good's research (1963), the purpose was to obtain some facts about the ability of 

secondary school children to recognize geographical features shown in photographs (at 

Polperro and Shieldaig). Good (1963) indicated that the results (students' pictures) showed 

that although there were only two geo-phenomena shown to the pupils, the children 

"chose" to see what they believed to be the "real geo-phenomena". What these particular 

children actually saw, undirected and unaided, of geographical significance in these 

pictures, would appear as follows. 

In the Polperro picture an average of 74 per cent saw rocks, the harbour and houses as 

"geo-phenomena", 43 per cent included the valley, wooded slopes and cliffs. Other 

significant features were apparently lost to them. In the Shieldaig picture, approximately 

70 per cent identified the cultivated land, and 40 per cent the wooded slope. It does not 

appear that the eye of the child sweeps, as does that of the geographer, to the 400-foot 

platform of the Polperro picture or to the raised beach of Shieldaig, which were the geo

science phenomena of maj or interest. 

Teaching that uses visible or tactile objects may reduce the chance of misconception 

among students. Catling (1994) commented that most children have seen photographs of 

the Earth from space, but using a globe gives children the opportunity to hold the Earth in 

their hands, to look and see what is there, to get a sense of its shape and to begin to find out 

what is on it. 

For some children, looking at the land and water, seeing their shape and labelling them will 

be their starting point. For others, it will be finding where family and friends have visited, 

and these places can also be labelled. Linked to some geographical and other work will be 

opportunities to show where different kinds of environments appear on the Earth, such as 

deserts or glaciers; from these activities, students enhance their basic view of world 

locations. 
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Students' ideas in geo-science are quite complex but nevertheless traceable, as can be seen 

from some of the existing research results described above. The following section narrows 

down the geo-science range to children's ideas on Earth Science, to see if and how their 

ideas and especially their misconceptions can be traced. The main purpose of reviewing 

children's ideas in geo-science is because their knowledge range in geo-science is broader 

than that in Earth science but narrower than that in general science. In this circumstance, it 

is useful for me to understand how students handle some relevant knowledge. Here, 

relevant knowledge means knowledge of geo-science that closely relates to knowledge of 

Earth science and is much more specific than general science. 

2.3.2 Pupils' perceptions and annotated drawings in general Earth science topics 

The major difference in my view between Earth Science and Geo-science seems to be that 

Earth Science usually does not include the area of geography, but does include the overlap 

between geography and geology. 

Larson and Birkland (1982) noted a common misconception involving the Earth's layers 

and processes that has been found among many students, namely that molten earth material, 

magma, originates in the Earth's very hot core. The study of earthquakes or seismic wave 

behaviour strongly suggests a liquid and, therefore, a very hot outer core. Without further 

study, it is tempting to conclude that such material can, at various times and places, work 

its way to the surface and erupt as lava from such features as volcanoes and fissure flows. 

In reality, virtually all magmas are thought to originate in the upper portion of the mantle 

and crust. Melts appear to be generated primarily by frictional heat accompanying fault 

movements associated with plate tectonics. Larson and Birkland's research indicated that 

the pupils might have misconception from similar phenomena which actually originate 

from different factors (the magma originate from hot core and the magma originate from 

the upper portion of the mantle). 

Oversby (1996) conducted a study on children's understanding of fossils, through 

annotated drawings. Coal was understood to be a fossil by the great majority of pupils and 

has been described as a fossil fuel for a long time. A more useful view however is that coal 

is rock containing fossils. The view that "coal is a fossil' is common, but one that needs 

further investigation. A petrified body was also thought to be a fossil, but a significant 
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minority of students disagreed. An unchanged shark's tooth for example gave rise to 

greater uncertainty, with a majority of pupils holding the view that it was not a fossil. 

Similarly, whether a footprint is a fossil was open to considerable discussion. In this case, 

only an impression remains, rather than the living creature itself. A frozen mammoth 

appeared to be the least convincing example of a fossil. From the above students' views, it 

seems that only living things that have undergone some transformation are easily accepted 

as fossils; biological vestiges or unchanged living things are not. It can be seen that 

students' concepts about earth science are quite SUbjective and often revealed in their 

annotated drawings. 

Studies of drawings date back at least thirty years (Chula,1998). Chula (1998) argues 

that: "What is significant ... comes across again and again in the drawings or paintings that 

a child makes more so than is the case with much of what passes for 'verbal' 

communication." Chula argues that drawings are a tool for literacy development, 

"establishing a relationship between visual/verbal symbol systems." She cites a large 

number of authors who regard drawings as a means of assessment of pupils' knowledge 

(p.9) and a "pathway to understanding" (p.1 0) how children perceive the world. Drawing 

frees the mind from the restrictions of verbal thinking (p.10). Symbolic drawing as part of 

an exercise or task reduces the effects of the "I can't draw" attitude, as the task is very 

simple and the motive is direct (p.23). It thus may be useful to use annotated drawings as a 

tool in my research to show pupils' understanding. 

2.3.3 Map skills -Pupils' ability to indicate the location of earthquakes and volcanic 

events 

To understand the nature of earthquakes and volcanic events is one thing, to indicate where 

they happen is another. Some pupils might be able to talk about where earthquakes and 

volcanic events usually happen on Earth but it doesn't mean that they are able to indicate 

the correct location from a map or a globe. 

Wiegand (1998) indicated that sometimes children lack an understanding of the 

relationship between the round earth and a flat map. Australia was more accurately located 

on a plane surface map than on a spherical surface globe. This may be because of its more 

memorable location in the "bottom right" of an Atlantic-centered world map compared to 

the difficulty of visualizing its location at the antipodes of a globe. Antarctica, however, 
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was more accurately located on a spherical surface than a plane one. When working with a 

globe, Wiegand (1998) found that children appear readily to establish the positions of the 

poles and thus Antarctica becomes an early reference point. The unresolved appearance of 

Antarctica on most world map projections seen by young children is thought likely to add 

to some confusion about its location when reference is made solely to a map. Wiegand 

(1998) studied seventy-two children from six primary schools (in the u.K.) who were 

invited to draw the Earth's land masses on a blue sphere, representing a globe. Cox (1992) 

indicate that drawing on a spherical surface appears to offer potential in helping to 

illuminate significant facets of the development of children's understanding of spatial 

relationships while reconstructions were creditable. They showed a tendency to represent 

Europe-Africa as a single land mass, Africa as a continuous southward extension of Europe, 

and Europe-Asia as separate land masses. Best shape retention on a globe was for North 

and South America and Antarctica and poorest shape retention was for Africa and 

Australia. Relative location was also most weakly reproduced for Africa and Australia. 

These effects were thought to be a result of the partial viewpoint obtained from a globe, 

compared with the view ofthe whole world obtained from a map. The shape of the Earth 

might be quite inconstant, especially when students transform a global image into a flat 
. . 
Image or VIse versa. 

Wiegand (1998) also indicated that many children appear to believe that Europe is 

physically separate from Asia. This tendency was noted on spherical surfaces through free 

recall maps and the positioning of cut-out shapes. Free recall drawing and template 

positioning on plane and spherical surfaces also indicated a tendency to locate Europe too 

far south. This has the effect of forcing children to misplace or misalign Africa because 

insufficient room has been left for it. From the result of Wiegand's research, it seems that 

Africa was the continent most likely to be omitted from sketch maps on both plane and 

spherical surfaces. Using templates, it was the least well located and most inaccurately 

orientated continent on both maps and globes. 

Van Sommers (1984), however, believed that freehand sketch mapping from students, 

whether on a flat plane or a sphere, is not without its methodological problems. It involves 

interaction between motor co-ordination and the consultation of an "inner image" or 

representation from memory of the world. Thomas (1995) refers to the schemata that 

children often learn as formulae for making pictures of familiar objects. These include a 
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flattened "m" shape to represent a flying bird and stacking two circles (with the addition of 

ears and a tail) to create the impression of a sitting cat. Wiegand's (1995) study involved a 

relatively small number of participating children, but some tentative conclusions may be 

drawn. There do appear to be age sensitive changes in the way children depict the earth, 

but exactly what the interplay is between the development of children's thinking and the 

way that thought is represented remains imperfectly understood. 

Map skills have proved a useful way of revealing pupils' notions about the shape of the 

Earth. It is easy to observe how they think that the continents are distributed over the 

Earth's surface. Blaut (1997) draws attention to maps as spatial representations; he found 

that even preschoolers are able to demonstrate some understanding of the geometric 

correspondences between map and space. For example, under some circumstances, they 

are reasonably good at recognizing correspondences between a location shown in a room 

and a location shown on a map. The conclusion of Blaut that children have only a limited 

understanding of the geometric correspondences between map and space pertains not only 

to small scale map skills but also to large map skills, such as continental distribution and 

the Earth's shape. 

To go back to Nussbaum and Novak's (1976) early research, most of the investigations 

making such claims were largely developmental in nature and few of the authors described 

any of the children involved as having been exposed to instruction specifically targetting 

the Earth as a cosmic body, other than what they might have encountered incidentally or 

through existing curriculum provision at school - the details of which for science were 

sketchy to say the least. Other studies of ideas involving primary aged children up to 11 

years of age from Israel, America, Australia and England, and deaf children from Norway, 

exposed to more explicit cultural transmission and formal instruction, uncovered similar 

models to those presented earlier, but the profile of the models obtained differed 

substantially among these studies, particularly those involving Australian and English 

children, of whom between 70 and 95% were found to exhibit scientific conceptualization 

by age 8 (though only about 50 to 55% or so with respect to gravity). 

Vosniadou and Brewer (1992) indicated in their work that an intuitive 'flat' Earth stage 

always preceded scientific conceptualization. Butterworth, Siegal and Dorfmann (1997) 
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found little or no evidence that this was in fact the case. Instead, they suggested that even 

with children as young as 4 years of age, particularly those raised within an 'Australian 

immigrant culture', direct cultural transmission played a significant part in Earth shape 

development. Globes, atlases and relatives living in the northern hemisphere were often 

mentioned in children's justification of Earth shape and answers seemed to genuinely 

reflect understanding rather than the simple repetition of overheard and ill understood facts. 

Students' ideas about the shape of the Earth are likely to have a bearing on how they 

approach geo-science. As I can see from the previous research, for young pupils especially, 

to understand the Earth's shape is indeed a milestone in understanding Earth structure. And 

thus it can be first contact for students with more specific knowledge about general geo

science, from Geography and Topography, to Earth science. The understanding of the 

Earth's shape is a bridge to a closer view of what Earth science might be. As the shape of 

the Earth is a good elementary topic to introduce students to more specific Earth science, 

the shape of the Earth provides a good connection between Earth science and geo-science, 

and this is its key value in probing students' ideas about the general structure of the Earth. 

The literature review continues by looking at students' views of the following topics: rocks, 

earthquakes, volcanoes, and the Earth's structure---as these are the main focus of my study. 

2.4 Experts' understanding of volcanoes and earthquakes 

As my research focuses on pupils' understanding of earthquakes and volcanoes, it is 

important to have points of reference to judge pupils' perceptions. Thus, I consider the 

views of experts, geologists, in clarifying the specific concepts which I am studying. 

Pupils' perceptions can then be compared with the expert view in order to judge the nature 

of their understanding. 

This section is about experts' views in earthquake and volcanic events which I synthesize 

and integrate from a teachers' handbook 1-5 (Chen & Liu, 2002), and other publications in 

general geology (Rothery, 2000). I expect to see that pupils are able to indicate the 

following geological terms with general ideas (not necessarily in detail), and connect any 

relevant concepts together with these terms as well. The reasons that I have these 

expectations are because first of all, Earth science is an obligatory course in junior and 

senior high school, therefore, the secondary students should be able to indicate the relevant 
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knowledge in general. Secondly, although there is no Earth science teaching in Primary 

level, but there are some relevant concepts introduced in the general science text, hence, 

Primary pupils should be capable of describing some relevant phenomenon. 

2.4.1 Volcanoes 

1. Magma origin and eruption 

Magma is less dense than solid rock, when it is formed (basically it is molten rock). It can 

be pushed to the surface by the Earth's internal pressure. Some magma bodies cool down 

before they reach the surface, a process called intrusion, which means that the magma 

intrudes on other layers, and may bring about regional metamorphism. When magma 

reaches the surface, it may ooze out and start to flow downhill, which is described as lava 

flow. In other words, once magma is on the surface, it is called "lava". 

2. Magmatic gases and eruptive conditions. 

The main reason for lava exploding is the sudden escape of gases dissolved within the 

magma. When the gases move quickly, the bubbles may expand by huge amounts. The 

activity is like that in a can of coke after having been shaken vigorously. The surface area 

of each bubble increases, as the sticky magma is brought up to the surface. When the 

bubbles reach the Earth's surface, the external pressure on them reduces immediately, 

causing the lava to separate. 

During the above process, the bubbles also bring up other material and ash (volcanic ash). 

A typical volcanic eruption usually contains different gases with volcanic ash and lava. 

The typical gas composition is about 56% water vapour, 28% carbon dioxide, 14% sulphur 

dioxide and 1% or maybe less of hydrogen sulphide, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen and 

carbon monoxide. 

Whether a volcanic eruption is explosive or calm depends on how quickly the magma rises 

and how easily the gases can escape. In many volcanoes, gas escapes quietly over hundreds 

of years, and there may never be any associated eruption. This can depend on the nature of 

the magma. If the magma is very viscous, the speed of the rising bubbles will be slowed 

down; in this situation, when the enlarged bubbles reach the surface, the eruption will not 
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be quiet, the noise being created when they escape from the sticky material. Basaltic lava 

has the lowest viscosity, and it often oozes quietly; granitic lava has the highest viscosity; 

hence, it seldom erupts quietly. Andesitic lava is in between. 

3. Volcanic hazards 

Lava flow can cause tremendous damage to property; however, it rarely kills people, 

because, in fact, the lava flow advances at only a few meters per hour, and after 10 

kilometers, the speed of flow is even less. 

Another volcanic hazard is volcanic ash. Ash is a heavy dust which can appear in any of 

three ways: in ash flow, in the eruption column and in the eruption plume, a few minutes 

after the eruption. Some ash is fall-out from the plume. Ash and gas are extreme hazards, 

because they can suffocate all forms of life. 

Mud flow is another potential hazard of volcanic eruption, and may be caused by heavy 

rain on loose ash. Other causes of volcanic hazards include tsunamis, which are caused by 

underwater volcanic eruptions or by volcanic landslide into the sea. In addition, volcanic 

eruption may cause earthquakes. If it is an explosive eruption, with granitic lava for 

example, then a strong earthquake might be expected . 

.4. Volcanism at ocean ridges 

Basaltic lava erupts at ocean ridges, which form the upper layer of the oceanic crust. When 

lava is extruded under water, its surface cools down rapidly, forming a flexible rind, whilst 

the interior is still molten. In this condition, it looks like a stack of pillows, for which 

reason, it is called "pillow lava". 

Iflava erupts quickly enough at a hot spot or divergent plate boundary, it may form a sheet 

flow. In fact, underwater explosive eruptions are unclear, as the pressure is immense in 

deep water and inhibits the escape of gases. The stress of divergent plates is very powerful. 

It always pushes a newly-formed oceanic plate towards a convergent plate boundary. 

When the lava has been pushed to the continental margin, the oceanic crust dives into the 

continental crust again, then circulates and comes out at the middle ocean ridge as newly

formed lava. 
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5. Predicting eruptions 

About sixty volcanoes are active each year, but less than one tenth erupt seriously. Most 

eruptions are over within a day, but in a few cases, go on for one year. The average 

duration is about seven weeks. 

One effective means of predicting an eruption is to review previous eruptions. This is good 

in the case of volcanoes which erupt every few years, because there should be many 

reports and records available. But if a volcano erupts less frequently, it is very difficult to 

anticipate the eruption. In this case, we must depend largely on traditional geological skills, 

especially on the interpretation of past events based on the geological map showing ancient 

deposits. Additionally, a digital probe and other modem teclmology can detect the internal 

pressure inside a volcano, and usually before the main eruption occurs. Some earthquakes 

occur in advance and the smoke becomes thicker. 

Other techniques include measuring changes in the rate of gas emission and gas 

composition, and monitoring changes in surface temperature. If these precursor signs are 

fully recognized, they can give days or even months of warning. An accurate warning to 

within a day is still impossible at present. 

2.4.2 Earthquakes 

1. How earthquakes happen 

There are thousands of geological faults on the Earth's crust. These faults separate at least 

two areas of crust moving relative to one another. Usually, the movements are only 

measured in millimeters per year; however, if the movement increases in speed, causing 

the ground to shake, this is an earthquake event. 

The fault sliding is related to plate tectonics. Earthquake zones are manifestations of the 

phenomenon known as plate tectonics. Plate tectonics is a term describing the manner in 

which the lithosphere moves around. Most plates contain both continental and oceanic 

crust, and each plate is in contact with its neighbours on all sides. When plates are moving, 

the weak points of the crust (faults) are seriously affected, causing the ground to shake and 

wave until the new position of all plates reaches a new balance. 
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2. Measuring earthquakes 

The most popular means of measuring earthquake intensity is by a number on the Richter 

scale, which is meant to describe how strong the seismic waves are at the epicenter. The 

Richter scale can be calculated using signals detected by a single seismometer, when the 

distance between the epicenter and the measurement point is known, or by comparing data 

collected from different seismometers at different places. The Richter scale increases by 

geometrical ratios, mainly measuring seismic energy, and is usually on a scale from 1 to 8. 

Scale 4 is ten times stronger than scale 3; scale 5 is a hundred times stronger than scale 3 

and scale 6 is a thousand times stronger than scale 3. 

An alternative to the Richter scale is the Mercalli scale, which is measured according to the 

severity of earthquake effects; the higher rank on the scale is closer to the epicenter. The 

Mercalli scale has 12 ranks; rank 1 is the weakest level. The more intense earthquakes are 

categorized by structural damage, and less intense earthquakes are categorized by effects 

perceived by people on the spot. 

However, buildings are of various designs, and people's observations are SUbjective. 

Nowadays, the Richter scale seems more widely used than the Mercalli scale. 

3. Earthquake preparedness 

There are several ways to make buildings earthquake resistant; this is not just a question of 

strength; the design of buildings must ensure that when a structure is rocked by an 

earthquake, every component of the building should sway in the same direction, or it may 

collapse. Secondly, it is also very important to ensure that buildings can sustain any 

twisting motion caused by earthquakes, and it is of great help to dig extra-deep foundations 

resting on solid bedrock. 

For most people, there are at least 5 actions to be taken: 

(a) If you are indoors, get down or drop down on the floor, take cover under a table or 

other furniture, or if it is possible, get down and stay between two tables. If the door is 

nearby, keep the door open. Try to hold the table and move with it if necessary. Stay in 

position until the earthquake has ceased. Keep away from windows, fireplaces and heavy 

furniture. Do not rush outside, because any falling glass or building part could be a hazard. 
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(b) If you are outdoors, stay in an open place, away from any buildings and power lines. 

(c) If you are driving, stop and stay inside the vehicle, but not near buildings, trees, lamp 

posts, electric cables and traffic signs or in tunnels. 

(d) If you are in a mountainous area, be aware of falling rocks and mud flow, and keep 

away from steep slopes. 

(e) In a crowded place, do not rush for the exits and try to encourage others to keep calm. 

4. Prediction and prevention 

It is very difficult to predict earthquakes. Nowadays, earthquake detection is around one 

minute by seismometer, but accuracy is poor. One of the most effective ways of predicting 

earthquakes is to map out areas where earthquakes have not been happening recently, but 

where an identified fault on any side may indicate new epicenters. Then it is possible that a 

huge amount of stress has built up and is likely to be released soon by a main break up, 

causing a strong earthquake. 

Another suggestion is to observe unusual reactions by animals. It is hard to say which 

animals are the most sensitive or which can provide longer warning time, but animals that 

live underground might be the best predictors. There are two possible reasons for this; 

firstly, their underground senses may be finely tuned, in particular, they might be able to 

hear some ultrasonic or infrasonic waves caused by geological movements. Some animals 

are rarely seen above ground, such as moles and earthworms, so that if moles or 

earthworms are sighted, this can be an indicator of imminent hazard. 

5. Undersea earthquakes/Tidal waves 

Earthquakes in the ocean usually cause a tsunami (or tidal wave). In most cases, the 

epicenter is below the sea-floor. In deep water, this wave may not be powerful, but, when it 

passes to shallow water, the wave behaves like an extremely powerful tide. It may break 

upon the shore with tremendous force, sweeping buildings and people several tens of 

meters into the air. To conclude, ground shaking is the major way that seismic waves are 

transmitted on land, and a tsunami is the main way in which seismic waves travel in the sea. 

However, a tsunami can also be triggered by landslides or undersea volcanic eruptions. 
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2.5 Children's understandings related to Earth science. 

Section 2.4 has described the accepted views of volcanoes and earthquakes. This section 

considers existing research into relevant concepts, that might inform my research. 

2.5.1 Children's specific understandings related to the internal structure of the Earth 

Research by Lillo (1994) in Spain revealed that, when 11-to I5-year-old children were 

asked to draw a cross-section of the Earth, many depicted a hot melted centre from which 

magma flowed out to volcanoes on the surface. In the real world, virtually all magma is 

thought to originate in the upper portion of the mantle or crust. In a small-scale study by 

Sharp et al (1995) relating to children's conceptions of the Earth's internal structure, it 

appeared that 9- to IO-year-olds were divided as to whether the earth was hotter or colder 

at the centre. Some children suggested that it was colder at the centre because the sun's 

rays could not warm it up. Another idea was that cold water in the sea seeped into the 

ground and lowered the temperatures. Students also believed that the centre of the Earth 

was colder in winter than in summer. These results seem to suggest that pupils experience 

important difficulties with concepts which are not possible to observe. 

The Earth's internal structure cannot be observed directly by students. From Lillo's (1994) 

research data, it can be seen that, although, generally, the students indicate that they 

believe that the Earth has a concentrically layered structure, this is more clearly defined in 

the sixth grade than in the fifth grade. Within the same grade, notable differences are found 

between schools. Very few students believe (as far as one can see from their drawings that 

appeared in Lillo's research data) there to be layers which are not concentric, and there is 

considerable agreement with respect to unusual or curious interpretations, such as the 

belief that there is physically a solid magnet in the centre of the Earth, whereas in fact 

magnetic forces are present but not the solid metal. 

Lillo (1994) found it important to draw attention to designation by pupils of internal 

compartments in the Earth, with water, lava or gases located in separate areas. Cities might 

also constitute a compartment, according to some children. They may be influenced by 

fictional novels and television programmes, even up to Years 5 and 6 (ages 10-12). 
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From the results of Lillo's study, it seems that a confusion exists about the internal 

structure of the Earth with concepts of parallels and meridians, as can be seen in the 

drawings of students. Some students believe that the Earth is a uniform mass - an idea that 

still persists two to three years later in some eighth grade students. Furthermore, from the 

study, it can be seen that, by the ages of 13-15 (seventh - eighth grades), the idea that the 

Earth has a concentric zonal structure is very clear and is represented in a variety of valid 

ways. In some cases, however, the idea that the volcanic lava comes from the center ofthe 

Earth still persists, and therefore the concept is that the nucleus of the Earth is magmatic, 

and consists of rock melted at high temperatures. Curiously some students suppose that 

gases are found in the nucleus. 

There are roughly six conclusions Lillo comes to from his research, which are: 

• Most· students considered the division of the Earth's interior to be in concentric 

layers, and this idea is strengthened between the ages of 13 and 15. 

• Most students draw a two-dimensional model and limit the zonation to three 

shells: crust, mantle and core. Towards the seventh and eighth grades they 

differentiate between the subdivisions of the mantle and core. 

• To remedy the curious answers cited requires individual teaching or perhaps 

the use of a debating strategy with a group of students so that the contradictory 

nature of their ideas may be made clear. 

• The image of a molten center of the Earth, as the source of the magma which 

flows out of volcanoes, is persistent. This idea has also been recognized to 

exist in high school students in Spain by Granda (1988). 

• The influence of images seen in films is more persistent amongst 10-12 year 

olds than in 13-15 year oIds. 

• . Conceptual overload can be recognized in the illustrations of textbooks that 

students tried to reproduce without possessing the mature spatial perception 

required to understand them. Most students have failed to complete the three

dimensional diagrams which they set out to draw and annotate. 

Ross and Shuell (1993) determined from ninety-one American kindergarten children to 

sixth graders that, although children associated earthquakes with shaking and trembling 
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and the destruction of buildings, or the splitting open and cracking of the Earth, most could 

not describe any causal mechanisms other than through a casual association with volcanoes. 

A few older children did mention plates but their ideas about plates were not followed up. 

Here, as I have already mentioned, children may have only partial or fragmentary 

understanding of some concepts, this relates to Happs' (1982 a) study, in which he cites an 

interesting association between earthquakes and volcanoes by secondary aged children 

from New Zealand, some suggesting that mountains could become volcanoes if shaken by 

earthquakes, while peaks with snow on could not. Mountains themselves are often thought 

by some young children to have been made by "God" or "Man" out of "stones or dirt". 

Russell et al (1993) determined that infants and juniors had a poor knowledge of the 

Earth's internal structure, but it did improve with instruction. 

In Sharp's (1995) study, the question worded "What is inside the Earth?", proved to be an 

unfortunate but nevertheless instructive question, resulting, unsurprisingly, in responses 

such as "tarmac", "bricks", "skeletons", "pipes", "old stuff', "dead plants" and "centipedes". 

Sharp found that by modifying the question appropriately, however, he was able to 

establish that the sample group thought that the earth was completely solid and uniform 

throughout. From the research, it seems that most children held the view that the Earth's 

interior would also be dark, e.g. "It will be dark because there is no electricity." 

"Underground it is dark because no sunshine gets in." 

None of the children in Sharp'S (1995) study had any idea of continental movements (plate 

tectonics) or had heard of the word plate used in this context. It seems in Sharp's research; 

many students believe that plates are, after all, "what you get your dinner on" (It seems that 

the only meaning of plates is dishes). Most of the children seemed happy to accept that, at 

some time in the past, the distribution of land masses might have been very different to 

how they appear today, although their accounts of events varied: "When the land breaks up, 

one side of the land pushes so hard that it makes the other side of the land suddenly let go." 

"A plate explosion moved them and they floated on water." "Plates are still moving 

because earthquakes still exist." 

Sharp concluded that children's explanations and accounts of natural phenomena, familiar 

or abstract, differ sharply from currently accepted scientific views. In some instances, the 

children appeared to have been sufficiently challenged to consider the new information 
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presented to them and their own interpretation of it. In one case, concerning plates and 

plate movements, for example, it was said that: "Water may split them apart. Floating can't 

work because you would feel them move." From the above research results, it is clear that 

some students who believe they understand certain geological phenomenon might not 

realise that their understanding could be a mis-concept or a misunderstanding, particularly 

when certain terms are not only used in geological field (e.g. plates could be meaning 

continental plate or a dish). 

2.5.2 Children's specific understandings related to earthquakes 

Children have some difficulties in explaining phenomena or misunderstand the principle of 

Earth science. Ross and Shuell (1993) revealed that, although ll-year-old children 

appeared to have little difficulty explaining that an earthquake was a shaking of the ground, 

many could not explain why it occurred. A few suggested that an earthquake happened 

when the core and the crust collided, but none was able to explain that it was a 

consequence of plate movement. Leather (1987) found that almost half of 11- to 14-year

olds in his study thought that earthquakes occurred in hot countries, many suggesting that 

the dry climate caused the Earth's surface to crack. However, beyond the age of 14 there 

was a sharp decline in this alternative conception, and many instead related the activity to 

movement along plate and fault boundaries. 

A number of researchers have remarked on the inclination for pupils to confuse earthquake 

with volcanic activity. A good example is Sharp's (1995) finding that some children 

thought an earthquake occurred when a volcano became hot and shook the ground. Happs 

(1982 b), in a study of II-to 17-year-olds knowledge of mountains in New Zealand, found 

that some students believed that mountains could become volcanoes, if shaken by 

earthquakes. 

The above alternative conceptions might be generated when learners cannot clearly 

identify overlapping concepts. However, alternative conceptions have been found in 

students' understanding of where volcanoes occur as well, and concerning the origin of the 

magma. 
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Children's ideas about earthquakes might be complex and sometimes mixed up with other 

geological phenomena. For example, Ault (1985) in the USA found that children's 

misconceptions about bedrock interfered with their ability to make inferences about the 

sequence of past events from layered rock exposures. Bezzi (1989) in Italy found that one 

third of the secondary students interviewed in one seismic province in Italy related 

earthquakes to the occurrence of volcanoes. Even mature students have some 

misconceptions about earthquakes; Turner (1984) in USA interviewed 1,450 adults in 

southern California and found that many believed in such predictors as "earthquake 

weather". 

In Ross & Shuell's (1993) study (USA), approximately two third's of students responded 

that an earthquake is a shaking/trembling of the Earth or ground. However, categories that 

seemed to be the result of earthquakes - property damage (to buildings, bridges, and 

building contents) and injury and death - as opposed to a proper definition of one, emerged 

in the responses given by fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in the research. One sixth grader 

answered a question by saying that earthquakes "destroy things," while one first grader 

responded that buildings fall. Fifteen percent ofK-3 students answered that they did not 

know what an earthquake was, a response not given by any of the fourth to sixth graders. 

Ross & Shuell (1993) also indicated that idiosyncratic responses worth noting include 

those of a fourth grader, who defined an earthquake as "a disaster" and then proceeded to 

note that when it occurs "the ground cracks and it's kind oflike a tornado"; a sixth grader 

who defined an earthquake as "God's way of getting rid of things that aren't supposed to be 

there"; and another sixth grader said it is an "interruption". It is sometimes difficult to sort 

out misconception from linguistic lack of competence. In this study, at least one student 

used the word eruption indiscriminately in a comparative description of an earthquake and 

a volcano. For example, "when a volcano erupts, it blows out lava, and when an earthquake 

erupts, it like splits apart" and "An earthquake is something that erupts, moves the world 

and a volcano is something that erupts with lava". Some students defined a volcano or an 

earthquake in relation to the presence or absence of a particular attribute: "An earthquake 

shakes while a volcano doesn't and "In a volcano, lava comes out while in an earthquake it 

doesn't". 

Sharp (1995) also indicated that considering particular earthquakes proved effective, such 

as the major incidents that had taken place in India and the United States. Although three 
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children expressed some uncertainty with the concept, most associated the word with a 

cracking or splitting of the ground, events which could last anything from" 1 0 seconds" to 

"I week". Other comments included the following: 

"It happens by earth movements, it crashes and shakes ... the land cracks very deep ... they 

keep happening in the same place. " 

"They happen in hot countries, it gets hot and the earth cracks. You get some here but you 

can't feel them because it is not hot here." 

"Earthquakes are caused by heat from inside the Earth." 

"An earthquake is where a volcano erupts, the ground cracks up because the sun is really 

hot." 

"When a volcano gets really hot it shakes the land and causes earthquake." 

"God gets really angry." 

Some responses indicated confusion with other types of earth movement and processes: 

"Earthquakes are where rocks move, the rocks are loose so that way it happens. There are 

lots of earthquakes near beaches where rocks fall down." 

From Ross & Shuell's (1993) study, the cause of an earthquake seemed difficult for some 

of the students to identify. For example, there were students in the study that answered 

they did not know what caused an earthquake, the largest percentage (75%) being the key 

stage 3 group in his study. Students who were in fourth to sixth grade listed faults as a 

cause of earthquakes, while the "core" was given as a causal factor only by some of the 

students. One student noted that an earthquake was "Caused by faults when the core and 

crust hit each other" (grade 6) and another student said that, "It's when the core gets too hot 

and hits the surface" (grade 4). Plate movement was given as an answer only at the end of 

the research. Idiosyncratic answers include heat from the sun on the earth, the earth letting 

out air like when we cough or sneeze, thunder and rain, wind and mountains. 
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In Ross & Shuell's study, in response to some questions phrased, "What happens when 

there is an earthquake? Above ground? Underground?" approximately 40% of the K-3 

students replied that they did not know what happened in an earthquake above or below the 

ground, although no student in grades 4-6 answered in this way. Answers provided by 

some of the students in this study suggested that the use of phrase "above ground" may 

have influenced them to mention something in the air. For example, one fifth grader said, 

"It would get darker or foggy" while a sixth grader answered that things would be 

"whirling around". Consequently, in this study, these questions were rephrased, so that 

students were asked what happens "on the ground". This again shows the importance of 

language in conceptualisation. 

It is interesting to see from students' answers that, although students may have different 

reactions, generally speaking, the reactions can be divided into two broad groups: the most 

frequent answer in the study, given by 64% of the group, was that the ground would either 

crack, split, divide or open. The second most frequent answer in the study, given by 35% 

of the students, was property damage. 

Some responses were given exclusively by students in a particular grade, although these 

differences are probably not grade related. In Ross & Shell's study, only fourth graders 

mentioned buildings falling down, while only fifth graders noted faults and buildings being 

swallowed. Two fifth graders mentioned variation in on-ground consequences depending 

upon the severity ofthe earthquake, e.g., "In some parts maybe a big hole might form; 

others might be like cracks in the sidewalk." One fourth grader compared an earthquake to 

a hurricane, while one sixth grader mentioned the possibility of a tsunami. 

When asked about what happens below the surface when there is an earthquake, students' 

answers varied, and they are difficult to classify into groups. Answers provided by the 

students included: "Things pop that are underground that are not usually over ground, 

maybe roots" (grade 2); "Might make the plants screw up because the seeds jiggle around" 

(grade 3); "Probably rocks would push upward and form rocks like igneous" (grade 4); 

"Everything turns really hard" (grade 5); and "The core and crust hit each other" (grade 6). 
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Another sixth grade student noted that the "Earth just has so much energy it needs to get 

rid of it, just like when we have too much energy we need to get rid of it." 

When students were asked about earthquake experience and what to do during an 

earthquake, interestingly, different age groups gave different answers, but children of the 

same age group seemed to have more in common. In Ross & Shuell's study; the percentage 

of students who had experienced an earthquake was 39%. The students who had been in an 

earthquake indicated that it was small and that there was minimal damage. Two of the 

students who had experienced an earthquake initially answered "No" but then told about 

being in a tremor or feeling the floor shake. A fourth-grade student, who said that he had 

experienced a tremor -as opposed to an earthquake- defined an earthquake as, "Something 

when the ground splits open and buildings fall down and bridges; they all collapse." When 

students were asked what to do during an earthquake, only students in the K-3 group 

answered "I don't know." This was the most frequently given answer for this group, in 

contrast to the grade 4-6 students in the study, who were most likely to answer that they 

would go to the basement when an earthquake happened. No student responded that one 

should get under a desk/table, and less than one quarter replied that one should stand in a 

doorway. One of the students who responded "stand in a doorway" had experienced an 

earthquake. 

Idiosyncratic responses included: "Try to get the whole family to hold the pet cages" 

(Grade 2); "Go down to a place where they study earthquakes and tell them what's 

happening" (Grade 4); "Take a plane anywhere" (Grade 4); and "Hold on to sink pipes in 

the bathroom" (grade 5). Metal was mentioned several times; for example, a second grader 

answered that during the earthquake a person should hold onto metal because it is sturdy, 

and 40% of the fourth graders who answered "stand in a doorway" specifically mentioned 

metal. Further probing of the latter response resulted in one fourth grader stating, "An 

earthquake doesn't do metal, it does concrete," an apparent reference to damaged concrete 

structures seen in the aftermath of the Loma Prieta earthquake. 

In this study, a fifth grader who had indicated he would get under a table or in a doorway 

in the event of an earthquake said that in the "big one", "You would probably want to get 

outside and stay away from things that would fall. In the 'big one', a doorway would 

probably fall, too." A sixth-grade student in the same study indicated that, because all 
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disasters were presented together in the curriculum, she always got things confused and 

could never figure out what you do for each disaster. 

Callister & Mayer (1988) noted that the cause of an earthquake proved to be a difficult 

question, with some students in the USA indicating they did not know the cause; no 

student gave plate movement as a cause of earthquakes, less than 10% (only fifth graders 

who had attended an earthquake presentation the previous year) gave the answer, other 

answers given by students including faults, earth movement, and heat. Even students who 

reported that they had experienced an earthquake gave answers to other questions similar 

to those given by other students. The experience did not guarantee scientific knowledge 

nor appropriate action. 

With Ault (1985), Bezzi (1989), Tuner (1984), Ross & Shuell (1993), Sharp (1995), and 

Callister et al (1988); the locations for their research were all in earthquake zones in the 

USA, Asia and Italy, from America, Europe to Asia. It seems that students who live in 

these earthquake zones have much of a common sense about what an earthquake is and 

how it feels. Although the students might not fully understand the theories of all 

earthquake events, however, some indication from the above researches indicates that 

personal experience of geological events should be one of the main factors that influence 

pupils' knowledge and personal feelings, and the younger pupils might confuse two similar 

terms which might sound the saine but they are different matters; the older pupils might 

understand different concepts or phenomena but might not find out the connection in 

between. 

2.6 Students' potential interests as a trigger for learning. 

I need to introduce the syllabus, school textbooks and students' potential interests as a 

trigger for learning, as these are important sources and have a direct bearing on their 

conceptual development subsequent to "first contact" at home, amongst peers or though 

the media. This section focuses on pupils' interests. 

It is difficult to draw together information on students' potential interests, for the simple 

reason that school-age children's behaviours are so diverse, regionally and across age-
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groups. Students, as will be further explained in section 4.2.4 (c), may develop a personal 

interest in phenomena such as earthquakes as a result of experiencing one. 

The word "interest" implies a curiosity or desire to learn more. Generally, across a nation, 

there might be mixed feelings among schoolchildren about whether or not their schooling 

is interesting. Certain subjects may arouse more curiosity than others. 

One way to promote interest in science is through extra-curricular activities, such as 

workshop projects (Moore-Hart, 2002) and science fairs (Blenis, 2000). Students in 

Taiwan are fortunate to be able to go on trips, visit museums, look at models of volcanoes 

and experience earthquake in simulators. Good teachers provide the motivation for 

students to develop their interests. 

Ideas about promoting science can be collected partly from the literature and partly from 

experience. Modem classroom methods are about participation, interaction, exploration, 

investigation, questioning, discussion and project work (Moore-Hart, 2002; Blenis, 2000); 

teachers must be well-trained in these methods, and schools must create the right 

environment for effective study. 

Koszalka (2001) has highlighted the use of the internet, both in the classroom and at home, 

as an increasingly useful and used tool of research. According to Moore-Hart (2002), 

" ... writing helps students to better understand science concepts, as it helps them to 

organize, clarify, synthesize, analyze and integrate their existing knowledge with new 

concepts." Moore-Hart also indicate that school trips are also a good stimulus, Moore-Hart 

cited that outside school hours, parents must try to ensure that their children have a 

balanced, healthy life, perhaps also with family visits to places of scientific interest. 

Personal interest could be also trigged by the syllabus or science and Earth science 

textbooks, which must be well-written and presented to attract students' attention. The 

syllabus and textbook content should show the relation to knowledge between Earth 

science and geo-science. This is helpful to the understanding of what kind of basic 

scientific ideas about earthquakes and volcanic events studenys might have, or even just to 

understand what kind of relevant concepts have been introduced. Secondly, by reviewing 

the syllabus and textbooks, I can survey how the educational committee attempts to build 

Earth science knowledge from primary level to senior level through their general science 
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and Earth science textbooks. Modifications to textbooks over the year groups should 

reflect the students progression in knowledge in the Earth science field. That is why it is 

necessary to review it here. 

There are in total 12 volumes of science textbooks and 12 science practice books for 

primary school students in Taiwan. The science teaching areas include E81ih Science, 

Chemistry, Physics and Ecology. I will focus only on the parts of textbooks on Earth 

Science, which I classify into two styles, the "indirect" and the "direct". The indirect type 

introduces Earth science or geo-science concepts through other topics; this happens more 

in the lower grades (Year 1 and Year 2) rather than in the middle grades. These 2 styles 

alternate through Books 1-12, each year covering two books. (Books 1 &2 used by Year 1, 

Books 3&4 used by Year 2, Books 5&6 used by Year 3, Books 7&8 used by Year 4, 

Books 9&10 used by Year 5, Books 11&12 used by Year 6). 

The texts give me a basic idea of the knowledge students should have of 

earthquakes/volcanoes and students' potential interests as a trigger for learning, and throw 

into relief the status of their actual understanding. This relates to my research questions 1 

and 2. (I.How much knowledge do students have about earthquakes/volcanoes and related 

events, and what is the status of their understanding of the phenomena? 2. What are the 

students' ideas concerning the relationship between earthquakes and volcanic events?) 

Certainly, students might not receive all of their knowledge from school textbooks, but I 

can find out what kinds of concepts are expected to be introduced to students and then 

compare with what they appear to know from the interviews and from their drawings. 

2.6.1 The principle of analyzing scientific textbooks 

I divide scientific text into two p81is~ one is the scientific text directly related to earth 

science and the other one is indirect. One p81i of the text explains scientific concepts 

related to Earth science or gco-science, the other part explains other concepts (i.e. it does 

not related directly to Earth science). In order to give 811 idea of the distribution of key 

concepts in texts, I identitied the specific concepts being explained (e.g. fossils: geo

science concept; oceanic and environmental protection: E81-th science concept; how to 
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treasure natural resources: indirect Earth science concepts). The proportions of concepts in 

relation to geo-science or Emih science can then be calculated. 

The reason that I dassi1i.ed scientific text this way is because it is clearer to \vork out in 

which stage or which section/chapter there is reieV<U1t learning material refering to volcanic 

and earthquake events. It is helpful particularly in Primary level as 1 mentioned earlier; 

because there is only general science textbooks llsed in Primary level, therefore, the 

relevant texts are placed mnong each seientific textbook. However, in Junior and Senior 

level, ealih science is an individual and professional subject, and the text relating to 

volcanic and earthquake events are more complete and systematic. Hence, for the purpose 

of comparing the relevant text systematically throughout Primm'y and Secol1chu'y leveL a 

unified comparative model is necessary. Therefore. identifying relevant text ,md classify it 

into direct and indirect style is a systematic ,md simple method of categorizing textbook 

material. In addition, the text is categorized to show the major concepts relating to 

ealthquakes~ volc<UlOes and the age at which they are introduced and developed. 

2.6.2 Earth science and geo-science study text in Indirect Style 

The textbook material described below is not presented in chronological order by each 

chapter (e.g. Chapter 9-1 first, then Chapter 7-1, and back to Chapter 11-5), however, it is 

presented in chronological order by each volume of textbook (e.g. Book 9 first, then Book 

10). The reason for not using chronological order by each chapter is to enable a coherent 

introduction of different geological concepts throughout whole scientific text. 

In Book 9, Chapter 1 (9-1), "Sun observation", Year 5 students learn how to describe and 

identify geo-scenery using 8 directions (East, West, North, South, Northwest, Northeast, 

Southwest, Southeast), thus establishing the basics of map reading for the coming study of 

map making. Although this chapter contains several ideas from 7-1 ("Moon Observation"), 

these have only limited relevance to my topic. This chapter will connect with 11-5 ("Day

Night and four seasons"), and again, there are few ideas related to my topic there. 

Book 10, Chapter 6 (10-6), "The weather in Taiwan" introduces the position of Taiwan on 

the world's map, and describes how the weather is affected by the terrain in Taiwan. The 

teacher's handbook also remarks on the geo-science of the polar regions of the Earth, the 

equator, desert and oceanfront. I believe that students can learn a number of related 
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concepts from this unit: on Earth for example, different topographies (for example, 

oceanfront, desert and grassland) give rise to different air-masses with different 

characteristics, causing different weather and climate, and, therefore differing geo-science 

features. An important focus in this part of the textbook is geo-disaster. Most geo-disasters 

in Taiwan are caused by typhoon; hence, disaster areas are clearly identified in 

photographs. This chapter takes up the foundations from 5-4 ("Weather observation"), but 

includes more causes of land-formation and terrain. This chapter also connects with 12-3 

"Our family--Earth". 

Book 12, Chapter 1 (12-1 ,"Our living environment") and Chapter 2 (12-2,"Discussion of 

environmental problems") introduce Earth's environment and contemporary environmental 

issues. It is my opinion that students should be taught a number of aspects of soil function, 

with emphasis on how soil retains water and the impacts when soil is no longer able to 

perform its function because of urban development. Soil erosion is another issue. Such 

understanding can help students to appreciate that soil is not only a medium for growing 

plants, but also plays other important environmental roles. 

2.6.3 Earth science and Geo-science study text in Direct Style 

Book 6, Chapter 6 (6-6,"The Power of Water Current") gives students an understanding of 

the power from water current so that students may realize that currents have the power of 

erosion, movement and sedimentation. This kind of power is a main cause of change on the 

Earth's surface. This chapter and 4-5 ("Soil and Sand") are related, but it introduces more 

about how and why the terrain changes, and talks about the formation of groundwater, 

which could be the foundation for 7-5 ("Water") as well. 

Book 1 0, Chapter 7 ("The land around us") demonstrates how sand and soil from rivers 

eventually precipitate as a geological layer (Earth Science) in the ocean and indicates how 

Earth contains many resources, including rocks and minerals, with their several 

characteristics for identification. This chapter encourages students to observe the land 

around us and asks them to guess how geological layers are formed and why the layers 

become curved as well. The following stage is to lead pupils to realize that natural 
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resources are all limited around our world. This chapter builds on 4-5 ("Soil and Sand") 

and 6-6 ("The Power of Water Current"). In 12-3 ("Our family-earth") first of all 

introduces the Earth's environment, which includes the lithosphere, atmosphere and 

hydromosphere. 

In the final chapter Book 12, Chapter 4 (12-4), the main focus is on Earth's resources. 

Students are encouraged to treasure our limited resources, with a good example being 

forest reserves; if we keep destroying the forest, our later generations may not have this 

Earth resource forever. This chapter draws together all the concepts and skills of the past 6 

years and tries to train students in an attitude of problem solving. It may be noted from the 

above that earthquakes have not been referred to. 

2.6.4 Earth science and Geo-science Study text in Junior High School 

Junior level textbooks have been in use in Taiwanese schools for a long time. There is only 

one textbook in which Year 9 (Junior Year 3) students start to learn Earth Science. The two 

main aims of this text are to introduce fundamental concepts in Earth Science Study and to 

develop the abilities of problem solving in students. 

At junior level, the Earth Science courses are more specific than at primary level, and, the 

concepts of Topography and Geo-scenery are more abundant. 37.7% (The sum of concepts 

directly concerned with Topography and Geo-scenery divided by the sum of whole 

geological concepts in the textbook, and then multiplied by 100%=37.7%) of the 

textbooks are directly concerned with Topography and Geo-scenery, which is more than 

one-third of the whole text. Other parts refer to Topography and Geo-scenery in an indirect 

way. For every main question posed to the student, the key concept for that question was 

identified as the type and number of concepts was determined by examining the questions 

posed to the student in the text. 

At the beginning of each chapter, there is a foreword to introduce what is the main purpose 

or topic of the chapter as a whole, and then each section generally focuses on one or two 

items of conceptual knowledge. At the end of each section, there are several practice 

sections relating to learning and, as I see it, these practice sections have a dual purpose, 

serving not only to help students to revise the key concepts, but also to stimulate students 
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to note the local environment and to apply the scientific knowledge and understanding they 

have gained. 

There are a total of 7 chapters; but for the purpose of analysis I select and divide the 

chapter sections into four groups: 

Table 2.1 Group 1 Astronomy and Atmosphere 

Chapter/Section Heading 

1-1 The history of the universe 

1-2 The history of the solar system 

5-1 The atmosphere 

5-2 Ozone and vapour 

6-1 Weather change 

6-2 The weather in Taiwan 

Table 2.2 Group 2 Geological Movements and Earth science 

Chapter/Section Heading 

1-3 The evolution and formation of the Earth 

2-1 Plate tectonics 

2-2 Mountain movement, volcanoes and earthquakes 

3-1 The formation of mountains and rivers 

Table 2.3 Group 3 Geo-science and Aqua-effects 

Chapter/Section Heading 

3-1 The formation of river beds 

3-2 The balance of riverbeds 

3-3 The balance of coastlines 

3-4 Rivers and mountains in Taiwan 

3-5 Landslip and floods 

4-1 Water distribution and cycles 

4-2 Ground water 

4-3 The maritime space around Taiwan 

4-4 Oceanic environmental protection 
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Table 2.4 Group 4 Paleontology and Earth's Natural Resources 

Chapter/Section Heading 

1-4 The evolution of life 

7-1 Stratum history 

7-2 Fossils 

7-3 ~aturalresources 

7-4 How to treasure natural resources 

Table 2.5 The proportion of Earth science and Geo-science concepts at junior level 

Topics Proportion (%) 

Earth science 40.5% 

Geo-science 59.5% 

2.6.5 Earth science and Geo-science study textbooks in Senior High School 

At senior level, students should understand how volcanoes act and the connection between 

magma and volcanic activity. Students are taught to identify the physical characteristics of 

minerals, including: colour, streaks, luster, hardness, specific gravity and other features. I 

believe that these are a great help for students in identifying general volcanic 

characteristics. In fact, this is very useful knowledge for students, because, in Taiwan, 

volcanoes in the north and south have had a different formation process. Hence, if students 

can identify the different volcanic characteristics using mineral reference as well, this will 

be a good link between theoretical and practical learning. 
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In this stage, students are to understand that earthquakes may be caused by a variety of 

reasons, such as orogenesis and plate tectonics. Moreover, students should go further in 

understanding how seismic waves occur and how many kinds of seismic waves are 

generated when an earthquake occurs. The characteristics of seismic waves are another 

introductory point. At senior level, students are also taught the details of seismic zones, 

and, in this context, they appreciate earthquakes in Taiwan. Students may understand how 

many local seismic zones there are in Taiwan, and how to be alert to them. 

The relevant chapters on volcano and earthquake knowledge are Chapter 6 (Geological 

Structure) and Chapter 7 (Crustal Movement) in Book 2. These two chapters are taught in 

the second year of senior level, where students learn about oceanic volcanoes, and the 

relationship between earthquakes and faults. 

At the beginning of Chapter 7, the textbook leads students to discover evidence of crustal 

movement by earthquake monitoring. In Chapter 6, the textbook had referred to folds and 

faults, which also relate to crustal movement. Later, the text indicates a cross-cutting 

relationship. The main text returns to volcanic activities, especially in the part about non

conformity, which emphasizes how magma intrudes into existing geological layers. With 

graphical illustration, students should be able to gain a clearer idea of volcanic activities. 

In summary, Books 1 and 2 are the main texts for introducing earthquake and volcanic 

activities. By the second year of senior high school, pupils should have acquired an 

intermediate level of understanding of earthquake and volcanic activity, and they should 

have a good grasp of the following concepts: 

I,' 
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Table 2.6 What students are expected to learn about earthquakes and volcanic events 

from Secondary textbooks (senior high school) 

Concepts Percentage (%) of material Remarks 

in textbooks 

Volcanism 22.7% This has the highest ratio in 

the textbook 

Circum-Pacific 4.5% This has the equal lowest ratio 

earthquakes/volcanic range in the textbook 

Seismic surveys 4.5% This has the equal lowest ratio 

in the textbook 

Metamorphism 9.0% 

Fumaroles 4.5% This has the equal lowest ratio 

in the textbook 

Igneous effects 9.0% 

Internal structure 13 .5% 

Taken together, these concepts form a coherent conceptual structure, and as such lay the 

basis for a coherent understanding of earthquake and volcanic phenomena. Figure 2 below 

illustrates the distribution of earthquake as against volcano information in Taiwan's 

textbooks. 

Figure 2.1 Ratio of earthquake/volcanic concepts appearing in Earth science/General 

science textbooks in Taiwan 

Ratio of EarthquakeN olcanic Concepts in Earth Science/ General 

Science Textbooks in Taiwan 

41% 

59% 
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2.7 Implications for the current research 

Earth science education has been a part of the Taiwanese curriculum for more than 10 

years. Although in primary school Earth Science is not.yet an individual subject as such, 

nevertheless there are still many geo-concepts distributed through the different chapters of 

the Science textbook. As Taiwan is located in the Circum-Pacific EarthquakeNolcanic 

Zone, I would like to focus on the understanding of volcanic and earthquake phenomena in 

my research, asking questions such as: What are the kinds of wrong (or mythical) 

concept(s) in pupils' minds? How do the concepts evolve? What are their bases? Why do 

students agree on or believe in wrong conceptions? And how can we lead students to 

correct their misconceptions? 

Figure 3 below shows the concepts at different school levels as shown in the textbooks. 

Figure 2.2 Volcanic/earthquake concepts at different schooling levels 
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Table 2.7 What students are expected to learn about earthquakes and volcanic events 

from Primary level to Secondary level 

School grade Earthquake and relevant Volcanic and relevant 

concepts expected to learn concepts expected to learn 

Senior level Circum-Pacific Volcanism, Circum-Pacific 

Earthquakes/Seismic zone, Volcanic zone, 

Seismic waves, Metamorphism, Fumarole, 

Internal Structure, Igneous effects, 

Orogenesis, Internal Structure, 

Plate tectonics, Seismic surveys, 

Faults, Oceanic volcanoes, 

Crustal movement, Magma, 

Intrusive movement, 

Junior level Stratum history Natural resources, 

Fossils The evolution and formation 

The evolution and formation of of the Earth, 

the Earth, Plate tectonics, 

Plate tectonics, Mountain movement, 

Mountain movement, The formation of mountains 

The formation of mountains, 

Primary level Different topographies, Geo-disasters in general, 

Geo-disasters in general, Land-formation, 

Land-formation, Rocks, Minerals, 

The movement of geological Lithosphere, 

layer, Resources, 

Lithosphere, 

This research aims to investigate the conceptual understanding (regarding volcanoes and 

earthquakes) of students. It is based on the results of existing research. I would like to use 

my findings to suggest improved teaching methods, or a rearrangement, where desirable, 

of the order in which concepts are introduced in Earth science textbooks, and in the 

curriculum. Importantly also, in the case of senior high school students, is the question as 

to whether they can link/connect Earth science concepts they learned in primary school, 

through junior high school and senior high school. 
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I am also looking at student motivation. Are students arriving at a better conceptual 

understanding of topics in which they are interested? 

2.8 Chapter Summary 

The literature on children's ideas focused on instances of understanding of earthquakes 

(research on early primary age to secondary level). The literature on volcanoes is less 

extensive and specific. Children's ideas on earth science are divided into three parts: 

internal structure, earth shape and the understanding of geo-phenomena (volcanoes and 

earthquakes). Many young pupils, especially below junior high level, seem to have no clear 

ideas or understanding of the topic from the research evidence reviewed. 

Children's ideas in Earth Science have given rise to different outcomes and interpretations 

and these in tum have resulted in different views of their nature and status. Students in 

junior and primary level have only limited correct ideas about earth science concepts. In 

the review, it is very difficult to find any research specifically into children's ideas 

regarding volcanoes. However, this is the key study point in this research. This research is 

primarily a study of children's ideas concerning both volcanoes and earthquakes. It takes 

its starting point from the existing findings, but unlike the existing research it is a cross-age 

study of pupils' ideas from primary to senior level in the Taiwanese school system. 

It is hoped that the findings in this research will contribute to our understanding of the 

processes of knowledge acquisition and concept formation specific to Earth Science, and 

specific further to the syllabus in Taiwanese schools. It is also hoped, leading on from 

there, that my findings may prove useful both to teachers and to syllabus and curriculum 

designers. In the following chapter, therefore, I consider the methodology for my research. 

Whereas most of the literature I have reviewed reports on research done on the scientific 

understanding and development of genuine (as opposed to "mythical" or "alternative 

framework") scientific description and explanation within a generally Western (European, 

American and Australian) cultural context, my own research is of course in the context of a 

very different culture. Whilst the research carried out on British, Australian and children of 

other Western countries is by no means irrelevant to my own purposes, the phenomenon of 

"situated cognition" (George and Glasgow, 1988) is, likely to have an impact, although it 
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is not clear yet about the difference of earth science learning status between Taiwanese and 

Western school, but according to Driver (1994), Steffe (1995). Spivey (1997), Larochelle 

(1998) and Selley's (1999) researches, it seems no matter from which cultural background. 

students' learning is generally based on constructivist theory but it could be slightly 

changed according to the different conceptual developments. T'hese research results need to 

be taken into account, both when I obtain data and in its analysis. 

Here, I would like to emphasize the importance of the relationship between the research 

questions and the literature review, which are: 

The literature review in this chapter may be modeled as volume of a pyramid. At the 

bottom of the pyramid I aimed to see how much knowledge or how many concepts of 

general science students might already have or understand. In 2.2, therefore, I looked at 

research on children's ideas in science which match my research question 1-3. Sections 

2.3.1 (Children'S ideas in geo-science and Earth science) to 2.3.2.3 (Earthquakes) can be 

regarded as the middle part of the "pyramid", which corresponds to my research question 

1-3 but not in great detail. 2.5 (What are the specific understandings related to Earth 

science in this research) and 2.6 (The Syllabus and text in Taiwan: Implications for 

teaching and learning) are the top part of the "pyramid", which matches research questions 

1-3 in specific detail. 

The pyramid model takes the data collected from research interviews, the findings and 

comparisons to measure growth and applies ways to further curriculum development in 

Taiwan; this vital purpose also conforms to the aim of research question 4. 
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Schematic Diagram of the literature review in the model of pyramid 

volume 

Children's ideas in geo-science, Earth science 

and Earthquakes can be regarded as the middle 

part of the "pyramid", which corresponds to my 

research question 1-3 but not in great detail. 

The specific understandings 

related to Earth science in 

this research and the 

Syllabus are the top part of 

the "pyramid", which 

matches research questions 

1-3 in specific detail. 

At the bottom of the pyramid I aimed to see how much knowledge or how many concepts of 

general science students might already have or understand. 
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Chapter 3 Research Methods and Pilot Study 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter firstly introduces the research methods and discusses the various aspects of 

the research methodology. Connections between the topics of each chapter and the 

research questions will be indicated at appropriate sections. The research questions are 

repeated here, however, to guide the chapter. 

1. How much knowledge do students have about earthquakes/volcanoes and 

related events, and what is the status of their understanding of the 

phenomena? 

2. What are the students' ideas concerning the relationship between 

earthquakes and volcanic events? 

3. Have the students own experiences of earthquakes and volcanic events 

prepared them to know what to do when they happen? 

4. Can the findings be used in curriculum development in Taiwan? 

A cross-age study fulfils the purpose of the research, namely to seek an understanding of 

how students' conceptions develop over time. Sampling over a range of ages gives a 

clearer idea about progression in students' understanding. 

This research is designed as a cross-age rather than a longitudinal study. A longitudinal 

study would require several more years to complete as a case observation. It would be very 

difficult to have this kind oflong term observation completed for 100 students. Besides, 

during long observation, it is likely that there would be loss of data because it could be 

difficult to maintain the level of contact with students and their willingness to participate. 

As a cross-age study, I can select students for the research sample from different age 

groups, and these groups of students can cover the same age-range that a longitudinal 

research study would. The advantage of doing a cross-age study is that I can collect data in 

a short time period. In undertaking a cross-age study, I try to strike a balance between 

qualitative research and quantitative methods. I incorporate a qualitative research approach 

in using interviews and drawings as the major research instruments, for the purpose of 
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micro analysis. By sampling 25 students at each of four ages, the sanlple size at each age is 

sufficient also to enable quantitative comparisons between the responses of different ages. 

The ages selected for study were chosen for the following reason. Primary school is twice 

as long as Junior or Senior schools, so it is divided into two. Primary Year 3 (age 8-9) is at 

the mid-point and Year 6 (agell-12) is at the end; Junior Year 3 (age14-15 ) is the end of 

that school and Senior Year 3 (age 17 -18 ) is also the end. These four age groups are evenly 

spread and constitute a mid-point and end-points. 

The research design must take into consideration the following miscellaneous factors: 

Firstly, the research has a practical connection to students' life, as they may live in 

potential earthquake zones, and must understand the phenomenon, and know what to do in 

the event of an occurrence. The data collection methods, interview and drawings, should 

therefore investigate this area of knowledge. Secondly, the results must reflect the level of 

students' understanding, which means that the interview questions have to be clearly 

expressed and understood. Thirdly, the interview must not offer too much help to the 

students, in order that they are tested properly. For example, no suggestion was made 

concerning the relationship between earthquakes and volcanic events. The children should 

be able to give their own opinions without help. Fourthly, the questions should probe the 

students regarding sequences of actions to be taken in the event of earthquakes or volcanic 

eruption. Finally, data collection must be as detailed as possible and the sample population 

must be representative of the different study levels. 

The purpose of this research design is to reveal as fully as possible students' understanding 

of earthquake and volcanic events, students' ideas about the possible link between them 

and finally knowledge of how to react if or when they occur. 

The reasons for this particular study are two: 

(a) The relative paucity of research in the area of Earth Science education; 

(b) The absence so far as I am aware in the literature of such a study conducted over 

the age-range that I have chosen. 

Regarding the second point, with the range that I have targeted, from 7 or 8 years to 18 

years, I hope that analysis of the data might throw interesting light on development from 
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childhood to adolescence in tenns of the concepts central to Earth Science. There might be 

some points of interest regarding the development of conceptual structuring over this 

crucial span of cognitive/intellectual development, generally, as well as in the context more 

particularly of the Earth Science curriculum and the learning of the subject. 

I also hoped that my study might have some fruitful practical purposes in the development 

of the Natural Science Curriculum, in awakening students to the importance of 

understanding Earth Science, and also in raising both students' and teachers' awareness of 

earthquake/volcanic hazards, measures that can be sensibly taken against the risks and 

appropriate reactions in the occurrence of earthquake/volcanic phenomena. Taiwan being 

both prone to earthquakes and home to a number of donnant volcanoes, such an awareness 

is much needed, in fact, and yet, until now, no systematic or sustained attempt has been 

made to educate students in this very practical and important area. 

Here, I would like to explain the means and processes I use to find out how students think 

about earthquakes and volcanic events. I also introduce a series of steps (including the 

interviews and annotated drawings) to provide an orderly arrangement for the study. This 

chapter then focuses primarily on the principle means by which I hope to elicit pupils' 

knowledge and understanding of earthquakes and volcanoes. 

In this research, the main method is the interview, but annotated drawings/descriptions 

elicited from students are also a very useful supplement, one ofthe major advantages is it 

allowed me to compare the results from both interview and annotated drawings, this 

comparison can help me to find out pupils' understanding intersects, and help me to 

confirm what kind of geological concepts that pupils really have. I will discuss the detail of 

comparison in Chapter 4. 

The interactions between interviewer and interviewee are important; in classroom 

investigation these interactions might affect data collection (consciously or otherwise); so 

the face to face interview is the best method for this sort of cross-age research. 

The strengths of the interview method are that I can gain firsthand feedback immediately, 

and I can observe students' reactions first-hand. If students' answers are not clear, I can set 

out another way to clarify their real thoughts. The interview is a good method to find out if 
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the interviewee truly understands the concepts or not. Because the interviews were face-to

face, and one-to-one, as soon as I felt some uncertainty, I was able to employ another 

question, testing the same concept, to verify what students' real ideas were. Nevertheless, 

there are some inconveniences to the interview method as well. For example, a full 

interview needs a lot oftime for collecting and arranging the results. This is because, for a 

complete interview, there are generally multiple questions, each question needing some 

minutes to deal with it; interviewing one hundred students would take more than 10 days to 

complete. Secondly, there is much preparation work to be done in advance. Interviewing 

students in Primary school and Secondary school required the researcher to apply for 

permission from the school authorities and also to arrange for a proper place for 

interviewing the students. The difficulty was that the school authorities do not usually want 

to interrupt the classes for external activities, and this increases the difficulty of applying to 

do interviews as a research method. 

In my research, the above problems (the inconveniences and the difficulty) did occur. 

Notwithstanding, efficient and accurate feedback from the students, detailed responses and 

complete data outweighed the difficulties of the study. 

3.2 Participants and Location 

The 100 students involved in the research comprised 25 students from primary level year 3 

(aged 8-9), and 25 students from primary level year 6 (aged 11-12),25 students from 

junior high school in year 3 (aged 14-15) and 25 students from senior high school in year 3 

(aged 17-18). Detailed rationale and a description of interviews follows in section 3.3. 

The research was undertaken in the Great Taipei District in July, 2004; primary and 

secondary schools in the Great Taipei District (which means Taipei city and Taipei County) 

are both generally divided into two types. One is private primary or private secondary 

schools, which usually attract students from wealthy families. Students have to pay double 

or even triple the tuition fees that students who study in state schools pay. In the private 

schools, the students can be differentiated into three main levels (based on test, 

examination and assessment results): top, middle and lower. However, the range of 

students' abilities (from top to bottom) is usually narrower than in state schools. This is 
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because entrance to most private schools depends on an examination. This examination 

screens the students whom the schools would like to accept. Student numbers in private 

schools vary, but, generally speaking, there are around 30 students in each class. The other 

types of schools in the Great Taipei District are state schools, which are supported by the 

government. They are open to the whole population and thus represent the majority of 

students in the area. In the early years of state schools, class sizes were about 50-55 

students, but nowadays, there are only around 35 students per class. 

For each school level, one average status school only was selected. In each school one 

class was adopted as being representative. From around 35 students in each class, 25 were 

chosen as the sample for data collection, 8 were from the top of the class, 9 in the middle, 

and 8 from the bottom. All selections were made according to the general student score 

results from different schools, the students' levels were also compared, and appeared to be 

distributed evenly. This arrangement is termed cluster sampling. According to Cohen et al. 

(2000), "When the population is large and widely dispersed, gathering a simple random 

sample poses administrative problems. Suppose we want to survey students' fitness levels 

in a particularly large community. It would be completely impractical to select students 

and spend an inordinate amount of time traveling about in order to test them." Accordingly, 

I felt I should adopt some suitable schools and also use the students' for investigation in 

these adopted schools by cluster sampling. In fact, cluster samples are very suitable and 

popularly applied in small scale research (Cohen et aI, 2000); but if working with a wider 

population, the researcher should sharpen his sampling, because this can help the 

researcher to remark on almost every part of the findings. In this study, the range of the 

sample was wide, from primary level to senior level and the performance level was also 

spread from low to high. 

3.3 Instrumentation 

Before I started to collect the data, two research methods were considered, one was one to 

one interview, the other one was class observation. Both research methods contained 

interaction directly with the pupils, however, one to one direct contact might give more 

chance to carry out detail cross-examination to the pupils rather than class observation 

(Cohen et aI, 2000). Therefore, interview is the main research method in this study. Apart 
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from the above consideration, another reason for adopting it was because the interview has 

immediacy and quick interaction, and these two advantages cmmot be replaced by other 

research methods. Because of these advantages, the researcher could trace students' 

reactions and even recapitulate on their ideas. During interviews, the procedure for asking 

can be more flexible than with other methods, and this allowed the resem·cher to have extra 

space to adjust or add some further questions for additional purposes. The flexibility also 

allowed me to reduce/change unnecessary questions. 

The reliability in this study was ensured by cross-examination which is verifying pupil's 

attitudes, opinions, misunderstanding and misconceptions (Cohen, 2000 and Wellington, 

2000). The specific way of doing it during the interview is firstly to confirm the same 

concepts/ideas by asking additional questions, and secondly re-confirm the concept 

through other established questions if it is related, and finally triple-confirm the concept 

through pupils' map skills or mmotated drawings. 

In this study, it was easy to follow a particular track of research or some new topics as 

they arose; according to Cannell and Kalm (1968) the nature of the interview is 

"conversation with a purpose", and of course the purpose here was to obtain data. The 

interviews should not be regarded, however, as a sort of "short cut" for gaining information, 

but as a direct way of collecting data from informants. The feedback obtainable in the 

course of an interview is usually more than just information, and can lead to an 

arrangement ofthat information, in qualitative and quantitative forms of data analysis and 

presentation. In this research, there were two evenly distributed kinds of responses. For the 

first part of questions (General Interview Questions), I designed the interview questions 

with control of direction in mind, and so the likely range of responses was limited. Here I 

intended to find out whether or not students had some specific (index) concepts about 

earthquakes or volcanic events, and therefore, the freedom of range of students' answers 

was relatively out of the control of students. But in the second part of the interviews 

(Further Interview Questions), the aim of the research was to find out how deep and broad 

the students' knowledge of earthquakes and volcanic events was; hence, the questions were 

more "open"; I expected more answers from students, so the purpose of the question 

design was not to expect any specific concept, but to understand the limit/maximum of 

students' knowledge, and hence the students had a chance to give more input to the 

interview. 
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Individual or one-to-one interviews avoid interference from other respondents. When 

students are interviewed together, some weakly held opinions/concepts might be 

overpowered by the strong/majority opinions/concepts of other students. If they have 

different or minority concepts/ideas, they may not express them in the presence of others. 

In this study, the interviews sought what was "at the back of the students' minds", thus 

supplying an opportunity to the researcher to characterize and appraise what the students 

were aware of and what the students believed. From the interviews, I could also appreciate 

some of the relevant experiences that students had had. The research interviews as applied 

here synthesized many of the characteristics mentioned above, the main point being to 

obtain complete oral or written information as much as possible. 

In addtition to interview questions, annotated drawing was also used to collect pupils' 

relevant concepts in my research. Each pupil was asked to draw "a volcano" and 

"earthquakes" individually, I then analysed drawings to examine the understanding shown 

and compare with interview outcomes. According to Chula (1998), a number of pupils 

present more concepts through their drawings rather than saying. I compare the similarity 

and difference from pupils' drawings and their interview results; Lillo (1994) believed that 

this sort of intersecting comparison can improve the accuracy and reliability of data 

analysis. 

3.3.1 The process of interviewing 

According to Wellington (2000), one of the key issues for interviewers is how to draw up 

the initial interview plan. Furthermore, in order for the interview to be a success, the 

students must fully realize the meanings of questions, and the information received must be 

clear and unambiguous. Moreover, the use of language must match the lexical ability and 

general background of the students. It is not enough for the students to somehow sense the 

content and meaning of each question according to their own limited and even 

idiosyncratic preconceptions. Avoiding confusion while the interview is in progress is a 

key point. This can be achieved by using single ideas/concepts for each question. A battery 

of such questions is an ideal method to detect students' knowledge and also avoid 

confusion (Cannell and Kahn, 1968), which might unsettle them. In such a battery, 

questions can all aim at one target topic at the same time, but each constituent question 

should contain a single and clear central concept/idea. By this means, the interviewer not 
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only gets a fairly complete picture of a student's understanding in one target topic, but he 

can also "catch" several important concepts one by one without confusion. This means that 

questions and tasks should be revised to make sure that no question contains multi

concepts. 

In designing my own interviews, therefore, I tried to construct the questioning so that 

within a given area (e.g. earthquake or volcano), the succession of questions should lead 

the students thoughtfully through the interview, with the most complex questions coming 

from the middle to the end. The sequence of topics (e.g. volcanic eruption, volcanic ash, 

how to deal with earthquakes and the effects of earthquakes) was designed to make the 

entire interview experience as thoughtful as possible and also to afford wide scope and 

sensible intention. Transitions from area to area (earthquakes, volcanoes, internal geo

structure, tectonics and the Circum-Pacific Basin system) were eased by way of 

explanation, qualification or introduction to the new concept, linking it to the topic 

previously discussed. Of course,. some students may not understand the purport of the 

questions properly. The students may not have had enough background knowledge or 

necessary information to reply to the question, or alternatively they may have lacked the 

ability to remember the information requested. 

Students sometimes have difficulty in expressing themselves verbally, in which case, 

drawing or identifying some specific illustration or any other suitable means was accepted. 

The point was to obtain feedback in the manner they were most comfortable with. 

3.3.2 The knowledge and understanding possessed by students 

First of all, during the interview process, the researcher has to identify what kinds of 

knowledge students have acquired regarding earthquakes and volcanoes; and secondly, and 

more importantly, what is the depth of their understanding. The gap between original 

knowledge source(s) and subsequent understanding was one of the focuses of the 

interviews. 

As indicated earlier, this study of students' knowledge should importantly determine how 

students conceptualize earthquakes, volcanic events and other relevant phenomena of Earth 

Science, which normally means eliciting their knowledge and realizations from them. 
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Because of these considerations, the interview itself should avoid any suggestions or 

leading questions. The aim of the interview is to gain insight into the "true status" of 

students' knowledge, the way they think and the motives leading them to think in this 

particular way. 

Especially when earthquakes and volcanic events relate to everyday life, Ryle (1949) 

believed that a "common use of language" could be a key point to determine how students 

think as regards the natural science event. The "common use of language" here means 

language used in "informal", "casual" conversation, because in most cases young children 

understand the world in this way. As Ryle (1949) said, this type of knowledge is called 

"knowing that" knowledge. In this project, this type of knowledge could be expected to 

exist in most pupils' minds; in fact, in Ryle's studies, knowledge of this type is typically 

declarative and it is very close to the semantic and episodic context of long-period memory. 

This sort of memory or knowledge constitutes the students' "natural ideas" being sought. 

In addition, according to Tulving (1972), semantic memory is highly connected to the 

memory for words, general knowledge and concepts, and therefore, when the interview 

questions are designed, these factors should be considered carefully. Tulving (1972) 

insisted that a clear, easily understandable question should reduce the chance of 

misunderstanding, and increase the accuracy of results. Moreover, Tulving believed to 

avoid mis-analysing data, an understanding of students' semantic memory is crucially 

important. 

In addition to verbal questions, the interview schedule also anticipates the preparation of 

hand-drawing questions. Here, asking students to draw what they think about earthquake 

and volcanic events is intended to elicit subconscious understanding and make up for the 

insufficiencies of verbal answers. Sometimes, students may present in this way ideas which 

have never been taught or presented in any medium or resources. 

According to Ogborn (1993), "Being able to do what another does or to say what they have 

been told is not enough to say that there is understanding". For this very reason, "knowing 

that" seems clearly not enough for a researcher to understand a student's true ideas. To 

gauge a student's understanding, a researcher should probe further, proceeding to 

"knowing why" questions when necessary. 
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Thus the interview schedule was designed to move from questions which explored 

description to those which explored explanations. 

3.3.3 The links between the interview schedule and students' concepts 

In drawing up the interview schedule, the ordering of the questions was modified after 

piloting in order to best investigate the processes at work in the formation of students' 

concepts, their acquisition of new concepts and the integration of those with existing, 

already held concepts. Of course, the above three factors have no absolute order, especially 

as, quite often, an existing concept or complex of concepts will be modified, or even quite 

radically altered as a result of new concept formation. The order and text of the interview 

questions was intended to throw light on the schema of students' ideas. Bruner (1956) 

believes that a schema can be regarded as an organizing structure for knowledge, and a 

schema may be regarded as one of many distinct types when describing unlike groups of 

knowledge. 

In this research project, it has been thought best to adopt pupils' "declarative" knowledge 

(to be re-processed, "managed" and re-described in memory depending on already-held 

concepts and conceptual schema) as some sort of norm, in other words, the researcher 

adopts "pupils' own words" (pupils describe concepts by their own way/language, not 

repeat the contents from textbooks) as research data. Of course, sometimes a concept itself 

may already contain guiding factors within its verbal expression. For example, most 

students have already been "primed" with an idea of "shaking" and "something to do with 

the earth", from the mere reading of the word "earthquake". Nussbaum (1989) indicated 

that concepts themselves may frequently provide the organizing elements and guiding 

principles for most science lessons, as well as for scientific enquiry more generally and 

fieldwork. 

Students may acquire concepts from sources including fiction rather than from textbooks. 

Through the interview questions, the researcher also hopes therefore to trace what are the 

major science resources for students, and to determine which of the science resources 

attract students' attention. Importantly too, the researcher hopes to gauge the quality of 

information obtained from such sources. 
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3.3.4 Interpreting students' ideas 

It is obvious that students' ideas about earthquake/volcanic objects, events and related 

phenomena might be expected to reflect the background and understanding of their own 

former learning situations, as well as their own personal interests. As Claxton (1993) 

pointed out, however, "Being a subject in an experiment, however informal, is a novel 

social and cognitive experience that demands the selection or construction of knowledge 

and of knowledge-manipulation and expression procedures". From the reactions of 

interviewees and the data collected from the pilot study, it is apparent that what students 

manifest is not always the knowledge, quite simply, they have already, but that quite often 

they present to the researcher some sudden inspiration resulting possibly from the 

perceived requirements of the research context, or the stimulation of the question itself. As 

Claxton (1993) suggested, when students have this kind of "fresh" situation, most of them 

are ready and enthusiastic to co-operate with researchers with all types of responses, 

whether they really fully understand or not, and therefore the reliability of students' 

answers may well be jeopardized. Sometimes, it is the case that students try to "invent" a 

reaction in the heat of the moment. To avoid these distortions of the data, Von Glaserfeld 

(1989) and Johnson and Gott (1986) questioned the reliability and validity of evidence 

relating to students' concepts from another perspective. According to Johnson and Gott's 

(1986) theory, to discover how and what students think, one should rely on a more global 

interpretation of their answers, including body language. In fact, body language is an 

essential indicator in the study of student's concepts. (In cases in my research, if students 

tried to "produce" uncertain answers, they usually avoided eye contact with me.) However, 

body language is frequently disregarded. This became apparent quite often during the pilot 

study, while students were wondering if they should "produce" any answers to a question 

they were uncertain about. While the pilot studies were in process, some of the students 

seemed not sure how to respond to the interview questions. However, these students would 

not give up any chance of answering the questions, either by responding "I don't know", or 

"I have no ideas about this question"; rather, these students tended to choose to cast about 

longer and deeper in their mind. In these situations, unless I expressly told the students 

they were allowed to reply "I don't know", the students would generally maintain their 

"deep thinking". 
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It is clear from these and similar cases that, although most students' concepts are based on 

knowledge that they have already gained, sometimes students naturally try to "act" their 

role and to feel helpful. However, as 10hnson and Gott (1986) indicated, most people most 

ofthe time shape their sense of the world according to what they have already known and 

build up on their own cognitive structure to react to stimulation (questions). 

As mentioned earlier, throughout an interview, the researcher should employ "convergent 

questioning". In other words, when the researcher is not sure whether the student 

understands any particular question, or when the researcher focuses on one conceptual 

point, but enquires into it from a number of different angles, he or she probes the student's 

understanding of various aspects of the phenomena, in this way testing the reliability of the 

answers; Johnson and Gott (1986) spoke of what they called the "translation interface", in 

this context meaning that, during the interview procedure, it is necessary to pass over every 

question twice. This is suggested for the reason that, in the procedure of interview, what 

comes into play is not only the researcher's view and researcher's interpretation of the 

response, but significantly also the interviewee's (the pupil's), own interpretation of the 

question and own response (pupil's view). The double traverse here offers an opportunity 

to avoid the misinterpretation of questions and answers between interviewer and 

interviewee. Besides the "double traverse" and the underlying rationale behind it, 10hnson 

and Gott (1986) concede the existence of "neutral ground", where the student understands 

what is the meaning of the question intended by the interviewer, and the interviewer 

understands the student's answer according to the student's intention too; for no one is 

about to build up another's meanings completely "from scratch", as it were. 

3.3.5 Conducting interviews, recording responses and the principle of interview ethics 

The interviews in this study were to be carried out individually in a classroom, one student 

at a time. 

The major ethical discussion here includes the principle of applying interview pennission, 

the principle of asking class teacher's assistance, the principle of one to one interview' and 

the principle of maintaining good interaction \\:1th school. 

The purpose for applying interview pel1nission is because this is about lawful or legal 

procedure to carry out any activity in school. In other words, without interview permission, 

I was not allowed to do my research in schooL neither to contact with any students. 
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Secondly, in applying lor pennisslon I can help the school authority to help me to complete 

my interview smoothly, lmless the application is refused. Thirdly, the reason to ask the 

class teacher's help is because the class teacher should be the main manager in the 

classroom, the class teacher is also familiar with students' perl~)fInance and able to help me 

to avoid most difficult situations. Fourthly, the reason that I adopt one to one interview is 

for carrying out the ideas of anonymous confidential, harmless feslllt and voluntary ('.fleet, 

the main purpose is to make sme that students are able to express their original ideas 

,;vithout any misgiving. 

To keep close interaction with school authority after interview .is also necessru'y, as it 

provides a reciprocal benefit between school authority and the researcher. I have achieved 

my researeh purpose and had some convenience from school: therefore, it is a kind of dnty, 

responsibility and morality to me to offer the general interview results to the schoo\. 

The detail interview procedures and application are presented below: 

(1) Apply interview permission from School authority 

In most cases, I delivered my interview application to head teacher's office; the application 

involved explaining the research purposes, the interview procedures, and interview 

questions. Sometimes, the head teacher or dean would ask me to have a private talk before 

they allowed me to carry out my research interview. When I delivered my application to 

junior high school, the chailman of commission on students' parents asked me to provide a 

detail explanation about my research interview in person, and after that I finally received 

the permission from school authority (signed by head teacher, dean and the chairman of 

commission on students' parents). It was a different situation when I applied the 

permission to senior high school, I was asked to introduce my interview procedure and 

detail to student association (apart from head teacher), and then they had a meeting with 

head teacher to discuss my application, in the end, I was allowed to use one of the science 

classroom as my interview room. My interview application to primary school did not need 

to go through students' union, but I had to explain my interview purpose to the head 

teacher and teachers' commission, and because of students' young age, therefore there was 

always a teacher to supervise the interview procedures. 
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(2) To ask assistance from the class teacher 

The assistance from the class teacher was important; one of the main tasks was to divide 

the students into three groups according to their academic performance (upper, medium 

and lower levels). Class teachers had a better understanding of their students' academic 

performance than I did. To avoid embarrassing students and maintain students' self-respect, 

students were divided into three different colour groups, hence they would not know how 

they were divided, as soon as I called for next interviewee, all I needed to say was "next 

one, from orange/blue/green group please". 

The class teacher also helped me to reduce misgivings from students, although at the 

beginning of interview, I explained the procedure of interview to each student and 

emphasized this interview was not a part of academic grading. However, I was a "stranger" 

to each student after all, therefore, class teachers endorsed my explanation again in person. 

I explained to the pupils that taking part in the interviews was voluntary. By following 

procedures (1) and (2) informed consent was obtained from participants. 

(3) The procedures of interview 

The students were interviewed one by one in a spare classroom using a tape recorder. I 

explained to the students that the interview would not affect their academic grades, as it 

was only for research purposes, and there was no need to record their name. My 

explanation and class teacher's endorsements were necessary, to put the students at their 

ease, and reassure them that they could answer the questions freely. 

After the interview, I gave a small present (stationery: pencil, pen or rubber as they like) to 

each student as my appreciation. 

(4) Feedbacks and Reciprocal beneficial interactions 

As soon as I finished my interview in each school, I would summarize the general results 

and presented to school authorities as a feedback and reciprocal benefit. Usually the class 

teachers, head teachers, dean, parents' and students' representative would attend this short 

meeting, and quite often they were very interested in the general findings and asked me 

some relevant questions. 

Each interview took about one hour, not including extra annotated drawings of the internal 

structure of the earth, volcanoes and crust movement. In Osborne and Freyberg's (1985) 

experience of interviewing students, especially young pupils, the interviewee can easily 

become obviously bored and start to respond with indifference if the interview process 
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takes too long. This could have presented some difficulty for the study. Interview duration 

is another variable which affects the quality of the interview itself. For older students, this 

might not be a problem, but with younger students, it might become a major problem, with 

the difficulty in understanding students' ideas possibly taking longer than students' limited 

patience can easily tolerate. In this research, each student sat near the interviewer, who 

tried to put them at ease, and after that, to explain to the students what was about to take 

place. It was very important to make clear to the students that these interviews were for 

private study or interest, and that the results would not be published to anyone, including 

their parents, classmates or friends. During the process of interview, I had to keep 

reminding the students that it was better to answer "I don't know", "I have no idea" or "I 

am not sure" when the students really had no ideas about the questions, and that it was also 

important not to guess or to use the imagination in answering the questions. 

Observations on verbal responses and body language were to be kept as written notes as a 

record, and audio-tapes used to record answers. All the details of the drawings, and 

additional written explanations are presented as appendices to this dissertation. Tape 

recordings were used as the results were to be collected as entirely and as unobtrusively as 

possible and as neutrally as possible. The use of a tape recorder suits some but not all 

circumstances; this depends largely on the individual reaction of each student, especially as 

when the audio-machine remains visible, it may cause students' performance to be 

inhibited. The tape recorder indeed has considerable benefits. No points are missed, the 

tape recorder decreases the chances of the researcher's prejudgment, and it also allows the 

interviewer to be attentive to the interviewee, without fear of missing information. 

However, it is unavoidable to make some mistranscriptions or misunderstandings, creating 

potential sources of error or prejudgment. As each interview proceeded, I had to pay 

attention to timing and interview pressure as well. It was absolutely crucial to pay attention 

to identifying the key points to the questions, all of which assisted in analyzing and 

illustrating the collected data. At the end of every interview, the students were asked to 

sum up their concepts and thoughts and also to refine anything that necessitated illustration. 

Socially appropriate shows of gratitude were extended for their attempts and for giving 

their time. 100 hours of verbal interactions were written down as formal reference. 
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3.4 General Aim of the Questions in the Interview 

The questions in the first part (sections (I) and (II)) were intended to investigate broad 

concepts and enable easy comparisons and tracking of students' understandings at each age 

level. In this stage, the point was not to focus on right or wrong answers, but to see the type 

of response: (scientific answers, mythical answers, or the answer "don't know"). The 

existence and type of response was more important than its particular internal logic or 

"correctness" . 

The questions of the second part (section (III) and annotated drawings (IV)), explored the 

depth and broadness of knowledge that school students had already acquired regarding 

earthquakes and volcanoes. The results could also reflect the understanding and 

background students had about the local geological environment (Taiwan). 

The value of giving students well-designed and thoughtful or fruitful questions has been 

recognized for some considerable time. Elstgeest (1985) believes that questions may be 

classified into several groupings - focusing, measuring and comparing questions. Both 

open and closed, and even person-centered questions have been used in science research 

(Harlen, 2000): open questions contain more possibilities for response than closed 

questions, which offer only a limited choice of answers. For drawing out students' ideas 

and concepts about earthquakes and volcanoes in this study, Vosniadou and Brewer's 

(1992) research ideas, on factual and generative questions, were relevant, because factual 

questions can offer firsthand data about students' thoughts on a theoretically principal 

point, but may do almost nothing to demonstrate their ability to apply these points from a 

generative point of view. 

Some students, on being asked about the classification of earthquakes, for instance, may 

answer that there are detectable and undetectable earthquakes, having received this 

knowledge from television news or radio reports. Being asked what can you do during an 

earthquake or volcanic explosion, or what causes them, cannot easily be responded to 

properly with knowledge from public media alone. In accordance with Vosniadou and 

Brewer's (1992) suggestion, the students' responses to generative questions regarding 

objects, events and possible phenomena, in which the researcher is also interested, require 
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the creation of a mental representation or model and the ability to use these mental 

representations themselves to provide answers. 

This study has volcanic and earthquake events as the main selected topics. According to 

Symington et al (1981), such a consideration with dual focus usually strengthens the 

survey process, including descriptive capability and transfer of verbal descriptions to 

annotated drawings. In fact, the annotated drawings may playa role in defining, explaining, 

supporting and guiding the understanding of the internal structure of volcanoes and the 

Earth in this study, because drawing is likely to also reflect many other concepts, such as 

the shape, space, and even imaginary understanding, with the sequences of events and 

phenomena mapped onto a two-dimensional surface. 

According to Lillo's (1994) research, over and above the obvious characteristics of 

drawing, a familiar exercise during general science lessons at primary level, it is an 

invaluable part of the teaching and learning process, as it can represent a student's 

understanding and gauge their understanding. Annotated drawings are extremely helpful in 

the process of understanding and explaining students' responses to particular questions 

(Symington et aI, 1981). The great advantage of drawing is to support and clarify those 

ideas that cannot be expressed well verbally (Thamas, 1995). Having the students draw 

volcanic structure, the internal structure ofthe earth and volcanic explosions may reveal 

many details as interviews proceed. After this step, then I have to go further and ask the 

students to draw what caused the earthquakes, what causes a volcanic explosion and even 

what causes tsunami/seismic waves; these steps link to picture recognition, which will be 

used variously to present the theme. These included the shape, size and colour of volcanic 

and earthquake structures. In case there might be some mis-recognition or 

misunderstanding between students and myself, the simplest ploy is to ask students to mark 

and name any objects appearing on a drawing (annotation, Appendix 26,31,48,57,74 for 

examples ). At any suitable opportunity during the research, the broad linking of questions 

and answers can be occasioned in something similar to "conceptual interviews" and "case 

and incident interviews". These two interview types have been reviewed by Osborne 

(1980), who believes that interviews about concepts and interviews about instances and 

events should occur naturally while the study is in progress. 
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3.5 The Pilot Study 

3.5.1 Introduction 

A Pilot study was carried out in order to test out the preliminary interview schedule and 

possible schemes of analysis. It was difficult logistically to carry out the pilot study in 

Taiwan. Pilot interviews were thus done in England. Although there are important cultural 

and geographical differences between the two countries in their belief systems and 

topography, it was considered that these would not invalidate a pilot study that was mostly 

aimed at exploring the face validity of the interview schedule. 

The pilot study was divided into two parts. The first part focused on primary level students 

and the point was to find out whether the interview questions were fully understood by 

primary students. It was also to look for the possibility of question improvement, and 

finally, to try to analyze the pilot data. 

Hence, the aims of the pilot study were: 

1. To find any technical problems from the interview. 

2. To test and verify that all the questions were suitable for use in the main research. 

The pilot study was carried out at a Primary school, a secondary school and a college in 

southern England, with 5 students from year 3,5 students from year 6,5 students from 

year 9 and 5 students from year 12 .. At the first day's interviews, the year 6 students had 

not fully understood the interview schedule used; therefore, I had to modify the interview 

schedule for the year 3 students. The second edition interview schedule was easier to 

understand than the first edition. 

In the second edition, language modification was one of the key points. This was because, 

during the interviews, I found that, for primary level students, it was very difficult for them 

to understand formal sentences; in some cases, students misheard or even misunderstood 

the intended meaning of the formal sentence. This situation could have caused serious 

errors in the research results. On the second day of interviews, students seemed obviously 

to understand the meaning of the interview questions. The second interview schedule as 

used fully in the pilot is shown in section 3.5.2. 
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As described in section 3.5.5, ethical protocols were followed in order to gain pupils' 

informed consent. Pupils were told that their involvement was voluntary and that their 

responses would be related anonymously. 

During the interview, I always had to deal with students' requests for feedback carefully. 

Students might ask the interviewer questions like "Am I right?", "Is this a correct answer?" 

or "So what do you think?", "What is the correct answer?" Of course, I could not answer 

these questions, because offering a professional answer to the interviewee might have 

affected their confidence in their own opinions. What I did was to give them a neutral 

response of various kinds, such as "It is hard to say" "It sounds interesting to me" or "It is 

too early to judge your answer". I had to avoid getting involved in any conceptual 

interaction or asking leading questions. The school authorities usually wanted to know the 

general outcome with the interview results, so I would report to the headteacher or class 

teacher about daily results when I finished my work every afternoon. 

3.5.2 Findings from the Pilot Study 

From the students' feedback, I foundthat some responses suggested the need for 

modifications to the interview questions for the main study. Generally speaking, these 

responses were from the following aspects: 

(a) The use oflanguage 

Students might not be familiar with the terminology of Earth science; therefore, I tried to 

use common language to replace the terminology as much as I could. Because the point of 

the interviews was to establish the students' overall ideas about earthquakes and volcanic 

events, the first priority was to have the students understand the meaning of the questions 

before examining their understanding of Geological terminology. 

Because the students were from primary level and senior level, even using common 

language, I had to keep it as simple as possible, so that everyone could understand the first 

time, to avoid students' wasteful repetition. 

(b) The order of questions 

The order of questions can help to determine the students' conceptual structures and their 

possible developmental history. This means setting a suitable question order to prevent 

students from obtaining answers based on other questions. If the question order is set from 
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easy to difficult as a test level, then students' understanding can be relatively easily 

determined. More importantly, this can help the interviewer to arrange and analyse the data 

conveniently later on. 

The following shows the original interview schedule as applied in the pilot study. The final 

interview schedule is shown in section 3.8. 

Pilot Interview Schedule 

Students'ideas on volcanic and earthquake events 

School: 

Year Group: 

Name: 

Age: 

Gender: 

Date: 

Have you heard about earthquakes? 

Have you heard about volcanoes? 

Where did you learned about them? 

As Prompts: (yes/no) TVlFilmNideo, In Book/Comic/Newspaper/Magazine, On 

Computer, On Holiday, In Play, School, Other (Specify) 

(I) Earthquake Events: 

1. What is an earthquake? 

2. What happens when an earthquake occurs? 

3. What does an earthquake look like? 

4. How does an earthquake happen? 

5. Where do earthquakes happen? 

6. When does an earthquake happen? 

7. How often do earthquakes happen? 
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8. How long does it take each time an earthquake happens? 

9. What should we/you do before, during and also after the earthquake? 

10. Have you ever experienced an earthquake in any other country/place? If so, talk 

about it. 

11. Are you afraid of earthquakes? Why? 

(II) Volcanic Events: 

1. What is a volcano? (or have you heard about volcanoes?) 

2. What does a volcano look like? 

3. How does a volcano erupt? 

4. When does a volcanic explosion occur? 

5. Where do volcanic eruptions occur (in addition to the one you have already 

mentioned?) 

6. How often do eruptions occur? 

7. How long does each volcanic eruption go on? 

8. What should we do during/ after an eruption? 

9. Have you ever experienced a volcanic eruption? If so, would you please talk about 

it? 

10. Are you afraid of volcanic events? Could you please tell me the reason(s)? 

(III) Further Interview Questions 

1. Is there any link between volcanic events and earthquake events? And could you 

tell me the reason(s)? 

2. How do you regard volcano/volcanic activities in the U.K? (for example: is it a kind 

of natural resource, a kind of energy or it is just an unavoidable hazard? Could you 

explain why you think so? 

3. How do you regard earthquakes in the U.K? (For example: Is this a natural hazard 

or a necessary energy release?) 

4. How do you think of the current status of volcanoes in the U.K? 

5. How do you think of the status of earthquakes in the U.K and around the world? 
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(The wording of the last two questions was slightly modified for the main study, which 

was conducted in Taiwanese language, which translated better as "what is your 

understanding of the current status ofvo1canoes/earthquakes in Taiwan and around the 

world", wording which also relates better to research question 1.) 

3.5.3 Results of the Pilot Study 

With the results, I began typifying students' responses in four categories: 

1. Those that demonstrate understanding of scientific (rather than "alternative" or 

"mythic" etc) conceptions, and that are scientifically correct; 

2. Those that are incorrect factually, but which display scientific conceptualization 

nevertheless; 

3. Those that are non-scientific; and 

4. No knowledge. 

In their answers, it was apparent, predictably, that older students, who had had more 

exposure to formal education, also had a "more scientific" understanding than younger 

children. Exposure to media coverage, too, seems to have informed some of their responses 

to the final questions in the second part of the interview ("What would you do 

before/during/after an earthquake?" etc), as well as their responses to "What happens in an 

earthquake/volcanic eruption?" in the first part. 

I tabulated the responses, dividing them into the four types mentioned. From such a small 

sampling in the pilot study, it is difficult to draw much in the way of conclusions from the 

data, but it provided a useful exercise preparatory to the main study. 

Some concerns arising from the pilot study were how to arrange the interview schedule, 

the "influences of students' attitudes" and the adoption of a "yes-no" question style at the 

beginning of the interview. "Yes-no" questions could identify whether or not a student has 

heard about volcanic and earthquake events. This can also help the researcher to decide 

which interview questions deserve more time and which need less. In other words, "yes

no" questions can detect what kind of question is of value to ask (for example: when a 

student answers "yes, I have ever heard about this", this can save a lot of time subsequently 

and ensure a more effective interview, making the interview data more systematic). 
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After several "yes-no" questions, the second part of the interview schedule consisted of a 

number of open questions. Here most students had good reactions, which meant most 

students could understand each question well and each question seemed to provide enough 

space for discussion. However, in response to open questions, students still resorted to 

guesswork frequently. With questions such as "Are earthquakes predictable/can scientists 

predict earthquakes?" most students were not sure at the beginning, but if they had some 

time to consider it, eventually their own ideas came out. Of course, some students already 

knew that earthquakes can only be predicted at short notice, but quite a lot of students had 

no idea when they were asked this question the first time. It was interesting to learn 

whether they thought earthquakes were predictable or not, as students always had some 

reasoning behind their answers, and therefore, I believe this style of questioning can avoid 

leading questions successfully. 

The third part of the schedule involved annotated drawings. This part offered more open 

space for students; students could present any ideas from their imagination by drawing 

pictures of earthquakes and volcanic eruption. 

A number of problems become evident in the first part of the pilot: 

1. Students might find out some information from other questions, and use this 

information to answer other questions. 

2. The questions were not complete enough. There were some concepts that could not 

be elicited, whereas some questions seemed to be used to discover the same 

concepts. 

3. Some students could not understand the meaning of the questions. 

3-1 Students could not understand the meaning of some of the sentences. This was due 

partly to general language difficulties. 
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3-2 Students could not understand the terminology of the questions. This was due more 

specifically to limited exposure to scientific forms of discourse and limited 

comprehension of the terminology of Earth Science. 

4. Students frequently countered interview questions with questions of their own 

and/or sought confirmation from me, the interviewer, over the 'correctness' of their 

responses. 

A number of practical measures suggested themselves from a consideration of the 

above sorts of problems encountered in the pilot study: firstly, of course, to give further 

thought to the arrangement and order of the questions. This might involve increasing 

the number of questions, as well as reformulating many. I soon realized that particular 

attention needed to be given to language use for it to be comprehensible or at least 

fairly familiar to the students at whatever level and age I was researching. My own 

response too to students' responses needed to be monitored and possibly modified, 

especially in offering responses that were at the same time 'neutral' and encouraging. 

The results of all this reconsideration were (a) a modified questionnaire, and (b) a 

somewhat modified approach to my own role and interview style. 

3.6 Sampling for the Main Study 

In the sampling, I tried to focus on the points of objectivity, accuracy and 

representativeness. Therefore, the students were selected from different academic levels, 

different study grades and different family backgrounds. Difference in gender could be 

ignored, as it is not the focus of this research. 

I asked the class teachers to do the sampling for me, because I believed that each class 

teacher had an understanding and record of their students in general. It was hoped that this 

would help me to have a more objective, accurate and representative sample, and also save 

time for the whole interview procedure. 
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Sections 3.2 and 3.3 presented the criteria used in the sample selection, and explained 

location and who were involved. Thus, I had prepared for research questions 1,2 and 3. 

The reason for selecting students of different academic ability and study grade was to 

maintain the objectivity of the interview results, a matter of concern regarding the accuracy 

of research questions 2 and 3. 

3.7 The Interview Schedule 

After a re-consideration of the interview procedure of the pilot study and the literature, the 

interview schedule I arrived at was the following (The first section asking about general 

background and sources of knowledge of earthquakes/volcanoes remained the same as in 

the pilot study.): 

3.7.1 Earthquake Events 

O. Do you think earthquakes are predictable? 

This question is the first question about earthquake events, so I intended only to elicit a 

very basic idea and first reaction from the students. 

1. What is an earthquake? 

As another preliminary question, this could provide a rough indication of students' 

understanding of earthquakes. 

2. What happens during an earthquake? 

This question allowed the researcher to first detect whether or not students had ever 

experienced an earthquake, and secondly, to probe their understanding of earthquake 

phenomena a little further. 

3. How long does an earthquake last? 

Following on from the idea of question No.2, the intention here was to test the concept of 

duration. The result could be extended to compare whether duration was relevant to 

students' sense of intensity or even fear. 
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4. What is it like before/during/after an earthquake? 

The answer to these questions could be a verbal answer (status description) or students 

could be asked to draw what an earthquake looks like; this helped the researcher to 

understand representations of the real image that students had of earthquakes. 

5. What causes an earthquake to happen? 

The purpose of this question was to probe the students' understanding of cause(s). As with 

the question above, the researcher could also ask students to do an annotated drawing. The 

drawing typically should show some detail of the Earth's structure. 

6. How often do earthquakes happen? 

The understanding of frequency is essential, because it relates to location and causes; the 

combination of answers may show the students' thinking. 

7. Where do earthquakes happen? 

The aim of this question was firstly to test the geographical knowledge of countries besides 

Taiwan, where earthquakes might be expected to occur, and secondly, to discover if the 

students had ever experienced an earthquake in a different place. Finally it tested whether 

the students could indicate the correct location of any country/area where they believed 

earthquakes occurred. 

8. Have you ever experienced an earthquake in any other country/place? If so, talk 

about it. 

This question forms a link with others, whereby the researcher can examine the students' 

sense as to whether there may be any different causes of earthquake occurring in different 

places. 

9. Are you afraid of earthquakes? 

This question was mainly to detect any link between emotional reaction and logical 

thinking about earthquake events. 
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10. What should we/you do before, during and also after the earthquake? 

In fact, this is a single question, asking students how they might face the earthquake in 

time sequence. It is also concerned with students' preparation for dealing with the event of 

an earthquake. 

3.7.2 Volcanoes and Volcanic Events 

This part of the questioning was basically in the same style as the questions of the last part, 

but the questions concerned volcanoes and volcanic activity, mostly eruption. 

o. Do you think volcanic eruptions are predictable? 

The same as the first question in earthquake events and for the same purpose. 

1. What is a volcano? 

Again, as a preliminary question concerning volcanic concepts, the first question was 

intended as a "foundation" question, to lead students to the larger questions of volcanic 

events as a whole. 

2. What happens during a volcanic eruption? 

This question allowed the researcher to first detect whether or not students had any ideas 

about volcanic eruption, and secondly to probe their understanding of volcanic phenomena. 

3. How long do volcanic eruptions last? 

In Taiwan, students have had no first hand experience to draw on, so it was a tough 

question for students, but they could still answer this question through common sense, 

scientific film, text books or real experience abroad. Hence, the sources of the answers 

were key points to be noted as well. 

4. What does it look like before/during/after a volcanic eruption? 

This question allowed students to do some annotated drawings, with the aim of learning 

whether students could point out external differences/similarities between a normal 

mountain and a volcano. 
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5. What causes a volcano to erupt? 

The answering of this question also allowed students to do annotated drawings. But the key 

difference between this question and the previous one was that it sought students' ideas 

regarding the internal structure of volcanoes. The answer might involve further the internal 

structure of the Earth. 

6. How often do volcanic eruptions happen? 

This was to check on knowledge about active volcanoes, dormant volcanoes and extinct 

(dead) volcanoes through the question of frequency of eruption around the world. 

7. Where do volcanic eruptions occur? 

This is a question about geography and location again. I asked students to point out where 

volcanic eruptions occurred all over the world. When possible, the researcher could ask 

students to point out any volcanic zone they knew, for example, the Circum-Pacific Basin. 

8. Have you ever experienced a volcanic eruption? 

Here, the main aim was simply to investigate how many students had experience of real 

volcanic eruptions. If students answered "Yes", then they were asked to indicate the 

location, and also to describe the occasion. If the answer was "No", that was an 

understandable and reasonable result. But whatever the answer, it was of value for 

comparing with results from other questions, and in this comparison, I could determine 

whether students with actual experience of a volcanic explosion had better ideas about 

coping with volcanic hazard than those who had no such experience. 

9. Are you afraid of volcanic eruptions? 

This was to find out what students think of volcanoes/volcanic events. Although responses 

may be more emotional than based on real knowledge, the researcher could still make 

speculation and some associations from among the responses. 

10. What should we/you do before/during/after a volcanic eruption? 

This is not within the background of most Taiwanese students; nevertheless, this question 

can determine how students might deal with such a frightening natural hazard. Students' 

reactions could be separated into two different types, according to whether they used their 
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imagination, or where they followed input information from television programmes, 

magazines, encyclopaedias or other sources. 

3.7.3 Further/Combined Interview Questions 

These further interview questions were prepared in order to investigate more advanced, 

more organized, deeper or even more systematic thinking. 

1. Are earthquakes and volcanoes linked in any way? And could you tell me the 

reason(s)? 

This question was intended to encourage students to integrate two individual concepts that 

might be seen as separate events. This question should not suggest or lead students to 

believe one way or another. The researcher was able to see whether the students knew of 

any link between the two systems. This was the strongest test of their knowledge. 

2. How do you regard volcanic activity in Taiwan? (For example: is it a kind of 

natural resource, a kind of energy or it is just an unavoidable hazard? Could you 

explain why you think so? 

This question was meant to elicit different views and opinions from students. In some way, 

volcanic activities and earthquakes are both particular forms of energy release. However, at 

the moment, there is no way we can harness them advantageously. Here, the research point 

was to discover the students' notions regarding natural resources and hazards. 

3. How do you regard earthquakes in Taiwan? (For example: Is this a natural hazard 

or a necessary energy release?) 

This question is a little different from the last one. The difference is that an earthquake 

might be more readily regarded as a natural hazard; for Taiwanese people it is difficult to 

see it as a natural resource. On the other hand, earthquakes are necessary releases of energy, 

and their failure to occur regularly would build up even greater catastrophic pressure. The 
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main point was to see whether or not students had any ability to identify the similarity and 

differences between earthquakes and volcanoes. 

4. How do you think of the current status of volcanoes in Taiwan? 

Through this question, the researcher was able to probe students' views about the status of 

volcanoes in Taiwan. The answer might be that the country has active, dormant or dead 

volcanoes. The researcher could also ask students how they can differentiate between them, 

and then evaluate the criteria through which students assemble their system of 

classification and also their understanding of volcanic structure. 

5. How do you think of the status of earthquakes in Taiwan and around the world? 

This is a wide ranging question, because an earthquake's effects, especially a middle or 

powerful earthquake, can spread hundreds of miles. This question was not only to measure 

the understanding of earthquake zones from students, but also concerned the scale and 

severity of earthquakes. 

3.8 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter I have attempted to outline how I conducted my research and to relate it to 

the findings and concerns of previous research in similar fields. 

Starting out with a consideration of sampling and the question of representativeness in a 

cross-age study, I outlined the ways I could best get a representative group of informants, 

choosing a sample of students of top, middle and lower academic level from public (i.e. 

state) schools rather than from the higher achieving and more "selective" private schools of 

Taiwan. 

I then looked at what seemed to be the benefits of conducting face-to-face interviews as a 

method of collecting the sort of data I was after, in the relatively in-depth and focused 

research I hoped to conduct, and with the relatively small sample size I envisaged. It 

seemed the preferable method, allowing for greater flexibility and for the employment of a 

number of means of eliciting responses, giving sufficient time for each interviewee to be 

asked follow-up questions, so that thinking processes and conceptual structures behind 
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responses could be studied. I have noted in passing the unavoidably social nature of the 

interaction, the view of the interview as a "conversation" within a larger context of social 

discourse (though retaining relevance to the topic). 

In sketching out the rationale behind my choice of questions for the interview schedule, I 

looked at the choice of "open" and "closed" questions, deciding upon a structure beginning 

with a small number of closed questions (such as "Have you ever experiencecllheard about 

earthquakes?") leading on to more open questions, designed to reveal the interviewees' 

understanding in greater depth. I outlined my proposed interview schedule, in which 

factual questions (e.g. "What is an earthquake?", "What does a volcano look like?"), 

aiming to elicit declarative or simple descriptive responses, lead on to "generative" 

questions, where it is "construct validity" rather than "factual validity" that is sought, in 

order to trace the conceptual structures that provide the "theoretical" framework to 

students' understanding (or misunderstandings). These questions typically required causal 

explanations and/or reference to underlying causes from which to draw inferences, as well 

as reflections upon the students' own experiences and knowledge. It is here, predictably, 

that issues of "cognitive conflict" and the constructivist aspects of learning were likely to 

be raised. In this way I hoped to achieve the stated objectives of the research, namely to 

uncover the development of genuinely scientific concepts in children as they mature in 

their understanding through the process of science education. 

I also mention the general purpose of using annotated drawings as an assistant method to 

collect data in this chapter. By observing pupils' individual drawings, I can find out 

whether or not their two drawings show any connection, or any further relevant concepts 

which didn't appear in the interview results, and more importantly, I am able to compare 

the similarity and difference from pupils' drawings and their interview results. Further 

analysis of drawings are introduced in the following chapter, some of the analysis are 

intergraded displayed together with interview results. 

This chapter has outlined my research schedule, first the pilot study in the U.K, and then 

the main study in Taiwan, described in the next chapter (focusing on data analysis and 

findings). 
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Chapter 4 Data Analysis and Findings 

4.1 Introduction 

The data analysis was conducted in two stage·s. In stage 1, all the data were closely 

examined (students' feedback). In this stage, the analysis focuses on the microcosmic 

range, which included personal reactions, individual concepts, and the effect of 

understanding. This was all about detailed information collection and closely focused 

detailed observations. After the detailed analysis, stage 2 collated similarities and 

differences from the data and then revealed general tendencies in the macro-cosmic range. 

This contained potential blind spots for particular study level students, and also contained 

the analysis of internal and external knowledge affecting students' concepts. Then, I 

classified these students' responses into the following 4 types, as stated earlier: 

(Tl) Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation. 

(T2) Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation. 

(T3) Lacking scientific concepts or with misconceptions (which might include old 

sayings, guessing and mythology). 

(T4) No knowledge. 

The main reason why I classified pupils' responses into above 4 types was because I tried 

to avoid falling into dichotomy, such as "with or without certain concept", "yes or no", or 

"do or do not understand", because from many studies: Driver et al (1985), Dove (1998) 

and Ross et al (1993) for examples, the results showed that pupils' understandings might 

adjoin different types of idea; hence, the above 4 types which I re-organized might provide 

a gradual classification, it sorts out the different level of understanding but also retains the 

coherence between each type. 

All the analysis is based on three main analytical procedures, which are 

1. Synthesis 

2. Arrangement and classification 

and 
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3. Induction and explanation 

Several main points arise in this chapter regarding analysis of the research data in terms of 

procedures, including Synthesis & Arrangement, Re-Arrangement & Classification and 

Induction & Explanation. The above 3 procedures are determined by consulting other 

relevant researches: Bezzi (1989), Schoon (1989), Tuckman (1999), Good (1963), Dove 

(1997) and expert's publication (Rothery, 2000). From the way of data management in 

these researches/publications, I found the above 3 producers were effective, systematic and 

convenient to deal with huge data, which collected by interview or questionnaire in 

particular. There were 100 pupils interviewed in my study, therefore I consulted these 

resembling researches and re-designed these similar procedures to analyze my data. These 

procedures are clarified as follows: 

1. Synthesis & Arrangement 

From each study grade, for each question or for similar questions, there is usually a 

considerable amount of raw data to be examined. I gathered all the data together, and 

classified it according to its characteristics (Examples of raw data are shown in 

appendices 1-12). 

1-1. Geological/Science concept analysis 

This is to check whether or not students' answers contain scientific concept(s), and 

secondly, geological ones. Students may express non-scientific notions. The scientific 

ones (geological and non-geological) may be of different types. The categories of 

responses are as follows: 

(a) Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation. 

Students are able to answer the question using correct concepts. For example, to the 

question "What causes a volcanic eruption?" students might answer: "The Earth 

accumulates enough energy, and this energy raises lava temperature and increases the 

pressure; finally, it erupts from the weakest part of the crust." In this case, students 

understand the scientific concept of volcanic eruption and are able to apply the 

scientific concepts correctly. 
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(b) Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation. 

To continue the above example, to the same question, another student's answer might 

be: "In some places, where it is too hot, the hot weather heats the lava and increases the 

pressure; finally it erupts from the weakest part of the crust." 

In this case, the student demonstrates an understanding of several scientific concepts, 

such as the fact that hot weather could heat up things and that volcanic eruptions are 

caused by strong pressure. However, students are not able to apply these scientific 

concepts correctly, making the mistake that hot weather can raise lava temperature. 

(c) Lacking scientific concepts or with misconceptions (which might include old 

sayings, guessing and mythology). 

Students may use some kinds of myth to explain geological phenomenon. For example, 

some students might believe that earthquakes occur because God is angry with human 

beings, and creates earthquakes to punish people. 

(d) No knowledge 

This group of students has no relevant ideas at all regarding the questions, giving 

responses such as "I don't know", "I have no idea" or "I am not sure". 

Here, scientific conception means: (1) of, used in or involved in science, (2) using methods 

based on those of science, (3) having, using or needing skill or expert knowledge. Wrong 

conception means: (1) not true or incorrect, (2) not suitable or not the most desirable 

regardless of whether the concept is scientific or not. 

In addition to the above four categories, the term "scientific" is further divided into 

geological and non-geological concepts, geological meaning: of or relating to the 

interaction or knowledge of the lithosphere. This analysis could bring out new findings 

from the data, because there are further possible categories: 
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(e) With geological concepts. 

Students' concepts relate to geology directly, such as plate tectonics, body waves, 

seismic waves and seismic zones. These are directly geological concepts. 

(t) With non-geological concepts. 

Students' concepts relate to geology indirectly or only as general science concepts, 

such as ground water acidity, solution, temperature, pressure, thermonuclear reaction 

and pressure gradient force. 

For precise results, it will be useful to fine-tune the analysis so that scientific 

understanding or misinterpretation are classified according to geological and non

geological concepts, giving the possibilities of (a) + (e), (a) + (t), (b) + (e) and (b) + (t). 

To continue the previous example, when students answer the question "What causes a 

volcanic eruption?" the answer from the students could be that the Earth accumulates 

enough energy and this energy raises lava temperature and therefore increases the pressure; 

finally, it erupts from the weakest part of the crust. The above answer is (a) + (e), because 

there are geological concepts and they are scientifically correct. However, students also 

talk about pressure and temperature increase. Although these are also correct, they are not 

geological concepts specifically, but more like general science concepts. Hence, this part 

of the answer is (a)+(f), which means that the student was able to answer this question with 

both geological and non-geological concepts. 

(b)+ (e) 

This means that students use a scientific and also a geological concept, but are 

scientifically not correct in responding to the question. For example: a student might 

believe that regional metamorphism causes earthquakes to occur. In this case, regional 

metamorphism is a geological and also a scientific concept, but it has nothing to do with 

earthquakes. 

(b)+ (1) 

This means that students use a scientific and also a non-geological concept, but that their 

answer to the question is not scientifically correct. For example: a student may indicate 
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that the greenhouse effect causes volcanic eruptions; in this case, the greenhouse effect is 

not a geological concept but it is a scientific concept. However, the greenhouse effect has 

nothing to do with volcanic eruptions. 

The benefit of introducing geological and non-geological concepts to the data analysis is to 

discover more information from students' feedback, such as when or where do they start to 

hold geological concepts for explaining particular events or what kind of knowledge do 

they use in explaining geological events, and does it belong to general science or Earth 

science? 

1-2. Classifying similar descriptions 

Students may have similar ideas for each question; these ideas might come from the 

same underlying concepts, for example: solidity (volcanic bomb, rocks, house falling), 

liquidity (lava flow, mud flow) or gaseous concepts (steam, smoke). This kind of 

classification can be a great help in identifying how students think about geological 

events (which is what this research is about) and how their understanding develops. 

1-3. Other aspects 

Students mayor may not be afraid of earthquakes and volcanic events, and, in some 

cases, students might be afraid of only one of the above events. What I am looking for 

from their attitudes and answers is to find out why they are/are not afraid of these 

events. There must be a reason for it, and, by comparing the same student's response to 

other relevant questions, it might be possible to find out what is the reason, logical or 

otherwise, in the student's mind. 

Students' fear of nature's power could reflect their existing understanding of geological 

phenomena and allow us to observe how they deal with geological hazards, because, in 

the process of dealing with hazards, students could show further correct or incorrect 

knowledge of the topic, whether coming from public media or elsewhere. 

2. Re-Arrangement & Classification 

Data re-arrangement & classification are used in order to arrange similarities and 

differences in the data, and to suggest changes in the order of the data, as different data 
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constitution could offer very important information. The way of doing this sort of 

analysis includes the following. 

2-1. For each question, comparison of the differences and similarities at each study 

grade 

Students may have a variety of ideas for each question. From comparing each study 

grade, I can determine changes and development in any relevant concept. This 

comparison can be a means to assess the coherence of students' thoughts, or it may 

help to track the development of students' concepts between Year 3 primary level and 

Year 3 senior level, for example. 

The main value of this comparison is that it helps us to see the developmental gaps and 

consider possible causes for these gaps. 

2-2. At each study grade, comparison of the differences and similarities in each 

response. 

Even at the same study level, students may still have very different answers for each 

question. For example, Primary Year 6 students might have very different ideas about 

how long an earthquake lasts, but more in common in their answers as to how often 

earthquakes occur. However, Senior high school Year 3 students might have more in 

common in both of the above two questions. The difference between these two study 

grades can be used to compare the understanding and misunderstandings in students' 

ideas overall. In this part of the analysis, the focus is not on comparing the differences 

in each individual student (although this is admittedly a necessary part of the process of 

measuring the understanding range at each study level). The main point at this stage is 

rather to compare the understanding range. Moreover, in noting what kind of 

understanding/misunderstanding is at the overlap between each study level and what is 

the new understanding/misunderstanding at each study level, through such comparisons 

it should also be possible to discover if students' understanding increases steadily, and 

cumulatively or in leaps and geometrical progressions. In either case, it would be 

interesting to find out the reasons. 

3. Induction & Explanation 

This is to find out the general trend for each study level and also across every similar 

notion. Basically, each study level could have a different response trend to each similar 
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notion, or students might have quite closely converging points of view. In either case, 

by reviewing the trends, we may find some clues as to how students construct their 

understanding. 

The task is mainly to compare the average response at each study level with the 

average response of students overall. This can help contrast the accuracy and the 

conceptual development at each study level, or it might be used to find out reaction 

intensity to each concept and each level as well. 

Although the research data comparisons are mainly between students, the data is also 

examined to see how scientifically and geologically correct the responses are. To 

undertake this level of comparative analysis, responses are compared with accepted 

understanding of volcanoes and earthquakes. 

4.2 The Analysis of Students' Drawings 

4.2.1 The principle of analyzing students' drawings 

The main function of pupils' drawings in this study is to be a supplementary comparative 

material with interview data. There are total 200 pupils' drawings collected from interview, 

and there are five steps to analysis students' drawings; 

1. Sy11thesis and arrangement 

2. General and detail classiticatiol1 

3. Comparison of the difference and similarity 

4. Matching up the annotation 

5. Induction and explanationi interpretation 

Basically, the above 5 procedures are determined by adopting the same concepts and 

similar categories as in interview data, as well as consulting some other relevant studies: 

Chula (1998), Lillo (1994), Symington et al (1981), Thamas (1995), Van Sommers (1984), 

Wiegand (1991), Weigand (1995) and Wiegand (1998). From the way of interpreting 

drawings in these researches, the above 5 procedures were systematic for analyzing 

annotated drawings. These procedures are clarified as follows: 
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First of alL I ammge all the drawings according to different school grading (study level) in 

order, and then I divide all ofthern into 3 sorts, which are volcanoes, em'thquake events 

and combined phenomena (vokanoes m1d earthquake events), secondly, I pick up some 

obvious characteristics from these drav"ings, for example: volc,mic status, earthquake 

status, people's reaction, damage, and casualty, These two classifications aim to select 

ditferent view of drawings from students, and then I mn able to compme the similarity and 

the ditference from these classifications (step 3), and in step 4, I try to match up students' 

annotation and their drawings; step 3 and 4 m'e related and almost carried out at the same 

time, step 5 is to find out the general trend for each study level and also across every 

similar notion, The task is mainly to compare the average response at each study level with 

the average response of students' overall. In this final step, I put my focus on the frequency 

counts of characteristics and patterns which are revealed in the drawings. 

According to Chula (1998, p22) frequency counts are helpful to identify patterns in the 

drawings. While students may not consider themselves to be artistically inclined, it is 

revealed that they have access to and draw upon a wealth of visual symbolism (Chula, 

1998. p.23), derived from many possible sources, such as cartoon drawings (ibid, p.25). 0' 

Shea (1999, pA) in his study of Singaporean 14-year olds also refers to the approximation 

of nature using a cartoon drawing style to rapidly communicate meaning. 

0' Shea (1999, p.6) indicates that children's drawings may be affected by the perspective 

they already have of the world. Thus, the volcano is always given a landscape setting, 

whereas the earthquake may have an internal setting (inside a building), an external (in the 

street) or a symbolic representation only (for example the simple line drawing of tectonic 

plates in Appendix 66). This is clear from the number of stick figure drawings in the 

Taiwanese sample and, for example, the symbolization of "shaking" objects or buildings, 

indicated by short lines «< ») surrounding the objects. 

4.2.2 Approach to analysing the drawings 

The analysis of drawings gives good insights into how young students perceive 

catastrophic events (Lillo, 1994), such as earthquakes and volcanoes. At the same time, 

and for a very good reason, the drawings are a very easy tool to work with. Lillo cited that 

often they represent one simple idea; sometimes they incorporate two or three ideas, but 

rarely would four or more ideas be included in a drawing. (Examples are given below.) 
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Such representations of ideas are described as the "characteristics" of the drawings, and as 

they frequently recur as themes, they are quite easy to categorise. 

Differences were found between volcano and earthquake drawings. There is a clear reason 

for this. The physical product of a volcano is visible (even if only in pictures or on film). It 

is possible to see smoke, lava and rocks in movement, ash, gas, a mushroom cloud, and so 

on. These are all mentioned in the interviews (Table 4.6), and appear (as examples) in the 

drawings in Appendices 26, 79, 59, 22, 77 and 39, respectively. It would be more unusual 

to see stick figure drawings or illustrations of the Earth's internal structure in drawings of 

volcanoes. 

With earthquakes, on the other hand, it is harder to see what physically happened, other 

than in terms of the effects of damage to buildings and "shaking". A number of categories 

emerge from this (examples given below): the first is a simple graphic ofa seismic event; 

drawings can be classified further according to whether the setting is inside or outside a 

building, according to whether stick figures are included or not, and according to whether 

damage is slight or serious. 

The simplest graphic representation is in Appendix 66, which uses just three lines to 

represent tectonic plates moving in opposite directions (indicated by arrows). A similar 

drawing is made in Appendix 45, with 5 lines and one arrow, Appendix 46 (lines for plates 

with arrows) and Appendix 49 (lined plates and the written word "fault"). Appendix 35 is 

an imaginative drawing of a global fault system. Appendix 72 is a symbolic representation 

of an epicentre surrounded by three concentric rings. 

Examples of slight effects of earthquakes are in Appendices 13, 21 and 71, which 

respectively show a vase "jumping" on a cupboard top, a small vase falling and a man 

sleeping in bed while the room and the light shake. Serious damage to buildings (breaking 

and falling) is shown in Appendices 14, 16, 19 and 69. Appendix 53 is an example 

showing more than one "characteristic", namely shifting earth and a tall building toppling 

onto another one. 

Another theme of earthquakes picked up in the analysis is that of "unpredictability". This 

is perfectly represented in Appendix 17 by two separate stick figures, which are almost 

identical, except that the second one is shaking (surrounded by short lines representing 
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movement, as in cartoon drawings) and the first is not. Above the latter is written (in 

Taiwanese characters) "It hasn't happened yet" and above the other "It is happening". 

Another theme is shelter. For example, Appendix 51 shows a man crouching under a table 

with hands covering head for protection. Other drawings show figures moving away 

calmly in the street, some running, and some occasionally looking panicked. 

The above examples show the broad categories found as the analysis proceeded. These 

fmdings could then be used to compare with the interview data. 

,,'" ": ' 
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Schematic Diagram of Data Analysis and Findings 

The procedures of data analysis: 

1. Synthesis & Arrangement 

2. Re-Arrangement & 

Classification 

3. Induction & Explanation. 

A 

1 
Students' possible concepts: 

Categories of data analysis: 

1. Microscopic level 

2. Macroscopic level 

3. Annotated drawings 

(a) Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation. 

(b) Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation. 

(c) Lacking scientific concepts or with misconceptions (which might include old 

sayings, guessing and mythology). 

(d) No knowledge 

(e) plus geological concepts. 

(f) plus non-geological concepts. 

(a)+(e) Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus 

geological concepts. 

(b)+(e) Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation plus 

geological concepts. 

(a)+(f) Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus non

geological concepts. 

(b )+(f) Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation plus non

geological concepts. 

1 
Findings 
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The data in the tables below are presented in order (senior group first). The next sections 

describe the results obtained for each interview question across age levels, starting with 

results for the questions on volcanoes. 

4.2.3 Data Analysis (Volcanic Events) 

To see the interview transcript and nature of the data about Volcanic Events, please refer to 

appendices 1-4. 

Table 4.1 Students' ideas about the predictability of volcanic eruptions 

Question 0 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Are volcanic High High Year 6 Year 3 

eruptions School School 

predictable? Year 3 Year 3 

No 0 1 2 3 6 

knowledge 

Yes 22 20 13 4 59 

No 3 4 10 18 35 

Total 25 25 25 25 100 

number of 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

!i,:' 

.' 
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Figure 4.1 Students' ideas aboutthe predictability 
of vo lcanic eruption. 

Primary Year 3t~~~l~~~=:==~~~~ 
Primary Year 6tl~_~_"~PJg~==~==m 

Junior High School Year 3 

Senior High School Year 31~~~~~~~~~11~~;;yJ 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o No Knowledge Yes, it is predictable. 0 no, it is not predictable. 

Only 6 students did not know whether volcanic eruptions are predictable, 5 of whom were 

from primary school. More than 50% of students believed that scientists can predict 

volcanic eruptions, and more than half of this 50% students were from secondary school. 

Students in secondary school have already had formal Earth Science education, which 

might increase their understanding of volcanic eruptions. 

, 
Students who are from higher grades are more inclined to believe that volcanic eruptions 

are predictable. A number of students indicate that when volcanic eruptions are about to 

occur, there is smoking and shaking, terrestrial heat goes up and atmospheric composition 

may show a high content of sulphur. Such answers nonnally show understanding of 

scientific concepts and correct interpretation. Although some of those who believe that 

volcanic eruptions are predictable, especially primary students, they partially understand a 

scientific concept but make an incorrect interpretation, for example: "Yes, when lava 

position goes up, it might erupt." or "Yes, when lava flows much more quickly than usual, 

it might erupt." Some other young students' answers are unscientific, wrong or incomplete, 

such as "Yes, but I don't know how to predict it." 

From the above examples, we can suggest that primary students, though they may possess 

the correct knowledge, for example, that volcanic eruptions are predictable, may not 

actually hold any the'oretical concepts; they might just hear the positive answers from 

others or just repeat the infonnation they have read. Primary students, moreover, easily 



mix up other relevant and irrelevant concepts to explain what they believe. These kinds of 

situations are less likely to happen in secondary students' descriptions. 

Table 4.2 Features that students associate with volcanoes 

Question 1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What is a volcano? High High Year 6 Year 3 

School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 4 7 9 20 

Lava 18 20 15 12 65 

Plate tectonics 4 5 0 0 9 

Mountain 7 9 16 16 48 

Energy 6 1 5 0 12 

Heat 2 2 0 1 5 

Pressure 3 0 0 0 3 

Earth's crust 7 4 1 0 12 

Earth's 4 3 1 0 8 

internal/volcanic 

structure 

Hot springs 1 0 0 0 1 

Hole (crater) 0 1 2 0 3 

Earth's surface 0 5 0 0 5 

(landscape) 

Volcanic ash 0 0 1 0 1 

Smoke 0 0 1 0 1 

Shaking/Earthquakes 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 52 54 49 39 194 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.2 Features that students associate with 
volcanoes 

Prima~year3Iijl!iii!!I!!!!i!!!I!!!!!!I!!!!Ii!!i Prima~ Year 6 
Junior High School Year 3 
Senior High School Year 3 

o No Knowledge 
o Plate tectonics 

Energy 
Pressure 

0% 20% 

• Earth's internal/volcanic structure 
o Hole (crater) 

Volcanic ash 
m Shaking/Earthquakes 

40% 60% 80% 

Lava 
o Mountain 
o Heat 
o Earth's Crust 
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o Earth's surface (landscape) 

Smoke 

100% 

One-fifth of students had no idea about what a volcano is, more than 80% students of those 

being primary students. 

Lava seems to be the most commonly cited feature of volcanoes at all study levels. 12 

students mentioned it at primary Year 3 level, and 20 at Junior high school Year 3. The 

second most common representation is that of a mountain. In fact, about half of the 

students indicated it. At primary level, in both Year 6 and Year 3, 16 students believed that 

all volcanoes are a kind of special mountain with lava. The number holding this idea was 

double that among secondary students. There might be two possible reasons. Firstly, when 

secondary students describe volcanoes as mountains, they visualize only continental or 

island ones, and not underwater ones. Secondly, in the language textbook for primary Year 

3 level, one of the texts indicates that Mt. Fuji is a volcano; a number of primary stud.ents 

only relate to it, as the only volcano they know in the world. Mt. Fuj i, in fact, has not 

erupted for a few hundred. years, and nowadays it is famous mainly for its shape, as a 

. popular skiing area and for its high quality water used in the production of whisky. This 

leads to a misunderstanding of what a volcano really is. 

The third important feature related to volcanoes is energy under the Earth' s crust. These 

two aspects are much discussed at secondary level, especially by senior high school 

students. None of the Year 3 primary students mentioned energy or Earth's crust with 
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reference to volcanoes. This is probably because energy is a relatively complex concept, 

which straddles both Physics and the Earth Science field, and secondary students might 

have a better basic knowledge concerning the two subjects. Thus, Year 3 primary students 

had little coherent response in terms of energy or Earth's crust. Most students who 

mentioned energy believed that volcanic eruptions are a sort of energy release from within 

the Earth's internal structure and also believed that lava always comes out from weak 

points in the Earth's crust. This is indeed a kind of scientific concept and scientifically 

correct. The Earth's internal/volcanic structure itself is the next evident symbol. Again, it is 

mainly secondary school students that mention it, but the total number in all years is only 8. 

Generally speaking, students seem to have a very weak understanding of the link between 

the Earth's internal/volcanic structure and eruptive events. Plate tectonics is also listed (as 

the fourth key symbol for students). It seems that only secondary school students have any 

idea about it, yet they cannot clearly describe how plate movements affect volcanoes. 

Only a minority of senior level students suppose that pressure could be one of the factors in 

volcanic activity, and they believe that pressure affects the inside of the volcano just as the 

pressure acts inside a boiler. This thought could be regarded as a scientifically correct 

concept. Only one student (from senior high school) believed that hot springs could be 

another volcanic indicator, and, interestingly, there is no information or acknowledgement 

of the link between volcanoes and hot springs in the Earth Science textbooks. The reason 

why this student feels that there should be some kind of link between them is because of 

his personal interest and curiosity regarding hot springs. This curiosity and interest pushed 

him to study the matter and to make a close observation of hot springs. After close 

observation and self-research, he felt fairly sure that hot springs are one of the key 

indicators of volcanoes. From this student's case, it appears that students' understanding 

might be sparked off effectively by self-motivation and interest. 

Volcanic ash, smoke and shaking/earthquakes are hardly ever mentioned as an indicator of 

volcanoes, and students who talk about them are all from primary level. This suggests that 

primary students may hear these terms, but they do not fully grasp their significance. Quite 

often, these students think that if even just one of the above factors occurs, it could be 

regarded as volcanic activity. This kind of reaction indicates scientific conception but 

incorrectness. 
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Every single student at secondary and upper primary levels (Year 6) had around 2 

responses or ideas concerning this question, but Year 3 primary students gave only 1.56 

responses on average to this question, lower than the overall average of 1.94, for this 

question. This shows that students understanding of what a volcano is increases 

significantly after Year 6 in primary school. 

1.. 
I 
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Table 4.3 Students' ideas about volcanic activities 

Question 2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What happens High High Year6 Year3 

during a volcanic School School 

eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 0 1 1 2 

Lava flow 22 23 23 21 89 

Smoke 8 6 4 5 23 

Volcanic ash 15 10 8 0 33 

Rocks/stones 4 1 3 5 13 

Shaking~arthquakes 4 2 2 2 10 

Gas/ Poisonous gas 3 2 0 0 5 

Steam 4 0 0 0 4 

Heat 1 3 4 2 10 

Mushroom cloud 2 0 0 0 2 

Animallhuman 3 5 1 0 9 

reactions 

Mud/mud flow 1 2 1 1 5 

Tsunami 0 1 0 0 1 

Hailstone 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 67 55 47 38 207 

response 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.3 Students' ideas about volcanic activities 
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Junior High School Year 3 I'. 
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• Heat 
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Most students stated that lava flow is the most common phenomenon during a volcanic 

eruption, and this popillar notion is distributed averagely over each study level, although 

some students think that lava just stores up too much energy inside the volcano and flows 

little by little rather than flowing away like a river, a point of view that seems to be using 

scientific concepts, but it is not scientifically correct. Almost 90% of students mentioned 

lava, in different ways. The second highest common phenomenon stated was volcanic ash, 

though only about one-third of students mentioned it, and three-quarters of those were at 

secondary school, which might indicate that volcanic ash is not common knowledge in 

primary school; at least, none of the Year 3 primary students understood it, and only 8 

Year 6 primary students talked about it at all. The third common phenomenon to the 

students is smoke. Once again, there are more secondary students that mention it than 

primary students, and, in some cases, students only observe that smoke can cause air 

pollution, dark skies and dark clouds, but they never talk about how the smoke arises, 

which might indicate that primary students are interested in the resillts more than the 

causes. 

Rocks, shaking, heat and animal/human reactions are less commonly cited phenomena. Of 

the students who indicate that stones or rocks "fly" out of the crater and that ground 

shaking is heavy, it seems that senior high school students have more concern about 

shaking-/e~i1:hquakes than other study levels. In fact, for heat, rocks and animal/human 

reaction matters, there is always a particular age category of students interested in it, but 

out of Year 3 primary students, nobody was able to talk about animal/human reactions 
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during volcanic eruptions. Perhaps they are still too young to note this aspect. These 

responses indicate scientifically correct conception. 

Only secondary students remark on gas and steam activities (senior high school). From 

students' descriptions, it is not difficult to see that steam and gas activities are normally 

regarded as a form of release of volcanic energy rather than an individual event. This 

response type indicates scientifically correct conception. Mud/mud flow description is 

distributed averagely over every study level. It seems that students believe volcanic 

eruptions cause earthquakes and shaking, and then earthquakes and shaking bring about 

mud flows, a response that can be regarded as scientifically correct. Some students think 

that mud flows are caused by volcanic ash, and this can also be regarded as a scientifically 

correct conception. These ideas are more common at secondary level. 

Tsunami and hailstones are very special cases amongst students. One junior high school 

student talked about tsunami. His idea originated from a film, but what he suggested is 

scientifically correct. Another Year 3 primary student mentioned hailstones just because 

she believed that volcanic ash might cause unusual atmospheric activity. This is a typical 

case of having scientific concepts but incorrect interpretation. There were two primary 

students who had no knowledge at all about the phenomena related to volcanic activity. 

The average response rate for senior high school students was 2.68, 2.20 for junior high 

school students, 1.88 response for Year 6 primary students and 1.52 for Year 3 primary 

students. The overall average was 2.07 responses. From the above data, it can be seen that 

students have more ideas about "what happens during volcanic eruptions" at junior high 

school level. 
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Table 4.4 Students' ideas about the duration of volcanic eruptions 

Question 3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

How long do High High Year 6 Year 3 

volcanic eruptions School School 

last? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 9 9 15 12 45 

AhoUT 3 5 3 6 17 

A day 5 5 5 6 21 

A week 6 4 2 0 12 

A month 0 2 0 0 2 

A year 2 0 0 0 2 

More than a year 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.4 Students' ideas about the duration of 
volcanic eruptions 

Primary Year 3 L!: 

Primary Year 6 I!I!lIiIIII!III 

Junior High School Year 3 

Senior High School Year 3 -
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o No Knowledge A hour oA day o A week 

I!I A month o A year More than a year 

Almost half the students had no knowledge as to how long volcanic eruptions last. The 

lack of knowledge was more common at primary level, with 50% more responses than 

secondary students (27:18). Most students believe that the whole process of a volcanic 
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eruption should be complete in a day. About one-fifth of all students have this idea almost 

equally distributed across each grade. These students understand the scientific concepts 

and their answers are scientifically possible, although volcanic eruptions can last for longer. 

One-sixth of students expect volcanic eruptions to last only one hour, with again even 

distribution between secondary and primary level. This group lacks or has a wrong 

scientific conception (perhaps just guessing). Only about one-eighth of the students had a 

relatively reasonable concept of the duration of an eruption lasting about one week. Most 

of those were from secondary level, with slightly more from senior high school. No one 

responded "a week" at Year 3 primary level. Two junior high school students believed that 

the duration of an eruption should be about 1 month. This duration is still in a reasonable 

range, but they could not offer any explanations for their idea, which may indicate 

guesswork rather than knowledge. 

The rest ofthe students' responses may also be classified as guesses, as they could not 

explain their idea or use logic. Two senior level students believed that eruptions could last 

up to a year, and 1 primary student insisted on more than one year. 

In this question, each student had only one possible response, and only one third of 

students had a reasonable one. This suggests that, if students have never experienced a real 

volcanic eruption, it could be very difficult for them to understand how long it might last. 

There might also be a confusion in their minds between the eruption and pre-eruption 

stages. 
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Table 4.5 Students' ideas about what happens before volcanic eruption 

Question 4-1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What does it look High High Year 6 Year 3 

like before a School School 

volcanic eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 6 10 12 13 41 

Shakin~arthquakes 10 11 7 7 35 

Volcanic ash 2 1 0 0 3 

Heat 2 3 1 0 6 

Smoke 5 3 0 1 9 

Water acidity 2 0 0 0 2 

Sounds 2 0 0 0 2 

Animallhuman being 2 1 1 0 4 

reaction 

Poisonous gas/gas 1 0 0 0 1 

Lava flow/lava 0 0 4 3 7 

Volcanic structure 0 0 0 1 1 

Total Dumber of 32 29 25 25 111 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.5 Students' ideas about what happens before 
volcanic eruption 
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Sounds o Animal/human being reaction 
Poisonous gas/gas o Lava flow/lava 
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It seems, in summary, that there are more primary students than secondary students who 

have no knowledge of what it is like before a volcanic eruption, and about one third of 

students indicate either shaking or earthquakes as one of the main phenomena. In fact, 

secondary students seem to have more grounding than primary students in this area. Their 

idea is based on a scientifically correct concept. Other secondary students mentioned 

volcanic ash, heat and animallhuman reaction; at primary level, no-one mentioned volcanic 

ash, but a Year 6 primary school student mentioned heat and human reaction. Students 

usually emphasize the way animalslhumans react to unusual phenomena. For example, 

people feel heat (senior high school student), people can hear the noise underground 

(senior high school student). Primary students may not have the ability to explain properly, 

but simply describe, for example, animals with extraordinary reactions. Whatever the 

description, the difference is that Year 6 students can only talk about the general situation; 

for example, they know the animals have different behaviour, but they cannot give details, 

while secondary students have more concrete events to describe, such as people feeling the 

heat, or the temperature rising. Senior high school students seem to have more 

understanding of animal/human reactions before a volcanic eruption, and their idea 

contains a scientific concept which is correct. One Year 3 primary student stated that the 

volcanic crater could split open before eruption. This is the only description involving 

volcanic structure, and that from primary level. He obtained the information from the 

"Newton" magazine. This might suggest that science magazines could attract young 

students' attention and help them gain better scientific knowledge. Here, the student's 

response contained a concept that was scientifically correct. 

This question, provoked only slightly more than 1 response per student, perhaps indicating 

that they lack ideas as to what it is like before a volcanic eruption. Year 6 and Year 3 

students had only 1 response each, junior high school students gave an average of 1.16 

responses, and senior level students 1.28, the overall average being 1.11. Therefore, 

although secondary students might have more responses to this question, academically, 

there was not too much difference between primary and secondary level, in this instance. 
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Table 4.6 Students' ideas about what happens during a volcanic eruption 

Question 4-2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What does it look High High Year 6 Year 3 

like during a School School 

volcanic eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 2 7 10 10 29 

Smoke 3 0 1 2 6 

Lava/lava flow 18 18 11 16 63 

Rocks/stones 2 1 1 1 5 

Volcanic ash 7 2 2 0 11 

Gas/ Poisonous gas 2 0 0 0 2 

Mushroom cloud 1 0 0 0 1 

Shaking/earthquakes 3 3 1 0 7 

Heat 2 1 2 0 5 

Noise underground 1 1 0 0 2 

Animal/human being 0 0 0 1 1 

reaction 

Total number of 41 33 28 30 132 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.6 students' ideas about what happens during 
a volcanic eruption 
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Compared with Question 4-1, fewer students had no knowledge regarding what it is like 

during a volcanic eruption. It seems that at both primary and secondary levels, the number 

of students with no knowledge had clearly reduced, and indeed at each study grade, not 

dissimilarly. Most students had a wrong idea about ground shaking and earthquakes mainly 

occurring before eruptions rather than during eruptions, but older students had more 

correct interpretations younger students, such as that ground shaking and earthquakes may 

still happen even during volcanic eruptions. Unfortunately, this kind of correct concept is 

not widespread among all levels of students. 

Up to 63% of students indicated lava/lava flow as the most common phenomenon. 72% of 

Junior and Senior students held this idea and 44% and 64% in Years 6 and 3, respectively. 

The percentages were less in the Primary Year 3, mainly because of the higher number 

with 'no knowledge.' These students not yet had any formal Earth science lessons, but 

Year 6 students have a broader knowledge to enable them to provide a wider range of 

answers. Primary Year 3 students, because of limited background knowledge, mostly go 

for lava/lava flows, which is the most commonly held view. After students have had formal 

Earth Science lessons at secondary level, they realize that lava/lava flows should be the 

commonest phenomenon during volcanic events, but are ready to recognize other 

phenomena. 
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After "lava" and "no knowledge", "volcanic ash" is the next highest rank amongst students, 

but no Primary students mention it and Senior high school students do. Junior high school 

and Primary Year 6 students are equal, but with some gap between them and Senior level. 

Fewer students talk about noise during volcanic eruption. Perhaps they need to experience 

it, otherwise it is difficult to imagine. It is indicated by one Junior High school student and 

one Senior student, while no Primary school students discuss it; in younger students' minds 

noise is more likely during volcanic eruptions than before them. 

No Primary Year 3 students mention the idea of gas/poisonous gas, mushroom cloud and 

heat. Gas/poisonous and mushroom cloud are only mentioned by Senior level students. 

The average response to this question from Senior level students was 1.64, from Junior 

Level students 1.32, Primary Year 6 level 1.12 and Primary Year 3 level 1.20. The overall 

average response from all students was 1.32. It seems that students had gained more 

knowledge from Junior high school level upwards. 

Table 4.7 Students' ideas about what happens after a volcanic eruption 

Question 4-3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What does it look High High Year 6 Year 3 

like after a volcanic School School 

eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 4 9 12 12 37 

Volcanic ash 6 5 3 0 14 

Animallhuman being 2 0 0 0 2 

reaction 

Rocks/stones 9 5 4 6 24 

Smoke 1 1 0 2 4 

Damage 5 4 4 2 15 

Volcanic glass 0 1 0 0 1 

Heat 0 1 1 2 4 

Earth surface 0 0 2 1 3 

(landscape) 

Total number of 27 26 26 25 104 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.7 Students' ideas about what happens after a 
volcanic eruption 
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Just over one third of students (37%) had no ideas about what it is like after a volcanic 

eruption. This figure is higher than for responses to what it is like during volcanic 

eruptions (29%), but less than what it is like before volcanic eruptions (41 %). 

Students who seem to know nothing about what happens after volcanic eruptions, are 

mostly at Primary level. Only 16% of Senior level students and 36% of Junior level 

students expressed no knowledge, but at Primary Year 6 and Year 3, 48% of students had 

completely no idea in response to this question. It seems that higher grade students had 

more ability or confidence to deal with the question. 

Primary Year 3 students were blank concerning volcanic ash, animal/human being reaction 

and volcanic glass. Apart from the notion of volcanic ash, the other notions only had 

responses from two Senior high school students and one Junior high school student; so 

probably at each study level, students lack ideas concerning what it is like after a volcanic 

eruption. Yet, a number of students are aware of the relationship between volcanic ash and 

volcanic eruption, and Senior students seem to have more notions than Junior and upper 

Primary students. The first and second well-known concepts are rocks/stones and damage. 

The common notion of damage is distributed over all study grades, averagely, though of 

course there are some differences. As regards the idea of rocks/stones, Senior level 

students had more positive responses than any other grades. 

Interestingly, the notion of Earth surface formation (landscape) is only indicated by 

Primary students. This might be caused by differences by which Primary students seem to 
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regard volcanic power as a main element in landscape formation, whereas Secondary 

students do not seem to, having broader knowledge of other elements of landscape 

formation. 

Each study grade has a very similar number of responses to this question. From Senior 

level down to Primary Year 3 level, the figures are 1.08, 1.04, 1.04 and 1.00. The overall 

average response is 1.04. It seems that the understanding of what it is like after a volcanic 

eruption increases steadily through each level. 

Table 4.8 Students' ideas about the causes of volcanic eruption 

Question 5 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What causes a High High Year 6 Year 3 

volcano to erupt? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 5 9 21 23 58 

Plate tectonics 9 8 10 0 27 

Pressure 5 1 0 0 6 

Energy 6 0 1 0 7 

Stress 0 4 0 1 5 

Heat 0 3 1 0 4 

ShakinglEarthquakes 0 1 1 0 2 

Weather effect 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 25 26 34 25 110 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.8 Students' ideas about the causes of 
volcanic eruption 
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58% of students had no idea about what causes a volcano to erupt, but more than two thirds 

. of those students were from Primary leveL 88% of Primary students could not respond to 

the question, compared to 28% of High school students. It seems that to give an answer as 

to what is the cause of an eruptional event needs more complex understanding and 

comprehensive background knowledge. 

F or Primary Year 3 students, Plate tectonics, Pressure, Energy, Heat, and 

ShakinglEarthquakes could not be linked to the main causes of volcanic eruption. Primary 

Year 3 had the only student to believe that weather could be the cause of volcanic eruption. 

This indicates that younger students might think that temperature rising could affect 

volcanic eruption. 

Senior level student responses focused on Plate tectonics, Pressure and Energy. These three 

matters are highly connected in some cases. This suggests that Earth Science teaching 

might have impacted on Senior level ~tudents. 

Other than for Primary Year 3 students, Plate tectonics is a common cause of eruption for 

most students, at each study leveL It is discussed often and it seems that students are able 

to accept the idea to clarifY how volcanic eruptions occur. The concept of Pressure is dnly 

mentioned at Secondary leveL This might indicate that Physics concepts are also involved; 

the students who indicated a lot of ideas about Stress, Heat and ShakinglEarthquakes were 

Junior students, whereas no Senior students talked about these factors . In the Junior High 

school curriculum, Stress, Heat and Shaking are fIrst introduced here. Presumably Junior 
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students would like to apply "new" concepts to every aspect, of course including the 

causes of volcanic eruption. 

All students from each study level gave approximately equal numbers of responses 

(Senior level 1.00, Junior level 1.04, and Primary Year 3 1.00), apart from Primary Year 6 

students who were more enthusiastic about answering this question (average 1.36 

responses); the overall average response was 1.10 per student. 

Table 4.9 Students' ideas about the frequency of volcanic eruption 

Question 6 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

How often do High High Year 6 Year 3 

volcanic eruptions School School 

happen? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 6 9 19 20 54 

Once every mouth 3 3 0 1 7 

Once about every 4 2 1 1 8 

season 

Once about every 2 6 2 0 10 

half year 

Once about every 4 0 0 0 4 

year 

More than once a 6 5 3 3 17 

year 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.9 Students' ideas about the frequency of 
volcanic eruption 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 

o No Knowledge Once e~ry month 

o Once about every season 0 Once about e~ry half year 

Once about every year 0 More than once a year 

100% 

More than half the students could not answer about the frequency of volcanic eruptions, 

but 72% of these were from Primary leveL Junior and Senior students had more ideas 

about how often volcanic eruptions happen. 

Interestingly, most students believe that volcanic eruptions happen usually less than once a 

year, which means that most students who were able to respond did so correctly, the 

majority of those being Secondary students. Occasionally, in some places, volcanic 

eruptions happen more often, maybe once a year; students who know this are at Senior 

high school level only. The rest ofthe students think that they happen about every half year, 

every season or even every month. Primary students, however, seem to lack all idea about 

the question. Overall, each student had only one response to this question, and Senior high 

school students had the best correct knowledge, closely followed by Junior and upper 

Primary students, but with Primary Year 3 students far behind the average level. 
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Table 4.10 Students' ideas about the location of volcanic eruption 

Question 7 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Where do volcanic High High Year 6 Year 3 

eruptions occur? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 1 4 2 7 14 

Taiwan 5 10 18 4 37 

Japan 4 10 15 13 42 

Other Far East 5 0 11 0 16 

countries 

South East Asia 3 4 1 1 9 

Middle East 1 1 3 0 5 

Europe 7 8 0 0 15 

America 11 8 9 4 32 

Africa 4 3 9 0 16 

Oceania 3 1 2 3 9 

Pacific Ocean 5 4 0 0 9 

Atlantic Ocean 4 1 0 0 5 

Indian Ocean 2 0 0 0 2 

Hawaii 4 5 7 2 18 

All over the world 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 59 59 77 35 230 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

• 
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Figure 4.10 Students' ideas aboutthe location of 
volcanic eruption 

Prima~year3i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Prima~ Year 6 
Junior High School Year 3 
Senior High School Year 3 
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Students with no idea about where volcanic eruptions occur numbered 7 or less at each 

study level. Most students realize that Taiwan, Japan and America have volcanoes, but it 

seems that there are a number of students who do not grasp the idea that the existence of 

volcanoes does not necessarily mean volcanic eruptions. While Senior and Junior students 

can understand this, Primary students do not. An obvious example is that of Primary 

students who do not realize Taiwan is a volcanic island, and do not indicate that volcanic 

eruptions (used to) happen in Taiwan. However, when they realize that Taiwan is a 

volcanic island, they normally say that eruptions occur in Taiwan, despite the fact that its 

volcanoes are actually dormant. The same situation happens when they talk about volcanic 

eruptions in Japan. Quite a lot of Primary students talk about volcanic events in Japan 

rather than in Taiwan, and the main reason for this is that Mt. Fuji is cited as a Japanese 

volcano in Primary Year 3 language textbooks. 

Secondary students recognize that the existence of volcanoes does not necessarily mean 

volcanic eruption, and many Junior high school students even emphasize "Volcanic 

eruptions used to occur in Taiwan" . 

Only Secondary students indicate that volcanic eruptions can happen in the ocean, 

especially the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic Oceans. They also understand that some 

eruptions occur on the sea bed. This may indicate a conception of the Middle ocean ridge 

in the knowledge base of the older students; but among Primary students, no-one mentions 

that volcanic eruptions may occur there. 
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Although all the students mention where volcanic events occur on the world map, 

Secondary students describe them in more geological detail, whereas Primary students give 

more geograP?ical detail. Students were asked to circle locations on the world map when 

they responded to this question. Many Primary Year 3 students could not find the relevant 

place/country to circle. This showed poor location conception, though knowledge can be 

acquired through repetition. Primary Year 6 gave a similar pattern of responses. 

The average overall response for this question was 2.30, Junior and Senior high school 

students both with 2.36, Primary Year 6 students at 3.08, Primary Year 3 students at lAO; 

this might be because Secondary students have almost all fully understood where and when 

volcanic eruptions occur, and upper Primary students are not able to make an opinion yet, 

and so employ more immature guesswork. Primary students may understand too little to be 

able to give more. 

"-. 
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Table 4.11 Students' personal experience of volcanic eruption 

Question 8 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Have you ever High High Year 6 Year 3 

experienced a School School 

volcanic eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No 24 25 25 25 99 

Yes 1 0 0 0 1 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.11 Students' personal experience of 
volcanic eruption 
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99% of students had never experienced any volcanic eruption, which might be why the 

definition ofvo1canic eruption may be different for each person. For most students, 

volcanic eruptions contain lava, smoke, steam, etc. One Senior level student indicated that 

he had experienced a muddy volcanic eruption. According to the Earth Science textbooks 

at Junior level, Secondary students should understand muddy volcanoes, even in the early 

stages of Junior high school, but it seems that the definition of volcanoes for most 

Secondary students is narrowly understood. 
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Structure and eruptional principles are basically the same in muddy volcanoes and 

"ordinary" volcanoes, but only 1 student had a clear idea about this. Whether students have 

been introduced to different types of volcanoes or not, the eruptional product still plays a 

key role in students' judgments regarding the identification of "real volcanoes". 
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Table 4.12 Students' worries about volcanic eruption 

Question 9 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Are you afraid of High High Year 6 Year 3 

volcanic eruptions? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

I am not sure 1 0 0 0 1 

It all depends on 2 0 0 0 2 

distance 

Yes 17 23 19 23 82 

No 5 2 6 2 15 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total. ) 

Figure 4.12 Students' worries about volcanic 
eruption 
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Senior level students sounded more rational than other students, giving answers beyond a 

simple "yes" or "no". One student, unsure of his own feelings, thought that only when 

people face real situations will true reactions be shown. Two Senior students considered 

distance. It is quite reasonable for them to think that distance may determine safety or 

danger, and thus be related to personal fear. 
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Of course, the other students were afraid of volcanic eruption, the main causes cited being 

heat, smoke, and other reasons relating to loss oflife or injury. There is no particular 

pattern showing any group of students to be more afraid or less afraid of volcanic eruptions. 

While yes/no answers may look random, attendant explanations are not without meaning . 

.' . 
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Table 4.13 Students' preparations before a volcanic eruption 

Question 10-1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What should we/you High High Year 6 Year 3 

do before a volcanic School School 

eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 1 9 10 22 42 

Leave the volcanic 15 9 10 3 37 

area as soon as 

possible 

Set an alarm system 1 4 3 0 8 

Prepare anything 7 1 4 0 12 

necessary 

Establish residential 2 1 0 0 3 

restrictions around 

the volcanic area 

Try to block the 0 1 0 0 1 

crater 

Total Immlber of 26 25 27 25 103 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figa.n re 4.13 Students' preparations before a volcanic 
eruption 
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88% of Primary Year 3 students had no knowledge about what they should do before a 

volcanic eruption. There might be two reasons for this. First of all, Year 3 students are too 

young to have experienced earthquake or know how to react. Secondly, they do not have 

enough background knowledge to think about it. More than half of Primary Year 6 and 

Junior level students seemed to show personal concern, and among Senior level students, 

only one had not thought through this problem yet. 

Apart from Primary Year 3 students, the majority of students understood that volcanic 

power is impossible to withstand; therefore, they would choose to leave the volcanic area 

as soon as possible. The second commonest response among High school students and 

upper Primary students was 'prepare as much as possible'. Primary Year 3 students seemed 

unaware of the possibility of an alarm system to monitor volcanic status, and neither 

Primary Year 3 nor Year 6 had ever had the idea of establishing a restricted residential area 

around volcanoes. Although Secondary students seemed to have better ideas than those at 

Primary level, there were still exceptions. One Junior student believed that blocking the 

volcanic crater could be a feasible way to prevent volcanic hazard. 

There is no outstanding result for any study grade; all study levels had similar frequencies 

to this question, the overall average response being 1.03 . 

.. ,~ 
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Table 4.14 Students' preparations during a volcanic eruption 

Question 10-2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What should we/you High High Year 6 Year 3 

do during a volcanic School School 

eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 22 22 10 25 79 

Go to a safe place 3 2 13 0 18 

Try to channel lava 0 1 0 0 1 

to open water 

Use water to reduce 0 0 2 0 2 

the lava temperature 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year colwnn total.) 

Figure 4.14 Students' preparations during a 
volcanic eruption 
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100% 

79% of students could not indicate a proper course of action while a volcano is occurring. 

Primary Year 3 students fared the worse; none of them knew what to do during a volcanic 

eruption. But even 88% of Junior and Senior high school students did not know what to do, 

either! 
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Unusually, Primary Year 6 students had the best results. The other years had more than 

twice the number of individuals with no knowledge. Junior Year 6 gave a correct answer 

over four times more than Senior High school students. Overall, 18 students mentioned 

going to a safe place; only 1 Junior student would try to channel lava to open water; two 

upper Primary students would use water to reduce the lava temperature. 

It seems that most students would like to deal with eruptional events before they occur (go 

to a safe place, or dig a channel to lead lava to open water), and only a few students would 

deal with the matter after the occurrence (watering lava). 

t, 
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Table 4.15-1 Students' actions after a volcanic eruption 

Question 10-3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What should we/you High High Year 6 Year 3 

do after a volcanic School School 

eruption? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 7 9 11 20 47 

Try to help others or 4 4 3 1 12 

help in rescue 

operations 

Re-build the disaster 9 7 11 1 28 

area 

Wait and see what 4 2 1 0 7 

happens afterwards 

Still keep away from 1 2 3 2 8 

the disaster area 

Try to channel lava 0 1 0 0 1 

to open water 

Establish residential 0 0 2 0 2 

restrictions' around 

the volcanic area 

Verify the reaction 0 0 1 0 1 

plan 

Put out fires 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 25 25 32 25 107 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.15-1 Students' actions after a volcanic 
eruption 
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Nearly half the students could not say what to do after a volcanic eruption. Those who 

could tended to favour rebuilding the disaster area and trying to help others (some rescue 

work). Primary Year 3 students were the least able to answer this question, perhaps 

because they are too small to do anything. 

Among students' different ideas, one appeared to be to do nothing but consult the plan, and 

one Junior student would try to channel lava to open water. In fact, it is very difficult to do 

so after a volcanic eruption. 

Most students considered post-event action. Only 12% of students, mostly from Secondary 

level, adopted a wait-and-see policy; only 4 students still remembered setting the alarm 

system for the next time and to verify the reaction plan; they were all Junior and upper 

Primary students. 

The overall average response for this question was 1.07, but only upper Primary students 

gave more than one reaction (1.28). 
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4.2.4 Summary of the data analysis and the findings (Volcanic events) 

Various understandings of/reactions to volcanic events were discovered in the analysis of 

interviews. These include overall and individual aspects, as follow. 

(A) Indirect information is the main knowledge source for students (refer to 

Appendices 1 to 4) 

Most students declare that they receive relevant infonnation from books (based on the 

evidence from the interviews, annotated in the first column of every appendix), video, 

films and the internet in school. This is because most students have never experienced any 

volcanic event in person. But it does not mean that students have unclear concepts about 

volcanoes. In fact, students have very clear basic ideas about volcanic events and eruptions. 

The general phenomena of volcanic events are well known to all the students, and it does 

not seem obvious that Secondary students actually have better ideas than Primary students. 

This is possibly because most students have already had exposure to information about 

volcanoes both fonnally, through a number of sources of infonnation, and by 

extracurricular reading, and it seems that they are also influenced by informal information. 

For example, many students have seen the well-known American film "Volcano" of a few 

years ago, and it seems that almost everybody had a deep impression about what happens 

during a volcanic eruption. 

However, students do have mixed understandings as to "What is a volcano?" It seems that 

definitions of volcanoes for Secondary students are more likely to focus on internal 

movements, while for Primary students they are more likely to focus on external features. 

(al) Students' uncertain answers (refer to Appendices 1- 4) 

Students can be uncertain about the details of volcanic events. For example, many students 

are able to indicate lava flow as a kind of symbol of a volcanic eruption, but only some 

students can explain the characteristics of lava; although most students regard lava flow as 

a powerful hazard, because of its high temperature, it is difficult for students to present 

further knowledge of lava flow. Moreover, students are not clear how to react to volcanic 

events, with common suggestions being "set an alann system", "leave the place", or 

"establish a residential restriction around the volcanic area". Very few students could fill in 

details on these ideas. 
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Although uncertain answers apply all across the study range, there are also some 

differences within each study level; for example, Secondary students mention that volcanic 

events are mainly caused by plate tectonics, yet most students do not understand exactly 

the mechanisms of plate tectonics, and even though one or two students mentioned heat 

convection as a major force in plate tectonics, there was no one able to make a link 

between heat convection and asthenospheric movement. It seems that students might 

understand that energy underground causes volcanic events to happen, but they are not sure 

if asthenenospheric movements are involved in volcanic events. This may explain why 

students did not mention hot spots in response to this question. (The places where hot spots 

occur usually contain frequent asthenospheric movement). In sum, Secondary students are 

able to describe the general situation regarding how volcanic events occur, but they have 

no clear idea relating to specific theories. 

Primary students are also able to explain the general situation, but cannot supply reasons. 

For example, they understand that a volcanic event is a kind of energy release, but they 

have no ability to talk about why or how it is so. Many Primary students adapt other 

geological ideas to explain volcanic events, and although the answers are not one hundred 

percent correct, their explanations are not totally nonsense. A good example is of a student 

who believed that there must be something hitting the bottom of the ground and the 

"hitting power" causes volcanic events to happen. In a way, this kind of explanation 

sounds immature, but at least it attempts to cover some basic point. What seems to happen 

with Primary students is that they can identify volcanic events and have some idea about 

some aspects, but they are not sure which kind of more detailed explanation is correct. 

The uncertain answers usually relate to Type (a)+(e) (Understanding scientific concepts 

and interpreting correctly plus geological concepts) and Type (b)+(e) (Using scientific 

concepts, but incorrect/not clear scientifically, plus geological concepts). Students have 

already learned basic geological concepts. As I have mentioned, these geological concepts 

are not necessarily from school lessons or textbooks. The key point is that, when students 

gain knowledge outside school, they may not fully assimilate it, but they gain a strong 

impression about what they see in the media. This might be why they have uncertain 

answers. Moreover, when students receive strong impressions through the media, in many 

cases they would like to harmonise them with their existing knowledge (mostly about 

general science) to answer my questions. Therefore, although they try to answer the 
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question from a geological point of view, sometimes their explanations are scientifically 

incorrect, which causes Type (b )+( e) responses (Using scientific concepts, but 

incorrect/not clear scientifically plus geological concepts) Of course, if their explanations 

are scientifically correct, this gives a Type (a)+(e) response (Understanding scientific 

concepts and interpreting correctly plus geological concepts). The type (b)+(e) answers 

indicate that students are not confident in their existing knowledge, they are not sure if 

their responses are correct or not. This situation reveals that students might not understand 

or handle what they have learned properly. 

(B) The description/repetition of accepted knowledge and existing images are very 

effective in personal understanding 

(bl) Without personal experience, students seem to regard any available information 

as reality (refer to Appendices 1- 4) 

Many Taiwanese students have experienced earthquakes but not a volcanic event. Hence, 

from their accounts, it seems that almost all their knowledge is from books'or film, because 

they refer to these rather than school information and personal experiences in their 

interview answers. The theoretical descriptions that they do use may sound like a copy 

from textbooks, but their description of volcanic landscapes seems to be more like from a 

TV programme or film. 

Students seem to fully accept what they have read and seen from books and films, but have 

never experienced any volcanic event in person. Experiencing an event in person brings 

reality to the feeling, but students have a particular sort of knowledge or image common to 

most people, in this case of volcanic events. 

Such students might belong to the class of Type (a)+(e) (Understanding scientific concepts 

and interpreting correctly plus geological concepts) or Type (c) (Lacking scientific 

concepts or with misconceptions). In fact, it seems that not many students with no personal 

experience of some particular geological event (for example, volcanic eruption), tend to 

belong to Type (c) (Lacking scientific concepts or with misconceptions). Most students 

might have correct scientific concepts, but the great difference is that these scientific 
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concepts might contain geological concepts to a varied extent for each student; hence, they 

have a different understanding within Type (a)+(e) (Understanding scientific concepts and 

interpreting correctly plus geological concepts). 

(b2) Accepted knowledge sources could affect students views in some respects (refer 

to Appendices 1- 4) 

Not including Lower Primary level, all students favour the idea of re-building disaster 

areas. It seems that the idea of recovery is introduced at late Primary level; in the General 

Science curriculum for Primary Year 1 and Year 2, there is almost nothing referring to 

natural hazards and re-construction. The concept of natural hazard and re-construction is 

first introduced in Year 3, indirectly, and related to earthquakes. General Science Textbook 

6, Chapter 6, "The power of water flow", explains the need for re-construction when rivers 

erode hillsides, and typhoon conditions complete the damage. The above examples are the 

only two sections to discuss about re-construction in Primary scientific textbooks. This 

might be why Primary students generally seem to have weak ideas about the concept of re

construction. 

On the other hand, the Earth Science curriculum in Secondary and also the General 

Science curriculum in Upper Primary both build on concepts of natural hazard and 

reconstruction, and the students' learning seems to be reflected in their answers, with the 

older students more concerned with how to recover or re-build the disaster area. In this 

classification, most students are of Type (d) (No knowledge). It is very clear that students 

have completely no idea about re-building disaster areas in the case of a volcanic eruption 

unless they gain the relevant knowledge in school. This shows that disaster area recovery is 

not a common or popular idea with most students. It is more like an "after-the-event" 

concept rather than any traditional concept in geology. Therefore, it is less likely to be 

considered common sense in the students' mind, much as is the case with volcanic eruption. 

It seems that, if students have never experienced particular geological events, the 

description/repetition of accepted knowledge and existing images becomes the key element 

for students in piecing together a "new" and "possible" understanding. 
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(C) The connection between volcanic resource/energy application and daily life (refer 

to Appendices 1- 4) 

Many students mention that volcanoes are a sort of energy/resource, and many of them 

believe that sulphur and terrestrial heat are very useful in daily life. For younger pupils, hot 

springs are often mentioned, rather than the term "terrestrial heat", and almost every 

student has taken a bath in hot spring water. This might suggest that, if real life experiences 

can b~ connected with scientific knowledge, students would have a clear memory and firm 

conceptual links, which would be a great help for students' scientific learning. 

From the data, about 50% of students seem to clearly understand the difference between a 

natural resource and energy, and in fact, the older students do not necessarily have a better 

understanding of the difference than younger students. 50% is less than I expected, because 

students are first introduced to the ideas of resource limitations and natural energy in 

Primary Year 6 (General Science). It does appear, however, that both in Earth Science at 

Secondary level and General Science in Primary, there is no direct instruction as to what a 

resource is or what energy is. (Generally speaking, a resource is a kind of energy that 

human beings are able to use now, for example, terrestrial heat, whereas the meaning of 

energy is broader, which means that people might not to be able to use it today, for 

example, eruptional power and shaking.) So students belonging in this class are more 

likely to be of Type (a) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation), 

Type (b) (Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation), Type (a)+(e) 

(Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus geological concepts) 

or Type (b )+( e) (Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation plus 

geological concepts). This means that they may understand the relationship between 

natural resource/energy and geological events. However, a number of students do not have 

a clear understanding about what a geological resource is and what geological energy 

means. Although students are taught that volcanic resources/energy can be used, at least 

half ofthe students do not seem to think about it seriously. However, as mentioned earlier, 

it does not seem that the understanding of the difference between resource and energy is 

significantly related to students' age and study level. Comparing personal backgrounds, it 

seems to be related to individual thinking ability and knowledge sources as well. 
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(D) Findings from pupils' drawings 

Table 4.15-2 shows the number of characteristics of volcanoes that appeared in 
students' drawings 

Students'drawings Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 
A volcano High High Year 6 Year 3 

School School 
Year 3 Year 3 

Lava 22 20 24 18 84 
Mountain in steep 20 20 21 22 83 
shape 
Mountain in smooth 2 1 1 2 6 
shape 
Casualties 1 0 0 0 1 
Earth/volcanic 10 5 2 2 19 
internal SUnlcture 
People's reactions 1 2 3 2 8 
A hole in the top of 22 17 13 21 73 
the mountain (crater) 
Smoke 11 7 3 6 27 
Earth Shaking 1 2 4 1 8 
Fire 3 0 4 6 13 
Damage 0 2 3 5 10 
Total 93 76 78 85 332 
characteristics in 
volcano drawings 

(If every child gave a single characteristic in drawings of volcanoes, there would be 25 for 
each column total.) 
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Figure 4.15-2 The characteristics of 
volcanoes that appeared in students' 

drawings 
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Junior High School Year 3 
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o Smoke 
• Earth Shaking 
o Fire 
o Damage 

It seems that "Lava", "Mountain in steep shape", and "A hole in the top of mountain" are 

obvious characteristics from students' drawings. Moreover, students only pay very little 

attention to the casualties caused by volcanic events, and few students are aware of 

people' s reactions under volcanic threat. 

"Lava" and "Mountain in steep shape" are the two most popular symbols of volcanoes at 

all study levels. In every study grade, more than half the students represent them. Even at 

secondary level, the number of students reached 20. The third highest symbol for the 

students is "A hole in the top of mountain" . In fact, from students' drawings, a volcano 

could be regarded as a synthetic object, synthesized by the mountain and central caves. It 

also seems that many students believe that all volcanoes are a kind of special mountain 

with a hole which allows lava and fire to come out of the mountain. The numbers of 

students with this idea are distributed among Secondary and Primary students. This might 

have two possible reasons. Firstly, for most students, because they have never seen active 

volcanoes in person, and the existing volcanoes in Taiwan are dormant mountains, which 

students might never have visited, students could have difficulties in identifying the 

obvious differences between ordinary mountains and volcanoes from their external 
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appearance. Secondly, the volcanoes illustrated in the Science/Earth Science textbooks do 

look like ordinary mountains outside, with special internal geological structures illustrated. 

It is obvious, in these drawings, that a number of students do not have complete or detailed 

understanding of volcanic structure; they just simply present what they think a volcano 

should look like. 

Here again, Primary students' drawings seem highly related to the sensational aspect. They 

depicted damage and fire more than the Secondary students did, and Secondary students 

seemed to try to apply their geological knowledge to the drawings, so they presented more 

theoretical characteristics than the Primary students did. For example Secondary students 

present Earth/volcanic internal structure four times more than Primary students. 

Senior High school students have an average of3.72 responses in terms of number 

volcanic characteristics depicted per drawing; the average response in the Junior High 

school was 3.04, Primary Year 63.12 and in Year 33.40, which is very close to the overall 

average response 3.32. The students' drawings suggest that they have general ideas about 

the exteriors of volcanoes; however, understanding of internal structure is quite rare; even 

in upper Secondary level, less than half of the students were able to indicate the general 

structure in their drawings. 
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4.2.5 Data Analysis (Earthquake) 

The next sections describe the results obtained from the questions about earthquakes . 

. The interview data about Earthquake Events are available in Appendices 5 to 8. 

Table 4.16 Students' ideas about the predictability of earthquakes 

Question 0 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Are High High Year 6 Year 3 

earthquakes School School 

predictable? Year 3 Year 3 

No 0 10 10 0 20 

knowledge 

Yes, and I 7 5 5 4 21 

knowhow 

they are 

predicted. 

Yes, but I 4 10 9 4 27 

don't know 

how they are 

predicted. 

No 14 0 1 17 32 

Total 25 25 25 25 100 

number of 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.16 Students' ideas about the 
predictability of earthquakes 

0% 20% 40% 60% 

o No Knowledge 

1m Yes, and I know how they are predicted. 

DYes, but I don't know how they are predicted. 

o No 

80% 100% 

Only one third ofthe students know that earthquakes are not predictable, most of them 

being Senior and Lower Primary students. Almost half the students believe that 

earthquakes are predictable; however, many of these students do not have any idea about 

how a coming earthquake may be detected. 21 students offered an explanation as to why 

they believe earthquakes are predictable, but according to their explanations, more than 

80% of the students only understand the general theory relating to the Earth' s internal 

movements. They believe that the extraordinary reactions of animals should still be the 

best way to find out if an earthquake is going to happen nowadays. The rest of the students 

believe that scientists can detect earthquakes with equipment, such as seismographs, or 

from satellites. The greatest common factor amongst the groups of students is that they all 

mention that earthquake prediction is not accurate, and the warning time is too short to 

enable effective precautionary measures. 

Junior and upper Primary students are the major groups who have completely no 

knowledge as to whether it is possible to detect an earthquake. This may show that students 

of this age have a big gap in their knowledge. Although they have very similar learning 

environments at school, there are still some students who cannot grasp the relevant 

knowledge. The average response at each study level and the average overall response are 

the same; there is only 1 response from each student. Most Senior students and Lower 

Primary students believe that earthquakes are not predictable, but Junior students and 

Upper Primary students have opposite ideas. 
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Table 4.17 Students' ideas about what an earthquake is 

Question 1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What is an High High Year 6 Year 3 

earthquake? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No 0 18 13 8 39 

knowledge 

All kinds of 17 0 0 1 18 

plate 

movement 

Energy 8 8 11 0 27 

release 

Things are 8 1 2 15 26 

shaking and 

wavrng. 

A kind of 0 0 2 5 7 

hazard 

Total 33 27 28 29 117 

number of 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

" 
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Figure 4.17 Students' ideas about what an 
earthquake is 
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Senior High School Year 31'llllllit~~~~~~~~ 
0% 

o No Knowledge 

o Energy release 

A kind of hazard 

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

All kinds of plate mo-.ement 

o Things are shaking and wa..nng 

Senior high school students seem to have a confident attitude in defining what an 

earthquake is, and, consequently, most of them seem to be sure of the complete meaning. 

Although most Senior level students indicate that all kinds of plate movement (plate 

tectonics is still the most popular answer) are the main cause of earthquakes, amongst other 

students, energy release might seem to gain a more common consensus. A number of 

students can only express the outward situation of earthquakes, the most common being 

"shaking" and "waving", which are mentioned by about one third of lower primary 

students. However, 39 students have no idea about what an earthquake is, and none of 

them are Senior high school students. This might show that there is a big understanding 

gap between Senior level students and other students. The average response for each study 

level is: Senior level=1.32, Junior level=1.08, Upper Primary level=1. 12, Lower Primary 

level=1.16. The overall average response for all students is 1.17. Although Senior students 

are expected to have more detailed knowledge than other students, it seems that students 

from Junior level, Upper Primary level and Lower Primary level have no big differences in 

this regard. Junior level students may have more detail than Primary students, but the 

variety of answers are quite similar. This shows that there is an understanding gap about 

general ideas of earthquakes between Junior and Senior level in particular. 

The focal concept for Senior students is the theory of plate tectonics. Junior students focus 

on energy release (though more than half the students have no idea about this question). 

Upper Primary students are interested in energy release as well, and Lower Primary 

students focus their attention on how things shake and wave during an earthquake. 
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Table 4.18 Students' ideas about earthquake events 

Question 2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What happens High High Year 6 Year 3 

during an School School 

earthquake? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 0 0 2 2 

Things fall down 10 14 16 12 52 

Shaking and waving 16 9 15 12 52 

Losing power 4 0 0 0 4 

Building 4 10 7 3 24 

collapses/damage 

Human 6 5 5 5 21 

beings ' /animals' 

reaction 

Nothing Special 1 0 0 0 1 

Seismic waves 0 0 0 2 2 

Total number of 41 38 43 36 158 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.18 Students' ideas about earthquake 
events 

Primary Year 3iililliiiliii! Primary Year 6 

Junior High School Year 3 

Senior High School Year 3 - !'!II 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o No Knowledge 

o Shaking and waving 

III Building collapses/damage 

Nothing Special 

Things fall down 

o Losing power 

o Human beings'/animals' reaction 

o Seismic waves 
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Students seem to have in common the notions of things falling down and shaking and 

waving, because about two thirds of responses relate to these two concepts. "Building 

collapse/damage" and "human beings' /animals' reaction" are less common concepts to the 

students. Most students have basic ideas about what happens during an earthquake, with 

only two Lower Primary students having no ideas about it. Students from Senior level to 

Lower Primary level seem to give attention equally to "human being's/animal's reaction". 

For this concept, there is no big difference across all study levels. The average response at 

each study level is: Senior level=1.64, Junior level=1.52, Upper Primary level=1.72, Lower 

Primary Level=1.44; the average overall response is 1.58. It seems that Senior students and 

Upper Primary students are more enthusiastic in expressing their opinion. Junior students 

are almost equivalent to the average overall response and Lower Primary students show 

below the average response; students from each study level all seem to focus on the same 

concepts which are "how things fall down to the ground" and "how things shake and wave 

during an earthquake". 

Table 4.19 Students' ideas about the duration of earthquake events 

Question 3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

How long does an High High Year 6 Year 3 

earthquake last? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 0 5 4 9 

Up to 30 seconds 12 7 6 3 28 

Up to 1 minute 10 9 3 3 25 

Up to 5 minutes 3 4 8 10 25 

More than 5 minutes 2 5 4 6 17 

Total number of 27 25 26 26 104 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.19 Students' ideas about the 
duration of earthquake events 

Primary Year 3~~1I.~~~~~~~1.1Ij 
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o No Knowledge 
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Up to 30 seconds 0 Up to 1 minute 

More than 5 minutes 

In accord with students' own experience, most have very reasonable ideas about how long 

an earthquake usually lasts, which is between 30 seconds and 5 minutes. About one sixth 

of students believed that earthquakes last longer than 5 minutes. The average response 

from each study level was: Senior level=1.08, Junior level=1.00, Upper Primary level=1.04, 

Lower Primary level=1.04 and the overall average response was 1.04 as well. In fact, 

students do not have so many differences in personal responses; this shows that everyone 

has a similar experience of earthquakes. Senior level students believe that earthquakes 

usually last some 30 seconds rather than any longer, whilst Junior level students think that 

most earthquakes last 1 minute, and both Upper and Lower Primary students believe that 

earthquakes usually last up to 5 minutes. 
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Table 4.20 Students' ideas about what happens before earthquake events 

Question 4-1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What is it like before High High Year 6 Year 3 

an earthquake? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 5 7 7 17 36 

Nothing happens 6 4 5 3 18 

Shaking 9 4 11 4 28 

Animal/human 4 9 2 4 19 

beings ' reaction 

Losing electric 1 0 0 0 1 

power 

Ground makes noise 0 2 0 0 2 

Total number of 25 26 25 28 104 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.20 Students' ideas about what 
happens before earthquake events 

~~~:: ~:~ti§ g ~I),i,i Jii! ,!}r!! ,1) ,1 J; 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o No Knowledge Nothing happens 

o Shaking o Animal/human being reaction 

iii Losing electric power o Ground makes noise 

More than one of third students could not answer this question, and many of them were 

Lower Primary students. After 'no knowledge', the most common category for students is 

' shaking'. Nearly a fifth of the students thought that nothing happens in advance of an 

earthquake. They believe it happens suddenly, and even though there are some omens, they 
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are very difficult to detect. Students do not deny the possibilities of earthquake omens, but 

they express that they are usually too mild to be noticed. 

Indirect effects are always ignored at this stage. For example, only one student mentioned 

"losing electric power"; and two students indicated that the ground may produce noise 

before an earthquake occurs. 

The average response for each study level was: Senior level=1.00, Junior level=1.04, 

Upper Primary level=1.00, Lower Primary level=1.12 and the average overall response 

was 1.04. From students' responses, Senior students focused on 'shaking', and the focus of 

Junior students was "Animallhuman beings' reaction". Upper Primary students care about 

'shaking' and its results very much, and Lower Primary students are not able to express 

much about this question. 
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Table 4.21 Students' ideas about what happens during earthquake events 

Question 4-2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What is it like High High Year 6 Year 3 

during an School School 

earthquake? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 3 3 4 3 13 

Shaking 19 20 20 19 78 

Animallhuman 3 1 1 0 5 

beings' reaction 

Things fall down 3 1 0 5 9 

Total number of 28 25 25 27 105 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.21 Students' ideas about what happens 
during earthquake events 

Primary Year 31~iiiiiiiiiiii~1 Primary Year 6 

Junior High School Year 3 
Senior High School Year 3 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o No Knowledge Shaking 0 Animal/human beings' reaction 0 Things fall down 

As most students' personal experience tells them, shaking is the main phenomenon during 

an earthquake. But there are still some students (n=13) who cannot offer any description of 

what it is like during an earthquake; nevertheless, this does not mean that these thirteen 

students have never experienced an earthquake. What it really means is that these students 

cannot be sure of the way to respond to this question. Most of them certainly have 

experienced earthquakes; some of them cannot make any response perhaps because, when 

earthquakes occurred, they were asleep or otherwise unaware of what was happening. 
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The average response for each study level was: Senior students=1.12, Junior students=1.00, 

Upper Primary students=1.00, Lower Primary students=1.08; and the overall average 

response was 1.05. For this question, most students focused strongly on "shaking", and 

none of the Lower Primary students noted what anima1Jhuman reactions might be during 

an earthquake. 

:,' 
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Table 4.22 Students' ideas about what happens after earthquake events 

Question 4-3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What is it like after High High Year 6 Year 3 

an earthquake? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 4 3 7 7 21 

Everything calms 4 1 6 5 16 

down 

Damage and death 7 9 3 8 27 

Modify reaction plan 2 0 4 0 6 

Rebuilding or 1 1 0 0 2 

recovery of the area 

Environmental 3 1 1 0 5 

change 

Earth tremors 5 8 4 0 17 

Human 0 2 2 8 12 

being/animals' 

reactions 

Total number of 26 25 27 28 106 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.22 Students' ideas about what happens after 
earthquake events 

Primary Year 3 ~~i~;;!iiiiiii~ Primary Year 6 
Junior High School Year 3 

Senior High School Year 3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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o No Knowledge E\A3rything calms down 

o Damage and death o Modify reaction plan 

Rebuilding or reco\A3ry of the area 0 En~ronmental change 

Earth tremors o Human being/animals' reactions 

The impression of what it is like after an earthquake is largely one of "damage and death". 

According to students' descriptions, damage is of two types, one is natural environmental 

damage, which includes landslides and mud flows, the other is the damage to artificial 

structures, including buildings, railways and bridges. Some students also noted that Earth 

tremors often come soon after the main earthquake. Only Secondary students seem to have 

the idea of rebuilding/recovering the damaged area. Primary students have not paid 

attention to this aspect yet. 

The average response for each study level was: Senior level=1.04, Junior level=1.00, 

Upper Primary level=1.08, Lower Primary level=1.12, and the overall average response 

was 1.06. Secondary students put their focus on "casualties" and subsequent earth tremors, 

but Upper Primary students gave attention to "what happens when everything calms down", 

while Lower Primary students cared very much about the "casualties". The number of 

students at Primary level with no knowledge about "what it is like after an earthquake" was 

twice the number with no knowledge at Secondary level. 
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Table 4.23 Students' ideas about the cause of earthquake events 

Question 5 Senior Junior Pr imary Primary Total 

What causes an High High Year 6 Year 3 

earthquake to School School 

happen? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 1 6 20 27 

Plate tectonics and 22 20 16 3 61 

crust movement 

Geological stress 3 2 2 1 8 

The Earth releases 4 1 1 0 6 

energy 

Sea 1 0 0 1 2 

volcanoes/volcanoes 

Orogenesis 1 0 0 0 1 

Fault slides 1 1 0 0 2 

Total lllumber of 32 25 25 25 
, 

107 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.23 Students' ideas about the cause of 
earthquake events 

Primary Year 31iiiiiiiiliilil Primary Year 6 

Junior High School Year 3 

Senior High School Year 3 JI'1iI 

0% 

o No Knowledge 

o Geological stress 

Sea volcanoes/volcanoes 

Fault slides 

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Plate tectonics and crust mo\€ment 

o The Earth releases energy 

o Orogenesis 

More than half of the students thought that plate tectonics and crust movement are 

responsible, with Orogenesis and fault slides only mentioned by a few Secondary students. 
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Above Lower Primary level, students said "The Earth releases energy," though there were 

very few students who could elaborate on the concept. "Sea volcanoes/volcanoes" were 

mentioned by only one Senior student and one Lower Primary student. Upper Primary and 

Junior students never mentioned them. 

Just over a quarter of students had completely no knowledge of what causes an earthquake, 

and nearly three quarters of those were at Lower Primary level. The average response for 

each study level was: Senior level=1.28, Junior level=1.00, Upper Primary level=1.00, and 

Lower Primary level=1.00; the overall average response was 1.07. Students from different 

study levels focused on Plate tectonics and crust movement, but most Lower Primary 

students were unable to identify this. 
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Table 4.24 Students' ideas about the frequency of unnoticed earthquakes 

Question 6-1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

How often does an High High Year 6 Year 3 

unnoticed School School 

earthquake occur? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 3 0 0 3 

All the time 25 22 25 24 96 

Every few months 0 0 0 1 1 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.24 Students' ideas about the frequency of 
unnoticed earthquakes 

Primary Year 3 

Junior High School Year 3 
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

I D No Knowledge A11 the time 0 Every few months I 
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Table 4.25 Students' ideas about the frequency of sensed earthquakes 

Question 6-2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

How often does a High High Year6 Year3 

detected earthquake School School 

occur? Year 3 Year 3 " 

No knowledge , 2 3 20 15 40 
\ 

In 5 times/year 10 13 5 8 36 

In 10 times/year 8 6 0 3 17 

Above 15 times/year 5 3 0 1 9 

Total number of 25 25 25 27 102 

response 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

.J 

Figure 4.25 Students' ideas about the frequency of 
sensed earthquake 
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o No Knowledge In 5 times/year 0 In 10 times/year 0 Abo\e 15 times/year 

More than 90% of students believed that unnoticed earthquakes occur all the time and one 

third of students indicated that detected earthquakes happen about 5 times per year. Three 

Junior students did not express any idea about how often an unnoticed earthquake occurs, 

the main reason for this being that unnoticed earthquakes happen too often to be counted, 

according to their idea. 

However, 40% of students did not know how often a detected earthquake occurs, and only 

a few students thought that detected earthquakes happen more than 15 times per year. The 
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average response at each study level about unnoticed earthquakes was: Senior level=1.00, 

Junior level=l.OO, Upper Primary level=l.OO, Lower Primary level=l.OO and the overall 

average response=1.00. The average response for each study level about detected 

earthquakes was: Senior level=l.OO, Junior level=l.OO, Upper Primary level=l.OO, Lower 

Primary level=l.08 and the overall average response=l.02. 

Basically, most students' understanding of earthquake frequency is in a correct and 

reasonable range. Only a small number of students have ideas outside the reasonable range. 
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Table 4.26 Students' ideas about the location of earthquakes 

Question 7 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Where do High High Year 6 Year 3 

earthquakes occur? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 0 0 1 1 

Between 2 plates 2 0 0 0 2 

Middle ocean ridge 1 0 0 0 1 

Taiwan 15 12 20 21 68 

Japan 15 8 10 9 42 

China 2 2 9 6 19 

USA 2 6 3 4 15 

Middle East 4 0 8 2 14 

South Asia 7 4 2 9 22 

Circum-Pacific Belt 10 10 0 0 20 

Atlantic ocean 4 3 0 0 7 

Africa 5 0 1 3 9 

America 7 3 2 0 12 

Other Far East 6 6 4 4 20 

countries 

Europe 1 2 1 0 4 

Oceania 1 0 0 5 6 

All over the world 0 0 3 2 5 

Total number of 82 56 63 66 267 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.26 Students' ideas about the location of 
earthquakes 
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According to students' statements, Taiwan and Japan are the two most frequent places for 

earthquakes to occur. South Asia, the Circum-Pacific Belt and other Far East countries are 

the second most frequent places. Primary students have completely no idea regarding 

likely geological locations for earthquakes, such as the area between two plates, in the 

middle ocean ridge and the Circum-Pacific Belt. In fact, they do not even know these tenns. 

Although Junior students should understand the meaning of plate and middle ocean ridge, 

they did not count them as places where earthquakes could occur. Five Primary students 

pointed out that earthquakes happen all over the world, but none of the Secondary students 

gave this general answer. 

The average response for each study level was: Senior level=3.28, Junior level=2.24, 

Upper Primary level=2.52, Lower Primary level=2.64 and the overall average 

response=2.67. Senior students put their focus on Taiwan, Japan and the Circum-Pacific 

Belt, Junior students focused on the same areas; Upper Primary students gave their 

attention to Taiwan, Japan and China, and Lower Primary students Taiwan, Japan and 

South Asia. None of the Primary students thought that any European country could have a 

serious earthquake or ever had had a serious earthquake. 



Table 4.27 Students' personal experiences of earthquakes abroad 

Question 8 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Have you ever High High Year 6 Year 3 

experienced an School School 

earthquake abroad? Year 3 Year 3 

No 22 23 25 23 93 

USA 2 1 0 0 3 

Japan 3 1 0 0 4 

Don't rememberlno 0 0 0 2 2 

idea 

Singapore 0 1 0 0 1 

Total number of 27 26 25 25 103 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.27 Students personal experience of 
earthquakes abroad 
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Over 90% of students had only ever experienced earthquake events in Taiwan, and less 

than 10% had ever experienced earthquake events abroad. Students did not sense any 

obvious difference between earthquake events in Taiwan and other countries. 

The average response for each study level was: Senior level=1. 08, Junior level=1.04, 

Upper Primary level=1.00, Lower Primary level=1. 00 and the overall average 

response= 1. 03. 



Table 4.28 Students' worries about earthquakes 

Question 9 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Are you afraid of High High Year 6 Year 3 

earthquakes? School School 

Year 3 Year 3 

No 13 16 16 3 48 

Yes 6 6 8 20 40 

It all depends 6 3 1 2 12 

Total number of 25 25 25 25 100 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total. ) 

Figure 4.28 Students ' worries about earthquakes 

Junior High School fr!:===:::±:==b!:::::b::;;========~ 
Year 3 
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SchooIYear3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

10 No Yes 0 It all depends I 

The number of students who are not afraid of earthquakes is slightly higher (48) than the 

number of students who are afraid of earthquakes (40). Some students are not sure whether 

they are really afraid of earthquakes, because they believe that it really depends on the 

scale of the earthquake. If it is very strong, of course they will be scared. Students who are 

afraid of earthquakes, truly feel that earthquakes may threaten their lives and cause 

. physical harm. In this question, every student gave only a single response, so the overall 

average response was 1. 00. 
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Table 4.29 Students' preparations before an earthquake 

Question 10-1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What should we/you High High Year 6 Year 3 

do before an School School 

earthquake ? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 1 5 3 16 25 

Prepare any life- 9 8 5 2 24 

saving stuff 

Reaction plan 4 1 3 0 8 

Fix everything 3 1 4 4 12 

properly 

Strengthen 8 4 0 0 12 

building'S structure 

Open windows and 2 0 2 3 7 

doors/clear corridors 

exit 

Do not put any 3 4 5 1 13 

breakable stuff high 

up 

Switch off power 0 2 3 1 6 

Total number of 30 25 25 27 107 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figu re 4.29 Students' preparations before an 
earthquake 
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A quarter of students (25) could not tell what to do before an earthquake, and 16 of those 

were Lower Primary students. Almost a quarter (24) of students saw the need to prepare 

any kind of ' life-saving stuff , 17 of these being Secondary students. Some students cared 

about how to fix everything properly, strengthen building structures and avoid putting 

'breakable stuff up high (12%). 

The average response for each study level was: Senior level=1.20, Junior level=1.00, 

Upper Primary level=1.00, Lower Primary level=1.08 and the overall average response 

was 1.07. A higher response might have been expected. Senior students concentrated on 

preparing ' life-saving stuff and strengthening building structures. Junior students mainly 

focused on preparing 'life-saving stuff , and Upper Primary students had no particular 

focal point, but were aware of about every aspect. Lower Primary students seemed to lack 

the relevant knowledge to respond to this question. 



Talble 4.30 Students' actions during an earthquake 

Qunestion 10-2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What should we/you High High Year 6 Year 3 

do during an School School 

earthquake? Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 0 0 0 0 

Swit~h off power 1 10 0 0 11 

Stay under a table or 25 25 25 25 100 

go to an open place 

TotaK IIHllmber of 26 35 25 25 111 

responses 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Figure 4.30 Students' actions during an 
earthquake 
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o No knowledge Switch off power 0 Stay under a table or go to an open place 

Every student indicated that when earthquakes happen, they should stay under a table or go 

to an open place. Of course, these reactions are part of school training and part of their own 

experience. However, none of the students indicated whether it is better to stay low 

between two tables rather than under one table. What students say is not wrong, but 

students still only understand the second best way to react during an earthquake. All 

students have some knowledge regarding this question, which shows that every student 

already possesses the basics on how to react. 
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The average response for each study level was: Senior level=1.04, Junior level=1.40, 

Upper Primary level=l.OO, Lower Primary level=1.00 and the overall average response 

was 1.11. All students put their first reaction as 'to stay under a table' or 'go to an open 

place' as soon as possible. Only 10% of students remembered to mention to switch off 

power. 
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Table 4.31-1 Students' actions after an earthquake 

Question 10-3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

What should we/you High High Year 6 Year 3 

do after an School School 

earthquake? Year 3 Year 3 

Try to help other 6 4 6 0 16 

people 

Wait for government 3 10 2 0 15 

help 

Modify the reaction 1 2 3 0 6 

plan 

Rebuilding/recovery 7 6 10 11 34 

of the area 

Strengthen the 2 6 0 0 8 

structure of weak 

buildings 

Listen to the latest 2 1 10 0 13 

news 

No knowledge 3 4 1 9 17 

Use pre-prepared 1 0 0 1 2 

survival kits 

Stay out of the area 0 3 1 9 13 

Carry on any 0 0 0 1 1 

unfinished business 

Total number of 25 36 33 31 125 

response 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.31 -1 Students' actions after an 
earthquake 
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0% 20% 40% 60% 

Q Try to help other people 
Wait for government help 

o Modify the reaction plan 
o RebUilding/recovery of the area 
Ii1 Strengthen the structure of weak buildings 
o Listen to the latest news 
El No knowl edge 
o Use pre-prepared survival kits 
• Stay out of the area 
o Carry on any unfinished business 

80% 100% 

More than 30% of students believed that the first priority is to rebuild/recover the area. The 

other main ideas include, for example, trying to help other people, waiting for government 

help; paying attention to the latest news and staying out of the area. These ideas were 

discussed by a similar number of students as a matter of first priority. Nevertheless, 17 

students had no idea about how to deal with the situation after an earthquake, most of them 

Lower Primary students. 

The average response for each study level was Senior level=1.00, Junior level= 1.44, Lower 

Primary level=1.32, Upper Primary level=1.24 and the overall average response is 1.25 . 

This response rate is low. Senior students and Lower Primary students focused on 

rebuilding/recovering the area as soon as possible; junior students believed that waiting for 

g~vernment help is important, and Upper Primary students revealed two obvious foci , one 

to try to rebuild/recover the area, the other to listen for the latest news. 
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4.3 Summary of the data analysis and findings (Earthquake events) 

Students' understanding of/reactions to earthquake events can be divided into the two 

following types, which I discuss below by comparison with "expert" knowledge: 

(A) The differences between experts' understanding and students' points of view. 

A comparison of the different points of view of experts and students will show whether the 

students' concepts are correct and may even help researchers trace how a concept is 

formed. 

(at) Students' vague answers on earthquake concepts (refer to Appendices 5 -8) 

Of course, not all students have full comprehension of each concept, although secondary 

students are expected to have better responses generally than primary students. In some 

cases, students realize what happens or how the whole earthquake event is likely to unfold, 

but they cannot be so sure about it, because they don't know the causes ofthe event. For 

example, when students are asked "What causes an earthquake to happen?", most students, 

especially those at Senior high school level are able to answer "because of plate tectonics". 

But, when they are asked for further information about plate tectonics, such as "What 

causes these plates to move against each other?", "Why do these plates keep moving?", 

students can only offer a vague answer. They know there is something under the plates 

which carries all the plates and causes them to move, yet very few students can indicate 

that this is called the Asthenosphere. They appear to show a reasonable understanding of 

the concept of the Asthenosphere, but cannot use the name. It is suprising that the term is 

in students' Junior and senior texts, but they seem unfamiliar with its use. It is probably 

because the name is also long in Taiwanese (translating literally as "soft-current

circulation"). Students understand that the moving of the earth's crust can cause 

earthquakes to happen, and that some kind of heat power can push all the crusts towards a 

cyclical movement, but only a limited number of students mentioned hot spots as one of 

the most important power sources of plate tectonics. 

Generally speaking, students who belong to this classification are of Type (b )+( e) (Having 

some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation plus geological concepts.) 
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This means that they may have a general idea of the geology, but, they do not have a clear 

understanding or may even have a misunderstanding on some particular points. 

Their abstract answers show that they have a basic conception as to how and why 

earthquakes occur, but they are not able to give any further explanation clearly. In other 

words, they may know the causes and theories, but cannot comprehend the detail. The 

greatest obvious disadvantage of this is that students might regard several similar concepts 

as one, because they have very similar results. In this case, students have difficulty 

distinguishing between the theory of continental drift, the theory of ocean-floor spreading 

and the theory of plate tectonics. Students might see only one similar result, that they cause 

each continent to reach its own current position. In fact, these three theories have different 

explanations. However, it seems that students with vague answers place more attention on 

the result (current status) rather than on the differences in detail between these three 

theories and on which particular one causes the current status. This might explain why 

their abstract answers match all three theories in general. 

(a2) Students' guesses linking existing concepts and unclear knowledge (refer to 

Appendices 5 - 8). 

Sometimes, when students cannot be sure of the principles behind earthquake phenomena, 

they may take a guess. For most Senior and Junior students, the guesses are based on 

existing knowledge. Students' guesses come under the four possible classifications, namely: 

Type (b) (Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation), Type (b )+( e) 

(Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation plus geological 

concepts), Type (b)+(f) (Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect interpretation 

plus non-geological concepts) and Type (c) (Lacking scientific concepts or with 

misconceptions). Most guesses appear to be of Type (b) (Having some scientific concepts 

but with incorrect interpretation.), because when students have to guess something, they 

may often have some sort of scientific concept, but they are not sure they have correct 

understanding. Therefore, the guesses might contain geological ideas or just the common 

scientific ideas. Of course, some students' guesses make no scientific sense (Type C); what 

they have in their minds are just wrong concepts. 

It seems that most students can only indicate the location of earthquakes when they have 

read or heard the relevant information. Nevertheless, about one quarter of students are able 

to infer possible locations as having similar geological conditions to the locations students 
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have already identified. Of course, most students adopt the geological conditions of 

Taiwan to infer other possible locations. On the one hand, the fact that students adopt the 

"geological conditions" of Taiwan, might indicate that they have clear geological 

knowledge in terms of Taiwanese earthquakes, but, on the other hand, the geological 

conditions in Taiwan are not the only conditions under which to measure the possibility of 

earthquake events, and do not apply necessarily all over the world. Some students from 

upper Primary level, Junior level to Senior level, indicate that Italy and Hawaii have 

earthquakes. A number of students believe that the earthquakes in Taiwan (mostly caused 

by plate tectonics and fault movements), Italy and Hawaii (caused by both volcanic 

eruption and plate tectonics) are caused by the same geological conditions. 

However, some students have better informed guesses. They do not apply the very same 

detailed geological conditions of Taiwan to the rest of the world. Rather, they use the 

general geological conditions to infer possible locations of earthquakes elsewhere in the 

world. A good illustration is that, although students may not be able to identify in which 

part of the world the earthquakes are caused by precisely the same conditions as in Taiwan, 

they do know that the earthquakes in Taiwan are mostly caused by plate tectonics, and that 

plate tectonic movement must relate to hot spots, convergent plate boundaries and 

divergent plate boundaries; therefore, some students would guess a general range, such as 

Circum-Pacific belt, middle ocean ridge and "the boundary between two plates". This is a 

reasonable guess, and most students displaying this kind of inference are from Senior level, 

about 5% of total students. 

(B) The effects of first contact knowledge 

Students' first contact will be the starting point for the development of their knowledge of 

earthquakes. The information may come from students' family members, the media, or 

even comic books for younger students. The first contact knowledge seems to have a 

strong impact and it is also likely to guide quite directly students' subsequent ideas (Please 

refer to Appendices5 to 8). 
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(bI) Most first contact knowledge is accepted as a central thought base and school 

education has only a limited potential to change it (refer to Appendix 5 - 8). 

More than 80% of the responses at primary level referred to a first contact knowledge 

source. For example, when I noted that some students were giving scientifically correct 

answers to some questions but not others, I explored their source of understanding. Many 

could give good answers based on a particular Hollywood film, "Volcano". Amongst lower 

Primary students, the answers were fairly skin-deep. They usually just repeat the 

information they have learned, and 90% of this is first contact information. 

During the learning period at Primary school, students do have a chance to receive more of 

a general science background to earthquakes (which includes safety instructions in 

earthquake-reaction drills), but it is still very hard to replace the first impression in a 

student's mind. It is quite possible, if students' first contact knowledge is roughly correct, 

that this correct information can be a good base to help a student to develop further 

knowledge of earthquakes. But, if the first contact knowledge is generally incorrect, then it 

seems to become a learning obstacle (even as they start to learn the correct concepts at 

school). In this case, students might be of Type (a) (Understanding scientific concepts and 

with correct interpretation.), Type (b) (Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect 

interpretation.) or Type (c) (Lacking scientific concepts or with misconceptions). It all 

depends on what kind of concept they first contacted and which concept they naturally 

adopt as their central thought base. 

First contact knowledge can also lead students to one-sided thinking or a lopsided view. 

This happens even at Junior and Senior level. For example, some secondary students 

mentioned that, just before an earthquake, there is some sort of "earthquake fish" that will 

show up, but no student can describe what an "earthquake fish" looks like, and besides 

they all believe that "earthquake fish" is the formal name of a particular fish. The truth is 

that "earthquake fish" is a general term, referring to the fact that some deep ocean fish can 

sense environmental change just before earthquake happens, and move to shallower water 

away from the danger. Consequently, this is an extraordinary warning from animals, but 

there is no particular fish called an "earthquake fish". Students' answers reveal that first 

contact knowledge might have serious deleterious effect on conceptual development. This 

effect could be long-lasting. 
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(b2) First contact knowledge acts as a temporary image only; concepts are changed 

by school education (refer to Appendices 5 - 8). 

Some students seem to hold first contact knowledge as a temporary image, which does not 

exert a long-lasting or profound effect on their subsequent learning. This group of students 

might keep first contact knowledge as a sort of reference, but it does not mean they have 

already 100% accepted it. 

This group of students can be compared to an artist's palette, which receives different 

colours (information) from different sources, but finally they are re-arranged to give new 

characteristic colours (concepts). This might happen more often with students who are 

more capable of individual thinking or who have had a broader background of knowledge; 

this might be because they have more relevant knowledge and more personal experience, 

against which to compare differing information. Most of these students are from Secondary 

level and they are less than 10% of total students. Students belonging to this classification 

are usually of Type (a)+(e) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct 

interpretation plus geological concepts) or Type (b)+(e) (Having some scientific concepts 

but with incorrect interpretation plus geological concepts). In fact, it seems that these 

students are about to negotiate handling first contact knowledge and knowledge acquired 

subsequently at school. Hence, their scientific concepts are quite changeable. 

This group of students usually has relatively complex and diverse answers, and the answers 

sometimes are only established under special conditions. For example, when they are asked 

"Are you afraid of earthquakes?", their answers are not simply "Yes" or "No" reactions; 

the answers are given with some elaboration, such as " If earthquakes last for a long time, I 

will be afraid of them. If not, I am not afraid." This may show that when they first 

experience an earthquake, the shaking might make them afraid for a while, but the impact 

cannot last in their minds forever, and afterwards they think it over or try to find more 

information to understand the events, eventually to make their own conclusion as to 

whether they need to worry about it or not. This means that the first contact (either indirect 

knowledge or first-hand experience) acts in their case as a temporary impact only; it does 

not really dominate these students' thinking, however, if they have more relevant 

geological concepts, they might change their thinking. 
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(b3) No particular central concepts are formed by first contact knowledge (refer to 

Appendices 5 - 8). 

There is a group of around 10% of students who seem to have no particular central 

concepts formed or affected by first contact knowledge. This group of students range from 

Primary to Secondary level, and it seems that, although they might have gained some 

earthquake knowledge from family members, they do not really keep it in mind, and their 

current knowledge of earthquake events is mainly formed at school and through other 

media. Students who belong to this group appear not to be interested in earthquake events; 

therefore, the answers "I don't know", "I have no idea" or "I am not sure" are not very 

unusual reactions. In another words, students in this classification are mostly of Type (d) 

(No knowledge). 

Excluding the factor of lack of interest, this group of students may indeed, however, have 

many correct concepts relating to each question. The reason could be because, unlike 

students from (bI) or (b2), there are no central concepts or beliefs from either first contact 

knowledge or self-developed ideas, and for that reason, they simply accept all the concepts 

from school teachers. And because they are not interested in earthquakes either, 

accordip.gly, there is no further motive for them to do after-class research into earthquakes 

by themselves. In this situation, the answers from this group of students might represent 

the virtual content of earthquake knowledge taught in Earth Science classes, and answers 

and concepts are quite similar to the standard text from Earth Science text books. At least, 

it might represent earthquake concepts the closest, as taught in the classroom. 

(C) The effects of personal experience and thirst for relevant knowledge. 

In some cases, students are really interested in earthquakes (as evidenced by their 

enthusiastic and detailed responses), and would like to know more about what causes them 

or what is their ultimate effect. It seems some students are affected by their parents being 

Science or Earth Science teachers in school (because in some of these cases, they have 

good responses), but these are not so many. 

(cl) Reactions to personal experiences (refer to Appendices 5 - 8). 

A number of students described indoor earthquake experiences, meaning that when 

earthquakes happen, the students are inside a building. There are several reactions from 
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students, namely feeling panic, seeing the fun, and "it all depends on the situation". 

Students might belong to four kinds of classification, which are Type (a)+( e) 

(Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus geological 

concepts), Type (a)+(f) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation 

plus non-geological concepts), Type (b )+( e) (Having some scientific concepts but with 

incorrect interpretation plus geological concepts) and Type (b)+(f) (Having some scientific 

concepts but with incorrect interpretation plus non-geological concepts). These four types 

reveal that students' personal experience can cover almost every possibility except non

scientific conception and no knowledge at all. 

The different reactions seem to lead students to have different attitudes towards 

earthquakes. Of course, the majority of students understand that an earthquake is a hazard. 

Students who are afraid of earthquakes (6% from Senior level, 6% from Junior level, 8% 

from Primary level Year 6, 20% from Primary level Year 3), pay attention to the 

catastrophic aspect of earthquakes, though lower Primary students have only a limited 

capacity to do so. They notice the power of earthquakes, and try to find out how to prevent 

serious harm and damage. They also care about where the active faults are in Taiwan, 

having questions that include: how many active faults are there in Taiwan? Where are they 

distributed in Taiwan? How often do they move? .. etc. This group of students also 

focuses on the distance between the epicenters and the place where they live, although less 

than 5% of students understand the difference between epicenter and hypocenter. At least, 

it reveals that students are already aware that distance is the key point relating to damage 

from earthquakes. However, students do not talk much about the depth of earthquake. It 

seems they have not realized the effect of depth. 

Students who report a feeling of "fun" about earthquake events do not claim that they think 

earthquake does no harm. The "fun" for them (most of the students are from upper Primary 

level and Junior level) is a feeling. They may not view earthquakes only from the 

catastrophic aspect, but focus on the feeling of it, especially the shaking phenomena; they 

describe the direction of shaking from the beginning to the end, and also talk about how 

often earth tremors happen after main earthquakes. This group of students describes 

earthquakes in a physical sense and in terms of feeling, more than from an academic 

viewpoint. It is also possible that parents make their young children laugh at the event in 

order to avoid their panic and distress. 
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Students whose answers are "it all depends on the situation" mostly do not pay much 

attention to earthquakes, but seem to feel that they occur like "rain"; it is not a question of 

being afraid or not afraid, when it happens. These students just try to do what they can do 

best at that moment, and they do not think that earthquakes will become a big worry in 

their daily life. 

(e2) Motivation or thirst for relevant knowledge (refer to Appendices 5 - 8). 

Students' motivation usually stems from a sensitivity about crisis events or their curiosity 

about them. Most students have both, to some degree, but perhaps younger students have 

more curiosity and older students more sensitivity. Students belonging to this class are 

usually Type (a)+(t) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus 

non-geological concepts.). This is presumably because the motivation involves mostly 

preparation work (such as of aid kits, water, food) and dealing with the disaster afterwards 

(such as contact with family, checking everything in the affected zone). These factors are 

outside geology. 

Senior and Junior students already have a better understanding of earthquakes, generally, 

and they have gained more and better background knowledge with each earthquake 

experienced. For that reason, Secondary students might be more aware of the potential 

risks than Primary students. Some potential risks are hard to find solutions to in the short 

term, but there are important and critical points; for example, in a very limited reaction 

time and limited space, what are the items most necessary for everyone to carry while an 

earthquake is happening? Many Secondary students indicate water, food, a torch, medicine 

and a First Aid kit. These are all correct, but which is the most important? This seems like 

a new concept for most Secondary students. Again, what should we/you do after an 

earthquake? Help other people? Leave the area as soon as possible? Contact family? 

Modify the plan for emergency action? Secondary students have very different ideas and 

they have very strong points to support their ideas, which shows that their motivation and 

the thirst for relevant knowledge have already developed considerably. They have already 

understood the basic concepts and principles of earthquakes, and they are approaching a 

more thoughtful and thorough consideration of earthquake events. 

It seems that Primary students are not yet equipped to understand most phenomena 

occurring in an earthquake, but as many questions arise, their curiosity increases. The most 
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direct and common way for them to satisfy their curiosity is to question their teachers or 

parents, and it seems that many Primary students are keen to do so. 

(D) Findings from pupils' drawings 

Table 4.31-2 shows the number of characteristics of earthquakes that appeared in 
students' drawings 

StuulelIlts' Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 
drawings High High Year 6 Year 3 
An earthquake School School 

Year 3 Year 3 
Things are 20 19 20 23 82 
shaking/waving. 
Earth's internal 12 12 8 1 33 
structure 
People's 5 4 9 10 28 
reactions 
Casualties 1 1 5 3 10 
Damage 14 12 20 20 66 
To1i:aR 52 48 62 57 219 
characteristics 
in earthquake 
dlJrawings 

(If every child gave a single characteristic in drawings of earthquakes, there would be 25 
for each column total in each year.) 

Figure 4.31-2 The characteristi~s of earthquakes that 
appeared in students' drawings 

Primary Year 3 rtF"Ff===F'=FFF=FFF:!F'Ff=F=F=F= 

PrimaryYear6bF"Ff=F~FF~~~~=F~~~~~~~~ 

Junior High School Year " L~F=F=FF=F=Fi=F=F~~~~~F'F#!~~~~ 

Senior High School Year v22~2Z2:2Z5~z~zZt:22Z2ZZ2~Z7 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o Things are shaking/wa\ling Earth's intemal structure 0 People's reactions 

o Casualties Damage 
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It seems that "Things are shaking/waving" and "Damage" are the two most common 

characteristics of earthquake events from students' drawings, making up more than two

thirds of the total. 

Almost 50% of Secondary school students referred to the Earth's internal structure in their 

drawings, and these drawings show detailed understanding as to what is definitely the 

relationship between an earthquake and the Earth's internal structure. Most of them 

seemed to have a complete understanding of what an earthquake is. On the other hand, 

only 9 Primary school students showed their understanding of the Earth's internal structure 

in the drawings, although this should not be an unexpected result. However, the gap seems 

big between Primary Year 3 and Year 6 students. In other words, Primary students might 

make obvious progress in understanding the Earth's internal structure between Year 4 and 

Year 6. A number of students could only express the outward manifestation of 

earthquakes, the most common being "damage" and "people's reactions". Almost four

fifths of Primary school students drew the "damage" and half the students drew about 

"people's reactions". This might suggest that the sensational aspects have a huge impact on 

most young children. The average response for each study level is: Senior level=2.08 

characteristics depicted, Junior level=1.92, Upper Primary level=2.48, Lower Primary 

level=2.28, the overall average response of all students being 2.19. Although Senior 

students are expected to draw more detail than other students, it seems that students from 

the Upper Primary and Lower Primary levels have more expression in their drawings. The 

Secondary students may draw more detail than Primary students, but the variety of 

characteristics are quite similar. This shows that there might be an understanding gap about 

internal/external Earth structure and sensational/theoretical differences between Secondary 

and Primary level; by that I mean the focus concept of Secondary school students is the 

theory of plate tectonics, internal movements, etc. Primary school students focus on what 

they may see, hear or feel. But there are still some upper Primary students who reveal an 

understanding by drawing fault movements, and a few Secondary students pay attention to 

drawing how things shake and wave during an earthquake. 
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4.4 Further/Combined Questions 

For the interview data about Further/Combined Events, please refer to Appendices 9 to 12. 

This section deals with students' understanding about the possible links between 

earthquakes and volcanic events and also reports students' understanding about volcanoes 

and earthquakes in Taiwan. 

As these questions were presented together in the interview, they are reported together 

below, but summary of findings from the further/combined question is in the next section 

(4.3). 

Table 4.32 Students' ideas about the relation between earthquakes and volcanoes 

Question 1 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

Are earthquakes and volcanoes High High Year 6 Year 3 

linked in any way? And could you School School 

tell me the reason(s). Year 3 Year 3 

No knowledge 0 0 0 2 2 

No link 0 1 1 7 9 

Yes, the two events can affect 24 9 8 6 47 

each other. 

Yes, earthquakes can cause 0 4 10 3 17 

volcanic eruptions to happen. 

Yes, volcanic eruptions can cause 1 11 5 2 19 

earthquakes to happen. 

Yes, but no reason can be 0 1 4 5 10 

indicated .. 

Total number of responses 25 26 28 25 104 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 
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Figure 4.32 Students' ideas about the relation 
between earthquakes and volcanoes 

Primary Year 3 - _U 

Primary Year 6 

Junior High School Year 3 fI 

Senior High School Year 3 -, " 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
( 

o No Knowledge 

m No link 

DYes, the two e-.ents can affect each other 

o Yes, earthquakes can cause \Olcanic eruptions to happen. 

Yes, \Olcanic eruptions can cause earthquakes to happen. 

o Yes, but no reason can be indicated. 

Most students have an idea about the link between volcanoes and earthquakes. Only two 

lower Year 3 students had completely no idea about it. All Senior students see a link 

between earthquakes and volcanic events, only one of whom stated that volcanoes might 

cause earthquakes but not vice versa. All but one Junior High school student also saw a 

link, with more believing that volcanoes could cause earthquakes, while among the same 

number of Primary Year 6 students (96%), more thought that the cause was the other way 

round (earthquakes cause volcanic events). In contrast, more than a third of Primary Year 3 

students saw no link or had no knowledge. 

The average response at each study level was: Senior level=1.00, Junior level=1.04, Upper 

Primary level=1.12, Lower Primary level=1.00; the overall average response was : 1.04. 

Basically, the majority of students believe that there must be some link between 

earthquakes and volcanoes, but only a few students were able to explain how and why, 

which again seems to suggest a rough grasp of the scientific background but a lack of 

detailed scientific knowledge, or a superficial acquaintance with the geological theory 

involved. 
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Table 4.33 The nature of volcanoes in Taiwan 

Question 2 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

High High Year 6 Year 3 

How do you regard volcanic School School 

activities in Taiwan? (For Year 3 Year 3 

example: is it a kind of natural 

resource, a kind of energy or it is 

just an unavoidable hazard? Could 

you explain why you think so?) 

No knowledge 0 0 5 15 20 

Energy 14 14 8 0 36 

Unavoidable hazard 5 12 9 1 27 

Natlllllral resource 15 9 10 9 43 

Total number of responses 34 35 32 25 126 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

Fig ure 4.33 The nature of volcanoes in Taiwan 

Pri mary Year 3 lti==Ff=r=FF=t=1=t==FF=FFF=F=F~FF=t=1=t==FF~ 

Primary Year 6 1b==Ff=i:j~~~~=F!=t='FF=t=!:1FF=FF=r=F'F~ 

Junior High School Year 3 ~~~~~~~=+=I=l=+=+=+=l=t:+=!=>=+=+~ 

Senior High School Year 3 ~"~~"~~:;C;c:;C:;t::;J:::;r;:;J::;I:::;t::;I::;;:::;r:::;r:~ 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

o No Knowledge Energy 0 Una\()idable hazard 0 Natural resource 

A little less than half of the students believe that volcanoes are a kind of natural resource, 

and more than a third of them believe that it is also a kind of energy. Senior students regard 

them equally as energy and a resource, and more Junior students indicated that volcanic 

eruptions are an unavoidable hazard. A 'natural resource' is the response slightly preferred 



by Upper Primary students, with 60% of Lower Primary students having no knowledge. 

The average response at each study level was higher than usual: Senior level=1.36, Junior 

level=1.40, Upper Primary level=1.28 and Lower Primary=1.00; the overall average 

response was 1.26. It seems that Senior and Upper Primary students focus more on 

volcanoes as a natural resource, while Junior students focus on the idea of energy and 

hazard. 

'\ , 
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Table 4.34 The nature of earthquakes in Taiwan 

Question 3 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

High High Year 6 Year 3 

How do you regard earthquakes School School 

in Taiwan? (for example: Is this Year '3 Year 3 

a natural hazard or a necessary 

energy release?) 

No knowledge 0 1 0 2 3 

Hazard 21 18 25 20 84 

Energy release 13 16 5 2 36 

Natural resource 0 0 0 4 4 

Total number of responses 34 35 30 28 127 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total. ) 

Figure 4.34 The natural of earthquakes in Taiwan 

Prima~Year3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=F~~ 

Prima~ Year 6 ~~"~~~~~~~~~~=r=R~ 

Junior High School Year 3~~+~+r+~~~=t=FF=FiFF=R=t=~~ 

Senior High School Year 3 ~~~:e;f~E;E~~~~;t.::;I:::;c:;Ic:;t::;q::;c:;~;J 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

I 0 No Knowledge Hazard 0 Energy release 0 Natural resource I 

With the expection of a few Primary Year 3 students, all students see earthquakes as not 

being a resource, and the great majority consider them as a hazard, Just over a third of 

students see earthquakes as a kind of energy release, the great majority of them being 

secondary students, At Upper Primary level, every student mentioned that earthquakes are 

hazards, but only five of them were able to indicate anything relating to energy, 
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The average response at each study level was: Senior level=1.36, Junior level=1.40, Upper 

Primary level=1.20, Lower Primary level=1.12. The overall average response was 1.27. 

Better understanding about earthquake events might begin at Upper Primary level. 

The results seem again to suggest that it is only from upper Primary onwards that students 

start to get a "scientific" and well-informed conceptual background to their understanding. 

; ",' 
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Table 4.35 The current status of volcanoes in Taiwan 

Question 4 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 

High High Year 6 Year 3 

How do you think of the School School 

current status of volcano in Year 3 Year 3 

Taiwan? 

No knowledge 0 0 4 16 20 

Live volcanoes 2 1 1 0 4 

Dead volcanoes 10 5 5 7 27 

Dormant volcanoes 17 18 18 2 55 

There are no volcanoes in 0 1 0 1 2 

Taiwan 

Total number of response 29 25 28 26 108 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total. ) 

Figure 4.35 The current status of volcanoes in 
Taiwan 

till 

.lIa\f&I 

Primary Year 3 

Primary Year 6 

Junior High School Year 3 

Senior High School Year 3 

0% 

o No Knowledge 

o Dead \()Icanoes 

rIA 

20% 

There are no \Olcanoes in Taiwan 

I 

40% 60% 80% 

Live \()Icanoes 

o Dormant \Olcanoes 

I I'D 

• ... 
J 

100% 

Just over half of the students believe that the current status of volcanoes in Taiwan is 

donnant, and just over one quarter of the students think that the volcanoes in Taiwan are 

already extinct (dead). However, one Junior student and another Lower Primary student 

believe that there are no volcanoes in Taiwan, while a few students indicated that there are 
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some live volcanoes in Taiwan. Some of them regard mud volcanoes as live volcanoes. As 

the total number of responses is 108, a few students must believe that there is a mix of 

live/dead/dormant volcanoes in Taiwan. 

The average response at each study level was: Senior level=1.16, Junior level=1.00, Upper 

Primary level=1.12, Lower Primary level=1.04, and the overall average level was 1.08. It 

seems that personal ideas regarding this question are quite individually developed, which 

does not mean however that the higher study level has more responses than the lower study 

level. Secondary students do seem to understand that there are no completely dead 

volcanoes in the world. 

j , ~\ .. ,..: , 
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Table 4.36 The current status of earthquakes in Taiwan and around the world 

Question 5 Senior Junior Primary Primary Total 
High High Year 6 Year 3 

How do you think of the status School School 
of earthquake in Taiwan and Year 3 Year 3 
around the world? 
No knowledge about the most 1 2 4 7 14 
seriously affected earthquake 
locations around the world 
Taiwan is the most seriously 7 3 8 10 28 
affected area of earthquake 
events around the world. 
China is the most seriously 0 1 3 0 4 
affected area of earthquake 
events around the world. 
Japan is the most seriously 3 6 4 3 16 
affected area of earthquake 
events around the world. 
Some geological structures 6 7 1 1 15 
cause serious earthquake effects 
around the world. 
Other countries have the most 8 8 3 4 23 
seriously affected areas of 
earth--'luake events 
The most powerful strength of 23 22 8 12 65 
earthquake is in the east of 
Taiwan. 
The most powerful strength of 2 4 3 8 17 
earthquake is in the west of 
Taiwan. 
The most powerful strength of 1 1 8 1 11 
earthquake is in the south of 
Taiwan. 
The most powerful strength of 0 0 5 0 5 
earthquake is in the north of 
Taiwan. 
The most serious damage by 11 13 6 9 39 
earthquake event is in the east 
of Taiwan. 
The most serious damage by 12 12 3 1 28 
earthquake event is in the west 
of Taiwan. 
The most serious damage by 0 0 10 7 17 
earthquake event is in the south 
of Taiwan. 
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The most serious damage by 1 1 4 0 6. 
earthquake event is in the north 
of Taiwan. 
No idea about the most 1 0 4 0 5 
powerful strength of 
earthquakes in Taiwan 
No idea about the most serious 0 0 2 7 9 
damage by earthquakes in 
Taiwan 

) 

Total number of responses 76 80 76 70 302 

(If every child gave a single response, there would be 25 for each school year column total.) 

".-
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Figure 4.36 The current status of earthquakes in Taiwan and 
around the world 
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About one seventh of students were not able to describe the status of earthquake events 

around the world. Taiwan was the most popular choice for the most serious area for 

earthquake events (over a quarter of students), followed by other countries Gust under a 

quarter) and Japan (about one sixth of students). Some Secondary students were able to 

mention geological structures, such as the middle ocean ridge and the boundary of two 

plates, as areas where earthquakes usually occur. 

About two thirds of students stated that the most powerful earthquakes always occur in the 

east part of Taiwan (earthquake status inside Taiwan), about one sixth cite the west part of 

Taiwan, about one tenth say the south, and just a few the north. 

For damage status, about 40% of students believe that the most seriously damaged area is 

in east Taiwan, over a quarter say west Taiwan, about one sixth the south, and a minority 

mention the north. 

The average response for each study level was: Senior level=3.04, Junior level=3.20, 

Upper Primary level=3.04, Lower Primary level=2.80, and the overall average response 

was 3.02. There were 14 students who had completely no idea about the status of 

earthquake events in Taiwan. 

4.5 Summary of data analysis and findings (Combined events: 

Earthquake and Volcanic events) 

Students' understanding regarding the connection between earthquakes and volcanic 

events can be classified into 3 types, as described below. These categories seem to describe 

the main forms of understanding to the students. 

(A) Intuitional and Non-Geological Sense (refer to Appendices 9 -12) 

Students displaying an intuitive reaction seem to be linear thinkers, which means that they 

consider the problem in a singular thinking model, with a single aspect and direction. The 

answer from these students is either "yes" or "no", and they cannot offer reasons to 

support their answers. This means that students do not consider the nature of each 

geological event properly, or they simply regard the two geological activities as 
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unavoidable hazards, failing to think about any connective factors. This class is mostly 

Type (a)+(f) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus non

geological concepts) and Type (c) (Lacking scientific concepts or with misconceptions). 

Students who belong to this classification seem to rely very much on their intuition. 

Students with linear reactions seem to regard volcanic events and earthquakes as singular, 

unrelated events. Students who hold this kind of idea usually focus on how to deal with 

these hazards rather than to understand what is happening inside the Earth. Some 

Secondary students do possess a basic knowledge of earthquake and volcanic events, but 

they may still believe that there is no inevitable link between them, unless they occur at the 

same time regularly, which means that they need regular evidence to prove it. 

In other words, such students may have many reasons to deny or confirm the relationship 

between earthquake and volcanic events, but tend to respond from an intuitional sense. 

They may think about each geological event but they do not usually consider the 

possibilities ofa link between the two areas of their knowledge. No matter what kind of 

answers they provide, these students are usually unable to provide any example as support 

for their position. Normally they give answers just because they "feel" that way. This sort 

of learning cannot be regarded as successful understanding, because, although they might 

be able to talk about the geological phenomena, they have no ability to encapsulate their 

understanding. A successful learner (for an effective understanding) might be a holistic 

thinker, because in many cases, geological phenomena are not caused by a single event, 

but usually as a result of several different geological causes. A holistic thinker is able to 

use existing knowledge to determine any possible link between other areas of knowledge, 

or, if there is no link, then they should wonder why not. 

Students in the category of linear thinkers do not seem to lack the knowledge to refer to 

single geological phenomena, but lack the ability or intent to re-organize their existing 

knowledge. 

(B) Synthetic but Non-Geological Sense (refer to appendix 9 - appendix 12) 

This group of students do have the ability to re-organize what they have learned and 

formulate their own opinion but, they do not necessarily apply geological sense to make a 

final judgement as to whether volcanic events and earthquakes are linked. They usually 
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integrate many different kinds of Science knowledge and then synthesize their own 

understanding. For example, some students believe that there must be some link between 

earthquakes and volcanic events. They believe that these two movements are both related 

to a change in energy form, and therefore, there must be a link somewhere. This 

classification contains Type (a) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct 

interpretation) and Type (b) (Having some scientific concepts but with incorrect 

interpretation). The above students' theory is not wrong. It can be a rough understanding, 

and although they did not apply any knowledge from Earth Science, their logic still 

matches some parts of knowledge from Earth Science. Perhaps, this part of knowledge can 

be called "common scientific knowledge". 

Another example is that some students believe that, when either ofthe geological events 

occurs, it could touch off the other. The main reason given is that both volcanic 

movements and earthquakes occur in the ground, and ground systems might be connected; 

hence, the two events might be positively related. Other students hold a very different 

opinion. These students believe that there is no link between earthquakes and volcanic 

events, because they think that earthquakes are vibration, and volcanic events are eruptions. 

Although they are all Earth movements, they are in a different mode, so there is no 

possible link. Besides, they have never seen a volcanic event touch off an earthquake or 

vise versa. These students have already thought about the possible relation between 

different movements. They are not linear thinkers, and although their thinking may not 

arrive at the truth, basically they exhibit clear logic. At the moment, they see things in 

microcosmic view or they haven't received enough knowledge yet, but they are reticulate 

thinkers, which means that they can handle and use the knowledge they have already 

acquired, whether the concepts are correct or incorrect. Their learning is more effective 

than that of linear thinkers. They can use existing knowledge as a "gangplank" to connect 

the knowledge they have already learned and matters they are not really sure about. The 

correct or wrong answer is not really important here; the most important point is how 

students develop their own thinking, and how they apply limited theories to explain further 

relevant concepts. Students who belong to this category seem to try to build up an 

explanatory theoretical model by applying synthetic knowledge. Their performance seems 

remarkable, though the results are not always correct. 
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(C) Geological Sense (refer to Appendices 9 - 12) 

A number of students do seem to make very clear geological sense. They show this in their 

belief that volcanic events and earthquakes are related (Senior level 24%, Junior level 24%, 

Primary Year 6 26%, Primary Year 3 15%). Some students believe that although volcanic 

events may touch off earthquakes, it does not mean that the strength of an earthquake is 

powerful enough for people to feel it, and this might be the reason why people are not 

really sure whether these two geological events are linked. Students in this classification 

are of Type (a)+(e) (Understanding scientific concepts and with correct interpretation plus 

geological concepts). 

Again, most students have not experienced any volcanic events in person. That volcanic 

events and earthquakes affect each other is their own inference. Several students indicated 

that any kind of volcanic event must involve heat convection, and heat convection relates 

to plate tectonics, and earthquakes are the result of plate tectonics; consequently, 

earthquakes and volcanic events are related. 

In fact, in the case of the above idea, students not only have the ability to make an 

inference, but also have a clear understanding of the Earth's internal structure. These 

students indeed are holistic thinkers, but also "dual-convection" thinkers, because the "key 

bridge" for them in the above example is plate tectonics. Students seem to start their 

inference from both sides, with volcanic events as one starting point and earthquakes as 

another, and then consider any possible relation between the two geological event in a 

"dual-convection" model (shown below). Finally the result intersects in the conception of 

plate tectonics. 

Students who are able to make this inference have not only understood volcanic events and 

earthquakes well, but also understand other geological concepts well too, because when 

they try to confirm whether the two events are related or not, they have to go through many 

geological concepts and revise the ideas properly. Each geological concept could be a 

conceptual connector, and if they do not have the basic understanding of any concept 

properly, the inference cannot be made. However, students also understand that, although 

volcanic events and earthquakes are related in some ways, it does not mean that they 

always touch each other off every time. Students who can make inferences seem not to put 

anyone geological concept as a central idea and then link other relevant concepts to this 
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central idea. Contrarily, what they do is more like treating each geological idea equally, 

trying to fit every possible piece of information from each concept together in a new 

conceptual arrangement. It is like ajigsaw puzzle (in this case, the picture is the 

relationship between volcanic events and earthquakes). If the puzzle can be solved.by 

using information from a variety of existing geological concepts, then the answer for the 

student is positive, and the inference is successful. 

Schematic Diagram of the Dual Convection Model 

I Volcanoes I 

\ 
Plate tectonics 

I Earthquakes 
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4.6 Evaluation of the two data collection method-interview and drawings 

Comparing the drawings with the interview data provides a range of insights. To illustrate, 

suppose that ten students were interviewed and made drawings. It is possible that the 

drawings fit exactly what was explained in the interviews. But there are other possibilities, 

as follows: 

(1) The students explain one way and draw something quite similar. 

(2) The students explain one way but draw differently. 

To illustrate another way, suppose that, in a group often students, one characteristic of a 

volcano shows up 7 times in the interviews and 3 times in drawings. It could be that all the 

students who made the drawings are included in the set of 7 from the interviews. It is also 

possible that the 3 from the drawings are different students altogether. Finally, one or two 

could belong to the set of 7, but the other( s) not. 

During the data collection phase, each student's interview results and drawing were stapled 

together and a count was made to see to what extent the drawing matched the statement(s). 

Then, I picked 15 students from each study level as samples to track their interview 

statements and drawings. Roughly speaking, I found that only about half the students (50%) 

drew according to their interview statement, but there was some variation according to the 

earthquake/volcano characteristic in question. Some reasons will be suggested below. 

Looking specifically at the raw data and Table 4.31-2 (Earthquake drawings) together with 

Table 4.18 (interview results), there is a clear match in some categories between what 

students said and what they drew. Around 70% of students talked about shaking/waving 

and illustrated it in their drawings. For example, one nine-year old student with little 

knowledge or experience of earthquakes expressed fear of "shaking" in the interview and 

drew a picture of an item offumiture tilting and shaking (indicated by short lines-« ... »). 

A twelve-year old student highlighted shaking in the interview. The drawing included 

several details: Parallel wavy lines indicating earth movement, casualties and people in 

flight, and the usual symbolism of shaking and cracking buildings. A similar picture is 

drawn by a fifteen-year old, who referred to ground movement and shaking in the 

interview and drew a five-storey erect building with wavy lines on the outside walls. A 

seventeen-year old spoke of shaking (earth) surface and shaking room. His picture showed 
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two rectangles (plates) displaced, with long wavy lines between them and the "shaky" 

symbols down each side. This is among the high categories of correspondence. At the 

other end of the scale, a small number of students were able to illustrates earthquake 

casualties, but not one had been able to speak about it. Appendix 33 (Primary Year 6 

student drawing) shows a multi-storey building affected by earthquake (breaking up). A 

stick figure drawing shows a person at a top floor window. A second figure is falling head 

first to the ground. Appendix 34 (Primary Year 6 student drawing) has a stick figure with 

crosses (X X) for eyes, on what might be a representation of a hospital trolley, with a 

smiling guardian angel standing behind. Although the majority of drawings do not contain 

stick figures, those that do usually show figures moving away from a scene of catastrophe, 

or sheltering, with very few drawings of fatalities and, as I said, with no mention of them 

in the interviews. There may be a cultural reason for this. The background culture is 

Taoism, in which speaking about death or observation of it is almost taboo. 

Another earthquake category with low correspondence between oral and visual 

representation is Earth's internal structure (with only about 30% matches). Students may 

have some ideas about movement under the earth's surface and can visualise it and 

illustrate it in more or less complex ways. For example, the drawing in Appendix 70 shows 

a shaky building with a thin symbolic, wavy line leading to it. This shows an idea, but a 

lack of deeper knowledge or understanding of Earth's internal structure. The results 

indicate that, while children have some idea about earthquakes, they lack the knowledge, 

the understanding or the linguistic ability to express it adequately in words. 

Turning to volcanoes, the results show a similar pattern. Many features of volcanoes are 

easily visible (even if not seen at first hand), such as almost all the items in Table 4.3 (lava 

flow, smoke and so on). A high match between interviews and drawings was found for 

lava flow (around 80%).Generally, the young Primary school students were not very 

informative about volcanoes, but frequently referred to "lava". More students were able to 

draw the shape of the "volcanic mountain" than to describe it (Tables 4.15-2 and 4.2, 

respectively), although "Mountain" was in the top two categories in the interview. 

Similarly, many more students thought about drawing the "hole" than about describing it. 

One nine-year old drew a tall mountain with ajagged crater, gases and lava flow, but only 

"lava" and "heat" were noted in the interview. A twelve-year old spoke of gas, lava and 

heat, but his picture only showed a house being (symbolically) engulfed. A thirteen-year 
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old spoke of lava and fire and drew exactly that on a tall mountain. One illustration of 

casualties and several of damage appeared in the drawings, but not in the interviews. I 

think it is perhaps easier for a young student to add a detail to a drawing and harder to link 

up ideas in words. In all the drawings of volcanoes from both Junior and Senior high 

schools, stick figures occur only three times. One fifteen-year old referred to ash, lava and 

shaking during a volcanic event. His drawing was of a distant volcano, a car in somewhat 

(symbolic) rapid downhill motion, and two figures in the foreground running. There is no 

apparent casualty. An eighteen-year old refers to lava, heat and a lack of "time to run". His 

picture reflects this. The background is a tall mountain with a large crater, a huge plume, 

lava and falling rocks. In the foreground is a figure safe from danger. In the middle ground 

is one fairly safe and another much too close to the lava flow. The most graphic human 

danger is depicted by another fifteen-year old, who referred only to lava flow in the 

interview question about volcanoes. The interesting aspect in his case is that he was 

marked by hearing of loss of life in earthquakes on the television news. His earthquake 

picture shows two connected wavy earth lines, around which are three figures, perhaps 

prostrate, limbs spread, a "dazed" cartoon symbol, wavy lines for eyes shut and tongues 

hanging out. Interestingly, the volcano drawing shows a simplistic explosive mountain and 

four figures identical to the ones in the earthquake in the foreground. 

The trend continues as regards volcanic internal structure. More than twice as many 

students could illustrate some ideas of it than could express understanding in words. 

Therefore, the results for earthquakes and volcanoes support each other, even though the 

two phenomena are different in nature. 

It seems that students have more ideas about the characteristics of volcanic events rather 

than those of earthquakes (average characteristics appearing in drawings of earthquakes is 

2.19, average characteristics in drawings of volcanoes is 3.32), though most students had 

never personally experienced any volcanic event; conversely, most students had 

experienced several earthquake events in person. This might suggest that the geological 

characteristics (earthquake events and volcanic events) in students' drawings are not 

necessarily related to students' experiences. It seems that they are more related to the 

nature of geological events, and information resources that can attract students' attention, a 

key influence. For example, as I mentioned, students do receive some volcanic information 

from Hollywood films, and students do pay attention to and show interest in these films; 
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therefore, although students have never experienced volcanic events in person, they do 

have a chance to receive frequently (but not completely) volcanic information from the 

media. On the other hand, although most students have experienced some earthquakes and 

also have proper training to protect themselves from potential earthquake hazards, the most 

common characteristic of an earthquake is shaking/waving, which can be sensed, but not 

so obviously seen by the students. The nature of the geological characteristics of 

earthquakes might reduce students' abilities to draw them. Hence, the obvious difference 

between drawing a volcano and an earthquake is about drawing direct visible 

characteristics and drawing indirect invisible characteristics: shaking/waving can be seen 

directly but its causes cannot; therefore, students draw shaking lamps, shaking cabinets or 

a curvy line to represent the earth shaking. Moreover, "people's reactions", "casualties", 

and "damage" are all indirect expressions of earthquakes, with less drawing of internal 

Earth structures. 

Conversely, students are able to draw both the direct and indirect characteristics of 

volcanoes, for example: "lava", "mountain in steep or smooth shape", "Earth's/volcanic 

internal structure", "a hole in the top of the mountain", "smoke" and "fire". These are all 

direct characteristics of volcanoes. Students drew the above characteristics as parts of 

volcanic events, because these characteristics can be seen while the volcanic events are 

happening. Other indirect characteristics, such as "casualties", "people's reactions", and 

"damage", which are caused by volcanic events, are not necessarily a part of volcanoes. 

Again, these sorts of indirect characteristics are just to represent volcanic events. 

It can be found from students' drawings and feedback that, although students produce on 

average more characteristics in drawing a volcano than an earthquake, it does not mean 

that students have more knowledge or experience about volcanoes. In fact, from the 

feedback in the interview, students seemed more familiar with earthquake events; therefore, 

it looks like the nature of geological events and information resources attract students' 

attention and playa key role in their ability to draw them. 

I have analysed the research data and discussed the findings in this chapter. In the 

following chapter, I discuss the conclusions, limitations and implications of the research. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions, Limitations and Implications 

5.1 Introduction 

In this final chapter, I discuss the limitations and implications of this research and put 

forward some conclusions. This chapter comprises the following sections: 5.2 The 

students' original ideas concerning earthquakes & volcanic events and their learning status, 

5.3 Examining the curriculum design in Earth Science and General Science, 5.4 Examining 

students' first training/instruction when facing earthquakes and volcanic events, 5.5 

Summary and Conclusions. The latter draws together the conclusions from section 5.2 to 

5.4 to answer the research questions, which I present here again briefly, for the readers' 

convemence: 

Research Question 1 

How much knowledge do students have about earthquakes/volcanoes and related 

events, and what is the status of their understanding of the phenomena? 

Conclusions regarding this question are discussed primarily in section 5.2. 

Research Question 2 

What are students' ideas concerning the relationship between earthquake and 

volcanic events? 

The conclusions are put forward in section 5.2 and part of 5.3. 

Research Question 3 

Have the students' own experiences of earthquakes and volcanic events prepared 

them to know what to do when they happen? 

This discussion is in the conclusion of section 5.3 and in 5.4. 

Research Question 4 

Can the findings be used in curriculum development in Taiwan? 

This is discussed in section 5.3. 

Finally, I will try to suggest what further research could be done in this area. 
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5.2 The students' own ideas concerning earthquakes & volcanic events 

and their learning status 

Students' own ideas about earthquakes and volcanic events vary. They do not seem to 

develop in even, gradual steps according to study level. On the contrary, their development 

appears quite uneven. Some Primary students and Secondary students have equal 

understanding in a particular area. This is easy to see from their oral responses and 

annotated drawings (specific examples are given below.). From my data analysis, the 

evidence suggests that students' conceptual development comes from many different 

sources and influences, as indeed one might expect. No single knowledge resource is able 

to provide a full learning source for anyone student at any time. Moreover, the same 

student might be attracted to different knowledge sources at different learning stages. For 

example, some students might have first contact knowledge from their parents (some of the 

students' parents incidentally are school teachers/specialists), and as students are able to 

use an internet information service, then they have even more knowledge resources 

available to them. Another example is that when students go to school at Primary level, 

even though they do not follow full courses in Earth Science, they do at least have two 

sources of information available: one from the General Science course and one from the 

school library. Another hugely important source of knowledge is the media. Many students 

have seen the Hollywood film "Volcano". According to the students' responses, almost 

none of the students had ever personally experienced a volcanic eruption in person. 

However, after watching the film "Volcano", many students fully recognized the nature of 

volcanic phenomena as shown in the film. It is hard to say whether the outcome is good or 

bad in one word. On the one hand, the film realistically simulates events, is quite plausible 

from a geologist's point of view, and gives students a relatively strong and vivid 

understanding of what might happen before, during and after a volcanic event. On the other 

hand, the simulated events are not necessarily true for every case, such as water boiling in 

the lake, pond and pool. Students might regard all the simulated volcanic phenomena as 

inevitable. 

In the light of the above, it seems that, even at the same study level, students may have 

differing understanding of earthquakes and volcanic events. A volcanic eruption might 

contain any or all of the following aspects: Plate Tectonics, Heat Convection, Volcanic ash, 
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Lava, Evacuation Plan, First Aid preparation, etc, and students in the sanle class may have 

varying degrees of understanding of these different aspects. 

Whether from early Primary level or Senior level, no one student necessarily fully 

understands all aspects of volcanic events (or of earthquakes). Students might understand 

some aspects better than others, and appear to advance their understanding slowly but 

unevenly. The manner of learning seems to be like patchwork making, where any single 

event, for example an earthquake or a volcanic eruption, involves several aspects. The 

order in which the work is achieved is not necessarily important. It just so happens that the 

students may tend to focus first on lava flow at the centre of their work, because lava flow 

is an obvious symbol of volcanic events. Nevertheless, very few younger students spend a 

lot of time or pay detailed attention to the study of lava. Furthermore, no one seemed to be 

aware that underground melting rock is called magma instead of lava, and no one could tell 

me about the alkalinity or acidity of lava. This was unsurprising and I did not expect 

otherwise. Similar confusions were reported in Larson and Birkland's (1982) research, 

even amongst older students, as well as by Oversby (1996). Students might understand 

lava as a sort of hot and powerful material, and this is about the end of their focus. After 

that, they may transfer their attention to another relevant key piece of knowledge, volcanic 

ash for example. Here again, they may not spend a lot of energy in studying volcanic ash. 

It seems as if when the study of volcanic ash is too difficult to excite further interest, 

students may transfer their attention to another key area of knowledge of volcanic events, 

and so on, to come round full circle, sometimes repeatedly, adding greater detail each time. 

If one area is not complete (key knowledge/concept) they may rotate their focus at varying 

speeds, like turning the patchwork around, adding pieces and adding detail. This model of 

learning could also be labelled "Rotational Learning". 

An illustration is useful at this point, and there is no better way of illustration than the 

drawings of the students themselves. A large number of students in Primary Year 3 drew 

the truncated conical shape typical of volcanoes (for example the drawing in Appendix 28) 

with representations of lava on the upper slopes. This kind of drawing persisted throughout 

the study levels, but, at the same time, new representations appeared at each level. For 

example, in Appendix 39 (Primary Year 6), a similar drawing appeared, but the destructive 

potential portrayed was much stronger: the lava starts to engulf forests and force people to 

flee. An addition in Junior High School (Appendices 54-55) is arrows indicating the 

upward movement of magma, while in Senior High School the Earth's crust is included 
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(Appendix 74) and a deep magma chamber is illustrated (Appendix 80). Thus, new kinds 

of knowledge complete the picture surrounding the nucleus and expanding outwards. 

When students begin their patchwork picture, their initial understanding of every item 

(volcanic ash, lava flow, etc) might be incoherent or incomplete, and gaps need to be filled. 

Because of such incoherence, it might not seem obvious that Secondary students have 

more understanding of a particular key knowledge area than Primary students. 

All this seems to point to a generally "constructivist" account of students' conceptual 

development, but one which needs to take adequate account of the role of instruction 

certainly, and of classroom instruction and practice, as well as of other sources. As with 

many other fields of knowledge that figure prominently in schooling and in science 

education, the concepts that are fundamental are revised and even reformulated many times 

over, whether on discrete occasions or as a continual movement, as the students' 

understanding develops. This approach to the analysis of students' work may help to 

develop a new model oflearning (one that may also be applicable to other areas). The 

children's drawings, for example, give a strong indication of the scope of their 

understanding. This might then be compared with the aims of the curricula. If evidence is 

gained of a discrepancy between what students have known and are expected to know, it 

should be possible for teachers, curriculum or textbook designers to revise their course 

input or reinforce various areas of learning, the focus being very much on the learner. The 

Table 5.1 displays the discrepancies about the concepts which pupils have already known 

and expected to know (based on the evidence from the interviews, annotated drawings and 

textbooks). The discrepant percentage of pupils' conceptual understanding in Table 5.1 are 

examined through each table and figure in chapter 4; I sum up all volcanic and earthquake 

concepts, then compare with the concepts which pupils are expected to know in the 

textbooks, and in the end, I adopt the closest integral percentage as a general result. 

The discrepant data shown in Table 5.1 suggests that primary pupils only handle 50% of 

relevant concepts which they were expected to learn. However, their personal geological 

experiences seemed to be an extra source of learning, because obviously they were able to 

mention more earthquake concepts rather than volcanic concepts. 

Pupils in Junior high school have more understanding in both relevant concepts, but they 

were still familiar with earthquake concepts rather then volcanic concepts. It seems that 

pupils' conceptual development below Junior level might be influenced in certain level by 

their own geological experiences, and the even development of both concepts only 
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appeared in Senior high school level. At alilevels, the pupils do not show mastery of all 

concepts, although mastery does increase with age. The detail already discussed of pupils' 

understanding of key concepts at different ages may help curriculum developers consider 

the best placing of key concepts in the curriculum. 

Table 5.1 The discrepancies between what pupils have known and are expected to 

learnlknow 

School grade Earthquake and Volcanic and relevant The discrepancies 
relevant concepts concepts expected to between what pupils 
expected to learn learn have known and are 

expected to learn/know 
Senior level Circum-Pacific Volcanism, Circum- Most pupils almost have 

Earthquakes/Seismic Pacific Volcanic zone, equal understanding 
zone, Metamorphism, between earthquake and 

Seismic waves, Fumarole, Igneous volcanic events, they can 
Internal Structure, effects, understand more than 

Orogenesis, Internal Structure, 80% of concepts which 
Plate tectonics, Seismic surveys, they are expected to 

Faults, Oceanic volcanoes, know in both 
Crustal movement, Magma, earthquakes and 

Intrusive movement, volcanic events. 

Junior level Stratum history Natural resources, Most pupils have better 
Fossils The evolution and understanding about 

The evolution and formation ofthe Earth, earthquake events, 
formation of the Earth, Plate tectonics, pupils are able to handle 

Plate tectonics, Mountain movement, 70% earthquake 
Mountain movement, The formation of concepts they are 

The formation of mountains, expected to know, but 
mountains, they can only talk about 

no more than 60% of 
volcanic concepts which 

they are expected to 
know. 

Primary level Different topographies, Geo-disasters in general, Most pupils do not 
Geo-disasters in general, Land-formation, have good understanding 

Land-formation, Rocks, Minerals, in volcanic concepts, 
The movement of Lithosphere, they only handle no 
geological layer, Resources, more than 50% of 

Lithosphere, relevant concepts. They 
have better 

understanding of 
earthquake events, but 
they are only able to 
handle no more than 

60% of relevant 
concepts. 
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When working on a patchwork picture, it is necessary sometimes to stand back and 

evaluate the whole effect. This is equivalent to an end of term/year/school assessment; it 

can be used to focus students on gaps in their existing knowledge. 

This development involves logical and linguistic elements importantly, as well as the 

learning of facts and the ability to "read" visual information in diagrams, photos and icons, 

for example. Whether involving relatively discrete "intelligences" or otherwise, the 

developmental process here is complex and far from uniform between individuals or for 

the same individual at different times. The key point here is that a model of learning may 

have evolved (the patchwork or rotational model). This will be discussed further below, 

along with another model, the Hammering Home model. 

5.3 Examining the curriculum design in Earth Science and General 

Science 

As a result of the preparation work and data analysis for this study, I found that the 

Taiwanese curriculum design in Earth Science and General Science could be described as 

presenting a "Hammering Home" learning model. What I want to indicate by the 

"Hammering Home" label is that the Earth Science and General Science curriculum is 

designed to ensure Primary students and Secondary studentsjully understand each single 

event at each stage. For example, at early Primary level students are expected to fully 

understand particular sorts of events (earthquakes or volcanic events). When students have 

reached a minimum academic standard, they move to the next level (higher standard). But, 

as I mentioned in the earlier section, any single event (an earthquake for example) might 

contain several areas of key knowledge. The design of the General Science and Earth 

Science curricula however is to divide those key knowledge areas into several components 

at each learning stage standard. Students are asked to reach at least the minimum standard 

at each learning stage. 

They receive a snapshot view of events (such as earthquakes), a picture comprising several 

components of knowledge, for example, seismic waves, fault movements, tsunami, plate 

tectonics, etc. Unlike the patchwork, which can be returned to in the future, this picture is 
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filed away and will not be edited in the future. Instead, a new picture is started in the next 

stage. Each stage can be seen as a "Hammering Home" of key concepts. 

The problem with this sort of "Hammering Home" is less obvious at the lower Primary 

level, because the key knowledge in the lower Primary level is intended as not too difficult 

to understand; students might not lose their focus on it so easily. It is not too difficult to 

snap any small section or sub-section and drive home the picture, so to speak. However, 

from Junior level upward, Earth Science as an Applied Science requires more specific key 

knowledge to comprehend any single event (earthquakes and volcanic events), and 

students develop varying degrees of interest in different areas of the subject. When 

students lose their focus on a particular area of knowledge, it becomes almost impossible 

for them to maintain their view of the larger picture. Thus, it becomes difficult to further 

their understanding in an effective way. It seems that the model of learning behind the 

curriculum design expects students to have an even understanding of each key area of 

knowledge and an equal and undifferentiated focus on all aspects, which seems to me 

unrealistic, based on the evidence from the interviews. 

In fact, what I have seen from students' responses in this research is that most of them do 

not maintain an even level of interest in each area of knowledge. I think that this is quite 

natural. Everybody has varying degrees of focus on different aspects of knowledge. It 

seems more realistic and more helpful to view learning as an ongoing process. For example, 

students are first introduced to the difference between energy and energy sources in 

Primary Year 6, but less than 50% of the students were able to describe it. According to the 

"Hammering Home" model, more than 50% of students should be able to do so. Students 

did not seem very focused on energy and energy sources at this level. However, students 

rotate their attentions to other relevant areas of knowledge, leaving this particular key 

element of knowledge relatively under-developed. However, by rotating their focus 

towards new knowledge, their understanding progresses in the patchwork of Rotational 

Learning. 

The failure of students to identify the difference between energy and energy resources 

could also be seen as a weakness in the Rotational Progress learning model, as gaps in 

knowledge are unavoidable in the process. From students' feedback, most students seemed 

to have spontaneously adopted the model of Rotational Learning. Its advantage is that 

students can shift their focus to areas of knowledge and make progress in their 
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understanding ofthe single larger event. It is actually a kind of self-initiated learning, so 

students should have less difficulty in the process of learning. The main apparent 

disadvantage is that, although students might make good progress in their understanding of 

the larger event or general phenomenon, Rotational Learning can result in many 

knowledge gaps. Students might understand the overall frame of a particular single event, 

but they lack detailed understanding or precise knowledge. 

The "Hammering Home" model sets students a basic standard of concepts to be learned. 

The advantage is completeness at each step, coherence and a systematic approach. The 

disadvantage is that it presents learning obstacles for students, because the subject matter 

may appear un-related to students' daily lives, overly theoretical or academic and dry, and 

outside students' interests. 

What happens, as I have mentioned, is that students tend to focus on what they are 

interested in and to give less attention to the areas of knowledge which don't attract them 

very much. Generally speaking, the students' effective learning approach has already 

departed from the original curriculum design in Earth Science and General Science. 

Interview evidence suggests that most students have already adopted the Rotational 

Progress learning model spontaneously instead of the model the curriculum dictates. There 

is no judgment of right or wrong, good or bad implied, regarding either learning model. I 

will bring up further suggestions and discussions however in the final section. 

The review of the literature in Chapter 2 relevant to my own research raises a numbers of 

points for discussion. The literature I reviewed documents and discusses research carried 

out over the last four decades into science education in many countries of the world, 

including Britain, America and some Asian countries. Not all of the research reviewed was 

specifically in the area of Earth Science, and none of it was focused perhaps as tightly as 

my own research, which looks very specifically at children's concept development in their 

learning of a relatively specialized area of Earth Science. Specific conceptual routes and 

pathways involved in the process of knowledge acquisition and concept learning in earth 

science are poorly known, but seem to involve a series of possibly identifiable steps. My 

review of the literature suggests that there is evidence for a progression from descriptive to 

explanatory, with often visual and stereotypical images and terms in the early years of 

learning, giving way, in Years 6-7, to modes of understanding, of conceiving and talking 

about geo-phenomena that take account of causal factors and inferences from underlying 
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causes. This seems to be borne out too in my own research, which I present in Chapters 3 

and 4. There appears to be little evidence in the literature, however, for stereotypically 

"mythical" explanations, even amongst younger students. I suspect that this might be due 

to the fact that the research was conducted in countries where mythical, poetical or 

religious modes of explanation are culturally on the wane, where scientific or quasi

scientific discourse has actually largely displaced the more archaic discourse of myth and 

metaphor. Indeed, in the literature, it was American children in Ross & Shuell's (1993) 

study that showed most evidence of such thinking. 

There seem to be remarkably similar confusions in thinking, however, and remarkably 

similar misconceptions and "blind-spots" across the board in some areas. The research of 

White (1988), Larson and Birkland (1982) and of Oversby (1996), all note similar 

misconceptions to many I encountered amongst Taiwanese students, specifically regarding 

the earth's internal structure, laVa/magma and the processes of rock formation. In 

Oversby's research, such misconceptions were cited even in the case of graduates and 

trainee teachers! 

Despite the difference in focus and despite the difference in the cultural background in 

education, the reviewed literature does indeed suggest a number of points related to my 

own. Two points that seem most obviously relevant to my own research are: 

(a) The prevalence of (or perhaps even, necessity for) intuitive/ "alternative" models of 

learning for younger children. The findings in the reviewed literature seemed to accord 

with my own, with evidence found for a development from, say, "mythical" to more 

"scientific" description and explanation. The researches of Butterworth et al (1997) and 

Ross & Shuell (1993) are the most pertinent. 

(b) The perceived progress from a "superficial" focus on appearances and descriptions of 

results of events to a "deeper" understanding of Earth structure and the causes of events is 

highlighted by Good (1963), Wiegand (1991), Happs (1982 b), Russell et al (1993) and 

Ross & Shuell (1993). 

So, these findings from other research add some support for a learning model which 

encourages a deeper re-visiting of concepts over time, i.e. the Rotational Progress learning 

model. 
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5.4 Examining students' training/instructions and immediate reactions 

when facing earthquakes and volcanic events 

Put briefly, students do seem to have adequate knowledge to protect themselves in the case 

of earthquakes, but have less adequate though still some knowledge and logic to minimize 

risk in the case of volcanic events. The research was undertaken in Taiwan, however, 

where earthquakes are a constant and real risk, but volcanic eruption poses an almost 

negligible threat, so that minor inadequacy in terms of preparedness is understandable and 

probably justifiable. What I could not observe was students' psychological state or 

reactions on the spot in the event of an earthquake (or volcanic event). It is difficult to 

foresee whether students will react properly without panic and follow the instructions as 

they have been trained. What I could see was that students were well trained and had the 

knowledge to react appropriately to earthquakes. Ross and Shuell' s (1993) research 

touched on earthquake preparedness amongst Primary school children in the USA, which 

seemed to suggest that American children, including those living in the main fault area of 

California, were not best prepared at the time their research was undertaken. Possibly the 

Primary level students in Taiwan (2004-2005) were better prepared, though whether this 

was solely a result of instruction received at school was questionable. 

Most students seem to have better knowledge regarding what to do before and during 

earthquakes and volcanic events rather than what to do afterwards. This shows that 

although a good training programme may help students to survive earthquakes and 

volcanic events, relatively few know how to provide for others and help themselves 

afterwards (for example, what they can do before a rescue team arrives, how to be involved 

with rebuilding a disaster area and recovering their own mental/emotional stability). I think 

that the educational authorities should enhance these aspects of training for students inside 

the curriculum. 

5.5 The Combinative Learning Model 

I have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the Rotational Learning model and 

the "Hammering Home" model in the previous sections. Here I might suggest that 
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curriculum design should encompass both models, and apply them at different leaming 

stages. The Rotational Learning and Hammering Home Learning models can be merged as 

a Combinative Learning Model (CLM), which simply means combining the models, as 

explained below. 

I suggest that at early Primary level, the curriculum should continue with the "Hammering 

Home" learning model. This is because the general scientific knowledge is relatively 

simple, though the concepts underpinning it are essential and fundamental. Students need a 

solid and complete understanding of them as a foundation for Applied Science and Earth 

Science at Secondary level. 

Students at Secondary level should already have a solid and complete foundation in 

relevant scientific concepts. When they are first introduced to Earth Science (an Applied 

Science that includes importantly the study of earthquakes and volcanic events) the 

curriculum design might shift from the "Hammering Home" model to the Rotational 

learning model. It should allow students to change focus and in a more flexible manner 

integrate their general understanding of earthquakes and volcanic events without losing 

interest in particular areas. Some degree of Hammering Home might be retained, if 

students do not seem to be progressing enough in the rotational learning model. However, 

it should be acknowledged that gaps may occur. 

To offset these knowledge gaps, I suggest that there should be no hurry at the Secondary 

learning level. Through Rotational Learning, students may acquire the general framework 

of scientific knowledge about earthquakes and volcanoes. The more detailed and difficult 

areas can be dealt with in higher education for those specializing in Earth Science. 
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Schematic Diagram of the Combinative Learning Model 

Hammering Home Learning Model 

1. "Hammering Home" is designed to 

ensure students fully understand each 

single event at each stage. 

2. Any single event (an earthquake for 

example) might contain several areas 

. of key knowledge. 

3. Students are asked to reach at least 

the minimum standard at each 

learning stage. 

Rotational Learning Model 

1. Students rotate their focus to 

other relevant areas of 

knowledge, leaving some 

elements of knowledge to be 

completed later . 

2. By rotating their focus 

towards new knowledge, 

their understanding 

progresses towards the full 

picture in patchwork style. 

Combinative Learning Model 

1. Students learn simple but essential concepts that 

should be understood at an early stage. 

2. More complexity develops at a higher level. 

3. Complex relations are established between concepts 

in Junior High School. 

4. The concepts are introduced and revisited in the 

rotational approach. 
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Applying the Combinative Learning Model 

It seems to me a combination of Rotational Learning and "Hammering Home" is very 

much in the spirit of the Constructivism discussed in Chapter 2. There are two parts to the 

Combinative Learning Model (CLM) applied to Earth Science learning that conform to 

Constructivism. 

Part (A): At Secondary level, students already have a basis in scientific concepts, and 

general knowledge of earthquakes and volcanic events is based on applying those 

foundational scientific concepts that students have already acquired at Primary level. 

Part (B): After Secondary education, some students may go on to study Earth Science in 

higher education. Then, the specific and detailed theories regarding earthquakes and 

volcanic events can be constructed on the basis of the geological knowledge established at 

Secondary level. 

Secondary students (Part A) should have the ability to understand the basic movements of 

the Earth and understand what might happen in a real life earthquake or volcanic eruption. 

Based on the above abilities, students are also able to make an emergency plan to deal with 

the hazards and know what to do next. The point here is not to expect students to have 

specific or detailed knowledge of earthquakes and volcanic events, but students should 

have general and practical knowledge, which they might need to use one day. The truth is 

that not every student will study Earth Science in higher education. 

Students who reach higher education (Part B) are expected naturally to have more precise 

understanding of earthquakes and volcanic events, and it is they who may be expected to 

be the professionals in the Earth Science field eventually. 

I believe that the combinative learning model can help most students to reach Part (A), and 

for those who choose it, Part (B). The Combinative Learning Model (CLM) I suggest 

draws support from Constructivism, whereby knowledge/conceptual gaps are filled in. 
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5.6 Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

The strengths and limitations of the research are summarized below: 

Table 5.2 Strengths and limitations of the study 

Strengths Limitations 

The interviews produced a wealth of This study only captured students' 

detailed data. understanding at one instant in time. 

Insights were gained into the progression The research model could be better tested 

of students' understanding. and re-evaluated in different subjects and 

longer time-scales. 

Students' drawings provided The results do not reflect students' learning 

complementary data to the interview. efficiency from the class teaching. 

Verbalisation and visualization revealed The results do not reflect students' actual 

differing features. reactions when an earthquake or volcanic 

events occurs. 

The combined results suggested a model of This study might only represent particular 

learning. samples. 

Practical and theoretical recommendations Further longitudinal tests could be carried 

were enabled. out through interview and annotated 

drawings. 

There are generally 6 strengths and 6 limitations showed above, I would like to introduce 

them starting with the strengths. First of all, the interview produced a wealth of detailed 

data, this is one of the major benefits from carrying out interview (Cohen, 2000), according 

to the results, one-to-one interview did collect a lot of data about pupils' ideas in volcanic 

and earthquake events, and pupils' drawings also help me to confirm or compare with 

interview results. 

Many insights were gained into the progression of pupils' understanding, these parts of 

result were mainly from the interview, because during the interview, I did add some 

additional questions to confirm pupils' understanding, and these confirmations become 

important supports to understand the progression of students' understanding. 
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Interview and annotated drawings have their own features in data collection, one is focus 

on verbalization and the other one focus on visualization, and because of the different 

features, I am able to re-examine pupils' concepts in different way. Of course, there are 

some limitations in this study and leave some potential researches worthy of further study. 

I chose a particular framework for analyzing the interview data and have shown how the 

evidence, presented in comparative tables, supports the findings. There are clearly other 

possible ways of analyzing and interpreting the interview data. However, I have attempted 

to be as rigorous and coherent as possible in the analysis in order to have confidence in the 

research findings. Some more longitudinal tests could be carried out through interview and 

annptated drawings in order to pursue the development of understanding in a truly 

longitudinal, rather than cross-age way. This study only captured students' understanding 

at one instant time, in other words, it is a sort of "snap shot" of pupils' understanding. If I 

interview the same pupils and ask them to do annotated drawings again, the results might 

be slightly different. Therefore, this research result might only represent a general status of 

pupils' understanding in such circumstance, and the more that longitudinal interview and 

annotated drawings could be carried out, the more accuracy of pupils' conceptual 

understanding could be seen. 

Also the research model could be tested and re-evaluated in different subjects and longer 

time-scales, depending on the research focus, either interview or annotated drawings could 

be adopted as a main method. 

Finally, neither interview nor annotated drawings can provide students' learning efficiency 

from the class teaching, and this is the naturallimitation of these two methods (Cohen, 

2000), furthermore, this study cannot reflect students' actual reactions when an earthquake 

or volcanic event occurs, and this is also the natural limitation of these two methods 

(Cohen, 2000). 

Research in most fields is limited by the constraints of time and resources. The present 

study makes a useful contribution in two ways. First of all it supports research conducted 

in other parts of the world. For example, Chula 1998 in the United States describes how 

drawings can be used to displaying understanding of leamer's knowledge and Oversby 

(1996) saw confusion in children's ideas about what constitutes a fossil. The present study 

focused on Taiwan, and on a narrow area of children's learning and knowledge. 
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Interviews and drawings worked together well in conceptual comparison, pm1icularly in 

comparing the characteristics of earthquakes and volcanic events. It is important to know 

to what extent school pupils can verbalize their understanding of geological events and to 

understand their limitations in terms of verbalization. Such understanding of children's 

minds is key to teachers and curriculum designers if they are to prepare suitable lessons 

and develop effective class activities. The idea of collecting drawings proved useful, as the 

conjunction of verbal and visual data provides a much broader understanding of the 

students' level and range of knowledge. Some aspects of volcanoes and earthquakes were 

difficult to verbalize, but could be indicated symbolically in drawing. Verbalization is of 

course important in the learning environment, either in classroom discussion or in written 

coursework. Teachers could therefore use the students' own drawings as the basis for 

further discussion and to develop knowledge. Ultimately, successful verbalization can lead 

to more awareness among the general public. 

However, there were differences between the detail of responses to interview questions and 

that shown in the annotated drawings. It is difficult to determine which method, verbal 

explanation or drawing, provides the most reliable source for understanding pupils' views. 

Although there were differences in individual cases between the understanding shown 

through explaining and through drawings, the differences are not so large as to undermine 

the general trends shown collectively from the two instruments and it has been important to 

look at both data sources together. Greater reliability might have been achieved by 

respondent validation-Leo showing the interpretation of interview and drawing data to 

individual respondents to see if they agreed with the interpretation. However this was not 

possible, logistically. It could be valuable in future studies to look more closely at the 

intentions of the two different methods, working together and their expected congruence in 

any interpretation, as only by combining the outcomes from both methods can a rich 

picture of students' understanding be seen. 

Individually each method, explaining or drawing, has its limitations-some pupils may have 

difficulty expressing their understanding verbally or visually. 

The data collection proved adequate for the purposes of the thesis. In terms of the drawings, 

the problem of children saying "I can't draw" (Chula, 1998) was successfully avoided by 

having children focus on the practicality of the task, rather than be concerned about the 

artistic merit of their work. In that sense, the students were obliged to come up with 

something, however simple, to illustrate their knowledge. 
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The methods of data collection could be applied to other areas of learning in Taiwan, in 

general education, in schooling for the exceptionally gifted or for those with learning 

difficulties, and across a wide range of subject areas, such as geography and history. 

A most important extension to the current study would be a longitudinal one, in which 

different teaching and learning methods could be compared over a period of years, using 

control groups and specially selected evaluation methods. Although the sample population 

was again adequate for the present study, there is no limit to the sample size that could be 

adopted in future studies. 

In terms of the data analysis, the discovery of themes in the content of interviews and 

drawings (and the differences between the data gathered in each) proved valuable, 

interesting and fruitful. The interpretation of the data has been mine. Other researchers 

might have used different frameworks for analysis or found slightly different patterns in 

the data. However, the presentation of data and analysis has been rigorous in order to show 

how major themes were identified. The findings show what students can and cannot 

verbalize, and throw light on how they visualize events and the extent of gaps in their 

knowledge. In that sense, whatever the limitations of the data collection methods and 

analysis, the contributions and benefits of the study are substantial. The findings can feed 

directly into developing new or existing teaching methods, and applications can be made at 

all school levels across the country. Thus, even if the theoretical claims of the research 

were to be disregarded, the practical and qualitative results of the research cannot be 

denied, and the overall contribution is sound. 

It is possible that different results might have been obtained with a different sample of 

pupils and/or with a different data collection method e.g. written questionnaire. 

However, the value of the study has not been to document in detail the changes in 

understanding with age of discrete concepts, but to show trends in pupils' thinking and 

possible underlying learning models. 

5.7 Summary 

The main conclusions from the research are summarized below, as answers to the research 

questions, followed by recommendations for future research. 
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Conclusion 1 (refer to Research Question 1: How much knowledge do students have 

of earthquakes/volcanoes and related events, and what is the status of their 

understanding of the phenomena?) 

The main findings, as could be expected, are, firstly, that Senior school students have the 

best understanding of the science concepts, and Primary school children the lowest. 

Secondly, the development in between is uneven. Thirdly, many students share common 

ideas about earthquakes, such as 'shaking', 'waving', 'running away', and 'injuries', and in 

the case of volcanoes, 'lava', 'smoking', 'hole in the mountain'. Students' knowledge of 

earthquake/volcano and related events seems related to their areas of attention, which may 

alter according to first contact knowledge or first contact resources. A good example of 

that was a student (Appendix 4, student 06) who had seen a muddy volcano in Hua-Lien 

County, and who obtained more information about volcanoes because, he said, he had 

become more interested. The status of students' understanding about 

earthquakes/volcanoes and related events are not specific but rather necessarily general (as, 

for example, in the case of the student who knew about smoke from a volcano, but not 

necessarily the causes). The main reason is that focus tends to change and knowledge is 

partial. Key knowledge is difficult and complex, but students lose interest and transfer their 

focus to another possibly related area. Students' understanding of earthquakes and volcanic 

events seems to progress naturally according to the Rotational Learning model. The 

development of their understanding of earthquakes and volcanic events seems to accord 

naturally with their focuses· not the curriculum learning stage. Students might understand 

earthquakes and volcanic events in general, but there are some knowledge gaps remaining, 

while general understanding moves forward, which means that students' understanding 

might not always be as complete as teachers and examiners would wish. 

Several situations occurred in my research similar to those described by Schoon (1989). 

For example, there was confusion between earthquakes, other natural hazards, and weather 

conditions appearing in some of the answers. Some students defined an earthquake as a 

volcano and answered affirmatively that an earthquake and a volcano are the same thing. 

At least one student in each study used the word "erupt" or "eruption" in a comparative 

description of an earthquake and a volcano, even though these words were eliminated from 

any of the probe questions after the early study. The most confusion in my research 

between earthquake and volcanoes was seen in the responses of the students in early 

Primary level, perhaps reflective of their being geographically close to volcanoes and 
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earthquakes, more than students who live in the east of Taiwan where earthquakes usually 

happen. In the research described in Chapter 2, Italy was the only European country among 

research locations. Bezzi (1989) found that the students in Italy had some misconceptions 

about earthquakes. In contrast, students in England, for example, where I calTied out my 

pilot study using a very similar range of questions, seemed to have almost no concrete 

ideas about earthquake events. This may mean that students from a similar European 

culture, may vary considerably in knowledge and understanding on account of differences 

in regional location and personal experience. 

Conclusion 2 (refer to Research Question 2: What are the students' ideas concerning 

the relationship between earthquakes and volcanic events?) 

In accordance with conclusion 1, students do not seem to have clear ideas about the 

relationship between earthquakes and volcanic events; most students' answers are guesses 

or are based on vague knowledge. Few students have clear concepts. The relationship 

between earthquakes and volcanic events is more complex and specific than each single 

event taken individually. However, the students' feedback indicates that not many of them 

have acquired this knowledge, as less than 10% of students gave COlTect answers. The 

relationship between earthquakes and volcanoes is a difficult one to conceptualise, and 

therefore it is quite a good marker to discover students' level of understanding. Knowledge 

and understanding of the Earth's internal structure is impeded, as the origins of events are 

not visible. Without a grasp of the deeper structures of knowledge, it is debatable how far a 

student's understanding of either phenomenon can be considered complete or "scientific". 

My own findings amongst Taiwanese students are very similar to those of Ross and Shuell 

(1993), who likewise reported a focus amongst American children at Primary level on the 

immediately observable, and a tendency towards merely descriptive rather than 

explanatory accounts, with emphasis on "shaking" and "things falling down" and on the 

damage resulting from an earthquake, but little or no attempt at explanation of the event. 

Similarly, Leather (1987) reported a confusion amongst 11-14 year-olds regarding the role 

of atmospheric temperature. His informants seemed to have confused the notions of 

cracking of the Earth in hot countries with dry soil conditions. Leather's informants cite 

this as evidence and even as an explanation for a supposed phenomenon that earthquakes 
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only occur in hot countries. This demonstrates a misconception, and vagueness regarding 

the causation of earthquakes. 

Lillo (1994), Granda (1988) and Sharp (1995) reported on poor understanding amongst 

Primary school students about the internal structure of the earth, and both Sharp (1995) and 

Happs (1982 b) cited a poor grasp of the relationship between earthquakes and volcanoes. 

This poor understanding of the link between the two reflects an inability to properly or 

adequately understand the phenomena that underlie them. 

As regards curriculum design in Taiwan, it suggests that, while "Rotational Learning" 

might to an extent be a useful model for students' shifting interests at Secondary Level, as 

I have already suggested, some "Hammering Home" might be called for at the lower levels 

of Secondary school as a thorough grasp of the Earth's internal structure is needed in order 

to develop a genuinely scientific approach. 

Conclusion 3 (refer to Research Question 3: Have the students own experiences of 

earthquakes and volcanic events prepared them to know what to do when they 

happen?) 

There is a noticeable difference between students who have and those who have not 

experienced earthquakes and volcanic events first hand, in terms of preparedness for when 

they happen. In general terms, students have good knowledge about what to do before and 

during earthquakes, but they have less idea of what to do afterwards. Students lack 

knowledge regarding rescue plans and the rebuilding of disaster areas. Students have good 

practical training in dealing with earthquakes (at least once a year). However training in 

dealing with volcanic events and training in what to do after an earthquake are both 

insufficient. 

Conclusion 4 (refer to Research Question 4: Can the findings be used in curriculum 

development in Taiwan?) 

From students' feedback and my analysis, it seems that students have already 

spontaneously adopted the Rotational approach to learning rather than the more monolithic 

learning model which the designers of the curriculum expect students to follow. 
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As I suggested earlier, it might be more helpful to adopt a Combinative Learning Model 

(CLM). At early Primary level, for example, the "Hammering Home" learning model, as I 

term it, might be helpful, to establish a solid and complete basis for scientific concepts, 

whilst at Secondary level, the curriculum should be based on students' existing scientific 

knowledge, allowing their interest and focus to progress according to a Rotational 

Learning model. The one exception I make in this regard is to do with the internal structure 

of the Earth, which, as I mentioned in Conclusion 2, is crucial to the development of a 

specifically "scientific" understanding ofthe phenomena, this being so central to a deeper 

understanding. I would suggest that Year 3 in Junior High school would be an appropriate 

stage, at age 14-15, when an adult grasp ofthe notions of causation, prediction and 

explanation is more widespread and better developed. At an earlier age than that, it seems 

that the relevant cognitive skills may not yet be sufficient. The present curriculum design, 

which only adopts the "Hammering Home" learning model at Primary level and Secondary 

level, cannot maintain students' interests or respond to their need to change focus. 

Curriculum designers could give thought to changing the curriculum structure. 

Finally, I would like to suggest that there might be a case for further research examining 

students' training/instruction and immediate reactions in the face of actual earthquakes and 

volcanic events. I have indicated a critical limitation to my own research in that I cannot 

observe students' psychological state and reactions in real earthquakes and volcanic events. 

Secondly, I cannot find out the classroom learning results of students. Without such 

research, it is difficult to know how training and class learning can be effective in real-life 

situations. If training and classroom learning are poor, there must be real consequences and 

room for improvement, I believe that further research would connect naturally with the 

research I have done and might offer more practical assistance in saving people's lives. It 

might also reduce some of the blind spots in students' knowledge and understanding of 

earthquakes and volcanic events, both at a theoretical level as well as in more practical 

terms, and so contribute towards bridging the gap between the two. 
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Appendix 1: The Understanding of Volcanic Events in Primary School Year 3 
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Appendix 2: The understanding of Volcanic Events in Primary School Year 6 
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Student02 It is Lava Lava flow In! Before: I don't It really Japan, No. Yes,! urn Before: 

Father: 
possible comes and rocks minute. There is know. depends. Taiwan, afraid of Try to run 

Public 
to predict out only little China, rocks and away to the 

selVant. 
the from lava comes and lava. high 

volcanic thinner out. Hawaii. mOlIDtuins. 
Mother: eruption Earth During: During: 
Housewife 

by crust. Volcanoes 'nle sume us 

12Y08M 
shaking spit a lot of ubove. 

and lava. Afh:r: 
Male smoking After: Wuitcuntil 

TV!film! 
detection. Lavage! everything 

Video! 
cold and get cold. 

Book! 
tum to 
igneous 

Newspaper! rock. 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 03 I am not A I don't I don't Before: I don't About half Taiwan, No. Yes, I don't know. 

Father: 
sure. mountai know. know. Shaking. know. year. Philippine because 

Driver 
n During: s, heat hurts 

Mother: 
contains Shaking Madagasg people. 

Housewife 
lava becomes ar, norfu 

stronger. Africa, 

12YOSM 
After: Hawaii, 
I don't America. 

Male know. 

TV! 
Video! 

~ Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
computer 

. 
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i 

I 
Student04 No. A Lava flow, It depends. Before: I don't I don't Japan, No. Yes, I am I don't know. 

Father and 
mountai volcanic I don't know. know. Taiwan afraid of 

mother: 
ncould ash, know. and North volcanic 

Technician 
erupt smoking During: America. ash and 
lava and rocks. Lava, lava. 

12Y08M 
volcanic ash 

Female 
in the air. 
After: 

TV!film! 
Volcanic ash 

Video! 
on the 

Book!comicl 
ground. 

Newspaper! 
Computer 

Student05 No. No Lava flow I don't I don't I don't I don't Japan, and No. Yes, I urn I don't know. 

Father: 
ideas. and mud know. know. know. know. Taiwan. afraid of 

Business. 
flow. heat. 

Mother: 
Lawyer 

12Y08M 
Male 

TV! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student06 Yes, by There Volcanic About few I don't I don't I for 2-3 Taiwan No. Yes, lam I don't know. 

Father: 
detecting are too ash and hours. know. know. years. and afraid of 

Chef 
shaking of many lava. Madagasg heat. 

Mother: 
volcano, energy Uf. 

Nurse 
when it in the 
shake Earth 

12Y07M 
heavily, it core, 

Male 
is going to and 
erupt. where 

TV! 
the 

Video! 
energy 

Book! 
come 

Newspaper! 
out is 
called 

computer volcano 

Student07 No. A Lava flow. It takes Before: I don't It Japan, No. Yes, lam Before: 

Father: 
mountai few hours. Just a little know. depends. Taiwan, afraid of Making a 

Sales 
nis lava comes Austmlia Lava. strong and 

Mother: 
always out. and USA. long wall to 

Housewife 
smokin During: stop lava 

g. A lotoflava flow. 

comes out. During: 
13Y07M After: Using water 
Male Lava get to cool down 

i TV!film! 
cold and lava. 

becomes After: 
book! rocks. Remove the 
newspaper cold lava , computer from road. , 

, 

- 9-



Student08 No ideas. A Lava and !tall Before: I don't It all Japan, No. Yes, lam BelOre: 

Fatherand 
mountai volcanic depends. Earthquakes. know. depends. Taiwan afraid of EsCllptl from 

Mother: 
n could ash. During: and lava, disaster area. 

Unknown 
erupt Lava flow Hawaii. because it During: 

jobs 
lava comes out. is too hot. KI..'tlp 

After: numing. 

12Y04M 
I don't After: 

Male 
know. Ask help 

from 

TV!film! 
government. 

Video! 
Book!comicf 
magazine 

Student09 No. No Lava !tall I don't I don't !tall Japan, No. Yes,l am Belore: 

Father: 
ideas. comes out depends. know. know. depends. Taiwan, afraid, To leam how 

Engineer 
and China, especially to hnve a 

Mother: 
volcanic USA and lava. quick 

, Housewife 
ash as well. Hawaii. reaction. 

During: 
Evacuate nil 

12Y04M 
Male 

people. 
Aftl..'r: 
Test and 

TV/film! 
Video/ 

verify if 

Book! 
escnping ]lInn 

Comicf 
is n proper 

magazine 
plan. 

newspaper 
computer 

Student 10 Yes, A Volcanoes From few Before: Enrthquak !tall Japan, No. Ycs, 10m Before: 

Father: 
because mountni spit lava hours to Enrthquakes. es. depends. Taiwan afraid of Try to prohe 

Security 
every n is into very few days. During: Austmlia, heat. the eruption 

Guard 
volcano with a high People leave China, us accuratc as 

Mother: 
has its hole in position. because lava Middle possihle. 

Pass away. 
own the comes out. East, During: 

eruptive center After: south Evncuute nil 

12YOIM 
cycle. of top Re-build the America people. 

Male 
and disaster and North Aftur:\try to 

contnins area. America. re-build the 

TV/film! 
lava area. 

Video 
inside. 

Student 11 Yes, when A There are About few Before: I don't 1 for Japan, No. Yes, Buforc: 

Father: 
lava flows mountai very thick hours. Enrthquakes. know. every 10 China and because Fire brigade 

Designer 
much nls smoking During: years. Africa. lava is so should kcl..'P 

quick than with a and lava. Smoking hot. spiting water. 
Mother: 

usual, it hole in and lava. During: 
Bank staff. 

might the After: Everybody 

13YOIM 
erupt. center Everything should run 

Male 
of top get burn and away. 

and lava stnrts to After: 

without become Try to re-

any tree rock. build the 

TV/film! 
and area. 

Video/ 
rock. 

magazine 
newspaper 
Computer 
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Student 12 Yes, I A Smoking, I don't Before: I don't It all Taiwan, No. Yes, I am I don't know. 

Father: 
think so, mountai lava and know. I don't know. depends. China and afraid of 

Self-employer 
but I don't n could fire are know. Hawaii. fire. 

Mother: 
know by erupt everywhere During: 

Housewife. 
how. lava Volcanoes 

erupt, and 

13YOOM 
many things 

Female 
fly out. 
After: 
Many 
people are 

TVlbookl 
dead, and 

Comic 
there are a 
lot of 
volcanic 
ashes. 

Student 13 Yes, but I A Lava flow, About 3 Before: I don't I don't Japan, No. Yes, I am Before: 

Father: 
don't mountai volcanic hours. A lot of know. know. Taiwan, afraid of Evacuatc 

Self-employer 
knowhow n spits bomb and shaking. and lava, it is people as 

Mother: 
to predict fire earthquake During: Hawaii. too hot. soon as 

Housewife 
it. irregula s. Lava comes pos~ible. 

rly. out. During: 

12YllM 
After: Fire brigade 

Male 
Fire brigade should spray 
come to wa(eron the 

TV!filmlbook 
help. lava. 

Aller: 
? 
Newspaper! 

Try to help 

computer 
Othc.:r people. 

Student 14 No. A Ground I am not Before: I don't I am not South and No. No,Iam I don't know. 

Father and 
mountai shaking, sure. Ground know. sure. North no(ruruid 

mother: 
n Heat and shaking. America. of it, 

Beauty shop 
contains lava. During: because I 

lava Volcanoes have no 
owner. inside. spit lava out. sense about 

After: it. 
13Y09M Earth 
Female surface 

TVlbookl 
changed. 

Magazine! 
computer 

Student 15 No. No Thereisa I am not I don't I don't It all Japan, No. Yes, I am I don't know. 

Father: 
ideas. lot of sure. know. know. depends. Taiwan afraid of 

smoke. and lava. 
Public China 
servant 
Mother: 
Unknown job 

12YIOM 
Male 

TV!film! 
Book! 
newspaper 
computer 

- 11 -



Student 16 No. A Red lava I am not Before: I don't I am not Far East, No. no,nothing Before: 

Father: 
mountai flow, it is sure. Animals know. sure. Austmlia, to be afraid Prepare 

Taxidriver 
n could quite hot. have and of. enough food 

Mother: 
erupt extrooniinar America. and 

Technician 
lava y reaction. necessities. 

During: During: 

13YOSM 
Here comes Go to Slife 

Female 
heat, and place. 
ground After: 

TV!film 
leaks. Donnte 

Video! 
After: money to 

Book! 
Plants are they people 

Comic! 
dead. who live in 

diSllster nrcn. 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 17 Yes, I A Lava flow I don't I don't I don't It all Far East, No. NO,Ium Before: 

Father: 
think so, mountai and know. know. know. depends. Middle not afraid Prepare water 

A staff in 
butIdon't neould volcanic East, and of it, and food. 

radio 
know by erupt ash. USA. because if! During: 

how. luva can run Try (0 run 
company. away, that away as far 
Mother: 
Primary 

will be fine. us possible. 
After: 

school Move (0 n 
teacher. sufe placo. 

12Y09M 
Male 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 18 No. A Volcanic Aboutl-2 Before: Plate 10-100 Japan, No. No, lam Before: 

Father and 
mountai ash, lava days. earthquakes. tectonic. . years. Taiwan, not afraid Get far away 

mother: 
n flow. During: China and ofit, from 

contains Hot air and Hawaii. because volcanoes. 
Businessman lava volcanic ash this is a During: 

12YOSM 
inside cover sky. kind of EVHcuate 

and After: natural people in 
Female 

waiting Cold lava phenomena order. 

TV!film 
for fill with After: 

Video! 
eruption basin. Limited any 

building in 
Book! disaster area. 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

- 12-



Student 19 It is A Thereisa I don't I don't I don't I am not Taiwan. No. I aronot so Before: 

Father: 
possible, mountai lot of fire. know. know. know. sure. afraid, Getaway 

Designer. 
but I don't nspits because I from 
knowhow fire don't think volcanoes. 

Mother: to do it. irregula this \\~ll During: 
Housewife. rly. happen to Thesfime fiS 

me. above. 
12YOSM After: 
Female Nevereomc 

buck. 
TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student20 Yes, when A Threes will About in I Before: I don't I don't Japan and No. Yes, I am Before: 

Father: 
shaking mountai dry off and hour. Lava rolling know. know. Taiwan. afraid of evacuate 

Self-employer 
frequency n lava is inside lava, people us far 

Mother: 
goes up, it contains everywhere volcanoes. because it as possible. 

Housewife. 
might lava During: is too hot. During: 

erupt. inside Lava flow Stand along 

12Y04M 
and comes out. thewull, 

Female 
shaking After: bccnusc wulls 

heavily Lava flow can stop Invn 

TV!film 
when it gets cold flow for /I 

Video! 
erupts. and starts to while. 

Book! 
become Aftl-'r: 
rocks. Nevcrllllow 

Newspaper! people to 
computer build nny 

house in the 
areu. 

Student21 No. No Lava flow. I don't I don't I don't I don't I don't No. Yes, I am I don't know. 

Father 
ideas. know. know. know. know. know. afraid of 

lava, 
And Mother: because 
Businessman lava is hot. 

13YOIM 
Female 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
computer 

Student22 Yes, but I No Lava flow, I don't Before: I don't I don't Japan and No. No, All I can do 

Father: 
don't ideas. volcanic know. Lava comes know. know. China because I is escape. 

No job. 
know by ash and out. have no 

how. flying During: feeling 
Mother: stone. Stones fly about it. 
Bakery start: out. 

12Y03M 
After: 
Volcanic 

Male ashes are 

TV!film! 
everywhere. 

Book 
Newspaper 
Computer 
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Student23 Yes, when No Lava flow It takes I don't When 1 for few Taiwan No. Yes, Before: 

Father: 
the ideas. and few hours. know. weather years. and because Evacuate all 

Nojob 
volcanic volcanic becomes Middle lava is too people. 
temperatu ash. hot, lava East. hot. During: 

Mother: re goes will Go to high 
Worker. up, it comes hmd. 

llY10M 
might out. After: 

Female 
erupt. I don 'I know. 

Film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 24 Yes, when A Lava flow I don't I don't I don't I don't Taiwan No. Yes, I don'l know. 

Father: 
lava mountai and people know. know. know. know. and Japan. because 

Service trade 
position neould are lava is hot. 

Mother: 
goes up, it erupt running. 

Housewife 
might lava 
erupt. 

12Y07M 
Female 

TVlbookl 
Newspaper 

Student25 Yes, but No Lava flow. I don't I don't I don't I don't I don't No. Yes, I don'l know. 

onJywhen ideas. know. know. know. know. know. because 
fatberand 

lava lava is too 
mother: 

nearly hot and 
businessman 

come out volCWlic 

12YllM 
of ash will 

Female 
volcano, cover me. 

so it is 

TV!film 
very short 

Video! 
time to 

Book! 
predict. 

Comic! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 
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· Appendix 3: The Understanding of Volcanic Events in Junior High School Year 3 

O.Are 1. What 2. What 3. How 4. What 5. What 6. How 7. S.Have 9. Are to. Whut 
volcani isa happens 

long do does it often do Where should c volcano during a causes a you ever you 

eruptio ? volcanic volcanic look like volcano volcanic do experience afrnid of we/you do 
ns eruption? 

eruption beforeldur eruption volcanic dn "olennie before/duri 
predict to 

able? s last? in g/ after a erupt? s eruption volcanic eruptions ng/nfter n 

volcanic hnppen? s occur? eruption? ? ,'olennic 

eruption? eruption? 

Student 01 Yes, by Volcano Lava spits I am not Before: I am not I don't Japan, No. Yes, I am I have no 

Father and 
detecting isa out or flow sure. There is sure. know. Taiwan afraid ofil, idc!L~. 

mother: 
smoke particular all around, some earth and because I 

Businessman 
and location there are tremors. Philippine will lose 

lSYOIM 
shaking. where also During: s. my life in a 

lava volcanic Volcano second,lmd 
Male penetrate ash and spits out losing my 

TVlFilml 
s earth volcanic lava. money us 
crust. bomb. After: I am well. 

Video! not sure. 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 02 I don't Mountain Flowing I have no I have no When the I don't Hawaii. No, never. Yes, Before: 

think so, swhich lava. experience ideas. weather know. because I I Ulink wc 
Father: 

butI ,I don't and think should are 
Printing press don't usually know. terrestrial volcanic surround 
staff: 

know with fire. become eruption is vol=ie 
Mother: why not. There is a very hot, more mouUI hy 
Housewife. hole on the powerful hurd 
lSYOSM the top of volcanoes than matcrial. 
Male mountain might earthquakes Alkr: 

TV!film! 
and the erupt. So To take apurt 

hole spits it has all UIC 
Video! 

fire and more damage 
Book! smoke. chance to huilding und 
Comic! erupt in leuve UIC 
Newspaper! hot urea. 

o Magazine! countries 
Computer than cold 

countries. 

• Student 03 I am not Volcanoe Volcanoes It takes Before: I don't I for Japan, No. Yes, I think Before: 

sure sare spit out a few days. Earthquakes. know. Every South it is more I don't know. 
Father: 

because where lotoflava During: hundred Asia, and power than After: 
Business 

I have lava Volcanoes years. mid- a Try to help 
, Mother: 

never come out. spit out lava America. earthquake, somebody. 
i Housewife 

experien (This After: but realize 

ced student Lava it from 
·lSY06M 

volcanic cannot becomes watching 
· Male eruption. explain rocks. film. 

TV! what is 

Book! 
lava) 

Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

· 
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Student04 Yes, A special Volcanic About 1 Before: Layers 10 times Japan, No. Yes, lam Run away all 

Father and 
especiall structure ash, week. Earthquakes cannot per year. India, East afraid ofil, the time. 

mother: 
ywhen where animals are happen. afford the Africa, especially 

Businessman 
terrestria original. running During: rising North and lava is 100 

lheat form away, and Lava comes stress South hot, I will 

14Y09M 
goes up. lava, this hot lava out from from lava America. lose my 

Female 
structure flow. lava. flow, life, W1d I 
normally After: therefore, think 

TVlbooki 
happens Volcanic ash the layers volcmlOes 

Computer 
in where cover all the break up. are more 
faults things in powerful 
split radius 2 Km. than 
open. earthquakes 

Student 05 Yes, This is There are a About half Before: The 20-30 Taiwan, No. No,lam Before: 

Father: 
before the place lot of hour. There are movement times per Malaysia, not afraid Train people 

Police officer 
volcanic where smoking some s offaults year. Italy and ofil, how 10 

Mother: 
eruption lava and lava earthquakes. cause lava Hawaii. because escape from 

Nurse 
is going invade flow. During: to flow there is no Iheuren. 

to occur, crust, and Lava flow from deep way to run During: 

14Y06M 
it is it might comes out. Earth to to, so being Go (0 (he 

Male 
normally eruption After: the afraid is high Imld. 

with at Volcanoes surface. useless. After: 

Book! 
earthqua anytime. will become Rc-build the 

Magazine/Co 
kes in smaller and area. 

advance. shorter. 
mputer 

Besides, 
animals 
usually 
have 
extraordi 
nary 
behavior 
, for 
example, 
ants will 
move to 
higher 
place 
before 

: volcanic 
eruption 
occurs. 

Student 06 Yes, we A People are No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. Japan and No. Yes, lam I don't know. 

Father and 
can mountain running Taiwan. afraid of 

mother: 
observe which and lava heat. 

Businessman 
the can spit flows so 
speed of lava. fast 

14Y08M 
lava 

Female 
flow, 
when it 

TV/video! goes 

Book! quicker, 

Magazine volcano 

Computer 
might 
erupt. 
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; 
l 
~ Student07 No. I don't Lava flow Aboutl I don't Lava lfor Taiwan, No. No,Iam I don't know . 
. ~ know is minute. know. become every 3 Japan and not afraid, I 
.:J Father: 
.~ Service trade 

how to everywhere too hot, years. Italy. have 
.) explain boil, and handed 
1 Mother: 

Housewife 
it then over my 

creates a life to God. 

lSY07M 
huge 

Female 
pressure 
to erupt. 

TV!film! 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
computer 

Student 08 Yes, we Mountain Everything About in I Before: Plate I don't USA and No. Yes, I am, Before: 

Father: 
can s contain is melted, hour. Volcanic tectonic. know. Italy. and I think Always keep 

No job 
detect lava. no one can ash. it is more my cyeon 

Mother: 
the stop it. During: terrible the 

Businesswom 
conditio Lava flow. than volcanoes. 

noflava After: earthquakes After: 
an 

flow by Lava gets Government 

lSY02M 
equipme colder and should rc-

Female 
nt, when form s as build the 

it goes rocks. arCH. 

TVlFiIml 
quicker, 

Video! 
volcano 

Book! 
might 

Comic! 
erupt. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 09 Yes, In Earth There are Its about Before: The 4-5 times Japan, No. Yes, I am Before: 

Father and 
when surface earthquake 3-4 hours. Ground movement per year. South afraid of it, Predict the 

mother: 
earthqua where s, volcanic shaking. oflayer. Pacific especially moveml.-nls 

Businessman. kes rise up ash, fire During: Ocean, whenil nsmany 

happen hill or and lava Lavnflow. Middle cause times us 

lSY08M 
more mound flow. After: East,East earth quakes possible. 

Male often with high Volcanie ash Africa, and heat, After: 

than temperat is and USA. volcanoes Re- build thc 

TVlBook! 
usual, it ure. With everywhere. are more arca. 

I 
Computer may or terrible 

have an without than 

eruption. lava is earthquakes 

not the ,I think. 

key 
point. 

I 
- 17 -



Student 10 Yes, by Mountain Sky It takes 2- Before: The 1 for South- No. Yes, I am Befure: 

Father: 
detecting swhich becomes 3 days. There are a movement every 2-3 East Asia, afraid, Make an 

No job 
earth are dark, lot of S of faults years. Iceland, because emergency 

Mother: 
shaking, formed smoke and smoking and and Peru and that might plan for 

Factory staft 
smoking by plates lava are all the earthquak Argentina. he the end escape. 
and hitting over the temperature es. of my day, After: 
temperat and rising place. rise up. lam mostly I don't know. 
ure, up Earth People are During: afraid of 

when surface, panic and There are lava and 

they voIcanoe rurming lava and hot heal For 

15YOSM 
become s contain away. stone. me, the 

Female 
high lava After: power of 

frequenc flow. Most place volcano 
y, are covered and 
volcano by volcanic earthquakes 
might ash. are about 

erupt. the same. 

TV!filmNide 
o! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 11 Yes, we I don't There are No ideas. I don't Plate I for Japan, No. Yes, I am Before: 

Father and 
can see know. lava flow know. tectonic. every 2 Taiwan afraid of it, "!bl:re is no 

volcano and air years. and South especially one should 
mother: 

swells pollution. America. lava and be allowed 10 
Public 

up, and volcanic live in any 
sen'ant 

spits a ash. volcanic 

lot of ureH. 
15Y09M 

smoke. Aller: try to 
Female help and suve 

TV !filmlvideo 
othl:r people. 

/book 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 12 Yes, by I don't Volcanic It takes Before: Plate Less than Japan, No. Yes, I am Before: 

detecting knOw. ash, lava few hours. I am not tectonic. 10 times Taiwan afraid of Evacuate 
Father: 

volcanic flow, sure. per year. and Italy. heat and everyone. 
Businessman 

activity. ground During: volcanic After: 
No mother shaking. Volcanic ash. Re-build the 

ash. Lava area. 
15Y02M flow and 
Male ground 

! 
I shaking. 
~ TV!film! After: , Video! I am not 
.~ Book! sure. 
~ Newspaper! 
"l Magazine! 
:j Computer 
~ 
" 
1 
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: 

~ 
) 
.~ 

! Student 13 Yes, by Where There are About \-2 Before: Plate I am not Iceland, No. Yes, I anl Before: 

Father: 
observin lava spits lava flow, weeks. Earth tectonic. sure. Canada, afraid of Observe the 

Engineer 
g earth out volcanic shaking, and and USA. lava and frequency of 

. ~ Mother: 
shaking. ash and weather heat, shaking and 

:1 sulfuric become because I evacuate the 
Nune acid. hotter than may lose residents. 

lSY04M 
usual. my life by After: 

Male 
During: touching Rc-build the 
Volcanic them. aTCIl lmd try 

TV!film! 
ash, lava and to find out 

Video! 
earthquakes. when isncxt 

Book! 
After: time. 
Volcanic 

Newspaper glass. 

Student 14 Yes, by Where Lava flow, It takes 1- Before: Plate \-2 tintes Italy and No. Yes, I am Before: 

Father and 
observin lava and volcanic 2 weeks. There are tectonic. per year. Pacific afraid ofi!, Notice ifthc 

Mother: 
g earth ashes ash and some Ocean. because layers hnvc 

Teacher 
shaking. spits out. people are shakings. volcanic any moving 

Usually running. During: ash and action. 

with Volcanic heat may After: 

shaking. lava. take my life Do some 

lSY07M 
After: away. helps and 

When lava assistances. 
Male get coder, it 

starts to 
TV!film! become 
Video! rocks. 
Book! 
Newspaper 

Student 15 Yes, A Volcanic I don't I don't I don't 2-3 tintes I don't No. Yes, lam I don't know. 

Father and 
before mountain ash, mud know. know. know. per year. know. afraid of 

volcanic can spit flow and heat. 
mother: 

eruption out lava lava flow. 
Service trade. 

s are 

lSYOOM 
going to 

Female 
happen, 
there 

TV!film! 
will be a 

Video! 
lot of 

Book! 
smoking 

Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 16 Yes, by Earth There About 7-8 Before: I don't 3-4 tinles Taiwan, No. Yes, I am Before: 

detecting surface could be hours. There are know. per year. Japan, afraid of Evacuate 
Father: 

smoking where smoking, some USA,and Lava (heat) everybody. 
Businessman 

contains lava, mud smoking. Hawaii. and After: 
Mother: 

a hole flow, and During: Volcanic Re-construct 
Service trade 

and lava volcanic Here comes ash (bad for the damage 

inside. ash. lava flow. health). area 
14YI0M After: 
Female Volcanic ash 

is 
TV!film! 
Video! 

everywhere. 

Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
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r Computer 

: 
! 

I' 

r Student 17 Yes, A There I don't Before: Plate 2-3 times Taiwan , No. Yea, lam Before: 

! Father: 
earth mountain should be know. shaking, and tectonic. per yeaI'. Japan, afraid of Read the 

Businessman. 
shaking can spit Carbon ground Africa, heat. probative 

! Mother: 
will be out lava dioxide, water and North data 

, Housewife. 
more mud flow, become Ameriea. carefully. 
serious Nitrogen hotter. After: 
before and lava. During: I don't know. 
volcanic Lava flow. 
eruption After: 
starts. A lot of 

15Y03M 
smoking. 

Male 

TV!film! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 18 Yes, the Layers I think I don't Before: Different I am not In the No. Yes, a little Before: 

Father and 
sulfur are dogs will know. There are a plates sure. Pacific bit, We should 

mother: 
steam pushed balk lot of push lava ocean and especially set some 

Businessman 
will by loudly. earthquakes. out of Atlantic lava and observlltories 

increase geologica During: Earth Ocean. heat, they nearby 

14Y03M 
before I power, Ground surface. can take my volCluJocs, 

Male 
eruption. this shaking and life easily. and put the 

process lava flow instruments 

TV/film! 
cause the happen all nearby 

Book! 
lava the time. volcanic 

Newspaper! 
comes After: mouth. 

out Earth Lava During: 
computer surface, become Try to leud 

when colder and lava to the 

lava starts to sea. 

getting become Aller: 

colder, it rocks, at the Re-build the 

solidify sometime, urea. 

and piled air 
upasa temperature 

volcano. will rise up 
!l2ain. 

Student 19 Yes, Mountain There are About few Before: Plate Very few, Australia, No. Yes, I am Before: 

Father: earth s can spit full oflava days. Ground tectonic. about I Hawaii, afraid that Go away lIS 

A staff in shaking out lava flow and shaking. for and volcanic far as 

will volcanic During: hundred. Iceland. ash could possible. 
insurance 

increase. ash cover Volcanoes cover After: 
company 

more than spit lava. whole city. Ifit is safe 
Mother: 

i I Housewife 
half sky. After: come back, if 

Cities not,never 

15Y05M 
disappear. corne back 

again. 
Male 

TV! 
Book! 
Magazine! 
computer 

: 
; 

. 
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Student20 No. I don't I only I don't I don't I don't I don't I don't No. Yes, I don't know. 

Father: 
know. know lava know. know. know. know. know. because 

Sclf-employer 
lava and 

Mother: 
heat may 
kill me. 

Housewife. 

15YOJMFema 
Ie 

Book 

Student21 Yes, but Mountain Lava and At least 10 I don't I forget. I don't I don't No. Yes, I don't know. 

Father: 
I don't scan spit darlc cloud. minutes. know. know. know. especially 

Sclf-employer 
know out lava lava and 

Mother: 
how. heat. 

Secretary 

14YllM 
Male 

Book! 
Computer 

Student22 Yes, but The Everywher About in 1 Before: I don't 1 for I am not No. Yes, lava Before: 

Father: 
I am not undergro e get fire hOUT. I don't know. every 10 sure. and heat I don't know. 

Worker 
sure how und by lava know. year or can take my After: 

Mother: 
to do so. matters flow. During: more life. Stop lava 

Certified 
are Lava comes longer. flow and try 

account. 
heated by out and (0 lead lava 

earth everything flow(oa 

15YOIM 
energy gets burn. open water. 

Male 
then After: 

become Everything 

TY/filmivideo 
lava, and isbumed 

( 
where out. 

Book! 
lava spit 

Newspaperl 
out is 
called 

Magazinef volcano. 
computer 

Student 23 No. The Lava flow I don't Before: I don't I don't The circle No. Yes, I am I don '( know. 

Father: 
plates and many know. I don't know. know. of Pacific afraid of 

Salesman 
movemen places get know. Ocean. lava an 

Mother: 
ts push fire. During: heat, 

Certified 
lava out Lava flow is because 

ofEarth everywhere. these(wo 
account 

surface After: things can 

14YllM 
where is Everything cause fire. 

called is damaged, 
Female 

volcano. and cold 

I 
lava is all 

i TYlvideoJ 
over the 

Book! 
place. 

\ 

Newspaper 

i 
! 
I 
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I 
! 
1 
1 

I i Student 24 Yes, Asthenos Volcanic About 1 Before: This is 1-2 times Taiwan No. Yes,lava Before: 
when phere ash, lava day. Animals about the per year. and will cover Evacuate all 
temperat causes flow, and have movement Hawaii. everything. the people. 

i 
! urerise crusts tsunami. different sof After: 

I Father: 
up, the moving reaction than asthenosp Waite until 
volcanic around usual. here. lava get cold 

Technician eruption inside the During : and start to 
Mother: might Earth, A big sound, tidy up the 
Interpreter happen. and this lava flow W'Cn. 

lSY03M 
movemen and volcanic 
t causes ash. 

Female shaking After: 

TV/filmlvideo 
and Most ashes 
spiting are in the 

I lava. sky. 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student25 Yes, Earth Volcanic It takes Before: Earth 2-3 times Italy and No. Yes, Before: 
smoking interual ash, few hours. A lot of internal per year. Taiwan. because! Evocuate all 
will heat smoke, and earthquakes heat knowlavo thepoople. 

Father: 
increase convectio lava. and convectio can cover Try to help 

Businessman 
before ncauses smoking. n. everything. somebody 

Mother: 
eruption the During: and finally 

Certified 
happen. movemen Lavoflow. clan up the 

account. 
toflava After: area ifit is 

lSYOOM 
flow, it Cold lava possible. 
comes start to 

Female 
out in the become 

TVlbook! 
weak rocks. 

Newspaperl 
point of 

computer 
crust. 
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Appendix 4: The understanding of Volcanic Events in Senior High School Year 3 

O.Are 1. What 2. What 3. How 4. What 5. What 6. How 7. S. Have 9. Are 10. Whnt 

volcani isa happens 
long do does it often do Where should 

c volcano during a 
causes a you ever you 

eruptio ? volcanic volcanic look like volcano volcanic do experience afrnid of we/you do 

ns eruption? 
eruption beforeldur eruption volcanic da volcanic before/duri 

predict 
to 

able? s last? ing/after a erupt? s eruption volcanic eruptions ng/nftcr II 

volcanic happen? s occur? eruption? ? volennie 

eruption? erulltion? 

Student 01 Yes, Lava rush Smoke and I don't Before: I don't I don't Somewher No. No, I UlIIllot clear 

Father: 
when out of Java flow. know. There might know know. e around because it ulxmt this. 

Government 
lava Earth be some about it. Pacific Ilt,-ver but it is bcuer 

worker 
temperat erust and earthquakes. Ocean, happen to if! crnl 

Mother: 
me rise fonn as a During: Mexico, IIIC. release it is 

Government 
up. Mountain smoke come Atlantic going to 

worker 
out first, Ocean, cmpt as soon 

then lava Taiwan as possible. 

17YI0M 
flow, and and 

Male 
when lava Philippine 
flow get s. 

TVlbookinew 
cold, it 
become 

spaperlholida rocks. 
y After: The 

volcano 
keep 
smoking. 

StUdent 02 Yes, The place There are I don't Before: Lava got I don't Chile and No. I am II little Before: 

there where Java, gas, know. Volcanic ash too many know, but Philippine bit afmid of Peoplc 
Father: bank 

will be rocks stone. Lava and pressure. not quite s. volcanic should be 
worker 

smoke melt as in fact is earthquakes often to eruption, anllOlmccd 
Mother: 

and Java and kind of happen. happen. because it how to 
Nurse 

strong also the melting During: has strong cvacUlltc. 

smell. place rocks. Lava, gas destructive Aller: Try to 
18Y04M where and stone power. reln< .. -ciy the 
Male Java come out damage as 

might After:1 don't good as 

TVlbooklholi 
erupt. know possible. 

day 

Student 03 Yes, Volcano Black I don't Before: Plate Every 1-2 Hawaii No. No,lam Before: 

trees and isa smoke, know. Maybe there tectonics. years. and Japan. not, People have 
Father: 

rocks special stone, are some because I 10 be trained 
unknown 

nearby mountain volcanic earthquakes. have m .. "VCf to have quick 
Mother: 

the ash and During: experienced reaction, and 
Part time 

can 
VOlcano release lava. Black it plan the 

worker 
mouth geologica smoke. escape line. 

start to I energy. After: Police and 
18Y02M 

melt. Volcanic ash Fire brigade 
Male cover all the should be 

Book! 
things. well 

prepared. 
newspaper/m After: Rescue 
agazineJcomp and remedy 
uter the damage 

as soon as 
possible. 
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Student 04 Yes, by Lava Lava get I don't Before: I don't I don't South No. Yes, I am Before: We 

Fatherand 
observin receive out from know. Shaking and know. know. Pacific although I should store 

mother: 
gif huge Earth, and smoking. Ocean, haw no water and 

Senice trades 
temperat pressure smoke as During: Italy, and experience prepared-
urerise and try to well. It Lava corne South about it. food. 

17YI0M 
up. release it. cause huge out, ash and America. After: Try to 

Male 
damage. mushroom snve other 

cloud. people. 
After:: 

TVlbooklnew 
There are a 

spaper!compu 
lot of 
damage on 

ter the ground, 
because of 
heat, and 
there is no 
life, either. 

Student 05 Yes, by Lava There are I don't Before: Because I am not Java Sea, No. Yes, I am, I Bell)rc: We 

Father: 
morutori store up ash and know. people the sure, and am afraid should 

Manufacturin 
ngthe too many lava should feel volcano Columbua ofiavlI wld prepare mll~k 

g industry 
change energy basically. heat. accumulat ash mostly, and any 

Mother: 
of and People are During: etoo because I trunsports. 

Housewife 
energy. explore also mussy. Here comes much could be Ath:r: Try to 

18Y04M 
from a lot oflava energy. covered by tidy up lmd 

Male 
weaker or After: Most them, rcan'ungc the 

thinner place are Di~t1~tcr area. 

crust. covered with 

TV! 
black stuff 

Magazine 
(cold lava). 

Student 06 Yes, the A big Lava About I Before: mild Crust Presumabl Taiwan, Yes, but it is Yes,lllm. BcJi)J'c: we 

Father: 
crust movemen comes out hour. earthqllllkes movement yonce a Japan and II muddy Because I mllst notice if 

Manufacturin 
nearby tofEarth with and year. Huwaii, volcano. It is mey lose Ulere is any 

g industry. 
the crust, and smoke, temperature in Ycn-Chuo, my life und OIlll.'Il. 

Mother: 
volcano the steam, ush rise up. Hua-Lien belongings, Allt:r: '1'1)' to 

Secondary 
will movemen and heat. During: county. Wld itmny join or help 

teacher. 
have tpush earthqllllkes cause the rescue 

moveme lava out occur, earthquake leHm, 

18Y04M 
ntjust of the temperature as well, this 

Male before it crust. rise up and isa huge 

erupts. smoke. damage. 

TVlbookl 
After: There 
are a lot of 

Newspaper! damage, it is 
magazine difficult to 
computer recover in a 

short term. 

Student07 Yes, Somethin Lava I don't Before: I don't 1-2 tinJes Italy No. 1 don't Before: 

Fatherand lava will g are comes out know. Shaking. know. per year. know Pack up the 

mother: become about from Earth During: lava because I luggage and 

hotter. lava and core with comes out. have m.!vcr leave, at least 
Manufacturin 

layer ash and After: we experienced 10 Krn away, 
g industry. 

movemen gas. should hide it After: 

18YOIM t in See what is 

somewhere the damage 
Male safe. status and 

then to 
TVlFiIml decide if we 
Videol can corne 
book! back. 
Comic! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
computer 

I 
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Student 08 Yes, but Lava Ash comes About few Before: Plate 2-3 times Far East No. Yes, lam Before: 
only in 1 come out up firstly, hours. Some ash tectonics per year. and afraid of Try to avoid 

Father: hour, the of from then lava comes up. and crust Atlantic heal living arOlmd 
police officer ash will Earth and and finally During: rub Ocean. the 
Mother: come Earth is gas. Lava flow. against volcanoes. 
Housewife out as crust After: each other Each family 

smoke rises up Manytbings cause lava should 

18YOSM 
before it as a hill. are covered to spit out pn:pare flrst-
erupts. by ash and of Earth. aid kit. 

Male lava. After: 

TVlFiIml 
When it is 
finish, reopen 

Video! the disaster 
book! 
Comid 

area. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 09 Yes, by A kind of Lava, mud, I don't I don't Volcanoes 5 times South No. Yes, I Rm Before: IUn 
, detecting Earth ash, and know. know. accumulat for every Pacific afraid, away from 

Father: the internal steam. eloo year. Ocean. because J the area. 
Technician change activity. much may die of After: 
Mother: 

of energy. it. Try to re-
Sales 

energy. build the 
arca. 

I 18Y06M 
Male 

Film! Comic 

Student 10 Yes, but A Very thick About half Before: Plates Once per Middle No. Yes, lam Before: 

just 2-3 passagew smoke. day. Smoke push each year. America afraid. Getaway 
Father: 

hours in ayfor During: other. and Far Because from the 
business man 

advance, lava to go Lava flow. East. my life and area. 
Mother: 

basically through After: belongings During: keep 
Government 

there are from Cold lava will away as far 
worker 

two Earth become disappear as possible. 

ways to core to rocks. in a second. After: 
l1Y09M 

detect it, the crust, Wait forlhe 
Male 

firstly, volcanoe scientist, 

when the slook don't come 

frequenc like all any closer. 

yof the same. 

Book! earthqua 

Newspaper 
ke 
become 
higher, it 
might 
erupt, 
secondly 
,when 
atmosph 
ere 
composit 
ion 
contain 
high 
sulfur, it 
might 
erupt as 
well. 
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Student 11 Yes, by Mountain Smoke and 1-2 days Before: Mid- 5-10 times Far East. No. Yes, lam Before: 
periodici sarewith lava come Plate ocean per year. afraid, People 

Father: ty. a ridge oul movement ridge because should move 
Driver and and smoke release when it out (0 other 
Mother: somewhe every where. happen,l place. 
International 

energy. 
re is able During: think I will During: 

Trade to erupt Lava comes lack for It is time (0 
company lava. oul time to run run away. 

After: away. Aller: 

18Y04M 
Lava I don't know. 
becomes It really 

Female solid rocks. depends on 
different 
situation 

TV! 
Film 
book 

Student 12 No. A Ash, lava It is hard Before: Heat 10 times Mid- No. No. Bllfore: 

Father: 
partieular and to say. The acidity convectio per year. ocean Prepare first 

Businessman 
place mushroom of n. ridge all aid kit, food 

Mother: 
where cloud. underground over the and water. 
contains water will world. Aller: 

Primary layer, tum to less No ideas. 
teacher heat thanPh-7. 

19Y03M 
convectio During: 
nand Shaking 

Male plate heavily. 
tectonic After: 
these 'Nhen lava 

Film! 
sorts of cool down , 

Video! 
Earth here comes 

Book! 
movemen a new Earth 
ts. surface. 

Comic! Heat 
newspaper! convection. 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 13 Yes, by The place Mushroom 1 week. Before: Crust I per year. Far East, No. Yes, 1m Before: 

smoking where cloud, Stop movement New afraid of To evacuate 
Father: detection lava Volcanic smoking. leland, heat. aU the 
Government corne out, bomb, and During: Iceland, people. 
worker 

and ash Lava comes and After: 
Mother: usuaUy out. Hawaii. To re-build 
Housewife there is a After: the area. 

hot Lava bums 

18Y07M 
spring down 

Male 
nearby. everything. 

TV! 
Film! 
Book! 
newspaper 
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Student 14 Yes, but Volcano Lava flow, It depends, Before: Lava gets 1 for 5-6 Philippine No. Yes,) am Before: 
only for is usually smoking but I don't high years. sand mid- afraid if! If this is a old 

Father: old where cause gray normally it know. pressure, America. am nearby volcano, 
Cleaning volcano, plate sky, takes few During: therefore, a volcano. there should 
company we can does And days. Lava flow. it injects But ifl am be no 
Mother: detect beneath, ground After: from watching resident 
Businesswom eruption because shaking. Lava get volcano. volcanic allowed to 
an by Earth cold and eruption live here. If it 

periodici core is so tumsto from TV, I is anew 
18YOIM ty. For hot, the rocks. aronot volcano, 
Male young heat Everything really SC!lfe. eVllcuote ul 

volcano, brings up is covered the people. 

TVI 
we can high by ash. After: 
do pressure, lamnot 

Book! nothing. and the sure. 
Newspaperl pressure 
Magazine/ push lava 
Computer out of i 

the crust, 
finally 
create a 
volcano. 

Student 15 Yes, by A Lava flow, Few hours, Before: Plate I for East No. Yes, lam, Befure: 
detecting mountain and many I think. Gray sky tectonic. every 2 Africa, but ifit Evacuate. 

Father: 
internal people and black years. mid- happen, I After: can 

Police officer erupts should be cloud. America. will escape Rc-build the moveme 
Mother: nts. lava covered by During: by taking a area. 
Housewife lava There is oiIplane. 

18Y07M 
bighheat 
comes up. 

Male After: 
Village and 

TVI 
city 

Filml 
disappear. 

Videol 
Book! 
Newspaperl 
Magazine/ 
computer 

Student 16 Yes, for Lava Lava flow From half Before: EneIgy, }for Taiwan, No. lfI Before: 

old contain and ash. day to one Iamnot lava got every 6-7 Austmlia, experience Evacuate all 
Father and 

volcano too many day. sure. together, years. Canada it by the people. 
mother: During: and then and myself, of After: we can energy Golf Assistant 

detect and spit Lava flow erupt. BrllZil. course, I When lava 

eruption out of and ash. will be get colder, 
17YOSM 

regularly Earth After: afraid of it we should try 
Male 

, but core, and Cold lava I may lost tore-build 

only for this kind and new my life. the area. 

old of layer. 
If! only volcano. location TV/Filml 

is called experience 
Book! 

volcano. by TV, I 
Newspaperl won't be 
computer afraid of it 

Because I 
know I got 
safe 
distance. 
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Student 17 Yes, by The Ash and 2-3 days Before: Crust 1 for IS FarEast, No. Yes, lam Before: 

Father and 
calculati mountain lava flow Idoo't movement years. middle , afraid ofi!, Government 
ngits swhich know. East and because of should 

mother: eruptive contain During: South higbbeat evacuate all 
Business man periodici lava Lava flow. America. and poor air thepeopJc. 

ty. inside. After. quality. After: 

18YOSM 
Lava Try to 
become rebuild the 

Male stone. area 

TV/film! 
Book! 
Newspaper 

Student 18 Yes, by Volcano Ash and From few Before: Plate I for Taiwan, No. Yes, lam, I Before: 
, 

analyzin is one of ground months to There are tectonic. every 30- Japan, because , 
I .... ill prepare 

Father: 
Bank staff 

g the shaking are a year. ground 50 years. ' East this is a first aid kit, 

internal products everywhere shaking and Africa and 
i 

kind of food !IIld 
Mother: 

pressure, of . Animals animals' East global waler. 
Warehouse 

composit orogenesi arerunniog extraordioar Atlantic disaster. AflL'r: 
assistant 

ion and sand away. y reactions. Ocean. Escape from 

ground plate During: the d lsuslcr 
18Y06M shaking. tectoruc. Lava flow 

, Mellllnd 
Male and ash are obscf\'C the 

everywhere. 
, 

nre8 for 1-2 
TV/film! After: ye.nrs, then 
Book! I don'! see if it is 
Newspaper/ know. safe to move 
magazine back. 

Student 19 Yes, The Lava and I am not I don't Earth Idoo't Pacific No. Yes, lam. Before: 

animals mountain steam. sure. know. crust know. Ocean and Because I Scientist 
Father: 

have smight accumulat Indian may lost should 
Pathology 

different erupt ethermal Ocean .. my liieor calculate the 
technician 

reaction lava. energy by get hurt. r!lll8.e of 
Mother: 

than friction, disaster, and 
Medical 

usual, and not allow any 
Cosmetologist 

and we finally activities 

also can release the there. 
i7YI0M 

detect energy. After: 
Male 

eruption Evacuate all 

by the 

morutori personnel. 

ngthe 
change 
of 

TV/film! different 

Videol chemical 

Book! =centr 

Comic' alion 
I 

Newspaper! and 
I 

Magazine temperat 

Computer ure. 

I 
I 
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Student20 Yes, by Earth Lava flow Halfye!lT. Before: Lava I for Taiwan No. Ycs,Iam Before.: 
detecting, accumula and IHV!l We can contain every 100- ' 8tId aliaid., Scj,enlist CIII1 

Father: grotnld teenergy splash. sometimes high 200 tears. Hawaii. Ileca_it probelbc 
Insurance sbake and erupt hear the I haslCroog inllanall 
agent 

! presswe 
andgllS. from thin ground and erupts po_and SIJUcIure of 

Mother: 
I 

crust. sound. And from hot huge volcano III1d 
Public poisonous spot 

i 
IIffection. leYlICUIIle all 

selVant increase. ' Ihc poop!!!. 

18YOSM 
During: After. 
Gas, ash and I Mali.:eslIn: 

Male lava are eVe:Jf}1bing i.s 
everywhere. SlIfe 8IJd 
After: n:pmr the aliI 

TV/filmJ 
Forest fire, 

I 
building:s, 

Video! 
ground 

Book! 
temp,ern!ure 
decrease. 

Comicl I 
I I 

Newspaperl 
Magazine/Co 

I 
mputer , i 

I 

i 
I 

Student 21 Yes, , Mountain Ash, 1-2 Before: Lava, i }for Japan 8tId No., Ye:s,.1 am Before: 

Father: 
when it swould steam, lava minutes. A big sound. i .... hich every 3 Mad'III!,asg aftllidof People 

Seniee trade 
is going erupt and i During: 

i 
comes yellIS. 1If. Iava/llld sbould Imm 

Mother: 
to erupt, lava, and earthquake. : Earthquake, from ash. Ihe relevant 

Nurse 
fue this is lava and ash Ed because knowledgeu 

internal one of all overfue core, they can much lIS 

energy , theway place. erupts out oolumy po.ssibl e., 

will rise that Earth After: of crust., view, make After: 

17YllM 
up. release its I will run lhisis my in Oblel've !he 

Male 
energy. away at least cllUsed by ! danger. eruptive 

SKm. overload I cycle. 
energy. 

I 
I 

TV/tiJmJ 
I 

Videol I 

BookJ 
I 

I' 
Comid 

I. I 

I 
" Newspaperl I 

MagazinefCo I , 
I 

mputer 
I 

I 

I 
Student22 I Yes, The place Lava flow Aboutbalf Before: Earth 'Uimes Mid- No. No,lam Before: 

I 

energy 'Where and smoke. boor. Shaking. intemalI I peryear. 
I 

America. ootafuUd EWClllllIle 
Father: 

form Earth During: presmreis oft!, PlOJPlemd 
Worker 
Mother: ,;ill be rele;ase I 

Lal'aflow. too IlecaIl!IC I 1I~'Did lakin!! 

changed, After: strong. have_ III bath in bot 
Housewife energy 

firstly, and LHV!I andempU experienced spring. 

all the inlemal becomes fulm it.. After 
18YOSM rocks. weak WeclIlI U.5e 

Male energy presSl.lre. I 

will I pomt. Ihe ,,'olemc 

become 
! rocbll.:5 

thermal 
I oomIlructJiOIl 

TV/tiJmJ 
,! 

lIlIIk:rian. 
Video! energy, 

Book! and then I 

Comicl " become ! 
I 

Newspaperl 
I kinetics. 

Magazinecom I I 

puter 
I 

I 

I 

! 
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II, 

, ! I 
, 

! 

I 

Ii 
I 

I 

Student23 No. 1'hepllace Ash > 1iDlI" ! lt1!alli:es I lBdOre: Idam"t m dlm"lt 1ImlJ'" Nil, Ya..:n_ I8IdIi:lIne 

Fatherand 
where md few'hOOIS. ~ liJDow. toow. ! IIIhiidI or ' ~1It 
lava i emthquake Duriog: 

mother: 
lIIMB. ~k 

BusiDesslI1IaDl 
oomeout So l..lI\'lI.fiow;, ~iit IlmiIIaIIIIn 

I 

.110m 

I 

A:fter. is.llC/llnoit. llfIOC'_lIw.:' 
1IIl~ Vok:lmic 

, 

! 
18Y01M 1llI1i, ash, 

,,,,~ 

Male 
I lDllllllllil 

,1\1I1Ier 

'I 

m:llllll1lDl!'~_ 

TV/film! , 
~ld. 

Book{ I I 
Newspaperi' ! , 

MagaziBelCo 
mputer 

I 
I 

I I 

Student 24 I No. VolCll!lJJo VDk,anric nail] 
II Before: hlllllDllt I pallai['. ][bnelIlO No., Hc.lllllllll No,liilICII$ 

Fatherud 
is,'lhere ash, la\'8. depends. , hiM'! SIIiIie, iidaIs, DIItdiaiid 

mother: 
ausIlspilt 1mDw. «iii. 

BusililesmlllD 
off, and Dming: ~l 

aliso lIa"1l ExpkiROOl ! 

_ce~ 

come Dill soll!lld,lIaw I 
~ 

17Y09.M 
' ao:I voll:aruic it 

Male 
i I ash. 

, 
After: 

I 

" 

Volcomic ash 
, , 

,i ! 

all O,!eI' Itbe 

I 

II 

place. 
,I , 

i I 

TV! 
I 

I' 

II 

I 

Book! I 

Newspapell'l 
, 
, 

Maga,ziDe 
: 

! 

, 

Student 25 Yes, Volcano VOiC!llllc Utakes ' Before: 

I 

The ! 1 f!ll' JEsd ' No. , Yes.hm &fore' 

father and basicall}' is \"obere ash, lava fewd,ays, The1i\'IIteIr inIf'mIIIlI I e1i1:lI)" 3 i6 AliriiCll, llfirllliidoru., El'1111:111111111I:!iII! 

mother: waller lava and stone acidity \~;n pes- ,),an, lllllay,.iIII- bea_I peqiie. 

busilles;slDaJI! quality sbD'Wlilp. are below ,Ph 1. of1be Amreriltlll. mlI)'lIMe DlIrinI,'" 

will e\'eryv.~e i 
, 

aodlmiollis , wll3lllo is ClmIda JII1l)l'lIif=. Mm'l:klilbe 

booo,me I 
\\'illIe3\'c 100 md SoI!IIIb bligb 1IlIDiII" 

18Y05M :som I the pllaoo. slIrollg. AmaiClll., Aftel: 

Male 
I taste I.IIld ' Dmiillg; I I ¥ dllCID" ImCM'" 

allfue I TherellDl'ea I 

animals blof 

are vofficomic 

'lV/film! 
nmnmg ash. 

Video! ,a:\\'3y. Afteir; 
VolCllIUc uIlt 

I 

Book! I I !lDdoold 
Comia lava aU m'll:!' ! 

Newspaperl 
" 

mepllaoo, 
MagumeiCo 
mpuier 
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r Appendix 5: The Understanding of Earthquakes in Primary School Year 3 

O.Are 1. What 2. What 3. Ho'w 4. What 5. \\'hat 6. How 7. I.Have 9.A.re 10. What 
earthqu is an happens 

long does it often do Where sbouJd akes • earthqu during causes YOllever you 

predicta ake? an does an look like an eartbqu , do exp1ericott af'raid of wdyoudo 
bIe'! I earthqu 

earthqu beforeJdur earthqu akes earthqu dan eardlqua bdoreJdllri ake? 
ake last? inglafter : aketo happen? akes II carthqll.ak kes'! og)'alter all, 

, 
I , an happeD? occur? I e in an,' ! 

eartbqllake 
I 

! earthquak 
I 

oth,er ? 

e? country/pi 

ace'! I· 

! , 

StudentOl Yes, but Every thin ' Thiugsare Fev.' Befor·e: No ideas. Insensible TllliwlIIlI. 'f ai\~'anonl~' I No, Before; 

Father: 
don't g shakes. shaking minutes. No ideas. ellrthqllllll; JarplJII,. ' bcaillS,e il Fix 

Technician 
knowhow and During: es: China , finidl only C\ 'CI)"ih mg 
to do it fa~g Everything is E\'I:ry few md in fcv.' pl"opcrly 

Mother: down. shaking. manlb. Soollh minlll\e:s:. IDuril:\g' 
Housewife : After: Sensib~e Asi.a lud,c W'lda II 

" 

I 

I ThingsfaU i earthqual : strong obj eel 
12Y08M 

! , do\vn aU I i es: I ltiler 
Male I 

I 

over the E\oeI)' few Tidy up 

TV/filmJ 
floor. )'eII:f. i 

C1>"cry1hing. 

Videol 

'II 
Book! 

I newspap,er 

Student 02 No. Ground Doors and About 1 nefoce: TWllor Nilidcas:. ""'bole TIIii\~'IIIl only .. HOII.'II:5 fall Bdille 

shaking. v.<indQWS minule. Small more ","'Odd. dOlMJ,mud Op'er! Ibe 
Father: , make ' shaking. I m:oches , 111m",' 11001',111111 

Public noise ~; During: hit eacb I IIIl1acb ~c,ep L'Xits 
5en'ant. 

I because Strollg other. cities:, doors dew, 
Mother: 

they all shaking. IIIIlld Idler 
Housewife 

! 

After: i wind,ows I 
SILli~'llc. by , shake 

I heavily. I feel dizzy. 
I can 1l0il be Ibe 

12Y08M 
I i; 

Lampsarre op'cnoo, nlfngcnillor" 
Male 

I 

shakllJg as I pcopl,e ,lIle bec3U5lc I am 

TV/filmJ 
well. !nipped rely olllhl: 

! imide Ibe ~oodLs IlIsld,e 
Video! I 11011$1:$., 
Book! 

i 

Newspap,erl 
! 

i i 
, 

Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 03 No. AkIDdof Lamps Hall Before: Nil ideas, I 'Oncear Tai .... 'I1Il, T aiWIID only, Yes, Befon:' 

hazard, shaking dep,ends, No ideas. ! month, CbiIla, lleamse I S",l"itcb off 
I 

Father: 
houses and I feel but about During: AuMilia IIooIJes fl1IIl I .gIIsmd open 

Driver 
farUdown I dizzy. inS No ideas. and downn ' ilhedo(lf, 

Mother: ! 

I: 
USA, people After 

!, by heavily minul\e:s:, After: 
Housewife HollSlCS fiID migbllose Rep,lace 

shaking. , 

bir life. every1hing down. 
12Y08M damaged. 
Male 

I 

TV! 
Video! I 

Book! I 

Newspaperl 
, 

I 

Magazine I 

I 

II 

computer 

.11 
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Student 04 No. Ground Houses AboutS Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan. Taiwan only. I am afraid Before: 

Fatberand 
shakiog. fall dOWIl minutes. No ideas. ofslrong Prepare 

mother: 
or tilt, During: earthquakes ' loo:h. And 

Technician 
sometime Shaking. • bClC8Usc I swilch off all 
s split After: wiUbehit the power .. 

I 12Y08M 
Many houses by lhlngs Dllring 

I broken up. 
,: 

! 
Female 

which fall I Slu)' und~"i 
down from the tables. 

, TVlfilm! 
bigb place .. Aller' 

t 
Video! 

Bull am Move I" the 

Bookfcomid I notaftaid other house 

I 
, 

of mild 
I Newspaperf 
; Computer 

em1Ilquakes 

I 

i Student 05 Yes, it is No ideas. I feel InS Before: No ideas. No ideas. ' Taiwan, Taiwan only. Y,es, no No idoos. 

Father: 
possible. horrible, minutes. No ideas. : China ! particular 

Business. 
because During: I and I· reason, jusl I 

Mother: 
things fall No ideas. middle ' feel 

Lawyer 
doWIl. After: Eesl horrible. 

Watch the I 
, 

12Y08M 
news. 

Male 
I' 

TVI I 

Bookf 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 

: computer 
, 

Student 06 Yes, I . It is akind Houses About in Before: No ideas. Once a TaiWan Taiwan only .. Yes, a little, BcfofC: 

Father: think we of hazard. fall down. 10 ' No ideas. year. and ] IUTI afmid I No idCIIS. 

Chef can use minutes. During: USA I I will be Dunng.: 

Mother: satellite to Thiogsare natt:eoed by No ideas. 
, 

Nurse detect the shaking. anyobjecl Aller: 

earthquak After: Escape from 

12Y07M es. People might the NCII. 

Male 
die. I , 

, 

TVI 
Videol 
Bookf 
Newspaper! , i 

computer , 

Student 07 Yes, if the Plate Floor split About in Before: Plate Once Taiwan, Taiwan only. Yes,. lam Berme: 

sky is and power halfhour. Things are tectonic. every 2 i Japan, afi"mdof 
Father: tectonic. Prepare 

Sales getting failure. shaking. years. Philippin .shaking, torch. 

MOther: red, it is People are During: es, ilndia Dllring: 

Housewife going to screaming Things are and Tidy up tbe 

have an shaking South area. 

earthquak heavily and America. I 

13Y07M II 

Male e. falling dOMl. 
After: 

TV/film! 
Everything 

bookf 
caIrn. ! 

newspaper , 

computer I 

'i 
I, 
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I 

!, :1 
I 

~ 
, 

'i 
1 , 

Student08 No,1 I No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. Before: 1 No ideas- ODcea Taiwan, Noidas. Ycs.UW NoiidcM 

Father and 
doo't No ideas . year. ~is 
drink so. DuriiIIg' 

Mother: , ., IIaIriilblID. 
;1 

I 
, Thiogslll!"e I 

Unknown 
jobs 

shaking .. 
After: 

12YIWM 
, No~ , 

Male i 

1 

I 
TV/fiIm! 

I 
, 

Video! 
I 

1 

Booklromid ,. 
m811ume 'I I ! 

Student 09 1, No: 
, Ground Lamps are It takes I, Before: . PIBite ldon't E"aJ""~ i TIi'llO"llfti!l1lll)' ... 

, No, . Belion~ 

Father. 
shaking. shaking. few No feeling at 

I 

Edi.lmc. li:no~~r. m:iinllbe beaIul!el I' [)nI. D;Cl1 jlU! 

EngiD.eer ' 
I 

minutes .. IlIt "milL doo'tllbml ' ,diuRallDill 
During: I iIIi"!;iI!I ~,liII$5:iI1lih"e 

Mother: 
" 

Housewife 
EveI)1hmg is sreriDm Il\igJli pb.clt:ll. 

1 

sbalIcing. prob1lem: Go Atltar 
i After: , 

1lIIIC\ .. l"idl}lJIp 
12YIWM i Nosl:llllcing n"':l'f'lhlillllg 
Male ~ 

i 
at aD. 

TVffilml ! 

Video! " 

Bookl , 

Comicl 
magazme ! 

newspaper , 

computer I, , 

Student 10 No. GroUlld Cabinet InS Before: 1 Volcanic AI:Iy lIimc. JIIpIIIl "flliiwlIIIJ only. m _1Iifwidl Bd:o,fC" 

Father. 
shaking. 'willopen ' minutes. Feel nolhing emplliOIDS. mil. ofdroDg No ioClt!, 

Security 
beCii1lJSe of different USA, adllll,lIaike!i I ~\I1I«. mo~'C 

Guard .: 
heavy During , bcallIIISC 10 ,lin opc!ll 

Mother: 
I 

shacking. Shaking , !l1IrWD,rg is plaO!: 
beavily. I ,U'I~. 

Pass away. , 
I 

, 

Mer: lamllol 

12YDIM 
Feel iborribl,e. 

I 
alirmor 

, mild I 
Male , 

ea1IhqWllc:s 

I 

I 
, 

TVffilml , 

Video 
! 

1 

Student 11 No. I. Noideas. Things are ' Pew Before: 
, 

No ideas. 1-2 yean:. Korea. Taiwmonly., Yes, Jam ' No ideas. 

Father: shaking homs. , Noideas . "fllliwllD, maid of it. 

Designer and :, During: i Au:l!nll.ia bmhm 

Mother. 
falling. Sbaking. 1 md DOt IIIIR tbe 

Bankstllft 
, After: omb R85IOO. 

, No ideas. . America 

13YDIM 
" Male , 

1 I 

I I 
I 

I 

TV/film! 
, 

Videol , 

magazine 
newspaper 

! I 

Computer I 
I 

I 
, ; 

I , I i 
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Student 12 Yes, the No ideas. Ground Few Before: No ideas. Few Taiwan , Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

Father: 
deep shaking. seconds. the deep months. New because I Open the 

Self-employer 
water fish water fish zealand, might be hit windows and 

Mother: 
would would swim Mongoli by any dool1l. 

Housewife. 
swim to to the a and object After: 
the shallow South Tidy uptbe 

13YOOM 
shallow water. America. urea. 

Female 
water. During: 

Houses fall 
down. 
After: 

TVlbook! ' 
Almost 
everything 

Comic collapses. 

Student 13 No. No ideas. Tbingsare About 5 Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. 1 am a little Before: 

Father: 
shaking. seconds. I don't and afraid ofil, Noide&'l, 

" know. China,. because After: . Self-employer During: things fall Replace 
! Mother: 

Housewife 
Tbingsare down. cVCl)1hing 
falling down. damaged 

12YllM 
After: 
Everything 

, 

Male 
I 

stop shaking. , 

TV/film!book 
? 
Newspaperl 
computer - ------- .-~.~. 

Student 14 No. Ground Many 1 minute. Before: No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

Father and 
shaking. things are No. because No idCHS, 

mother: 
shaking During: many After: 

Beauty shop 
and Ground objects Curry on my 

falling shaking and 
i 

could hit W1finishcd 
owner. down. things fall my head. business. 

13Y09M 
down. 
After: 

Female Stop 

TVlbook! 
shaking. 

Magazinel 
computer 

, 

Student 15 No. Ground I feel 2-3 Before: Layers are Every JO Taiwan, Taiwan only. Yes, but Before: 

shaking. horrible minutes. No ideas. crushed years. India and just a bit, Idon'( 
Father: and many During: by Earth middle mostly 1 am know .. 
Public 

things are A lot stress. East ' afraid of Aft,er: 
seIVant moving to shaking. house Rebuild the 
Mother: everywher After: collapse. houses. 
Unknown job e. People are 

still afraid of 
12YIOM 
Male 

it 

TV/rum! 
Book! 
newspaper 
computer I 
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Student 16 Yes. For mild Many I don't Before: No ideas. Once a New Taiwan only. Yes. lam Before: 

Father: 
one: people try know. I don't year. Zealand, afraid of Fix 

Taxi driver 
Things are to stay know. Taiwan things eVCI)'lhing. 

Mother: 
shaking. under During: and falling After: 

Technician 
For strong tables. Shaking. Japan. down. Tidy up the 
one: After: houses and 

13YOSM 
Many Things are in environment. 
things are great 

Female falling confusion. , 

TV!film 
down. 

Video! 
Book! 
Comic! 
Newspaperl 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 17 No. No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan. Taiwan only. Yes, No ideas. 
because it 

Father: shakes. 
A staff in 
radio 
company. 
Mother. 
Primal)' 
school 
teacher. 

12Y09M 
Male 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 18 Yes. Houses Lamps are In 10 Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. Yes; a little, No ideas. 

shaking. minutes. I don't and because 
Father and are 

shaking. know. Japan. things are 
mother: During: falling 
Businessman Shaking. down. 

After: 
12YOSM Everything is 
Female calm. 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 
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Student 19 No. Ground Things are 1 minute. Before: No ideas. It all Taiwan Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
shaking. falling No ideas. depends. and because I No idcos. 

Designer. 
down. During: But on the Japan. feel funny. After: 

Mother: 
Shaking. 11109 of Tidy up the 

Housewife. 
After: every area and 
Walls year, it repair the 

12YOSM 
broken. maybave WIllIs. 

Female 
strong 
earthquak 

TV!film 
e. 

Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 20 No. Earth Things are No ideas. Before: No ideas. No ideas. Earthqua No ideas. Yes, No ideas. 

Father: 
shaking falling Mild kos. because if 

Self-employer 
and things down. shaking. heavy thing 

Mother: 
are falling During: falls down, 

Housewife. 
down. Things are I might be 

falling down. flatten to 

12Y04M 
After: death. 

Female 
No ideas. 

TV/film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 21 Yes, by Ground Things are Halfhour. Before: No ideas. No ideas. Japan, Taiwan only. Yes, things Before: 

Father 
detecting shaking. falling No ideas. Taiwan, are falling Fix 

And Motber: 
shaking. down and During: China, down and everything. 

Businessman 
ground is Shaking. Australia bits people. Alter: 
shaking. After: and No ideas. 

13YOIM 
Houses are USA. 

Female 
in great 
confusion. 

TV/film 
Video! 
Book! I , 

Newspaper! 
Magazine 
computer 

No ideas. Everytbin Ground is Few 
, 

Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan. Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 
Student 22 ! 

Father: g shakes shaking seconds. No ideas. because No ideas. 

.. No job. at the and things During: roofmighl After: 

. Mother: same are falling Shaking. collapse. Tidy up ever 

Bakery staff. time. down on After: I 
thing. 

thefIoor. No ideas. I 
, I 

, 

12Y03M 
I I 

Male 

TV/fi1mI '. 
Book 
Newspaper 
Computer 

, 

I 
'[ I 
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student23 No. No ideas. Tbingsare Few Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. Yes, hollSl:S Before: 
falling minutes. No ideas. and fall down No ideas. 

Father: doml. Dtuing: Jap8ll. 8Ild flatten After: 
Nojob Shaking. many Rebuild the 
Mother: After: people. area 
Worker. No ideas. 

llYlOM 
Female 

Film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer 

Student 24 No. Houses Tbingsare 2-3 Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. Yes, No ideas. 
are falling minutes. Nothing and because 

Father: shaking down happen. China. things may 
Service trade and every from the During: fall down 
Mother: falls high Shaking. and hit me. 
Housewife down. places. After: 

12Y07M 
Many things 
fall down all 

Female over the 

TVlbook! 
place. 

Newspaper 

Student 25 No. No ideas. Houses Few Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan. Taiw8ll only. Yes, but it No ideas. 
are falling minutes. Mild is hard to 

father and down. shaking. tell why. 
mother: Dtuing: 
businessman Strong 

12YllM 
shaking. 
After: 

Female No ideas. 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Comid' 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 
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Appendix 6: The Understanding of Earthquakes in Primary School Year 6 

O.Are 1. What 2. What 3. How 4. What 5. What 6. How 7. 8. Have 9. Are 10. What 
earthq is an happens 

long does does it often do should uakes earthqu during causes Where you ever you 

predict ake? an an look like an eartbqu do experience afraid of we/you do 
able? earthqua 

eartbqua before!dur earthqu akes earthqu dan earthqua before/duri ke? 
ke last? iog/after aketo happen? akes earthquak kcs? og/ll ftcr 110 

an happen? occur? e in any Cllrthqullkc 

earthquak other ? 

e? country/pI 

ace? 

Student 01 Yes, the Ground Lamp About few Before: Plate It is hard Japan, Taiwan only. Yes, BC!'Jrc: 
animals shaking Shaking, seconds. There tectonic, to say. Taiwan because Take off 

Father: will and left things should be two plates and things fall anything 
Technician move to many falling and some push to China. down and which ure 
Mother: somewh deaths. I feel every omens, butl each Ihey might breukuble 
Housewife ere, for thing don't know other. hilme. from high 

12Y08M 
example: shaking. what it is. placc. No 

animals During: thing is 
Male in the Everything ullowcd to 

mountai shakes put in fwnt 
TV/film! 

ns will heavily. oflhe eX11 
Videol leave the After: I During: 
Book! mountai Here comes I ()p~'I1 the 
newspaper 

ns, ants small I \~indow lind 

will run earthquakes door in the 

out of in few first timc. 

ground weeks time. Afk!" 

few days Cull thc 

before it police 

happen. 

Student 02 No. Plates Shaking. In about Before: Plates No ideas. Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, l3efore: 

push to 30 Mild push to Japan, because I Switch off all 
Father: 

each seconds. shaking. each China, : can do the power. 
Public 

other and During: oilier. Souili nothing to , During: 
servant Main Asia and stop it, so Move to th·c cause Mother: 

ground shaking. Middle fear is not comer oflhe 
Housewife 

shaking. After: East. necessary. building or 

Shaking near by a 
12Y08M stop. pillar, in the 
Male outdoor, stay 

in an open 
TV/film! place. 
Videol After: 
Book! Check ilie 
Newspaperl damage and 
Magazine! Te-build the 
Computer area. 

I 
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, 

,I 

': 
,I 

I 

! I 

Student 03 No. Plates The flower Few I Before: Plates No. ideas. 
, 

Taiwlll, TIIiwao only" Yes, BdiJ,n, 
push to , vase fulls minutes Ground movement 

I 
Japm, because Fix 

Father: each on the floor only. ,Wave s. USA, houses C\"L'"f)lnn:n.g 
Driver oilier-and and lamps I slowly. 

I 

Canada, brOten wdl 
Mother: cause are During: SouIh do\\Q. Dunng Housewife ground shaking. 

I 
Main America, lIiJe under II 

shaking. shaking. Middle tllble.lfm 
12YOSM After: Eastmd tlb~c 'OUWiI..'1il1r, 
Male I can see the Indonesia. $Iil, y III I ""1d'I 

llroken vase. ph~,cc 
TV! AI1L'lf 
Videol Chock 
BooW 

~\',cr.tx"ly Newspaperl 
I ,and 

Magazine , 

,even'lilin{t 
, 

I Computer I 
I 

I 

, , 
, I 

, 
I 

'i I: 

Student 04 No. Earth Things I am not Before: I Earth For main Taiwan ' TaiwlIIl only. No, Before 
cruslshit shaking sure. Mild shakes. :' crusts hit i earthqusl and Jap!III. beal\ls,c I S:wild~on 

Father and 
each and ground During: eooh es: I don't : Imowbow the gas, 

mother: oilier-and shaking as I, Strong other. know. to deal ~th During: 
Technician cause well. I shakes. For mild il Sill)" IUlocr u 

ground After: earthqusl IlIhleor 
12Y08M shaking. Shaking es: ncw-by Ihe 
Female stop. Always piUM. If I Hill 

bappen. 

I 

ill the 
TV!film! 

I 
OllluOOl, I 

Video! will rmu lin 
Book!comicl 

I I op,en pl~c c, 
Newspaper! 

i AlkT' 
Computer Ca,lllh,e 

pohe,e 

, 

! 

I 

I 

Yes, the It is a big House Few Before: I don't I don't Taiwan, Taiwan ooIy. Yes, Before 
Student 05 

earthwor shaking collapse minutes. It looks know. know. Japan and because O()llol pUI 
Father: 

mwould and many and stones calm. Korea. houses 
I 

IJolied lI'Owt.,. 
Business. 

people fall down. During: always faD , inlhe 
Mother: come 

down. balcony out of lose Many 
Lawyer 

ground lives. buildings During· 
i Silly lIJld'era 

12YOSM few days collapse. 
lable or open After: 

Male before 
pl,ace. earthqua People try to 

rescue other Alla 
TV! kes. 

people who Try to help 
Book! are in the I oilier p'ooplc. 
Newspaperl danger. 
Magazine! I 
Computer I 

II 
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1 !I 

I 
I 

I 

Student 06 Yes, P1atesrub Window Few ' Idon't Plates rub Ow:efor Taiwao. TllliwllllJlooly. No, l:kll"le 
because against to smash, minutes know. agaimtto fewyeaIS. CIUoaIllHil bocImsel I~"",rula Father: some each house only. I each East I 

Chef I IIIIIlIIIJIlICd ,rod lood 
animals other, fulling alber. EIIrOp8. deal wiIb ill During 

Mother: have and cause do,,"uarui I 

Nurse 
, Roo ~o ~rn 

unusual ground every!bing ,orjXO p,I"cc ,II 
reaction, shaking. falls down ! 

12Y07M for asweU. 
nClII'b~ ,II 

! p'llblJr, 
Male example, 

I 
A,lla 

TVI 
earthwor I ,JLoo'( blfll"~ 
mwould 

I 

Videol come I' 

Bookl out of 
Newspaper! the 
Computer ground i 

few 
hours 
before 
the 
,earthqua 

: kes. 
I 

I 

i 
I 

I, I 

I 
I I 

i 
I 

I 
I 

, 
, 

I 
! 

! 

I 
, 

:1 

i 

Ii I ! I 

Student 07 Yes, but Some Water and Betv.'een Before: Ed I doo't TlliwllD, T.mo 001)',. No, Ii Bdoole 

Father: I don't sorts of lamp 10-20 I Slow 'WaVe. Cll'USltand 1m0'lli'. 1IIpmJ. ! bealuse , Pre:plIle f/"~lld 

know by ,siJ2kes miinutes. I During: plates rut Koreamd I Ibi.slbs mtL!l1l!l!o;l':lllfficr 
Sales 

\\fa\l'e I 

how. ! heavily. Strong to each Clltina 
I 

already ~)lJln~~ig 
Mother: 

come 

Housewife from \\lm'e. (llller. bca:>melll IlJrlllidillC:["IIJI.' 

undergro After: , putormy lable :mlld ,~ 

13Y07M lIDd. I, '"lIn'!: stop" life. 'mc 

Male i 
/,lIIa 
IIdpll\,m,c 

, 

TV/film! 
bndy' ~n 

book! I 
d.mg,er 

I 

newspaper 
computer 

, 

Student 08 Yes, Pla!esbit Lamp and It all Before: PIaIe:s nail Taiwm, Taiwan onJIy., No, I}cfo'r,e' 

Father and some each walter axe depends, Idom't liitrite depeodI.L P1Ut~ ~~np~;nr1t21n~ 

Mother: fish will other. shllking. know. each d',()~clllJ'm,enb 

jwnpout ! Cabinet During: other. ,mid m10ney wn 
Unknown 

of water. 
I 

falilsdown. Shaking. 
I '5<,~lfle plll.lICC 

jobs After. f'rt"IP"ffire lix,d 

Idom'! 
i and! lilH':t:da 

12Y04M 
Male I 

know. Duong 
I 

TV/film! ! I 

,~nd 

Videol 
I dOlOr in l11"c 
I fir:>ll time. Go. 

Bookleomid 
i 

to ,at n,al~ 

Magazine , 
, 

piaU! 
.$L.ftletr 

I TI'Y r,e-
I bJ'I~nd ~}["C 

i 
illJt,~ 
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Student 09 No. The Table, Few Before: The It all Taiwan, Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

Father: 
shaking chair and seconds. Everything shaking of depends. Japan, because Fix 

Engineer 
of Earth lamp are is calm. Earth China and lamp and everything. 

Mother: 
surface. waving. During: crust. USA. whole During: 

Housewife 
Temble house Stay in an 
shaking. might fall open place or 

12Y04M 
After: down. nearby n 

Male 
Discussing table. 
how to solve N1cr: 

lV!film! 
the damage Re-tix 

Video! 
with family. something 

Book! 
wuhbling. 

Comic! 
magazine 
newspaper 
computer 

Student 10 Yes, but Plates rub Mud flow, Few Before: Plate It all Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
I don't against to house minutes. Everything movement depends. China and because I Do not over 

Security 
know by each falling and is calm. north feel nothing open up tile 

Guard 
what other and so many During: Africa. serious. land. 

Mother: 
way. cause people People During: 

Pass away. 
shaking. complain become Stay lUldcr 

about the panic. the table or 

12YOIM 
losing. After: huge object. 

Male 
People start After: 
to complain Repair the 

lV!film! 
because they house. 

Video 
lose 
everything. 

Student 11 No. Lava Walls are Few No ideas. No ideas. Few Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
flow leaking and seconds. years. Japan, because I Prepare a 

Designer 
from the things fall Chinn and have never iron IlIble and 

Earth down. Middle seen life ladder. 
Mother: center East. something During: 
Bank staff. have a really bad. Usc lifc 

13YOIM 
big ladder to 

Male 
movemen escape or 

tand silly und,-'!' a 

cause the IlIble. 

shaking. Alter: 
Re-build the 

lV!film! area. 
Video! 
magazine 
newspaper 
Computer 

Student 12 Yes, Ground Things fall Few Before: Earth No ideas. Taiwan. Taiwan only. I feel ok, Before: 

Father: 
because Shaking. down and seconds to Nothing release the not so Fix 

Self-employer 
some people few happen. energy. afraid of it, everything. 

insects running minutes. During: because it During: 
Mother: 

will away. Also Everything justa Go to an 
Housewife. 

escape cars stop is shaking. while. open area. 

13YOOM 
few days on the After: After: 

Female 
ago road. A lot of Contact with 

before damage. family and 

earthqua fri'-"I1ds to 

kes. check if they 
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TVlbook! arc ull right. 

Comic 

Student 13 Yes, but The The shop InS Before: The I don't Taiwan. Taiwan only. I feel ok, Bc1()re: 

Father: 
I don't change of sign fall minutes. Mild wave movement know. not very Open the 

Self-employer 
know Earth down, up and down sofEarth afraid of it window. 
the way. crust and people are direction. crust. Because During: 

Mother: cause panic. During: there is Stuy under a 
Housewife shaking. Left and none of my tuble. 

12YllM 
right fmnily get Aller: 

Male 
direction hannfrom Tidy up 
shaking. them. evcl),thing. 

TV/filmlbook 
After: 
From Left 

? and right 
Newspaper! direction 
Computer shaking to 

stop 
shaking. 

Student 14 Yes, Plates hit Many I am not Before: Plate For main Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, Beforc: 

Father and 
because each people are sure. It shakes tectonic. earthquak Japan, because it Prepare food. 

mother: 
we can other and dead, and lightly. es: USA and is just some During: 

Beauty shop 
see get many During: Every half North shaking, It It is bettcr to 

somethin shaking. houses are Strong toone Pole. is fun to stand 
owner. gchange fa1Iing shake. year. between 2 me. 

13Y09M 
in the down. After: For mild doors or stuy 

Female 
surface Some other earthquak in an opcn 

of Earth mild e: lrrea. 

TVlbook! 
crust earthquakes Every Alllo'f: 

come after. day. To exumine 
Magazine! the escaping 
Computer plan. 

Student 15 No. Plate Lamps and I am not Before: No ideas. I am not Taiwan. Taiwan only. For mild 13c/()re: 

Father: 
movemen water are sure. No ideas. sure. earth quakes No ideas. 

t waving. During: : no. During: 
Public Wave from For strong Stuy under 
servant up and down earthquakes tuble or un 
Mother: direction to : Yes, Oplo'l1 place. 
Unknown job left and right because Aller: 

direction. things Make a 
12YI0M After: might fall reaction plan. 
Male Lots of down to hit 

TV/film! 
damages me. 

Book! 
everywhere. 

newspaper 
computer 
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Student 16 Yes, by Plates rug Many I am not Before: Plate rugs Mild Far East. Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
machine against to people are sure. Animals against to earthquak because I Prcpare food 
detection each dead, have each es: think it is !Uld torch. 

Taxi driver and other. houses fall unusual other. It happens natura1ly During: 
Mother: animals' down and reaction. everyday. thing, so Stay under a 
Technician unusual ambulance During: Strong there is tuble or 

13Y05M 
reactions are Shaking earthquak nothing to lInythi.ng 

everywhere heavily. es: be afraid strong 
Female After: Every half of. enough. 

Houses fall to one Afkr: 
TV!film down and year. ReplIir the 
Video! people are damage. 
Book! 
Comic! 

trapped 
inside. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 17 Yes, Plate Houses fall 20-30 Before: Plate Strong Far East. Taiwan only. No, Belore: 

Father: 
tortoise movemen down and seconds. Everything movement earthquak because it Prepare food 

A staff in 
will go t cars are is calm. es: is fun to and wuter. 

radio 
north waving. During: Iamnot me. During: 

few days Big waving. sure. Sluy under a 
company. before it After: Mild bed or (ablc. 
Mother: happen. No ideas. earthquak Aller: 
Primary es: Movc(o an 
school Always open plnee. 
teacher. happen. 

12Y09M 
Male 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 18 Yes, the Plates rug 1-2 Before: Volcanic Strong Whole Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father and 
erocodil against to Lamps are minutes. Animals eruptions earthquak word. because it Fix 

eswill each waving have or plate es: is fun to everything. 
mother: 

become other. unusual tectonic. I am not me. During: 
Businessman 

more activities. sure. Sluy at the 

12Y05M aggressi During: Mild comer, or 

Female 
ve.I-2 Things are earthquak between 

days shaking es: cabinets or 

TV!film 
before regularly, Always beds. 

Video! 
earthqua from up and happen. After: 

Book! kes down Check up 

Newspaper! 
happen. direction to everything 

left or right and exercise 
Magazine! direction. the reaction 
Computer plan. 
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Student 19 I don't Ground Houses are Few Before: No ideas. No ideas. Whole Taiwan only. Yes, Bct()re: 

Father: 
know. shaking. shaking seconds. Lamps word. because I No idClls. 

and ground shake might lose During: 
Designer. splits open. heavily. my life. Stay under u 
Mother: During: tuhle and 
Housewife. Lamps still protect the 

12YOSM 
shake head. 

Female 
heaviIybut Or stuy in the 
stronger. comer of the 
After: house. 

TV!fiIm 
Video! 

Stop Afi~'f: 

Book! 
shaking. Re-huild the 

Newspaper/ 
areu. Or give 
SOll1C 

Magazine! donntions. 
computer 

Student 20 Yes, by Ground Trees are In half Before: Plate rugs No ideas. Taiwan, Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

Father: 
detecting shaking. falling hour. n shakes against to China and because tuke olT 

Self-employer 
the mild down and slowly. each South things everyUling 

Mother: 
shakes. houses During: other. America. might fall lI-oIn high 

Housewife. 
might leak. It shakes down and pluccs. 

strongly. hit me. During: 

12Y04M 
After: there Stay under a 

Female 
are some tuble or 
mild comer of a 

TV!film 
earthquakes house. 

Videol 
come after. Afier: 

Book! 
Try to help 
others. 

Newspaperl 
computer 

Student 21 No. No ideas. Things fall Few No ideas. No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. I feel ok, Bel()re: 

Father 
down and minutes. because I Do not put 

And Mother: 
mud flow lln1 used to llI1yiliing in 

Businessman 
happen. deal with it. high places. 

During: 

13YOIM 
Stay under u 
table. 

Female Alter: 

TV!film 
Try to help 
others. 

Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 22 Yes, but Ground Huge About in 2 Before: Plate hit No ideas. Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, butl Before: 

Father: 
I don't shaking. shaking, minutes. Mild each Japan and don't know Switch orf 

No job. 
know by and things shaking for other. China why. the gas. 

Mother: 
what fall down. long time. During: 

Bakery staff. 
way. During: Put soft staff 

Heavy over the 

12Y03M 
shaking for head. 

Male 
a moment. After: 

After: Tidy up the 

TV!film! 
Earth crust area. 

Book 
might split. 

Newspaper 
computer 
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Student 23 No. The Houses are Few Before: The stress No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. No, I feel it Before: 

Father: 
stress shaking. minutes. It shakes press and is ok tome. Put !Ulything 

No job 
press from up to Earth Madagasc breakuhlc in 
Earth down crust. ar. the lower 

Mother: crust and direction. position. 
Worker. cause the During: During: 

llYlOM 
shaking. It shakes Stuy underu 

Female 
from left to tilhlc or go to 
right an (1)L~1 area. 

Film 
direction. After: 

Video! 
After: Check up 

Book! 
Stop evcryUling. 

Newspaper! 
shaking. 

computer 

Student 24 No. GTound Shaking. In1 No ideas. Plate Mild Whole Taiwan only. Yes, if it is BcI')J"e: 

Father: 
shaking. minute. tectonic earthquak word. strong, Do nothing. 

Service trade 
and all e: because During: 

Mother: 
kind of No ideas. houses Open doors 

Housewife 
artificial Strong might fall and 
waving. earthquak down. windows. 

12Y07M 
e: After: 

Female 
Every 2-3 Try to help 
years. others. 

TVlbook! 
Newspaper 

Student 25 Yes, but No ideas. Things are No ideas. Before: No ideas. No ideas. Taiwan Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

father and 
no ideas falling Mild shakes. because No idcus. 

mother: 
about down, and During: houses During: 

businessman 
how to everything It is getting might fall Stuy under 
do so. is shaking. stronger and down. any strong 

12YllM 
stronger. object or go 

Female 
After: to un open 
Several mild areu. 

TV!fiIm 
earthquakes Aller: 

Video! 
come after Tidy up 

Book! 
in 1-2 days. everything. 

Comicl 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 
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Appendix 7: The understanding of Earthquakes in Junior High School Year 3 

O.Are 1. What 2. What 3. How 4. What 5. What 6. How 7. 8. Have 9. Are 111, Whnt 
earthq is an happens long does does it often do Where should 
uakes earthqu during causes you ever you 

predict ake? an an look like an earthqu do experience afraid of wc/)'OU do 
able? earthqua 

earthqua before/dur earthqu akes earthqu dan earthqua bcf()('c/duri 
ke? 

ke last? ing/after aketo happen? akes earthquak kcs? ng/nftcr 1111 

an happen? occur? C in any clII'thqunkc 

earthquak other ? 

e? country/pi 

ace? 

Student 01 Impossib Earth Water and 10 Before: The I am not Circum Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
Ie. crust rug lamps are seconds. Nothing movement sure. Pacific because the To train 

Technician 
against to waving. happen or s of shear belt. epicenter of people how 

Mother: 
each maybea plate, earthquakes to react 

Housewife 
other. weak are not earthquakes. 

earthquake. usually in Atk,,: 

12YOSM 
During: the north try to f(Jrget 
Main Taiwan. the bud 

Male shaking last feeling unt! 

TV!fiIm! 
about 10 be uware of 
seconds. the next 

Video! After: coming 
Book! 
Newspaper 

Still some elllihquakcs. 
tremors, 
each one last 
about 5 
seconds, 

Student 02 Yes, Plate Things are 1-3 Before: Plate Insensible Circum Taiwan only, No,Iam Before: 

Filther: when the tectonic. shaking minutes. No feeling. tectonic. earthquak Pacific not really Do not over 

Public 
record of and falling During: es: belt, afraid of it, usc and 

detective down, ifit Very strong Every South because my develop the 
scnrant. 

machine is a strong shaking. day, all Asia, and family hills. 
Mother: 
Housewife shows earthquake, After: the time, Arabian always well Nk,,: 

there then the Stop Sensible sea. prepared Try to tidy up 

12Y08M have ground shaking, earthquak for it. the damage. 

Male been no may break. es: 
shaking 3-5 times 

TV!film! 
for long per year, 

Video! time, 

Book! there 

Newspaper! may 

Magazine! have an 

Computer earthqua 
kesoon, 
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Student 03 Yes,! Plate Animals 5-15 Before: Plate Insensible Asia and Taiwan, It all Before: 

Father: 
think so. tectonic. have seconds. No feeling. tectonic earthquak America. Japan and depends, if Do not put 

Driver 
extraordina During: and es: USA. I am in potted t10wcr 

Mother: 
ry Shaking. volcanic Everyday. school, I in the high 

Housewife 
behavior. After: eruptions. Sensible will be place, and 

People run earthquak afraid of repair tmy 

12Y08M 
away from es: it ,because old housing 

Male 
the area. 10-20 the equipment. 

times per buildings in After: 

TV! 
year. school look Watch Ill'WS. 

Video! 
very old, I get the latest 

Book! 
may lose ill/(mnation 

Newspaper! 
my life. all the time. 

Magazine 
computer 

Student 04 No, The Houses 30 seconds Before Fault Insen;rible Circum Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father and 
human movemen collapses to 1 Nothing movement earthquak Pacific because Prepare water 

mother: 
have not ts and things minute. happen. s. es: belt, and when it and torch. 

Technician 
tbatkind between are falling During: All the India. happens, I Aft(.,'f: 

of ability faults and down. Main time. am not the Switch off 

12Y08M 
yet. Earth shaking. Sensible only one to the gas and 

Female 
crust. After: earthquak deal with it. power. 

A lot of es: 

TV!film! 
Earth 20 times 
tremors in per year. 

Video! one week 
Book!comid time. 
Newspaper! 
Computer 

Student 05 Yes, we The The ground 1-2 Before: Plate Insensible Circum Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
can interactio could minute. Mild tectonic earthquak Pacific because it Try to 

observe us bulge, and shaking. and es: belt and is useless to strengthen 
Business. 

the between mountains During: areolite. All the Atlantic be afraid of the IIlD and 
Mother: 

unusual fault and may have Main time. belt. it. escuping 
Lawyer 

behavior Earth displaceme shaking. Sensible training. 

12Y08M 
from crust. nt. After: earthquak Aft(.,'f: 

animals, Tremors es: EXL'fcisc Ole 
Male 

such as come after Less than reaction 

mouse soon for 2-3 5 times plans. 
TV! 

would times. per year 
Book! 
Newspaper! 

like to 
leave 

Magazine! 
their 

Computer 
nest 
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Student 06 No, Plate The ground In 1 hour. Before: No ideas. Insensible Far East. Taiwan only. I don't Before: 

Father: 
because tectonic. bulge up No ideas. earthquak really No ideas. 

Chef 
it always and houses During: es: afraid of it, After: 

Mother: 
happens are falling Shaking. Many because I Try 10 deal 

Nurse 
ina down, After: times a feel with 
sudden. sometimes There are day. shaking is a problems Imd 

12Y07M 
mud flow still many Sensible bit funny. dimcultics 

Male 
happens. Earth earthquak properly. 

tremors es: 

TVI 
come after. 10 times 

Videol 
per year. 

Book! 
Newspaperl 
computer 

Student 07 Yes, we Ground is Houses are About 30 Before: Plate Taiwan, Insensible Taiwan only. No, No idC<ls. 

Father: 
can use shaking. falling seconds. Ants are tectonic. Japan and earthquak because I 

Sales 
machine down running Korea es: believe all 

Mother: 
s to away. Any time. the things 

Housewife 
detect During: Sensible has already 

seismic No ideas. earthquak been 

13Y07M 
waves. After: es: decided to 

Male 
Earth 4-5 times God. 
tremors per year. 

TV/film! 
come after. 

book! 
newspaper 
computer 

Student 08 Yes, Plate Desks are 5-20 Before: Some sort Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father and 
earthwor tectonic. shaking minutes. Animals of shear earthquak Japan and because I Usc good 

Mother: 
mwill and many have stress es: USA. have never mUleriallo 

Unknown 
be out of people are unusual applies on 30- experienced build tile 

the dead. behavior. plates. 40/year. areal houses. 
jobs 

ground During: Sensible strong Aft(:r; 

12Y04M 
and Shaking. earthquak earthquake. Slrenglh(,,11 

snakes After: es: building 
Male could Earth 5-6/year. structure 

TV/film! 
stay on tremors, wh~"I1 

Videol 
the road. come after necessary. 

in 5 minutes. 
Book!comid 
Magazine 

Student 09 No. Strata Building 1-2 Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, Bef()re: 

breakup gets minutes. Mild tectonic earthquak Iceland because I Prepare 
Father: and cause damage. shaking. and Earth es: and USA. am used to medicine, 
Engineer ground During: release its Many live with food and 
Mother: shaking. Strong energy. times a earthquakes water. 
Housewife shaking. day. Mer: 

After: Sensible Re-exerci se 
12Y04M There are so earthquak the reaction 
Male many es: plan. 

TV/film! 
tremors 1O/year. 
come after. 

Videol 
Book! 
Comid 
magazine 
newspaper 
Computer 
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Student 10 Yes, by Plate Things are 1-2 Before: Plate Insensible South- Taiwan only. lam afraid Bet()rc: 

Father: 
detecting tectonic. falling minutes. Animals tectonic. earthquak East Asia. of strong Excrci sc the 

Security 
seismic down. have es: earthquakes reaction drill. 

Guard 
waves, unusual Many . Because After: 

Mother: 
andtIy behavior, times a houses may Check up 

Pass away. 
to find ants will day. fall down building 
out the leave their Sensible toward me. structure 

12YOIM 
regulatio nest. earthquak regulurly. 

Male 
n. During: es: 

Things are S-IO/year. 

TV/film! 
shaking. 
After: 

Video Many 
buildings are 
falling 
down. 

Student 11 Yes. Plate Building 1 minute. Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan Taiwan only. No, Bet()re: 

Father: 
tectonic falling No ideas. tectonic. earthquak and because I Design [l 

Designer 
and cause down and During: es: China. think strong 

ground bet fire. Things are Many shaking is building \\~th 
Mother: shaking. falling times a not so a good 
Bank staff. down. day. horrible, structure. 

13YOIM 
After: Sensible but if! Afh."!": 
Many earthquak watch from Try to suve 

Male houses es: television, I OthL"!" people. 
collapse. S-4lyear. feel 

horrible. 

TV/film! 
Video/ 
magazine 
newspaper 
Computer 

Student 12 No. Ground Everything Few Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, No, Taiwan Yes, but I Before: 

shaking is shaking seconds. There are tectonic. earthquak Japan and only. only afraid Buy a good 
Father: which is and some es: Philippine of strong insurance. 
Self-employer caused by children unusual Many s. one, After: 
Mother: plate are animal times a because I Ifit is 
Housewife. converge carrying. reaction. day. may be hit necessary. 

and During: Sensible by Change the 
13YOOM diverge. Shaking. earthquak something. structure 0 f 
Female After: es: building. 

Earth Below 
tremors SO/year. 
come after. 

TVlbookl 
Comic 
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Student 13 Yes, Ground Many Few Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. Yes, lam Be!,m:: 

Father: 
crocodil shaking. people run seconds to Animals tectonic. earthquak Japan and afraid of No. 

Self-employer 
eswill away and 5 minutes. may have es: North strong one, Afk-r: 

Mother: 
roar things are extraordinar Many USA. because I Contact with 

Housewife 
loudly 2- falling ybehavior. times a may lose family. 
3 days down, During: day. my Hfe. 

12YllM 
before it supermarke Ground Sensible 

Male 
happen. t get a lot shaking and earthquak 

of people. sea tide es: 

TV!filmlbook 
become Below 1-

? 
stronger. 2!year. 

Newspaper! 
After: 
Try to 

computer prevent the 
same 
damage 
happen 
again. 

Student 14 Yes. Ground People are 10-20 Before: Plate Insensible Circum Taiwan only. Yes, I am Before: 

Father and 
shaking. running seconds. Not sure. tectonic. earthquak Pacific afraid of Prepare food, 

mother: 
away, During: es: belt and strong one, wuter, and 

Beauty shop 
things are Shaking. Many Atlantic because I torch. 
shaking. After: times a belt. may get After: 

owner. Check the day. hurt. Try to help 

13Y09M 
building Sensible others. 

Female 
structure. earthquak 

es: 

TVlbook! 
Below 5-

Magazine! 
6!year. 

computer 

Student 15 No. Plate Tbingsare 1-2 No ideas. Plate Insensible Japan, No. No, Before: 

Father: 
tectonic. falling minutes. tectonic. earthquak Taiwan because I Put ant 

Public 
down, es: and USA. don't feel important 

servant 
ground Many any big document in 

Mother: 
surface times a change. a safl: place. 

Unknown job 
break up. day. AflL-r: 

Sensible Help oUwr 

12YI0M 
earthquak people if I 
es: can. 

Male Below 5-

TV!film! 
6!year. 

Book! 
newspaper 
computer 

Student 16 Yes, Plate Walls are 1-2 Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, I feel Before: 

Father: 
earthwor tectonic. breaking minutes. Animals tectonic. earthquak USA, ok, I don't Try to add 

mwould off and have es: Japan, and not think it shake 
Taxi driver 

be out of everything extraordinar 100!year. the place isabig resistant 
Mother: the earth is shaking. y behavior. Sensible between deal. structure in 
Technician 

1-2 days During: earthquak China and the building. 

before it Earth es: India. After: 
13Y05M 

happens. surface is 4-5/year. Re-construct 
Female shaking. the weak 

After: buildings. 
TV!film Houses are 
Video! falling 
Book! down. 
Comid 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 
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Student 17 No. Plate Things are 30 No ideas. Plate Insensible Japan, Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
shake falling minutes. movement earthquak Taiwan, because I Remove any 

A staff in 
from up down and s. es: North am not objcct from 

radio 
and down moving Many India, afraid of high jlosition. 
direction around. times a Africa and death. Afh,.r: 

company. 
to left day. North No idcl.ls. 

Mother: 
Primary 

and right Sensible America. 

school 
direction. earthquak 

teacher. 
es: 
7-8Iyear. 

12Y09M 
Male 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 18 Yes, Earth Water and 20-30 Before: Earth Insensible Circum Yes, in No, I feel Bel()[c: 

Father and 
mice crust lamps are seconds. Sometimes crust slide earthquak Pacific Singapore, I ok, because Strcngthcn 

mother: 
would movemen shaking. there is and shear es: belt. feel nothing I don't the building 

Businessman 
run out t. some ground off. Many very think it is structurc. 

of their sound. times a different, but very After: 

12Y05M 
nest few During: day. earthquakes serious to Kec']) 

Female 
days Strong Sensible in Taiwan is me. strC"llgU1cn 

before it shaking. earthquak stronger. the struct urc 

TV!film 
happen. After: es: if it is 

Video! 
Things are 2-3!year. necessary. 

Book! 
in disorder. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 19 Yes, by Plate Mud flow HaIfhour. Before: Plate Insensible Far East, Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

Father: 
detecting tectonic. could be Mild tectonic. earthquak Green because 1 Build good 

seismic touched shaking. es: land and can not foundations 
Designer. 

waves. off, and During: Many Circum afford for new 
Mother: comes after Main times a Pacific serious houses. 
Housewife. many shaking. day. belt. damage and After: 

natural After: Sensible 1 may to deal with 
12Y05M hazards. Many thing earthquak losing life. problems and 
Female fall down on es: difficulties. 

TV!film 
the floor. Up to 

Video! 
IO!year. 

Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 
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Student 20 Yes. No ideas. Many Inl Before: Meteorite No ideas. Taiwan. Taiwan only. Yes, lam Noidcas. 

Father: 
buildings minute. No ideas. bit or afraid if 

Self-employer 
are falling During: plate things fall 

Mother: 
down. Shaking. tectonic. down and 

Housewife. 
After: hit my 
Many head. 

12Y04M 
buildings are 

Female 
falling 
down. 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Computer 

Student 21 Yes. Ground Houses fall 2 minutes. Before: Plate No ideas. Taiwan, Taiwan only. NO,even No idcHs. 

Father 
shaking. down. Mild tectonic. Japan and for 921 

And Mother: 
shaking. Korea earthquake 

Businessman 
During: event, lam 
People are not afraid 

13YOIM 
running of it, 

Female 
away, because I 
because think my 

TV!film 
there is a house is 

Video/ 
strong one. strong 

Book! 
After: enough. 
I don't 

Newspaper! really now. 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 22 No. Plate Ground In 10 Before: Plate rug Insensible Taiwan Taiwan only. No, Belore: 

tectonic. shaking, if minutes. Animals against to earthquak and USA. because I Pu t gJuss in u 
Father: it is very have each es: realize the lower 
No job. strong, eJ(traordinar other. Many situation, position or to 
Mother: things and ybehavior. times a and I be protected 
Bakery staff. buildings During: day. believe I by 

will fall Shaking. Sensible can handle something. 
12Y03M down on After: earthquak it After: 
Male the ground. A lot of es: Re-build the 

broken I/year. area. 
TV/film! things. 
Book 
Newspaper 
computer 
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Student 23 No. Plate Houses and In! Before: Plate Insensible Circum Taiwan only. Yes, Before: 

Father: 
tectonic things are minute. Animals tectonic. earthquak Pacific because Prepme AID 

No job 
and cause falling have es: belt. things fall box IUld fix 
ground down. extraordinar Many down and every tiling, 

Mother: shaking. ybehavior. times a people may After: 
Worker. 

Ant are day. get hurt. Inlprove 

llY10M 
moving Sensible building 

Female 
away, earthquak structure, 
During: es: 

Film 
Shaking. 3/year, 
After: 

Video! A lot of 
Book! things 
Newspaper! damaged, 
computer 

Student 24 Yes, The Houses fall Inl Before: Plate Insensible Circum Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
there asthenosp down and minute. Animals tectonic. earthquak Pacific because I Fix 
should here crust may have es: belt, And have never every tiling 

Service trade be some carry split up or extraordinar Many North experienced properly, 
Mother: 

earthqua crust to bulge up. y behavior. times a America. a strong Switch off 
Housewife 

ke do the Earthwonn day. one. power source 

12Y07M 
period. movemen will come Sensible and opcn tile 

ts. out of the earthquak door, 
Female ground. es: After: 

TVlbookl 
During: lO!year, Check up if 
Shaking, there is 

Newspaper After: anything leak 
We will lose out. 
power. 

Student 25 No. Plate Shaking. Few Before: Earth Insensible Circum Taiwan only. No, Before: 
tectonic. minutes. No ideas. internal earthquak Pacific because Prepare 

father and During: heat es: and when it medicine, 
mother: Shaking. convectio Many Atlantic happened, I food and 
businessman After: n. times a belt. always fall torch. 

Ground split day. in a sleep. After: 
12YllM up. Sensible Try to find 
Female earthquak out the other 

es: survivors. 
TV/film Quite few, 
Video/ less than 
Book! 2!year. 
Comic! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 
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Appendix 8: The Understanding of Earthquakes in Senior High School Year 3 

O.Are 1. What 2. What 3. How 4. What 5. What 6. How 7. 8. Have 9. Are to.Whllt 

earthq is an happens 
long does does it often do Where should 

uakes earthqu during 
causes you ever you 

predict ake? an an look like an earthqu do experience afraid of we/you do 

able? earthqua 
eartbqua beforeldur eartbqu akes eartbqu dan earthqua before/dud 

ke? 
ke last? ing/after aketo happen? akes eartbquak kes? ng/nfter lin 

an happen? occur? e in any earth(lunkc 

eartbquak other ? 

e? country/pi 

ace? 

Student 01 Yes, but Plate Things are Inl Before: Plate Insensible The Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
only for tectonic. falling minute. I am not tectonic, earthquak boundary because I Prcparc 

Technician 
very down, sure. Earth es: between 2 think anyUling to 

Mother: 
limited lamps are During: crnst is All the plates and Taipei will against 

Housewife 
time. waving. Shaking. affected time. middle never seismic 

After: by share Sensible ocean experience waves. 

12Y08M 
Stop stress. earthquak ridge. such a great Allcr: 

Male 
shaking. es: earthquake. Try to help 

4-5 times some oUlcr 

TV!film! 
a year. peoplc. 

Video! 
Book! 
newspaper 

Student 02 No. Plate Many Few Before: Lava Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. No, Bef(ll'c: 

Father: 
tectonic. things are seconds to Nothing "shears" earthquak Japan and because I Peoplc 

shaking I minute. happen. plates to es: somewher have not should have 
Public and falling During: move All the e between got any well rcaction 
servant. down. Many things away. time. China and damage training. 
Mother: are shaking Sensible India. from Aller: 
Housewife and titHing earthquak earthquakes GOVCIl1ITlcnt 

down. es: should 
12Y08M After: Not sure subsidizc 
Male There are a but quite people who 

lot of often. have houses 
TV!film! damage damaged. 
Video! from 
Book! landslide. 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 03 Yes. Earth A city may Inl Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. If Beforc: 

releases lose power, minute, I can see a tectonic, earthquak Japan, earthquakes To designate 
Father: its trees are depend on glass of which es: Middle last for long the assembly 
Driver falling the energy. water starts include All the East, USA time, I will points and energy, 
Mother: and it is a down, and to shake. the time. and be afraid of places (0 

Housewife kind of everything During: movement Sensible Atlantic it. If it last hide. 

power to is waving. Everything s of earthquak ocean. for short After: 
12Y08M destroy. is shaking. convergen es: time, I am If the road 
Male After: t plate and 2-3/year. not afraid and bridge 

There are a divergent of it. are damaged, 
TV! lot of plate. govcll1mcnl 
Video! damage. should re-
Book! OpL'Il them as 
Newspaper! soon as 
Magazine possible. 
computer 
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Student 04 Yes, but Plate rub GTound 3-5 Before: Plate Insensible Far East, USA Not really, Before: 

Father and 
not against to shaking minutes. Mild tectonic. earthquak India, (California) it depends Prepare All) 

mother: 
accurate. each and people shaking. es: Europe, and Taiwan. on its box, water 

Technician 
other, are panic. During: All the north strength. and food. 
Earth Strong time. America Clcurup tlw 

12Y08M 
release its shaking. Sensible and South exit. 

Female 
energy. After: earthquak America. AJk,.: 

Try to es: Try to help 

TV!film/ 
criticize the 20!year other ])L·oplc. 

Video! 
reaction 

Book!comic! 
plans and 

Newspaper! 
maybe 

Computer 
modify it 

Student 05 Yes, by Plates rub GTound is Few days. Before: Plate Insensible Circum- Taiwan only. Not really, Betllre: 

Father: 
using against to shaking Mild tectonic. earthquak Pacific it depends Prepare AID. 

Business. 
seismogr each like boats. shaking. es: belt. on its After: 

Mother: 
aph. other and During: All the strength. Try to help 

Lawyer 
these are Strong time. other p<Jop]e. 

caused by shaking. Sensible 

12Y08M 
Earth After: earthquak 

Male 
internal Earth es: 
energy. tremors 1-2Iyear. 

TV! 
come after 

Book! 
soon. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 06 No. Earth There are InS Before: Plate Insensible The Taiwan only. Not really. Bel,m!: 

Father: 
releases two kind of minutes. No feeling. tectonic earthquak boundary Fix 

Chef 
energy seismic During: and the es: of two cverytlling 

Mother: 
and cause waves:P GTound is movement All the plates. properly. 

Nurse 
ground wave and S shaking and s of Earth time. Japan, Alll.,.: 
shaking. wave. people are crust, both Sensible Taiwan, Try to help 

12Y07M 
Earthquake panic. are earthquak Philippine others. 

Male 
s cause After: pushed by es: and 

everything Things are lava flow IO/year. Atlantic 

TV! 
shake falling from ocean. 

Video/ 
heavily. down, mantle. 

houses 
Book! damaged. 
Newspaper/ 
computer 

Student 07 No. Plate GTound About 10 Before: Plate Insensible South Taiwan only. No I am not Before: 

Father: 
tectonic. shaking. seconds. Nothing tectonic. earthquak Asia and afraid of it. Strengthen 

happen. es: Circum- building 
Sales During: All the Pacific structure. 
Mother: People are time. belt. Afk,.: 
Housewife panic, things Sensible To conflrm if 

13Y07M 
are falling earthquak the reaction 

down. es: plan is 
Male After: 4-S/year. proper. 

TY!film/ 
Try to 
recover 

book! everything. 
newspaper 
computer 
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Student 08 Yes, by Plate Floor is 7-8 Before: Earth Insensible Circum- Taiwan only. Nol am not Before: 

Father and 
detecting tectonic. shaking seconds. Shaking releases earthquak Pacific afraid of it Set Lmd fix 

Mother: 
the and houses direction is its energy es: belt and ewrything 

Unknown 
energy. lire falling from left and cause All the Ailimtic properly. 

jobs 
down. and right to plate time. Ocean. Mer: 

up and tectonic. Sensible Check up if 

12Y04M 
down. earthquak there is ml)' 

Male 
During: es: damage in 
Houses are 5-6/year. the urea. 

TV/film! 
fnlling 

Video/ 
down. 

Book!comid 
After: 

magazine 
There are 
severnl 
Earth 
tremors 
come after. 

Student 09 No. Layers Shaking. In 10 Before: Plate Insensible Circum- Taiwan only. No, Beforc: 

Father: 
release seconds. Animals tectonic, earthquak Pacific because I Prepm'c IIny 

Engineer 
energy. have Earth es: belt. have never Iife-suving 

Mother: 
extraordinar internal All the had serious stuff. 

Housewife 
ybehavior. power. time. damage. Aller: 
During: Sensible to notice thc 

12Y04M 
Shaking. earthquak latest ncws at 

Male 
After: es: anytimc. 
Geographic 50-

TV/film! 
view may be 100/year. 

Video/ 
changed. 

Book! 
Comid 
magazine 
newspaper 
computer 

Student 10 Yes, by Plate Shaking is 10 Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. Yes, Belene: 

Father: 
detecting tectonic, everywhere seconds. Nothing tectonic. earthquak Japan, and because I Nothing 

Security 
the lava is happen. es: Philippine used to huppCl1 

Guard 
frequenc overheat, During: All the s. experienced ,wccnn opcn 

Mother: 
yof and then Ground time. 921 great the window 

Pass away. 
energy cause shakes Sensible earthquake, if we know it 

realizing ground strongly. earthquak and I lived is coming. 

12YOIM 
shaking. After: es: near by Ailer: 

Male 
Landslide 10/year epicenter. Try to 
may happen. And I contact 

TV/film! 
might lose fricnds and 
my life. family. and 

Video check i !"they 
arc all right. 

Student 11 No. Plates are Things are Few Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. No,lam Before: 

Father: 
shaking, falling seconds. Animals tectonic, earthquak Japan and not worry Do not put 

Designer 
then down and have Earth es: South- about it. any 

cause ground is extraordinar realizes its All the East Asia. breakable 
Mother: Earth shaking. ybehavior. energy. time. stuff in the 
Bank staff. surface During: Sensible high position. 

13YOIM 
shaking. Ground earthquak After: 

shaking. es: Put attention 
Male After: lO/year in the latcst 

There are news. 
still some 
Earth 

TV/film! tremors. 
Video/ 
magazine 
newspaper 
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Computer 

Student 12 No. Plate People are 10-15 Before: Plate Insensible Circum- USA. No. Before: 

Father: 
tectonic. running seconds. Animals tectonic or earthquak Pacific Preptrrc AlD 

Self-employer 
away, have sea- es: belt. kits. reaction 

Mother: 
objects fall extraordinar volcanoes. All the Taiwan, phm and 

Housewife. 
down on ybehavior. time. Japan and alunn 
the floor, During: Sensible North system. 

13YOOM 
and the Ground earthquak Africa. Aller: 

Female 
cities may shaking. es: Ask everyone 
lose power. Aller: 5-7/year. to re-huild 

Damages are the urea 
everywhere. togetlll~r. 

TVlbook! 
Comic 

Student 13 Yes, Everythin Everything Inl No ideas. Plate Insensible Japan, Taiwan only. No,Iam Before: 

Father: 
fish can g is is from minute. tectonic. earthquak Taiwan, getting People 

Self-employer 
be waving. strong es: South used to it. should have 1I 

Mother: 
caught waving to All the Asia and pf<)pel' 

Housewife 
more becalm. time. Middle survival 
easily Sensible East. truining. 

12YllM 
than earthquak Aller: 

Male 
usual es: Re-build the 

because 20fyear. area. 

TV/filmlbook 
they 

? 
would 

Newspaper! 
like to 
stay in 

computer the 
shallow 
water. 
There 
are red 
clouds in 
sky. 

Student 14 No. Plate got Landslide, Inl Before: Plate Insensible Taiwan, Taiwan only. Hall Before: 

Father and 
some sort road minute. I feel my tectonic. earthquak Japan, depends, if Do not put 

mother: 
of shear sinking, if body start to es: North it is a quick anything in 

Beauty shop 
movemen it is very shake. All the India and earthquake, the high 

tor strong, During: time. USA. I am not po~ition, and 
owner. 

broken, cities may Everything Sensible afraid ofi!. house 

13Y09M 
these are lose power is shaking. earthquak But ifi( is a foundation 

Female 
some and get Aller: es: long lasting should be 

kind of fire. To checkup 5-6!year. earthquake, built 

TVlbook! 
energy every thing. I will be properly. 

Magazine! 
releasing. afraid ofi!. AIlL'T: 

All of GovemmL"I1( 
computer 

these should repair 

cause (he road as 

ground soon us 

shaking. possihle. 

Student 15 No. Plate Building 30 Before: Plate Insensible Japan, Taiwan only. Yes, I am Before: 

Father: 
tectonic. collapse seconds. Cities may tectonic. earthquak Taiwan, afraid of The house 

Public 
and land lose power. es: China, strong need good 

slide. During: All the Mongolia, earthquake, structure. 
servant Ground time. Middle because After: 
Mother: shaking. Sensible East and this mat Strength the 
Unknown job Aller: earthquak center take my life weak 

12YI0M 
Many es: America. away. building. 

Male 
people die. l!year. 

TV!film! 
Book! 
newspaper 
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computer 

Student 16 No. Plate Houses are 30 seconds Before: Plate Insensible Far East Taiwan only. Yes, Betl)rc: 

Father: 
tectonic falling to 1 Notbing tectonic. earthquak and north because Prepare 

Taxi driver 
and Earth down. minute. happen. es: America. everything medicine lUld 

Mother: 
releases During: All the is damaged try to 

Technician 
its Manytbings time. by strengthen 
energy. are shaking. Sensible earthquakes building 

13YOSM 
After: earthquak strucltm~. 

Houses are es: Atler: 
Female falling 6-7Iyear. Rebuild the 

TV!film 
down. arCH. 

Video! 
Book! 
Comid 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 17 No. Ground Lamps are Few Before: Plate Insensible Japan, Taiwan only. Yes, Betl)re: 

Father: 
shaking. waving, seconds. Animals tectonic. earthquak Taiwan, because it Prepare 

internet have es: Australia, comes in a water, food, 
A staff in breaks extraordinar All the middle sudden and and AlD kits. 
radio down and ybehavior. time. East and unexpectabl AtlL'r: 
company, cities lose During: Sensible Atlantic eable. Rebuild the 
Mother: power. Ground earthquak ocean. area. 
Primary shaking. es: 
school After: Not sure. 
teacher. There are 

12Y09M 
still some 
Earth 

Male tremors. 

TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 18 Yes. Plate A lot of Inl No ideas. Plate Insensible Japan, Taiwan only. NO,Iam Before: 

tectonic. damages. minute. tectonic earthquak Taiwan, getting PrepureAlD 
Father and and es: Africa, used to it. kits. 
mother: orogenesi All the Circum- During: 
Businessman s. time. Pacific Switch off 

Sensible belt, north power, stay 
12YOSM earthquak and center undL'f a table 
Female es: America. or go to un 

TV/film 
3/year. open urea. 

After: 
Video! No ideas. 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 
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Student 19 Yes, Earth People are For strong Before: Earth Insensible Circwn- Taiwan only. Only afraid Before: 

Father: 
because crust rubs panic, one: Mild crust rubs earthquak Pacific ofstroug Prepare: 

Designer. 
animals against to things are 3-S shaking. against to es: belt, and earthquakes AID kits, 

Mother: 
have each falling minutes. During: each All the north food. 

Housewife. 
unusual other. down. For mild Strong other. time. India. After: 

reactions one: shaking. Sensible Use the 

12Y05M 
20-30 After: earthquak ahove things 

Female 
seconds. Stop es: properly. 

shaking. SolS/year. 

TV/film 
Video/ 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer --- ---

Student 20 No. Broad Cars are 1-2 Before: All plates Insensible Circwn- Japan, I feel Yes, Be!l)re: 

Father: 
area forced to minutes. Mild move to a earthquak Pacific nothing because Strengthen 

Self-employer 
shaking. pull over. shaking. new es: belt, and different. nobody the buildings 

Mother: 
During: balanced All the north knows wld prepme 

Housewife. 
Strong position. time. India when it everything 
shaking. Sensible could needed. 

12Y04M 
After: earthquak happen. Aller: 

Female 
Everything es: Check the 
calm down. Not sure. building 

structure, 
TV!film incase it 
Video/ needs to be 
Book! strengthen 
Newspaper/ ogain. 
computer 

Student 21 Yes, fish Ground People are 10 Before: Earth Insensible Japan, Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father 
would shaking. shouting, seconds. Mild releases earthquak Taiwan, because I StrengUlen 

And Mother: 
like to things are shaking. its energy. es: Madagasc feel no the buildings 

Businessman 
stay in falling During: All the ar, center danJage to and prepare 

the down. Strong time. and south me. everyUling 

13YOIM 
shallow shaking. Sensible America .. nc.-'Cded. Read 

Female 
water, After: earthquak or learn more 

, many Everything es: things ahout 

TV/film 
people calm down. 2/year. emthquakes. 

call it as Allc.-,.: 
Video! 

"earthqu Rebuild 1he 
Book! ake whole area. 
Newspaper! 

fish". 
Magaziue 
computer 

Student 22 No. Earth Ground 1 minute. Before: Plate Insensible Far East, Taiwan only. No, Before: 

Father: 
releases shaking Mild tectonic. earthquak south because I Strc.-"flgU1Cl1 

its and people shaking. es: Asia, east feel no building 
No job. internal are During: All the Africa, drunageto strueturc. 
Mother: screaming. Strong time. north me. Aftt.,.: energy. 
Bakery staff. shaking. Sensible America Rebuild the 

After: earthquak and south area and 
12Y03M Several es: America. rebuild 
Male Earth 2/year. everybody's 

tremors mind. 
TV!film! come after. 
Book 
Newspaper 
computer 
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Student 23 Yes, by Plate Ground 1-2 No ideas. Plate Insensible Taiwan Taiwan only. No, Bet(lre: 

Father: 
detecting tectonic. shaking. minutes. tectonic. earthquok and Japan. because I Do not put 

No job 
very es: am getting wlything in 

Mother: 
mild All the used to it. high position. 

Worker. 
shaking. time. During: 

Sensible Goto an 

llY10M 
earthquak open place. 
es: Ancr: 

Female 20/year. No id~IS. 

Film 
Video/ 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
computer --
Student 24 No. Earth None, 10 Before: Earth Insensible Taiwan Taiwan only. No, Beft)rc: 

Father: 
crusts rib nothing minutes. Nothing crusts rib earthquak and Japan. because in No id~ls. 

Service trade 
against to special. happen. against to es: most time Atkr: 

each During: each All the whett it Try to help 
Mother: other. Shaking. other. time. happet1ed, I others. 
Housewife After: Sensible was 

12Y07M 
Nothing earthquak sleeping. 

Female 
happet1 but es: 
damage. lIyear. 

TV/book! 
Newspaper 

Student 25 No. Ground Everything 1 minute. No ideas. Faults Inset1sible Japan, Taiwan only. Yes, a little BcI()re: 

shaking. is shaking, slide to earthquak Taiwan bit, because Fix 
father and and one es: east building evcryUling 
mother: building particular All the Africa, may fall well, 
businessman are falling direction. tinle. center and down. strengthen 

down. Sensible south building 
12YllM earthquak America. structure. 
Female es: After: 

2-3/year. No ideHS. 
TV!film 
Video! 
Book! 
Comid 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 
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Appendix 9: The Understanding of Combined Events in 
Primary School Year 3 

I.Are 2. How do you 3. How doyou 4. How do you 5. How do you 
earthquakes regard volcanic regard think of the think of the status 
and volcanoes activities in earthquakes in current status of of earthquake in 
linked in any Taiwan? (For Taiwan? (For volcano in Taiwan and 
way? And example: is it a example: Is this Taiwan? around the 
could you tell kind of natural a natural world? 
me the resource, a kind hazard or a 
reason(s) of energy or it necessary 

is just an energy 
unavoidable release?) 
hazard? Could 
you explain 
why you think 
so?) 

Student 01 Yes, I think I think it is a Of course a natural Dead volcanoes, Japan is the most 

Father and 
volcanic eruptions natural resource, hazard, because it because they have serious damage place 

mother: 
can cause because it has not always left the not erupted for long for earthquakes all 

Businessman 
earthquakes to erupted for long damage. time. over the world. 
happen and vice time, the only But in Taiwan, the 

lOY09M 
versa. The only thing can be seen strength of 

Male 
link between these is hot spring water, earthquakes from 
two events is earth and this is very strong to weak are: 

TV!film! 
surface. useful resource. East, West, North, 

South. 
Video! The damage of 
Book! 
Comic! 

earthquakes from 

Newspaper! 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 

Magazine! South. 
Computer 

Student 02 Yes, I think I think it is a They are both In North Taiwan for The strongest 

Father: 
volcanic eruptions natural resource, natural hazard and example: Mt. Yang earthquakes occur in 

Businessman. 
can cause because it has not energy release, Ming is a dead the Himalayas. 

Mother: 
earthquakes to erupted for long they are hazard volcano. I am not But in Taiwan, the 

Secondary 
happen and vice time, the only because they left sure about others, but strength of 
versa. The only thing can be seen damage, they are presumably there are earthquakes from 

teacher. link between these is hot spring water, energy because of still some live and strong to weak are: 

lOY03M 
two events is and it is useful for shaking. dormant volcanoes. East, West, South, 

Male 
shaking. taking a bath. North. 

The damage of 

TV! 
earthquakes from 

Video! 
strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! 
East= West, North= 

Computer 
South. 

Student 03 No. I think it is a I think they are Dead volcanoes. The most serious and 

Father: 
natural resource, natural hazards, frequent earthquakes 

Corresponde 
because it has not because they cause area is Taiwan, the 
erupted for long houses falling and strength of 

nt time, the only many people earthquakes from 
Mother: 
Businesswom 

thing can be seen losing lives. strong to weak are: 
is hot spring water, East= West, North, 

an and it is useful for South. 

09Y06M 
taking a bath. The damage of 

Male 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV! 
No ideas. 

Video! 
Book/Newspa 
per! 
Mae;azine 
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Student 04 Yes, earthquakes I think it is a It is a kind of Dead volcanoes. No ideas at all. 

Father and 
cause volcanic natural resource, hazard, because it 

mother: 
events by shaking, because it has not left a lot of 

Businessman 
and volcanic erupted for long damage. 
eruptions cause time, the only 

lOY02M 
earthquakes by thing can be seen 

Male 
eruptional force. is hot spring water, 

and it is useful for 

TV! 
taking a bath. 

Book! 
Newspaper! 

Student 05 Yes, but I can not Is a natural Is a necessary No ideas. Taiwan has the most 

Father: 
explain anything, resource. energy release by serious earthquakes 

Engineer 
it is just my shaking. around the world. 
feeling. But I am not sure the 

Mother: 
status of earthquake 

Housewife 
in Taiwan. 

lOY04M 
Female 

TV! 
Video! 
Comic! 
Computer 

Student 06 Yes, but only I think it is a I feel it is a sort of Dead volcanoes, I think most 

Father: 
earthquakes can unavoidable natural resource because they have earthquakes happen 

Businessman 
cause volcanic hazard, because but I don't know not erupted for long in Taiwan, the 

Mother: 
eruptions but the power of lava the reason. tenn. strength of 

Housewife 
volcanic eruptions and stone are earthquakes from 
can not cause unavoidable. strong to weak are: 

09YIOM 
earthquakes to West, East, North, 

Female 
happen. South. 

The damage of 

TVlBook!new 
earthquakes from 

spaper. 
strong to weak are: 
No ideas. 
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Student 07 No. There is no It is a natural I don't think there is There is a lot of 

Farther: volcanic activity in hazard, because it any volcanic activity earthquakes in Japan, 

Businessman Taiwan. damages a lot of in Taiwan. but in Taiwan the 

Mother: things. strength of 

Service trade earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

09YIIM East, West, South, 

Female North. The damage 
of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV!fiIm! 
East, West, South, 

Video! North. 

Book! 
Comic! 
Newspaper! 

Student 08 
No ideas. 

Father and 
No ideas. It is a natural No ideas. I don't know the 

mother: hazard. status of earthquake 

Unknowing around the world, but 

joh. in Taiwan the 
strength of 

IOYOOM 
earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
East, West. The 

TV! book! 
damage of 

newspaper earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

Student 09 No. No idea. It is a natural No idea. Taiwan is the most 

Father and 
hazard which frequent area of 

mother: 
relate to the earthquakes. In 

Secondary movement oceanic Taiwan the strength 

teacher. crust. of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

09YllM West, East, South, 

Male 
North. The damage 
of earthquakes from 

TV!book! strong to weak are: 

Magazine No idea. 

Student 10 Yes, I think No idea. It is a natural No idea. USA has the most 

Father and Earthquakes cause hazard, because it serious earthquakes 

mother: 
volcanic eruptions damages a lot of in the world. In 

Businessman. 
by crust cracking things. Taiwan the strength 
and vise versa. of earthquakes from 

09Y08M strong to weak are: 

Male East, West, South, 
North. The damage 
of earthquakes from 

TV!fiIm! 
strong to weak are: 

Book! 
East, West, South, 

Comic! South, North. 

Newspaper! 
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Student 11 No. No idea. It is a natural No idea. I am not sure the 

Father: hazard because status of earthquake 

Businessman walls are broken. around the world but 

Mother: in Taiwan the 

Housewife strength of 
earthquakes from 

09YIOM strong to weak are: 

Male West, East, South, 
North. The damage 

TV! of earthquakes from 

Video! strong to weak are: 

Book! West, East, South, 

Comic! North. 

Magazine 

Student 12 Yes, but I don't No idea. No idea. No idea. Brazil is the most 

Father and know the reason. frequent place of 

mother: earthquakes in the 

Businessman. world. In Taiwan the 
strength of 

09YOOM earthquakes from 

Male strong to weak are: 
South, North. The 

Film! damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! East, West, North, 

Magazine South. 

Student 13 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural It is a natural Dead volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: can cause volcanic resource, especial hazard, because serious place of 

Businessman eruptions by for hot spring many people lose earthquake events. In 

Mother: ground shaking, water. their lives. Taiwan the strength 

Housewife and volcanic of earthquakes from 
eruptions cause strong to weak are: 

09YOSM earthquakes to West, East, South, 

Female happen by heat North. The damage 
(because heat can of earthquakes from 

TV!fiIm! make stone strong to weak are: 

Book! broken). West, East, South, 

Newspaper! North. 

Computer 
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Student 14 No. It is a natural It is a natural Dead volcanoes. There are a lot of 

Father: resource, such as hazard, because it earthquakes happen 

Designer hot spring water. left a lot of in Taiwan. In Taiwan 

Mother: damages. the strength of 

Housewife earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

09Y03M East, West, South, 

Female North. The damage 
of earthquakes from 

TV! strong to weak are: 

Book! East, West, South, 

Newspaper! North. 

computer 

Student 15 Yes, but only No idea. It is a natural No idea. Iraq should be the 

Father and 
volcanic eruptions hazard because it most serious place of 

mother: can cause makes houses earthquakes events. 

Secondary earthquakes to falling down. In Taiwan the 

teacher happen (by strength of 
ground shaking). earthquakes from 

09Y08M strong to weak are: 

Female East, West, North 
South. The damage 

TV!fiIm! of earthquakes from 

Video! strong to weak are: 

Book! East, West, North, 

Newspaper! South. 

Computer 

Student 16 Yes, but I don't No idea. It is a natural No idea. Taiwan is the most 

Father and 
know the reason, I hazard because frequent area of 

mother: 
just feel like that. many people lose earthquake events, in 

Unknown their life. Taiwan the strength 

jobs of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

09Y08M East, West, North 

Female South. The damage 
of earthquakes from 

TV! strong to weak are: 

newspaper! West, East, North, 

computer South. 

Student 17 No. No idea. It is a natural No idea. I don't know the 

Father and hazard, but it is status of earthquake 

mother: hard to explain around the world, but 

Businessman. why. in Taiwan the 
strength of 

09Y07M earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
West, East, North 

TVlbook! South. The damage 

Newspaper! of earthquakes from 

Computer. strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 
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South. 

Student 18 Yes. No idea. It is a kind of No idea. No idea about the 

Father: resource. status of earthquake 

Businessman. around the world, but 

Mother: in the strength of 

Housewife. earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

Y0910M East, West, South, 

Female North. The damage 
of earthquakes from 

TV/ strong to weak are: 

Book! No idea. 

newspaper 

Student 19 Yes, volcanic No idea. It is a natural No idea. Japan is the most 

parents: 
eruptions can hazard, because it serious area of 
cause earthquakes damages many earthquake events. In pass away. 
to happen by things. Taiwan the strength Uncle: 

Chef 
ground shaking, of earthquakes from 

Aunt: 
and vise versa. strong to weak are: 

Housewife West, East, South, 
North. The damage 

09Y06M of earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
No idea. 

TV/film! 
Video/ 
Book! 
Newspaper/ 
Magazine 

Student 20 No idea. No idea. It is a natural No idea. No idea. 

Father and 
hazard, because 

mother: 
many things fall 

Businessman 
down. 

09Y06M 
Female 

TV/film! 
Book 
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Student 21 Yes, but I am not No idea. It is a natural No idea. USA is the most 

Father: sure which one hazard, because serious area of 

Worker cause which one many houses fall earthquake events. In 

Mother: to happen. down. Taiwan the strength 

Catering of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: trade. 
West, East, South, 

09YOSM North. The damage 

Female of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV/ West, East, South, 

Book North. 

Student 22 Yes, but only No idea. It is a natural No idea. Taiwan is the most 

Father: earthquakes could hazard, because serious area of 

Self-employer cause volcanic many people die earthquake events. 

Mother: 
eruptions to by this sort of But I have no 

Service trade happen by ground event detailed idea about 
shaking. the status of 

09YOIM earthquake in 

Female Taiwan. 

TV/film! 
Book 

Student 23 Yes, but only I think it is a kind It is a natural They are dormant I think Taiwan is the 

Father: earthquakes can of natural resource hazard, because volcanoes, because most serious place of 

Military cause volcanic but I can not tell many houses fall they have not erupted earthquake events. In 

officer eruptions to the reason. down. for long term, and in Taiwan the strength 

Mother: 
happen by ground fact, there is no real of earthquakes from 

Nurse shaking. dead volcanoes. strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 

09Y08M South. The damage 

Female of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV/book! West, East, North, 

Newspaper/ South. 

Magazine 
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Student 24 Yes, but I am not No idea. It is a natural No idea. Taiwan is the most 

Father and 
sure the reason hazard, because frequent area of 

mother: 
about it, I just feel the shaking is so earthquake events 

Unknown 
like that heavy, and cause around the world. 

jobs 
many damages. In Taiwan the 

strength of 

09Y08M 
earthquakes from 

Female 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. The damage 

TV!film! 
of earthquakes from 

Video! 
strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! 
West, East, South, 

Magazine! 
North. 

computer 

Student 25 No. No idea. No idea. No idea. No idea. 

Father and 
mother: 
Business 
Company 
staffs. 

09YOOM 
Female 

TV!book 
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Appendix 10: The Understanding of Combined Events in 
Primary School Year 6 

1. Are 2. How do you 3. How do you 4. How do you S. How do you 
earthquakes regard volcanic regard think of the think of the status 
and volcanoes activities in earthquakes in current status of of earthquake in 
linked in any Taiwan? (For Taiwan? (For volcano in Taiwan and 
way? And example: is it a example: Is this Taiwan? around the 
could you tell kind of natural a natural world? 
me the resource, a kind hazard or a 
reason(s) of energy or it necessary 

is just an energy 
unavoidable release?) 
hazard? Could 
you explain 
why you think 
so?) 

Student 01 Yes, Earthquakes It is a natural It is a natural They are dead Taiwan must be the 

Father: 
may cause resource such as hazard, because a volcanoes. most serious area of 

Technician 
volcanic eruptions gas. lot of houses earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by the damaged, it is also around the world. 

Housewife 
movements of a necessary energy In Taiwan the 
plate tectonic, but release, but I can strength of 

12Y08M 
volcanic eruptions not tell the reason. earthquakes from 

Male 
can not cause strong to weak are: 
earthquakes to West, South, East, 

TV/film! 
happen. North. 

Video/ The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

newspaper 
South, West, North, 
East. 

Student 02 Yes, Earthquakes It is an It is a natural They are dormant China must be the 

Father: 
may cause unavoidable hazard, because volcanoes. most serious place of 

Publie 
volcanic eruptions hazard. many people get earthquake events 

servant. 
to happen by the hurt. around the world. 

Mother: 
movements of In Taiwan the 

Housewife 
plate tectonic, but strength of 
volcanic eruptions earthquakes from 

12Y08M 
can not cause strong to weak are: 

Male 
earthquakes to East, North, West, 
happen. South. 

TV/film! The damage of 

Video/ earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper/ East, North, West, 

Magazine! South. 

Computer 

Student 03 Yes, but I don't It is an energy, but It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Hawaii should be the 

Father: 
know the reason. I don't know why. hazard, because it most frequent place 

Driver 
always cause mud of earthquake events 

Mother: 
flow. around the world. 

Housewife In Taiwan (the 
strength of 

12Y08M earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
No ideas) 

TV/ 
The damage of 

Video/ earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper/ 
South, North, West, 

Magazine East. 

computer 
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Student 04 Yes, when the It is a natural It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. China must be the 

Father and lava is being resource, such as hazard, because it most serious place of 

mother: 
formed, it may sulfur. It is a kind left a lot of earthquake events 

Technician cause earthquakes. of energy, such as damage. It is also around the world. 
the power of a energy release, In Taiwan the 

12Y08M 
eruption. And it is such as waving strength of 

Female 
an unavoidable and heat. earthquakes from 
hazard as well, strong to weak are: 

TV/film! 
such as lava flow. South, East, North, 

Video/ West. 

Book!comic/ The damage of 

Newspaper/ earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: Computer East=West, North, 
South. 

Student 05 No. No idea. It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Japan must be the 

Father: 
hazard, because it most serious place of 

Business. left a lot of earthquake events 

Mother: 
damage. around the world. 

In Taiwan the Lawyer strength of 

12Y08M 
earthquakes from 

Male strong to weak are: 
South, North, West, 

TV/ 
East. 

Book! The damage of 

Newspaper/ 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

Magazine/ North, South, East, 
computer West. 

Student 06 Yes, earthquakes It is a kind of It sis a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: 
can cause volcanic natural resource, because it frequent place of 

Chef 
eruptions to such as volcanic damages many earthquake events 

Mother: 
happen by plate scenery, it is also a things. around the world. 

Nurse 
tectonic, but kind of energy and I have no ideas about 
volcanic eruptions an unavoidable the detailed status of 

12Y07M 
can not cause hazard, because it earthquake in 

Male 
earthquakes to damages a lot of Taiwan. 
happen. thing. 

TV/ 
Video/ 
Book! 
Newspaper/ 
Computer 
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Student 07 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural It is a natural Dormant volcanoes, Taiwan is the most 

Father: 
can cause volcanic resource, such as hazard, it cause because it might serious area of 

Sales eruptions to sulfur. mud flow. erupt at anytime. earthquake eruptions 

Mother: happen by ground around the world. In 

Housewife shaking, but I am Taiwan the strength 
not sure if of earthquakes from 

13Y07M volcanic eruptions strong to weak are: 

Male 
can cause East, South, West, 
earthquakes to North. 

TV!film! happen. The damage of 

book! 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: newspaper East, West, North, computer South. 

Student 08 Yes, earthquakes It is a energy, It is a hazard, such Not sure, but should I am not sure the 

Father and can cause volcanic because we can as 921 earthquake be dormant status of earthquake 

Mother: eruptions to use terrestrial heat is a very serious volcanoes. around the world. 

Unknown 
happen by ground to generate electric damage. But in Taiwan the 

jobs shaking, but I am power. strength of 
not sure if earthquakes from 

12Y04M volcanic eruptions strong to weak are: 

Male can cause East, South, West, 
earthquakes to North. 

TV/film! happen. The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

Book!comic! strong to weak are: 

magazine East, South, West, 
North. 

Student 09 Yes, but I am not It is a natural It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: sure why. resource. We can hazard, because it serious place of 

Engineer 
understand the damages many earthquake events 

Mother: 
volcanic landscape things. around the world. 

Housewife 
well. In Taiwan the 

strength of 

12Y04M earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
West, South, East, 

TV/film! North. 

Video! The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Comic/ strong to weak are: 

magazine West, South, East, 
North. newspaper 

Computer 

Student 10 Yes, earthquakes It is a kind of It is a natural Some are dead Japan is the most 

Father: may cause energy, such as hazard, because it volcanoes (Mt. Yun- serious place of 

Security volcanic terrestrial heat. cause mud flow. Min), and some are earthquake events 

Guard eruptions. dormant volcanoes. around the world. In 

Mother: Taiwan the strength 

Pass away_ of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

12YOIM South, North, East, 

Male West. 
The damage of 

TV!film! 
earthquakes from 

Video strong to weak are: 
South, North, East, 
West. 
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Student 11 Yes, earthquakes No idea. It is a natural No idea. Taiwan is the most 

Father: may cause hazard, it damages serious area of 

Designer volcanic eruptions a lot of things. earthquake events 

Mother: to happen by around the world. In 

Bank staff. shaking, and vise Taiwan the strength 
versa of earthquakes from 

13YOIM strong to weak are: 

Male South, North, West, 
East. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 

TV/film! strong to weak are: 

Video/ South, East, West, 

magazine North. 

newspaper 
Computer 

Student 12 Yes, volcanic It is an It is a natural Live volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: eruptions could unavoidable hazard and also serious place of 

Self-employer 
cause earthquakes hazard, it might energy release, earthquake events. In 

Mother: to happen, but I erupt at anytime. because houses Taiwan the strength 

Housewife. 
am not sure about fall down and of earthquakes from 
the reason. ground shakes. strong to weak are: 

13YOOM East, West, North, 

Female South. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV/booW East, North, West, 

Comic South. 

Student 13 Yes, I think the It is a kind of [t is a natural There are more dead The Philippines is the 

Father: two activities energy, we can use hazard, because it volcanoes than most frequent place 

Self-employer 
effect to each terrestrial heat to affects people's dormant volcanoes. of earthquake events 
other by earth generate the life. around the world. In Mother: internal electrical power. Taiwan the strength Housewife movements. of earthquakes from 

12YllM strong to weak are: 

Male East, South, North, 
West. 

TV/film!book The damage of 

? 
earthquakes from 

Newspaper/ strong to weak are: 
South, East, North, computer 
West. 

Student 14 Yes, I think the It is a natural It is a natural Some are dead China is the most 

Father and two activities resource, we can hazard, it damages volcanoes (Mt. Yun- frequent area of 

mother: 
effect to each use igneous rocks everything. Min), and some are earthquake events 

Beauty shop 
other by ground for construction. dormant volcanoes. around the world. In 
shaking and crust Taiwan the strength owner. movement. of earthquakes from 

13Y09M strong to weak are: 

Female East, West, North, 
South. 

TV/booW The damage of 

Magazine/ earthquakes from 

Computer strong to weak are: 
North, East, West, 
South. 
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Student 15 Yes, I think the I think hot spring It is a hazard, may Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: 
two activities is one of the houses fall down. frequent place of 

Public 
effect to each volcanic resources. earthquakes events 

servant 
other by ground around the world. 

Mother: shaking and crust In Taiwan the 

Unknown job 
movement. strength of 

earthquakes from 

12YIOM strong to weak are: 

Male East, West, North, 
South. 

TV/film! 
The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: newspaper North, East, West, computer South. 

Student 16 Yes, I think the I feel it is a natural It is a hazard, may Dormant volcanoes. Japan and Taiwan are 

Father: 
two activities resource, but I can houses fall down both the most serious 

Taxi driver 
effect to each not tell the reason. area of earthquake 

Mother: 
other by ground But it is also an events around the 

Technician 
shaking and crust unavoidable world. In Taiwan the 
movement. hazard, because strength of 

13YOSM 
lava is so hot. earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
South, North, East, 

TV/film West. 

Videol 
The damage of 

Book! 
earthquakes from 

Comicl 
strong to weak are: 

Newspaperl 
South, North, East, 

Magazine! West. 

computer 

Student 17 Yes, I think the Hot spring is one It is a hazard, it Dead volcanoes. China is the most 

Father: 
two activities of the resources. damages almost serious area of 

A staff in 
effect to each everything. 

I 
earthquake events 

radio 
other by plate around the world. In 
tectonic. Taiwan the strength 

company. of earthquakes from Mother: strong to weak are: Primary South, East, West, 
school North. teacher. 

12Y09M 
Male 

TV/film , 
Video! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 
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Student 18 Yes, I think the It is a natural It is a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. Euro-Asia 

Father and two activities resource, volcanic because many continental is the 

mother: effect to each mud can be used people lose their most serious place of 

Businessman other by plate as makeup and life. earthquake events 
tectonic. igneous rocks can around the world. In 

12YOSM be used for Taiwan the strength 

Female construction. of earthquakes from 
It is a hazard as strong to weak are: 

TV/film well, because lava East North, South, 

Video/ can destroy West. 

Book! everything. The damage of 

Newspaper/ earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: Magazine/ 
East, North, South, Computer 
West. 

Student 19 Yes, but I don't It is an It is a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan should be the 

Father: know the unavoidable because houses most serious place of 

Designer. connection. hazard. fall down and it is earthquake events, 

Mother: also a energy especially for 921 

Housewife. release, but I can earthquake event. 
not tell the detail. In Taiwan the 

12YOSM strength of 

Female earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV/film South, East, West, 

Video/ North. 

Book! The damage of 

Newspaper/ earthquakes from 

Magazine/ strong to weak are: 

Computer South, East, West, 
North. 

Student 20 Yes, earthquakes It is a hazard and It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Asia is the most 

Father: can cause volcanic also a kind of hazard, II lot of frequent area of 

Self-employer eruptions to energy, volcanic people lose their earthquake events 

Mother: happen by ground eruptions bring a life. around the world. 

Housewife. shaking. lot of he a!. In Taiwan the 
strength of 

12Y04M earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
North, East, West, 

TV/film South. 

Video/ The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Newspaper/ strong to weak are: 

Computer North, East, West, 
South. 
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Student 21 Yes, earthquakes No idea. I! is a natural No idea. I don't know the 

Father can cause volcanic hazard, because a status of earthquake 

And Mother: eruptions to lot of things are around the world. In 

Businessman happen by ground damaged. Taiwan the strength 
shaking. of earthquakes from 

13YOIM strong to weak are: 

Female South, West, East, 
, North. 

TV!film The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! South, West, East, 

Magazine North. 

computer 

Student 22 Yes, volcanic No idea. I! is a natural No idea. China is the most 

Father: eruptions could hazard, because a frequent area of 

Nojob. cause earthquakes lot of people lose earthquake events 

Mother: to happen, but I their lives. around the world. 

Bakery staff. am not sure if In Taiwan the 
earthquake can damage of 

12Y03M cause volcanic earthquakes from 

Male eruptions to strong to weak are: 
happen. South, North, 

TV!film! West=East. 

Book 
Newspaper 
computer 

Student 23 Yes, earthquakes I! is a kind of I! is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: can cause volcanic energy. hazard, because serious place of 

Nojob 
eruptions to many things are earthquake events 

Mother: 
happen by ground damaged. around the world. 

Worker. shaking. In Taiwan the 
strength of 

llY10M earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
West, East, North, 

Film South. 

Video! 
The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Newspaper! strong to weak are: 
West, East, North, computer 
South. 

Student 24 Yes, but I don't It is an It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. No ideas. 

Father: know the reason. unavoidable hazard because 

Service trade 
hazard, because many things are 

Mother: the eruptional damaged, and it is 

Housewife power is huge. a necessary energy 
release as weJl, the 

12Y07M energy release by 

Female 
ground shaking. 

TV!book! 
Newspaper 
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Student 25 Yes, I think the No idea. I! is a hazard, No idea. I don't know the 

father and two activities because many status of earthquake 

mother: 
effect to each houses fall down. around the world. In 

businessman other by ground Taiwan the strength 
shaking and crust of earthquakes from 

12YllM movement. strong to weak are: 

Female South, East, West, 
North. 

TV/film The damage of 

Video/ earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Comic/ South. North. East, 

Newspaper/ West. 

Magazine! 
com~uter 

:. i, 
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Appendix 11: The Understanding of COlnbined Events in 
Junior High School Year 3 

1. Are 2. How do you 3. How do you 4. How do you 5. How doyou 
earthquakes regard volcanic regard think of the think of the status 
and volcanoes activities in earthquakes in current status of of earthquake in 
linked in any Taiwan? (For Taiwan? (For volcano in Taiwan and 
way? And example: is it a example: Is this Taiwan? around the 
could you tell kind of natural a natural world? 
me the resource, a kind hazard or a 
reason(s) of energy or it necessary 

is just an energy 
unavoidable release?) 
hazard? Could 
you explain 
why you think 
so?) 

Student 01 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natural They are donnant The Philippines must 

Father and 
eruptions might energy, such as hazard, because a volcanoes. be the most serious 

mother: cause earthquakes terrestrial heat. lot of houses area of earthquake 

Businessman to happen. And it is also an damaged, it is also events around the 

lSYOIM unavoidable a necessary energy world. 

Male hazard, because no release, but I can In Taiwan the 
one can tell when not tell the reason. strength of 

TVlFilm/ 
it is going to earthquakes from 

Video/ 
happen. strong to weak are: 

BooW 
East, West, South, 
North. 

Newspaper/ The damage of 
computer earthquakes from 

strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

Student 02 Yes, but I don't It is an It is a natural I don't think there is Iran must be the most 

Father: 
know the detail. unavoidable hazard, because a volcano in Taiwan. serious place of 

Printing press 
hazard and a kind many people lose earthquake events 
of energy, in fact, lives. It is also an around the world. 

staff. lava is a kind of energy release, In Taiwan the 
Mother: 
Housewife. 

energy. such as orogeny. strength of 

lSYOSM 
earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
Middle-South, North. 

TV/film! 
The damage of 

Video/ 
earthquakes from 

BooW 
strong to weak are: 
North, South, West, 

Comic/ East. 
Newspaper/ 
Magazine/ 
Computer 

Student 03 Yes, earthquakes It is an energy and It is a necessary Dormant volcanoes. South-East Asia 

Father: may cause natural resource, energy release by should be the most 

Business volcanic eruptions but I don't know ground shaking. frequent area of 

Mother: 
to happen by plate why. They are also earthquake events 

Housewife 
tectonic, and vise unavoidable around the world. 
versa hazards, because In Taiwan (the 

lSY06M 
lava is powerful. strength of 

Male 
, earthquakes from 

strong to weak are: 

TV/ 
East, West North, 
South. 

BooW The damage of 
Newspaper/ earthquakes from 
Magazine strong to weak are: 
Computer West, East, North, 

South. 
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Student 04 Yes, volcanic It is an It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. South America must 

Father and eruptions could unavoidable hazard, because it be the most serious 

mother: cause earthquakes hazard as well, left a lot of place of earthquake 

Businessman to happen by fault such as lava flow. damage. It is also events around the 
movements. a energy release, world. 

14Y09M such as waving In Taiwan the 

Female and heat strength of 
earthquakes from 

TV/hook! strong to weak are: 

Computer East, West, North, 
South. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, North, 
South. 

Student 05 Yes, volcanic It is a natural It is a natural Dead volcanoes. Middle ocean ridge 

Father: eruptions can resource because hazard, because it must be the most 

Police officer cause earthquakes there must be some left a lot of serious area of 

Mother: to happen by plate minerals formed, damage. And it is earthquake events 

Nurse 
tectonic and the and eruption is an energy release around the world. 
movement of kind of energy as well. In Taiwan the 

14Y06M asthenosphere, but release. strength of 

Male earthquakes can earthquakes from 
not cause volcanic strong to weak are: 

Book! eruptions to East, West, North, 

Magazine/Co happen. South. 
The damage of mputer 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, North, 
South. 

Student 06 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of No idea. Dormant volcanoes. I have no idea of the 

Father and eruptions can energy and an status of earthquake 

mother: cause earthquakes unavoidable around the world. 

Businessman to happen by plate hazard, because But in Taiwan the 
tectonic. many people lose strength of 

14Y08M their lives. earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
East, West, 

TV/video/ North,=South. 

Book! The damage of 

Magazine earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: Computer 
East, West, North= 
South. 
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Student 07 Yes, earthquakes It is an It is a natural Dormant volcanoes, Japan is the most 

Father: can cause volcanic unavoidable hazard, a lot of because it might serious area of 

Service trade eruptions to hazard, because houses fall down erupt at anytime. earthquake eruptions 

Mother: happen. many people lose and mud flow around the world. In 

Housewife their lives. always happen. Taiwan the strength 
of earthquakes from 

ISY07M strong to weak are: 

Female East, West, North, 
South. 

TV!fiIm! The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! West, East, North, 

Magazine South. 

computer 

Student 08 Yes, earthquakes It is a energy, It is a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: can cause volcanic because we can many people lose serious place of 

Nojoh eruptions to use terrestrial heat lives. earthquake events 

Mother: happen by plate to generate electric around the world. 

Businesswom tectonic and vice power. But in Taiwan the 
versa. strength of an 

earthquakes from 

ISY02M strong to weak are: 

Female East= West, South, 
North. 

TVlFiIm! The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 
West, East, South= Comic! North. Newspaper! 

Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 09 Yes, these two It is a natural It is a natural Dead volcanoes. Circum-Pacific 

Father and events cause each resource, hot hazard, because it Ocean is the most 

mother: other to happen by spring is very damages many serious area of 

Bnsinessman. lava and fault useful, and we can things. earthquake events 
movements. use terrestrial heat around the world. 

ISY08M 
to generate electric In Taiwan the 

Male power as well. strength of 
earthquakes from 

TVlBook! strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, Computer North. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, South, 
North. 
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Student 10 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natuml Donnant volcanoes. South-East Asia is 

Father: eruptions may energy, such as hazard, because the most serious area 

Nojob cause earthquakes terrestrial heat and many people lose of earthquake events 

Mother: to happen by plate it is a kind of lives. And it is an around the world. In 

Factory staff. movements. nature resource as energy release. Taiwan the strength 
well, such as hot of earthquakes from 
spring. strong to weak are: 

East, West, South, 
North. 
The damage of 

lSY08M earthquakes from 

Female strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

TV/filmlVide 
01 
Book! 
Newspaperl 
computer 

Student 11 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natuml Dormant volcanoes South-East Asia is 

Father and eruptions could energy, such as hazard, people the most serious area 

mother: cause earthquakes terrestrial heat. lose their lives and of earthquake events 

Public to happen, but money. around the world. In 

servant earthquakes can Taiwan the strength 
not cause volcanic of earthquakes from 

lSY09M eruptions to strong to weak are: 

Feml\le happen. East, West, South, 
North. 

TV lfilm/video The damage of 

!book earthquakes from 

Newspaperl strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, Computer 
North. 
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Student 12 Yes, I think the It is an It is a natural Dead and dormant Taiwan is the most 

Father: two activities unavoidable hazard and also volcanoes. serious place of 

Businessman effect to each hazard, it might energy release, earthquake events. In 

No mother other by earth erupt at anytime. because houses Taiwan the strength 
internal It is also a kind of fall down and of earthquakes from 

15Y02M 
movements. energy and an ground shakes. strong to weak are: 

Male unavoidable East, West, 
hazard, such as North=South. 

TV!fiIm! terrestrial heat and The damage of 

Video! lava flow. earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! West, East, 

Magazine! South=North. 

computer 

Student 13 Yes, I think the It is a kind of It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Circum-Pacific 

Father: 
two activities energy, we can use hazard, because it Ocean is the most 

Engineer 
effect to each terrestrial heat to affects people's frequent area of 

Mother: other by earth generate the life. earthquake events 

Nurse 
internal electrical power. around the world. In 
movements. Taiwan the strength 

15Y04M of earthquakes from 

Male strong to weak are: 
West, East, North, 

TV!fiIm! South. 

Video! The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Newspaper strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

Student 14 Yes, I think the It is a natural It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Circum-Pacific 

Father and two activities resource, such as hazard, it damages Ocean is the most 

Mother: effect to each terrestrial heat. It is everything. It is an frequent area of 

Teacher other by plate also an energy release as earthquake events 
tectonic. unavoidable well, such as all around the world. In 

hazard, such as kinds of surface Taiwan the strength 
lava flow. movements. of earthquakes from 

15Y07M strong to weak are: 

Male East= West, South, 
North. 

TV!fiIm! The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper East=West, 
South=North. 
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Student 15 Yes, I think I think hot spring It is a hazard, may Dead volcanoes. America is the most 

Father and 
earthquakes can is one of the houses fall down. frequent place of 

mother: 
cause volcanic volcanic resources. It is also an energy e~quakes events 

Service trade. 
eruptions to release, such as around the world. 
happen. ground shaking. In Taiwan the 

15YOOM 
strength of 

Female 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV!fiIm! 
East, West, South, 

Video! 
North. 

Book! 
The damage of 

Newspaper! 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

computer 
West, East, North, 
South. 

Student 16 Yes, I think the I feel it is a natural It is a hazard, may Dormant volcanoes. USA and China are 

Father: 
two activities resource, for houses fall down both the most serious 

Businessman 
effect to each example, volcanic and get damage. It area of earthquake 

Mother: 
other by ground mud, it is a good is also an energy events around the 

Service trade 
shaking and crust makeup. release. world. In Taiwan the 
movement. strength of 

14YI0M 
earthquakes from 

Female 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 

TV!fiIm! 
North. 

Video! 
The damage of 

Book! 
earthquakes from 

Newspaper! 
strong to weak are: 

Magazine! East, West, South, 

Computer North. 
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Student 17 Yes, I think the Hot spring is one It is a hazard, it Dormant volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: 
two activities of the resources. damages almost serious area of 

Businessman. 
effect to each everything. earthquake events 

Mother: 
other by plate around the world. In 

Housewife. 
tectonic. Taiwan the strength 

of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 
South. 
The damage of 

15Y03M 
earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 
East 

TV!film! 
Book! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
computer 

Student 18 Yes, volcanic It is a natural It is a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. East America is the 

Father and 
eruptions could resource, such as because many most serious place of 

mother: 
cause earthquakes hot spring and people lose their earthquake events 

Businessman 
to happen by plate sulfur. life and also around the world. In 
tectonic, but ground shaking is Taiwan the strength 

14Y03M 
earthquakes can a kind of energy of earthquakes from 

Male 
not cause volcanic release. strong to weak are: 
eruptions to East, West, South, 

TV!film! 
happen. North. 

Book! 
The damage of 

Newspaper! 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

computer 
East, West, North, 
South. 

Student 19 Yes, I think the Hot spring is one It is a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. East Pacific should 

Father: 
two activities of the important because houses be the most serious 

A staff in 
effect to each resources. fall down and. place of earthquake 

insnrance 
other by plate events, especially for 
tectonic. 921 earthquake 

company 
event. 

Mother: 
In Taiwan the 

Housewife 
strength of 

15Y05M 
earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 

TV! 
North. 

Book! 
The damage of 

Magazine! 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

computer 
East, West, South, 
North. 
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Student 20 Yes, volcanic It is an It is a natural Live volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: eruptions could unavoidable hazard, a lot of frequent area of 

Self-employer cause earthquakes hazard, because people lose their earthquake events 

Mother: to happen by plate lava flow is very life. around the world. 

Housewife. tectonic, but power. In Taiwan the 
earthquakes can strength of 

15Y03MFema 
not cause volcanic earthquakes from 

Ie eruptions to strong to weak are: 
happen. East, West, South, 

Book North. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

Student 21 Yes, earthquakes It is an Ground shaking is Dead volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: can cause volcanic unavoidable an energy release. frequent area of 

Self-employer eruptions to hazard, because earthquake events 

Mother: 
happen by plate lava flow is very around the world. 

Secretary tectonic. power. In Taiwan the 
strength of 

14YllM earthquakes from 

Male strong to weak are: 
West=East, 
North=South. 
The damage of 

BooW earthquakes from 

Computer strong to weak are: 
East, North, South, 

North. 

Student 22 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of Ground shaking is Dormant volcanoes. USA is the most 

Father: eruptions could energy, such as an energy release. frequent area of 

Worker 
cause earthquakes terrestrial heat. earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen, but I around the world. 

Certified 
am not sure if In Taiwan the 

account. earthquake can damage of 
cause volcanic earthquakes from 

15YOIM eruptions to strong to weak are: 

Male happen. West, East, South, 
North. 

TV!fiIm/video The damage of 

! earthquakes from 

BooW strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! West, East, South, 

Magazine! North. 

computer 

',. 
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Student 23 No. It is a kind of It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. I don't know the 

Father: 
energy (heat). hazard, because' status of earthquake 

Salesman 
many things are around the world. In 

Mother: 
damaged. And it is Taiwan the strength 

Certified 
also an energy of earthquakes from 

account. 
release, such as strong to weak are: 
ground shaking. East, West, North, 

14YllM 
South. 
The damage of 

Female earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV!video! 
East, West, South, 

Book! 
North. 

newspaper 

Student 24 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: 
eruptions could energy (heat). hazard because frequent area of 

Technician 
cause earthquakes many things are earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by damaged, and it is around the world. 

Interpreter 
asthenosphere a necessary energy In Taiwan the 
movements, but I release as well, the damage of 

15Y03M 
am not sure if energy release by earthquakes from 

Female 
earthquake can ground shaking. strong to weak are: 
cause volcanic West= East, South= 

TV!fiIm/video 
eruptions to North. 

! 
happen. The damage of 

Book! 
earthquakes from 

Newspaper! 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, South, 

computer North. 

Student 25 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a necessary Dormant volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: 
eruptions could energy, We can energy release as frequent area of 

Businessman 
cause earthquakes use terrestrial heat well, the energy earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by to generate the release by ground around the world. 

Certified 
asthenosphere power. shaking. In Taiwan the 

account. 
movements, but I strength of 
am not sure if earthquakes from 

lSYOOM 
earthquake can strong to weak are: 

Female 
cause volcanic East=West, 
eruptions to North=South. 
happen. The damage of . 

TV!book! 
Newspaper! 

earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

computer West, East, South, 
North. 
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Appendix 12: The Understanding of Combined Events in 
Senior High School Year 3 

1. Are 2. How do you 3. How do you 4. How do you 5. How do you 
earthquakes regard volcanic regard think of the think of the status 
and volcanoes activities in earthquakes in current status of of earthquake in 
linked in any Taiwan? (For Taiwan? (For volcano in Taiwan and 
way? And example: is it a example: Is this Taiwan? around the 
could you tell kind of natural a natural world? 
me the resource, a kind hazard or a 
reason(s) of energy or it necessary 

is just an energy 
unavoidable release?) 
hazard? Could 
you explain 
why you think 
so?) 

Student 01 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natural They are dead Taiwan must be the 

Father: 
eruptions might energy, such as hazard, because volcanoes. most serious area of 

Government 
cause earthquakes terrestrial heat. there is nothing earthquake events 

worker 
to happen by crust And it is also an useful. around the world. 

Mother: 
movements and unavoidable But the status of 

Government 
vice versa. hazard, because no earthquake is too 

worker 
one can tell when complex to tell. 
it is going to 

17YI0M 
happen. 

Male 

TV/hook!new 
spaper/holida 
y 

Student 02 Yes, volcanic It is an It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan must be the 

Father: bank 
eruptions might unavoidable hazard, because no most serious place of 

worker 
cause earthquakes hazard and a kind one can tell when earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by lava of energy, in fact, it is going to around the world. 

Nurse 
movements and lava is a kind of happen. In Taiwan the 
plate tectonic and energy, and strength of 

18Y04M 
vice versa. terrestrial heat can earthquakes from 

Male 
be used for strong to weak are: 
generating electric Middle-South, North. 
power. The damage of 

TV/book!holi earthquakes from 

day strong to weak are: 
North, South, West, 
East. 

Student 03 Yes, earthquakes It is an energy and It is a necessary Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan should be the 

Father: 
may cause natural resource, energy release by most frequent area of 

unknown 
volcanic eruptions but I don't know ground shaking. earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by plate the detail. And it is also a around the world. 

Part time 
tectonic, and vise hazard, because In Taiwan (the 

worker 
versa many people lose strength of 

their lives. earthquakes from 

18Y02M strong to weak are: 

Male 
East, West, South, 
North. 

Book! The damage of 

newspaper/m earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: agazine/comp 
West, East, North, uter 
South. 
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Student 04 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural It is a natural Dormant and dead Taiwan must be the 

Father and 
may cause resource and also hazard, because it volcanoes. most serious place of 

mother: 
volcanic eruptions . an energy. left a lot of earthquake events 

Service trades 
to happen, and damage. around the world. 
vise versa In Taiwan the 

17YI0M 
strength of 

Male earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, North, West, 

TV!book!new South. 

spaper!compu 
The damage of 

ter 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, North, 
South. 

Student 05 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan must be the 

Father: 
may cause resource, and hot hazard, because it most serious area of 

Manufacturin 
volcanic eruptions spring is one of left a lot of earthquake events 

g industry 
to happen by them. It is also a damage. And it is around the world. 

Mother: 
releasing all kinds kind of energy, an energy release In Taiwan the 

Housewife 
of earth energy, such as terrestrial as well. strength of 

18Y04M 
and vise versa heat. earthquakes from 

Male strong to weak are: 
East, West, 
North=South. 

TV! The damage of 

Magazine 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, North= 
South. 

Student 06 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natural Dormant and dead I have no idea of the 

Father: 
eruptions can energy and a hazard. volcanoes. status of earthquake 

Manufacturin 
cause earthquakes natural resource, around the world. 

g industry. 
to happen by plate like hot spring and But in Taiwan the 

Mother: 
tectonic and vice terrestrial heat. strength of 

Secondary 
versa. earthquakes from 

teacher. strong to weak are: 
East, West, 

18Y04M North,=South. 

Male The damage of 
earthquakes from 

TV!book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! East, West, North= 

magazine 
South. 

computer 
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Student 07 Yes, earthquakes It is an It is a natural Dormant volcanoes, Asia is the most 

Father and 
can cause volcanic unavoidable hazard, a lot of because it might serious area of 

mother: 
eruptions to hazard, because houses fall down erupt at anytime. earthquake eruptions 

Manufacturin 
happen by plate many people lose and mud flow around the world. In 

g industry. 
tectonic and vice their lives. always happen. Taiwan the strength 
versa. of earthquakes from 

18YOIM strong to weak are: 

Male East, West, North, 
South. 

TVlFilm! The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

book! strong to weak are: 

Comic! West, East, North, 

Newspaper! 
South. 

Magazine 
computer 

Student 08 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural It is a hazard, Dead volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: 
can cause volcanic resource, because because the power serious place of 

police officer 
eruptions to we can use is unpredectable. earthquake events 
happen by plate terrestrial heat to around the world. Mother: 
tectonic and vice generate electric But in Taiwan the Housewife 
versa. power. strength of 

earthquakes from 

18Y08M strong to weak are: 

Male East, West, South, 
North. 

TVlFilm! The damage of 

Video! earthquakes from 

book! strong to weak are: 

Comic! East, West, South, 

Newspaper! North. 

Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 09 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. USA is the most 

Father: 
can cause volcanic resource, hot hazard, because it serious area of 

Technician 
eruptions to spring is very damages many earthquake events 

Mother: 
happen by plate useful, and we can things. around the world. 

Sales 
tectonic and vice use terrestrial heat In Taiwan the 
versa. to generate electric strength of 

power as well. earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

18Y06M The damage of 

Male earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

Film! Comic West, East, South, 
North. 
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Student 10 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of Energy release. Dormant volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: eruptions may energy, such as serious area of 

business man cause earthquakes terrestrial heal earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by plate around the world. In 

Government movements and Taiwan the strength 

worker vice versa. of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

17Y09M East, West, South, 

Male North. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper East, West, South, 
North. 

Student 11 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natural Dormant volcanoes Japan is the most 

Father: 
eruptions may natural resource hazard. serious area of 

Driver cause earthquakes and energy, such earthquake events 

Mother: 
to happen by plate as terrestrial heat around the world. In 

International movements and and hot spring. Taiwan the strength 

Trade 
vice versa. of earthquakes from 

strong to weak are: 
company East, West, North, 

South. 

18Y04M The damage of 

Female earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 
South. 

TV! 
Film 
Book 
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Student 12 Yes, I think the It is an It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. Taiwan is the most 

Father: 
two activities unavoidable hazard and also serious place of 

Businessman 
effect to each hazard, it might energy release, earthquake events. In 

Mother: 
other by heat erupt at anytime. because houses Taiwan the strength 

Primary 
convection. It is also a kind of fall down and of earthquakes from 

energy and a ground shakes. strong to weak are: teacher 
natural resource, East, West, North, 

19Y03M 
such as hot spring. South. 

Male The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, South, 

Film! North. 

Video! 
Book! 
Comic! 
newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 13 Yes, I think the It is a kind of It is a natural Dead volcanoes. Circum-Pacific 

Father: 
two activities natural resource, hazard, because it Ocean is the most 

Government 
effect to each such as hot spring. affects peop Ie's frequent area of 

worker 
other by plate life and damages earthquake events 

Mother: 
tectonic. buildings. around the world. In 

Housewife Taiwan the strength 
of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

18Y07M East, West, North= 
South. Male 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East, South, 

TV! North. 

Film! 
Book! 
newspaper 

, 
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Student 14 Yes, volcanic It is an It is a natuml Dormant, dead and Middle East is the 

Father: eruptions could unavoidable hazard, it damages live volcanoes. most frequent area of 

Cleaning cause earthquakes hazard, such as everything. It is an earthquake events 
to happen by plate lava flow. energy release as around the world. In company tectonic, but well, such as all Taiwan the strength Mother: 

Businesswom earthquakes can kinds of surface of earthquakes from 
not cause volcanic movements. strong to weak are: an eruptions to East, West, South, 

18YOIM happen. North. 

Male The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV! East, West, 

Book! South,North. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine! 
Computer 

Student 15 I think hot spring It is a hazard, may Dormant volcanoes. Japan is the most 

Father: 
Yes, I think the is one of the houses fall down. frequent place of 

Police officer 
two activities volcanic resources It is also an energy earthquakes events 

Mother: 
effect to each and terrestrial heat release, such as around the world. 

Housewife 
other by ground as well. ground shaking. In Taiwan the 
shaking and crust strength of 

18Y07M 
movement. earthquakes from 

Male strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

TV! The damage of 

Film! earthquakes from 

Video! strong to weak are: 

Book! West, East, North, 

Newspaper! South. 

Magazine! 
computer 
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Student 16 Yes, I think the I feel it is a natural It is a hazard, may Dormant and dead The boundary 

Father and two activities resource. houses fall down volcanoes. between two plates is 

mother: effect to each and get damage. It the most serious area 

Golf Assistant 
other by ground is also an energy of earthquake events 
shaking and crust release. around the world. In 

17Y08M movement. Taiwan the strength 

Male of earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 
South. 

TVlFilml The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Newspaperl strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, computer North. 

Student 17 Yes, I think the Terrestrial heat is a It is a hazard, it Dormant volcanoes. South-East Asia is 

Father and 
two activities kind of energy. damages almost the most serious area 

mother: 
effect to each everything. of earthquake events 

Business man other by plate around the world. In 
tectonic. Taiwan the strength 

of earthquakes from 

18YOSM strong to weak are: 

Male East, West, North, 
South. 

TV/film! 
The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Newspaper strong to weak are: 
East, West, North, 
South. 

Student 18 Yes, I think the It is a natural It is a hazard, Dead volcanoes. North-East Asia is 

Father: two activities resource, such as because many the most serious 

Bank staff effect to each sulfur. people lose their place of earthquake 

Mother: other by plate life and also events around the 

Warehouse tectonic. ground shaking is world. In Taiwan the 

assistant. a kind of energy strength of 
release. earthquakes from 

18Y06M strong to weak are: 

Male East, West, South, 
. North. 

TV/film! The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Newspaperl strong to weak are: 

magazine East, West, North, 
South. 
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Student 19 Yes, I think the Hot spring is one It is a hazard, Dormant volcanoes. West Pacific should 

Father: 
two activities of the important because houses be the most serious 

Pathology 
effect to each resources and fall down and. place of earthquake 

technician 
other by plate terrestrial heat can events, especially for 

Mother: 
tectonic. be used to 921 earthquake 

Medical 
generating electric event. 

Cosmetologist 
power. In Taiwan the 

strength of 

17YI0M 
earthquakes from 

Male 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, 
South=North. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
West, East South= 

TV!fiIm! 
North. 

Video! 
Book! 
Comic! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine 
Computer 

Student 20 Yes, I think the It is a resource. It is a natural Dead volcanoes. Middle East is the 

Father: 
two activities hazard, a lot of most frequent area of 

Insurance 
effect to each people lose their earthquake events 

agent 
other by plate life. around the world. 
tectonic. In Taiwan the 

Mother: 
strength of 

Pnblic 
servant 

earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

18Y05M 
East, West, South, 

Male 
North. 
The damage of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV!fiIm! 
East, West, South, 

Video! North. 

Book! 
Comic! 
Newspaper! 
Magazine!Co 
mputer 
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Student 21 Yes, earthquakes It is a natural Ground shaking is Dead volcanoes but it South-East Asia is 

Father: can cause volcanic resource, such as an energy release. is possible to become the most frequent 

Service trade eruptions to sulfur and live volcanoes. area of earthquake 

Mother: happen by plate terrestrial heat. events around the 

Nurse tectonic and vice world. 
versa. In Taiwan the 

strength of 
earthquakes from 

17YllM strong to weak are: 

Male West=East, 
North,South. 
The damage of 

TV!film! earthquakes from 

Video! strong to weak are: 

Book! East, North, South, 

Comic! North. 

Newspaper! 
Magazine/Co 
mputer 

Student 22 Yes, I think the It is a kind of Ground shaking is Dead volcanoes. South-East Asia is 

Father: 
two activities energy and natural an energy release. the most frequent 

Worker effect to each resource, such as But it is also a area of earthquake 

Mother: other by ground terrestrial heat. natural hazard. events around the 

Housewife shaking and crust world. 
movement. In Taiwan the 

18Y05M damage of 

Male earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 

TV/film! North. 

Video! The damage of 

Book! earthquakes from 

Comic/ strong to weak are: 

Newspaper! West, East, South, 

Magazinecom North. 

puter 

Student 23 Yes, I think the It is a kind of It is a natural Dead volcanoes. West Pacific Ocean 

Father and two activities energy (terrestrial hazard, because is the most frequent 

mother: 
effect to each heat). many things are area of earthquake 

Businessman 
other by ground damaged. And it is events around the 
shaking and crust also an energy world. 

18Y02M movement. release, such as In Taiwan the 

Male ground shaking. strength of 
earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 

TV!film! East, West, North, 

Book! South. 

Newspaper! The damage of 

Magazine/Co earthquakes from 

mputer strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 
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Student 24 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a natural Dormant volcanoes. West Pacific Ocean 

Father and 
eruptions could energy (terrestrial hazard because is the most frequent 

mother: cause earthquakes heat for generating many things are area of earthquake 

Businessman to happen by electric power). damaged, and it is events around the 
asthenosphere a necessary energy world. 
movements, and release as well, the In Taiwan the 

17Y09M vice versa. energy release by damage of 

Male 
ground shaking. earthquakes from 

strong to weak are: 
West= East, South= 
North. 
The damage of 

TV/ earthquakes from 

Book! strong to weak are: 

Newspaper/ West, East, South, 

Magazine North. 

Student 25 Yes, volcanic It is a kind of It is a necessary Dormant volcanoes. West Pacific Ocean 

father and 
eruptions could energy, We can energy release as is the most frequent 

mother: cause earthquakes use terrestrial heat well, the energy area of earthquake 

businessman to happen by to generate the release by ground events around the 
asthenosphere power. shaking. world. 
movements, and In Taiwan the 

18YOSM 
vice versa. strength of 

Male earthquakes from 
strong to weak are: 
East, West, South, 
North. 

TV/film! The damage of 

Video/ earthquakes from 

Book! 
strong to weak are: 

Comic/ West, East, North, 

Newspaper/ South. 

Magazine/Co 
mputer 
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Appendix 13 An Earthquak.elPrimary Year 3 
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Appendix 14 An EarthquakelPrimary Year 3 
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Appendix 15 An EarthquakelPrimary Year 3 
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Appendix 16 An EarthquakelPrimary Year 3 
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Appendix 17 An Earthquake/Primary Year 3 
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Appendix 18 An Earthquake/Primary Year 3 
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Appendix 19 An EarthquakelPrimary Year 3 
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Appendix 20 An EarthquakelPrimary Year 3 
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